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RESUMO 

Rupturas em cadeias de suprimentos têm ganhado cada vez mais importância uma vez que 

governos, especialistas financeiros e consumidores tiveram suas vidas afetadas pela Covid-19. Os 

estudos sobre rupturas em cadeias de suprimentos têm fornecido um extenso conhecimento sobre 

resiliência em cadeias de suprimentos, isto é, como uma cadeia de suprimentos pode se recuperar 

de uma ruptura e retornar a operar no mesmo nível de antes. No entanto, exemplos recentes têm 

demonstrado que cadeias de suprimentos podem se recuperar mais fortes depois de sofrerem uma 

ruptura. Portanto, esse estudo tem como objetivo entender se cadeias de suprimentos podem se 

recuperar fortalecendo suas estruturas depois de uma ruptura. O desenvolvimento teórico desse 

estudo baseia-se no método de transferência de metáfora. A ideia de hipertrofia muscular é usada 

como o fenômeno fonte para o desenvolvimento da ideia de cadeias de suprimentos hiper-

resilientes. Esse conceito é desenvolvido mais a fundo através de estudos de casos. Os resultados 

mostram os mecanismos através dos quais as cadeias de suprimentos podem se recuperar mais 

fortes depois de uma ruptura. Esse estudo contribui para a literatura de resiliência em cadeias de 

suprimentos por demonstrar quais mecanismos as cadeias podem usar além da resiliência para 

responder a uma ruptura. 

Keywords 

Rupturas em cadeias de suprimentos; Resiliência em cadeias de suprimentos; Hiper-resiliência em 

cadeias de suprimentos. 
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ABSTRACT 

Supply network disruptions have gained increasingly attention as governments, financial experts 

and the average consumer had their daily lives affected by Covid-19. The literature on supply 

network disruption has provided substantial knowledge about supply network resilience, that is, 

how a supply network can recover from a disruption to return to its pre-disruption level of 

operation. However, recent cases have demonstrated that supply networks can recover stronger 

following a supply network disruption. Thus, our research question focuses on whether supply 

networks can leverage a supply network disruption to recover stronger than before. We build on 

metaphorical transfer to develop our theoretical foundations. Using hypertrophy through muscle 

recovery as the source phenomena, we develop the concept of hyper-resilient supply network. We 

further develop this concept through case research methodology. Our findings discuss the 

mechanisms through which supply networks can recover stronger following a supply network 

disruption. We contribute to the supply network resilience literature by demonstrating that supply 

networks can use mechanisms to respond to supply network disruptions that go beyond resilience. 

Keywords 

Supply network disruption; Supply network resilience; Supply network hyper-resilience. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Governments, financial experts, and even the average consumer now understands what a 

supply network is and how supply network disruptions can impact daily life. COVID-19 

demonstrated how fragile supply networks are as many supply networks struggled to continue 

operating. For instance, the healthcare supply network struggled to, at best, maintain regular supply 

of healthcare and personal protective equipment (PPE), the retail supply network worked around 

the clock to keep providing customers essential goods, and the foodservice supply network had to 

completely reconfigure its structure to fulfill online orders during lockdown. 

The literature on supply network disruptions provides extensive knowledge on supply 

network resilience, that is, how a supply network can recover from a disruption to return to its pre-

disruption level of operation (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Blackhurst et al., 2011; Brandon-Jones et al., 

2014; Christopher & Peck, 2004; Durach et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2015; Knemeyer et al., 2009; 

Matsuo, 2015; Melnyk et al., 2014; Sheffi & Rice, 2005; Zhao et al., 2019). However, recent 

evidence suggests that some supply networks are emerging from the Covid-19 crisis stronger than 

they were prior to this disruption. Thus, our research question focuses on whether a company can 

actually leverage a supply network disruption to recover by developing a structure that goes 

beyond resilience. In other words, is it possible for a supply network to emerge from a disruption 

stronger than it was prior to the disruption? 

We contribute to a recent research stream (Aven, 2015; Craighead et al., 2020; de Bruijn et 

al., 2020; Jaaron & Backhouse, 2014; Taleb, 2012) by explaining the concept of supply network 

hyper-resilience. A hyper-resilient supply network is one that is able to recover from a disruption 

stronger than it was before, through a cycle of adaptation and learning caused by the disruption. 

We build theory using the metaphorical transfer approach to articulate key constructs, 
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relationships, and propositions related to supply network hyper-resilience, building on the source 

metaphor of muscle hypertrophy. 

The concept of muscle hypertrophy illustrates how an organism can become stronger due 

to disruptions. As muscles recover from minor structural damage induced by exercise, their fibers 

strengthen under the right set of conditions (Chargé & Rudnicki, 2004). Through a process of 

ontology, analogy, and identity, we apply this source metaphor to the process through which a 

supply network recovers from a disruption and the conditions under which it will strengthen as a 

result. In the human body, exercise-induced damage causes small muscle fiber ruptures that trigger 

a cascade of events aimed at muscle recovery. If the muscle receives the right stimuli and the 

necessary nutrients and other elements are available at the right time, it will recover to a new, 

stronger structure. We focus on the mechanisms a muscle needs to change and adapt its structure 

to respond to new functional demands (Blaauw et al., 2013; Schoenfeld, 2010), transferring the 

ideas of muscle damage, chemical metabolism, and muscle plasticity to supply network disruption, 

supply network resource metabolism, and supply network plasticity, respectively. We use this to 

develop a framework for supply network hyper-resilience and derive testable propositions. 

We then use detailed case research to refine our theoretical framework for supply network 

hyper-resilience. We conducted 16 semi-structured interviews in 13 organizations across four 

supply networks spanning Europe, North America, and South America. Organizations were 

selected and investigated based on their level of recovery from Covid-19 supply network 

disruptions, as well as their learning from prior significant supply network disruptions. Our data 

analyses included (1) first-level coding to describe each organization through constructing 

narratives to compare, contrast and refine our variables of interest, (2) application of a within-case 

approach to group the narratives and refine higher-order constructs at the supply network level of 
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analysis to identify key relationships, and (3) cross-case analysis, comparing and contrasting the 

supply networks to find higher-level patterns. 

Our research makes several important theoretical and practical contributions. First, by 

proposing and theoretically developing the concept of supply network hyper-resilience, we extend 

the supply network disruption literature. Second, we identify key supply network hyper-resilience 

mechanisms and their underlying relationships, demonstrating that important contributors to 

supply network hyper-resilience exist at the individual, organizational and the supply network 

levels. Third, we develop testable propositions to stimulate further research on supply network 

disruption management related to supply network hyper-resilience. Finally, by discussing the 

mechanisms through which a supply network can become hyper-resilient following a disruption, 

we provide alternative strategies that go beyond simply being resilient and recovering from a 

disruption, to leveraging the disruption to improve supply network performance. 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical development of this research. Specifically, we discuss 

muscle recovery as a theory constitutive metaphor for supply network recovery, showing the main 

elements used in metaphorical transfer. Then, we map the key elements from the source 

phenomenon (i.e., muscle recovery) to the target phenomenon (i.e., supply network recovery), 

defining each one of them. The next section further develops the relationships of the key elements 

presented in the one-to-one mapping of the source phenomenon. Next, we build on the previous 

sections to discuss the higher-level constructs and relationships, presenting principles that form 

our supply network typology and the research propositions.  

In Chapter 3, we present the research methodology, discussing our use of case research, 

specifically describing case selection, data collection procedures, data validity and reliability. 
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Furthermore, we provide a detailed explanation of how we departed from the metaphorical transfer 

to develop the research protocol, linking the propositions with the case research. 

Chapter 4 discusses how we analyzed the research data, going from preliminary analysis 

based on detailed interview descriptions to within- and cross-case analyses. Additionally, we 

present a detailed discussion of how these analyses were paramount to reach the research’s level 

of analysis. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, we discuss the Main Findings, research contributions, study 

limitations and some avenues for future research. Specifically, in the main findings section, we 

provide additional discoveries from the case research that bring complementary mechanisms for 

hyper-resilience to those discussed in the theoretical development. We, then, derive further 

propositions that refine our concept of supply network hyper-resilience. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical development – Metaphorical transfer 

In this section, we used metaphorical transfer to develop a theoretical foundation for supply 

network hyper-resilience. Metaphorical transfer uses a well-known phenomenon as a source to 

inform a less understood target phenomenon (Chen et al., 2013). For example, Garud & Kotha 

(1994) used the human brain’s ability to process real-time information and change according to 

environmental conditions as a metaphor to model flexible production systems. Hunt & Menon 

(1995) explored varying metaphors applicable to marketing. Chen et al. (2013) used divorce 

between marital partners as a metaphor to theorize about strategic supplier-buyer relationship 

dissolution. More recently, Lu & Koufteros (2017) developed a taxonomy for supply network 

security through metaphorical transfer, using the human immune system and its mechanisms to 

protect the human body from pathogens as the source phenomenon. 

Metaphorical transfer demonstrates pattern similarities between the source and target 

phenomena at three hierarchical levels: ontology, analogy, and identity (Chen et al., 2013). 

Ontology demonstrates the initial correspondence between the elements of the source phenomenon 

and the target phenomenon (Garud & Kotha, 1994), determining key elements (the “whats”) 

(Tsoukas, 1991) and maintaining a balance between them rather than a perfect match (Gick & 

Holyak, 1983). At the analogy level, the goal is to explain how and why the elements described in 

the ontology level are related. At the level of identity, equivalence between source and target 

phenomena aims at exploring the main principles that is used to predict possible outcomes for both 

(Chen et al., 2013; Tsoukas, 1991). 

We use the concept of muscle hypertrophy through recovery following an exercise-induced 

damage as metaphor to theorize about supply network recovery following a disruption, exploring 

similarities between them at each hierarchical level. The damage suffered by muscles following 
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physical exercise is presented as a metaphor for a supply network disruption. When a supply 

network has experienced a disruption, it initiates a recovery process,  adapting  to maintain the 

flow of materials across its members (Craighead et al., 2007). Like the process of muscle recovery 

following exercise, the supply network recovery process triggers different, but related, supply 

network elements that must be orchestrated among the members of a supply network. How the 

members of a supply network respond to recovery elements involved leads to development of 

distinct supply network structures. 

Broadly speaking, there are three possible outcomes: resilience, atrophy and hypertrophy. 

The literature has extensively discussed supply network resilience, which is the ability of a supply 

network to face a disruption, respond and resume operating as the same level as before the 

disruption (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Blackhurst et al., 2011; Brandon-Jones et al., 2014; Christopher 

& Peck, 2004; Kim et al., 2015; Melnyk et al., 2014). Supply network resilience is akin to muscle 

protein equilibrium. In both cases a structure (muscle or supply network) was disrupted, a chain 

of events was triggered, and resources were used, but the structure recovered to a structure similar 

to before the disruption. 

A supply network disruption can also weaken a supply network structure by shrinking its 

level of operations. For example, Zara’s owner, Inditex, announced it was shutting down 1,200 

stores due to the disruption caused by COVID-19. Inditex’s inability to quickly reconfigure its 

supply network to respond to the surge in online demand resulted in a year-over-year drop in sales 

of 44% in the first quarter of 2020 (Chaudhuri, 2020). Although Inditex’s supply network tried to 

respond to lockdown measures and the subsequent surge in online orders, its response was not 

sufficient to allow it to continue operating with a similar supply network structure. The Inditex 

case is similar to muscle atrophy: Inditex’s supply network was disrupted and the firm attempted 
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to respond to it. However, there was an imbalance between the elements necessary to respond to 

the disruption and those actually available to Inditex. Thus, a second outcome of a supply network 

disruption is supply network atrophy. 

When muscles are damaged due to physical activity, but they receive the right stimuli, have 

the necessary elements available, and the body is health; the recovery process can lead to the 

development of muscle fibers that are stronger than they were before being damaged (Blaauw et 

al., 2013; Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). Similarly, a supply network can also develop a stronger structure 

as a result of its recovery from a disruption. For example, using its previous experience to deal 

with a supply network disruption, Nokia could not only mitigate the negative impacts due to a fire 

at its main supplier of microchips, but it also boosted chip production that was crucial to its new 

product launch, recovering in a better form than before (Russell Walker, 2012). Similarly, 

suffering with the surge in online demand during the first months of 2020, Amazon’s supply 

network recovered stronger. Amazon’s profit doubled in the April-to-June period and its market 

value increased more than 60% (Herrera & Sherman, 2020). This resembles muscle hypertrophy, 

because Nokia and Amazon developed a stronger supply network structure in the process of 

recovering from a disruption. Thus, we propose that a third outcome of a supply network disruption 

is supply network hypertrophy. 

To understand how the muscle hypertrophy process operates, it is necessary to understand 

the various characteristics of the damage to muscles  (i.e., type, frequency, and intensity of physical 

activity), the presence of nutrients to support muscle recovery (i.e., quality, type, amount, and 

timing of nutrition intake after muscle damage), and elements facilitating the combination and use 

of these nutrients (i.e., level of hormones and body’s general health) (Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). 
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Thus, the effectiveness of the muscle hypertrophy process depends on the intricacy, of different, 

but related elements. 

2.1 Ontology 

Figure 2.1 shows the ontological elements of muscle recovery, supply network recovery, 

and the one-to-one mapping between these elements. 

 
Figure 2.1. Equivalence at the level of ontology: Muscle hypertrophy and supply network hyper-resilience 

2.1.1 Muscle damage and supply network disruption 

The next sections discuss the equivalence between the elements of muscle damage and 

supply network disruption. These elements are type of damage (a1) and type of disruption (b1); 

frequency of damage (a2) and frequency of disruption (b2); and intensity of damage (a3) and 

intensity of disruption (b3). 

Type of Damage a1 <= => b1 Type of Disruption

Frequency of Damage a2 <= => b2 Frequency of Disruption

Intensity of Damage a3 <= => b3 Intensity of Disruption

Type of Nutrients a4 <= => b4 Type of Resources

Quality of Nutrients a5 <= => b5 Quality of Resources

Amount of Nutrients a6 <= => b6 Amount of Resources

Timing of Nutrient Intake a7 <= => b7 Timing of Resource Deployment

Sensors and Activators a8 <= => b8 Disruption Impact Sensors

Hormones a9 <= => b9 Preparedness

Physical Health a10 <= => b10 Supply Network Health

Muscle Structure Reconfiguration a11 <= => b11
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2.1.1.1 Type of damage (a1) 

There are two types of physical activity: endurance training and resistance training (Blaauw 

et al., 2013), each causing a different impact on muscle recovery (Evans, 2002). Endurance training 

is comprised of physical efforts aimed at intentionally increasing muscle fatigue that lead to muscle 

recovery in a similar structure to that existing prior to the exercise. Runners, swimmers, and 

cyclists are examples of endurance athletes. In contrast, resistance training focuses on improving 

muscle strength through muscle gain. Resistance training causes muscle protein synthesis (Witard 

et al., 2016), inducing muscle hypertrophy (Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003). Resistance training leads 

to muscle hypertrophy because the overload stimulus triggers a chain of physiological events that 

result in a greater number of and denser muscle fibers (Schoenfeld, 2010) that adapt to the new 

functional demand. 

2.1.1.2 Type of disruption (b1) 

Supply network disruptions can be categorized as anticipated or unanticipated disruptions 

(Craighead et al., 2007; Knemeyer et al., 2009). An anticipated supply network disruption is a 

disruption for which an organization has knowledge of before it takes place, such as a hurricane 

(Knemeyer et al., 2009). An unanticipated disruption, on the other hand, is an event that, although 

it can be somewhat expected, the actual location and date of occurrence is not known, for example, 

an earthquake. 

2.1.1.3 Frequency of damage (a2) 

Effective muscle adaptation to damage is only possible after repeated bouts of resistance 

training (Evans, 2002), which diminishes the level of stress on muscles caused by mechanical 

tension (Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003), that is, the overloading force posed on muscles during an 

exercise session. Regular training is important for muscle hypertrophy because it maintains muscle 
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protein synthesis, forcing the muscles to regenerate themselves in response to the mechanical 

tension inflicted on them. If the training sessions are not frequent enough or are too brief, the 

muscles will keep trying to adapt to the same mechanical tension, and as a consequence, there will 

be no muscle gain. 

2.1.1.4 Frequency of disruption (b2) 

Similar to the effect of regular resistance training for muscle hypertrophy, regular exposure 

to disruptions can develop a supply network structure that is prepared to face future disruptions. A 

supply network frequently exposed to disruptions has the opportunity to use its previous 

experiences of dealing with disruptions to build capabilities that are pivotal to coping with future 

disruptions (Bode et al., 2011). Like muscle hypertrophy, a stronger supply network structure 

results from regular exposure to disruptions, because it maintains activation of supply network 

elements for detecting, responding, and recovering from disruptions. 

2.1.1.5 Intensity of damage (a3) 

Exercise-induced muscle damage can be a result of low- or high-intensity training. The 

intensity of exercise needed for muscle hypertrophy is the amount of load force a muscle can 

tolerate in a bout of physical activity. As the muscle adapts to the current load force, increased 

intensity will be necessary for progressive muscle gains (Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). In other words, 

gradual muscle recovery from mechanical tension allows the muscles to successfully experience 

further damage and greater overload force. For example, a novice bodybuilder who could lift only 

10 lbs. in a bicep curl, after a few weeks of regular training and recovery would be able to lift 15 

lbs. Each new bicep session causes some muscle damage that, when recovered, permits the novice 

bodybuilder to lift even more weight. This cycle of progressive damage and recovery leads to 

muscle hypertrophy (Evans, 2002). 
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2.1.1.6 Intensity of disruption (b3) 

The intensity of a supply network disruption can have a high or low impact on operational 

efficiency, delivery reliability, and procurement costs (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Bode et al., 2011). 

The intensity of a supply network disruption is directly related to the motivation to respond to it 

(Bode et al., 2011). A high-impact disruption affects a critical node, disrupts part of a supply 

network where more nodes are located, or interrupts global sourcing (Craighead et al., 2007). 

High-impact disruptions compel a supply network to promptly respond by deploying and 

reconfiguring the necessary resources and adapting to meet the new functional demands 

(Ambulkar et al., 2015). On the other hand, a low impact disruption causes minimal disruption to 

a supply network’s structure, since recovery requires fewer resources and less adaptation 

(Ambulkar et al., 2015). 

2.1.2 Nutrients and resources 

The next sections discuss the equivalence between the elements of nutrients and resources. 

These elements are type of nutrients (a4) and type of resources (b4); quality of nutrients (a5) and 

quality of resources (b5); amount of nutrients (a6) and amount of resources (b6); and time of 

nutrient intake (a7) and timing of resource deployment (b7). 

2.1.2.1 Type of nutrients (a4) 

Nutrients can be divided into macro- and micronutrients. Macronutrients include protein, 

carbohydrates, amino acids, and fat. Micronutrients include vitamins and minerals, such as calcium 

and iron (Purcell, 2013). Although each type of nutrient has a specific role, they play 

complementary functions in muscle recovery. While protein repairs and builds muscle, calcium 

supports bone health and muscle contraction (Purcell, 2013). These nutrients can be acquired 

through both daily food intake and supplements. Studies show that people receiving supplements, 
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in addition to food, achieved greater levels of muscle protein synthesis, compared to those who 

only consume food (Churchward-Venne et al., 2014; Evans, 2002). 

2.1.2.2 Type of resources (b4) 

When a supply network has been disrupted, it needs various resources to recover. Similar 

to nutrition needs for muscle hypertrophy, the use of the right combination of resources is crucial 

for supply network recovery (Blackhurst et al., 2011; Craighead et al., 2007). Supply network 

recovery resources can be divided into production and disruption-response resources. Critical 

production resources for preventing negative effects include the level of raw material, inventory, 

and networking capital available at the time of the disruption (Bode et al., 2011; Knemeyer et al., 

2009). When the production process has been disrupted, important disruption-response resources 

include managers trained to handle supply disruptions, a global-disaster recovery center, and 

information systems supporting crisis management and communication (Blackhurst et al., 2005; 

Craighead et al., 2007). Although disruption-response resources are deployed only when a 

disruption has occurred, they should be developed well in advance (Blackhurst et al., 2011). 

2.1.2.3 Quality of nutrients (a5) 

Protein is one of the most important nutrients for muscle hypertrophy, impacting the 

capacity of muscles to synthesize protein. Low-quality protein diminishes a body’s ability to repair 

muscle damage because it lacks important elements. For instance, low-quality protein provides 

lower amounts of leucine, an essential amino acid for protein synthesis; inadequate consumption 

of leucine impairs muscle recovery through suboptimal muscle protein synthesis (Witard et al., 

2016). On the other hand, high-quality protein provides the necessary elements for muscle 

recovery, as well as faster digestibility that stimulates greater levels of muscle protein synthesis 

(Witard et al., 2016). 
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2.1.2.4 Quality of resources (b5) 

In a supply network disruption context, the quality of a resource is related to its impact on 

supply network response and recovery. The most effective responses are initiated by managers 

who can draw on their training and previous experience related to other supply network disruption 

(Blackhurst et al., 2011). Nokia’s response to the 2000 fire at the Philips microchip plant and 

Nissan’s response to the earthquake in Japan and floods in Thailand in 2011 showed the 

importance of employee commitment and experience for dealing with a disruption. They also 

illustrate the importance of the involvement of senior managers in identifying a disruption’s impact 

quickly, in order to rapidly initiate a response plan (Aggarwal & Srivastava, 2016; Haraguchi & 

Lall, 2015; Russell Walker, 2012). For instance, Nokia’s CEO communicated directly with 

Philips’ CEO (Sheffi & Rice, 2005). When employees and managers are able to determine the 

potential impact of a disruption, production and disruption-response resources can be rapidly 

mobilized to respond (Blackhurst et al., 2011). Thus, resource quality refers to the human capital 

resources involved in the recovery plan, following a supply network disruption. 

2.1.2.5 Amount of nutrients (a6) 

The amount of nutrients for muscle recovery needs to be balanced as excessive amounts can 

cause cellular disfunction in tissues, including the heart, kidneys, liver, and skeletal muscle 

(Blaauw et al., 2013) and insufficient amounts will negatively impact muscle growth (Tipton & 

Wolfe, 2001). Although there are no conclusive findings about the right amount of nutrients post-

exercise, there are diminishing returns in muscle protein synthesis related to the amount of protein 

consumed (Witard et al., 2016). For example, in young adults, an increase of protein intake from 

10g to 20g stimulates muscle protein synthesis by approximately 20%, whereas an increase in 

intake of 20g to 40g stimulates further muscle protein synthesis by only about 10%. The optimal 
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amount of nutrients necessary for muscle hypertrophy ultimately depends on physiological 

properties, such as age, body composition, and gender (Witard et al., 2016). 

2.1.2.6 Amount of resources (b6) 

Like the optimal balance of nutrients for muscle recovery, a balanced amount of resources 

can support a supply network in recovering from a disruption. A supply network disruption can 

impact production resources, causing a shortage of raw-materials, inventories (Blackhurst et al., 

2005) and financial reserves (Knemeyer et al., 2009). During supply network recovery, managers 

must carefully control these scarce production resources, while mobilizing disruption-response 

resources. This balance is influenced by the impact of a disruption, which should determine the 

level of resource mobilization required for recovery. For instance, when Nokia supply network 

was disrupted by the Philips plant fire, it responded by mobilizing a substantial amount of 

disruption-response resources to identify the impact of the disruption and access inventories 

available at other Philips plants (Russell Walker, 2012). In contrast, like excessive amounts of 

nutrients can cause muscle protein synthesis disfunctions, an excessive amount of either 

production or disruption-response resources can hurt a supply network’s ability to recover from a 

disruption. Humanitarian operations, for instance, can have their operations affected by 

disproportionate amount of unsolicited donations, leading to a bottleneck in the supply of other 

needed resources (Van Wassenhove, 2006). 

2.1.2.7 Timing of nutrient intake (a7) 

In the process of muscle recovery, the timing of nutrient intake is crucial (Rasmussen & 

Phillips, 2003; Witard et al., 2016). The capacity of muscles to synthesize protein is time 

dependent, diminishing as the time passes after exercise. This phenomena is known as the 

“anabolic window of opportunity” (Witard et al., 2016). For the best muscle protein synthesis, the 
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anabolic window of opportunity is the first 48 hours following physical activity (Tipton & Wolfe, 

2001). Additionally, some nutrients should be ingested prior to physical activity, in order to best 

stimulate muscle protein synthesis. For instance, amino acids and carbohydrates have a greater 

impact if ingested prior to exercise causing increased blood flow during physical activity that 

enables a muscle to absorb more nutrients (Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). 

2.1.2.8 Timing of resource deployment (b7) 

Like the “anabolic window of opportunity”, there is a resource deployment window of 

opportunity, that is, the optimal timeframe for deploying production and disruption-response 

resources following a supply network disruption. The best outcomes occur if resources are 

deployed either just prior to or immediately following the disruption (Craighead et al., 2007). The 

prompt use of resources can reduce the disruption’s negative impact, due to the supporting role 

resources play in supply network recovery (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Craighead et al., 2007). For 

example, when an earthquake followed by a tsunami disrupted Japan’s auto supply network in 

2011, Nissan quickly deployed disruption-response resources by establishing a Global Disaster 

Control Headquarters in its head office in Yokohama 15 minutes after the earthquake (Aggarwal 

& Srivastava, 2016). In contrast, when the 2000 fire at the Philips microchip plant occurred, 

Ericsson opted to wait for more information about the impact of the fire rather than deploying 

critical resources immediately (Russell Walker, 2012). Once it realized the seriousness of this 

disruption, Ericsson tried to access other supply sources, but the alternative supplies had already 

been committed to Nokia (Sheffi & Rice, 2005). 

2.1.3 Muscle recovery and supply network recovery 

The next sections discuss the equivalence between the elements of muscle recovery and 

supply network recovery. These elements are sensors and activators (a8) and disruption impact 
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sensors (b8); hormones (a9) and preparedness (b9); physical health (a10) and supply network 

health (b10); muscle structure reconfiguration (a11) and supply network reconfiguration (b11); 

and age (a12) and length of supply network relationship (b12). 

2.1.3.1 Sensors and activators (a8) 

Sensors and activators are critical in determining the level of muscle response to damage. 

Muscle recovery is initiated when muscle fibers sense mechanical tension, triggering “…a well-

defined healing or regenerative process involving inflammation, necrosis and degeneration of the 

affected tissue, activation of precursor cells (i.e., satellite cells), and subsequent regeneration of 

the muscle.” (Simon et al., 2017, p. 212). Specific activators are important for muscle hypertrophy. 

Protein kinase is an important direct activator of muscle protein synthesis because it manages the 

hypertrophic response muscle regeneration resulting from resistance exercise (Rasmussen & 

Phillips, 2003). Other activators play a mediator role. For instance, the combination of two initiator 

factors (4E with 4G) mediates the relationship between nutrient intake and muscle protein 

synthesis (Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003). 

2.1.3.2 Disruption impact sensors (b8) 

Sensing what the impact of a disruption might be is important in determining whether a 

response is necessary (Craighead et al., 2007). This is crucial because by understanding the impact 

of a disruption, a supply network can respond proactively, otherwise, it waits and responds 

reactively (Blackhurst et al., 2005; Bode et al., 2011; Knemeyer et al., 2009). A proactive response 

is characterized by a good understanding of the impact of the supply network disruption, in order 

to initiate actions shortly prior to or right after the disruption. On the other hand, a reactive response 

is a wait-and-see approach, where actions are taken only after a disruption’s impact has been 

established (Bode et al., 2011). For example, when Ericsson’s supply of microchips was disrupted 
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by the Philips plant fire, Ericsson did not sense the potential impact of the disruption and instead 

waited for more information from Philips. When Ericsson realized that the fire was more serious 

than previously thought, Ericsson’s executive team initiated a reactive, but late, response. Philips 

microchips were a critical part of Ericsson’s new product (the first mobile phone to use Bluetooth 

technology). This supply network disruption ultimately delayed Ericsson’s new product launch, 

causing an estimated revenue loss of $400 million and an 11%-shrinkage in its market share 

(Russell Walker, 2012). 

2.1.3.3 Hormones (a9) 

Hormones, including testosterone, growth hormone, cortisol, and insulin (Rasmussen & 

Phillips, 2003; Tipton & Wolfe, 2001), regulate muscle protein synthesis (Evans, 2002). While 

some hormones stimulate muscle hypertrophy by facilitating muscle protein synthesis (Rasmussen 

& Phillips, 2003; Schoenfeld, 2010), others work by inhibiting the rate of muscle protein 

breakdown (Evans, 2002). For instance, testosterone is associated with an increase in the rate of 

muscle protein synthesis (Blaauw et al., 2013; Evans, 2002), whereas insulin, combined with 

amino acids and carbohydrates, diminishes the rate of muscle protein breakdown (Evans, 2002; 

Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). Both cause a greater rate of muscle protein synthesis vs. muscle protein 

breakdown, consequently leading to muscle hypertrophy. Other hormones have a negative effect 

on muscle hypertrophy. For example, higher levels of glucocorticoids (steroid hormone) are linked 

to muscle atrophy, since they act by limiting muscle response to damage, consequently diminishing 

muscle protein synthesis and increasing muscle protein breakdown (Blaauw et al., 2013). 

2.1.3.4 Preparedness (b9) 

Preparedness refers to a supply network’s ability to promptly mobilize resources to support 

an efficient and effective response to a disruption. Like the way that hormones regulate a body’s 
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use of nutrients in muscle recovery, preparedness to deal with supply network disruptions 

optimizes the use of necessary production and disruption-response resources to achieve effective 

supply network recovery (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Brandon-Jones et al., 2014). Elements of 

preparedness include a disruption-oriented view based on previous experiences (Bode et al., 2011; 

Melnyk et al., 2014), visibility across a supply network through real-time sharing of accurate 

information (Brandon-Jones et al., 2014; Christopher & Peck, 2004), and use of simulation tools 

to estimate the impact of a disruption (Knemeyer et al., 2009). For example, when the 1999-

earthquake in Taiwan delayed shipments of computer components to US, Dell used real-time data 

to assess the supply network disruption’s impacts, quickly changing prices of its PC configurations 

to direct consumer demand to products that used available components (Lee, 2004). 

2.1.3.5 Physical health (a10) 

Unhealthy habits can lead to muscle synthesis dysfunctions. For example, alcohol use 

disorder leads to muscle myopathy, that is, the inability of muscles to synthesize protein (Simon 

et al., 2017). Likewise, obesity can impair the elements that activate muscle protein synthesis 

(Simon et al., 2017), since some elements necessary for muscle growth are present in higher 

concentrations in healthy people (Beals et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2018). Although obese people can 

still build stronger muscles through resistance training, they need higher levels of some muscle 

protein synthesis stimulators (Tran et al., 2018). Similarly, smoking can cause a negative effect to 

muscle mass (Stavropoulos-Kalinoglou et al., 2008). The level of myostatin (a muscle growth 
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inhibitor) is more abundant in heavy smokers than in non-smokers, decreasing the body capacity 

of smokers to synthesize protein needed for muscle recovery (Petersen et al., 2007). 

2.1.3.6 Supply network health (b10) 

Like a person’s overall health impacts the capacity of his or her muscles to recover from 

exercise-induced damage, a supply network’s health directly impacts its ability to recover from a 

disruption. Supply network health refers to supply network characteristics that lay the foundation 

for an effective response to a supply network disruption. These include the level of communication 

and collaboration among members of a supply network (Craighead et al., 2007), availability of 

alternative sources of supply (Bode et al., 2011), use of standard procurement systems (Haraguchi 

& Lall, 2015), and the belief that suppliers and customers will honor their commitments (Durach 

et al., 2020). Nissan’s quick supply network recovery from the disruption caused by Thailand’s 

floods was possible due to its ability to access alternative suppliers, supported by its global 

procurement system (Haraguchi & Lall, 2015). Similarly, Nokia’s supply network recovery from 

the Philips plant fire depended mostly on direct communication between Nokia’s and Philips’ 

CEOs (Sheffi & Rice, 2005). 

2.1.3.7 Muscle structure reconfiguration (a11) 

Muscles adapt to damage by changing the structure and functional characteristics of their 

fibers (Blaauw et al., 2013). Muscle damage from exercise causes both direct muscle structural 

change and other physical adjustments (Blaauw et al., 2013). For example, endurance-training 

athletes stimulate the level of their blood flow through structural changes in the capillarity of their 

blood vessels (Blaauw et al., 2013). At the cellular level, structural modifications of membranes 

activate the anabolic function of protein, that is, the process of muscle recovery and growth (Witard 
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et al., 2016). Thus, the muscle regeneration process that leads to increased muscle mass is related 

to structural changes and adaptations at different levels. 

2.1.3.8 Supply network structure adaptation (b11) 

Like muscle structural adaptation, supply network adaptation may occur following a 

disruption. A supply network disruption affects either a node (facilities), an arc (transportation), 

or the whole network (Kim et al., 2015). A disruption at the node or arc level can cause some 

structural changes in the network by removing a supplier or a transportation path, but often 

materials can still flow, depending on the criticality of the node or arc impacted (Craighead et al., 

2007; Zhao et al., 2019). On the other hand, a disruption at the network level causes a complete 

stoppage in the flow of materials because it disconnects a source from a buyer. In the recovery 

process, supply network structure needs to adapt to diminish the risk of future network-level 

disruptions (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019). For instance, the food service supply 

network had to adapt its structure when restaurants had to shut down during the surge of COVID-

19. Accordingly, most restaurants completely changed to attend only online orders and pick-up 

service. 

2.1.3.9 Age (a12) 

Muscle recovery for hypertrophy suggests a curvilinear relationship between age and a 

muscle’s ability to recover since hypertrophic effects directly depends on growth hormones 

(Kraemer et al., 2017), which start to be secreted in higher levels by the body at the early ages of 

puberty and decline progressively with aging. For instance, younger adults doing resistance 

training need less protein from food or supplements than older people do to reach comparable 

levels of muscle protein synthesis (Witard et al., 2016). In contrast, older people release fewer 
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muscle recovery enzymes, thereby attenuating their muscles’ capacity for hypertrophy and 

increasing their vulnerability to muscle atrophy (Evans, 2002). 

2.1.3.10 Length of supply network relationship (b12) 

The length of supply network relationships affects a supply network’s ability to recover 

from a disruption (Durach et al., 2020), and can be measured by the years that a relationship has 

been stable. Like the curvilinear relationship between age and a muscle’s ability to recover, there 

is a curvilinear relationship between the length of a supply network relationship and a supply 

network’s ability to recover from a disruption. Some critical elements in a buyer-supplier 

relationship, such as cooperation, adaptation, and information sharing achieve higher levels at a 

maturity stage rather than a initial or later stages of a relationship (Autry & Golicic, 2010; Wagner, 

2011). For instance, following the auto supply network disruptions caused by the 2011-earthquake 

in Japan and floods in Thailand, the old relationships that Toyota had developed with its first-tier 

suppliers were no more efficient in its supply network recovery than Nissan’s use of an alternative 

supply base, its standard procurement system, and its direct control of key parts suppliers 

(Aggarwal & Srivastava, 2016; Haraguchi & Lall, 2015; Matsuo, 2015).  

Table 2.1 presents the second- and first-order constructs in our emergent theory of supply 

network hyper-resilience, as well as their dimensions, definitions, and the mechanisms involved 

in the process of supply network recovery. 
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Table 2.1. Elements involved in a supply network recovery from a disruption 

2nd-Order Constructs # 1st-Order 
Constructs 

Definition Dimensions Mechanisms 

Supply Network Disruption 
 
A supply network 
disruption triggers a chain 
of events that determine 
the way a supply network 
responds, absorbs, and 
adapts to it 

b1 Type of 
disruption 

The extent to which a 
particular disruption could 
have been foreseen 

 Unanticipated 
 Anticipated 

 Information about weather, public 
health, political systems, and economic 
factors 

b2 
Frequency of 
disruption 

The quantity of disruptions 
that a particular supply 
network experiences in a 
period of time 

 Frequent 
 Infrequent 

 Measurement of the frequency of 
supply network disruptions affecting a 
supply network in a given period of time 

b3 
Intensity of 
disruption 

Level of negative impact on 
operational efficiency, 
procurement costs, and 
delivery reliability to the 
customer 

 High-impact 
 Low-impact 

 Disruption of a critical node 
 Numbers of nodes disrupted 
 Disruption of a global source 

Resources 
 
To deal with disruptions, 
supply networks need to 
properly deploy scarce 
resources. Not only are 
specific resources 
necessary, but they also 
should be used at the right 
time 

b4 
Type of 
resources 

Production resources 
comprise investments to 
absorb the disruption’s 
impact by maintaining the 
flow of materials 
 
Disruption-response 
resources comprise 
investments to deal 
specifically with a supply 
network disruption 

 Production 
 Disruption-response 

Production: 
 Raw-materials 
 Inventories 
 Financial resources 
 
Disruption-response: 
 Global-disaster management center 
 Disruption-trained employees 
 Empowered front-line employees 
 Information systems 

b5 
Quality of 
resources 

Extent to which a resource 
can impact a supply 
network’s response to a 
disruption. The higher the 
quality of a resource, the 
higher its impact on a 
supply network recovery 

 High 
 Low 

 Senior management involvement 
 Employee commitment 
 Employee ability to sense the disruption 

and mobilize resources at the right time 

b6 
Amount of 
resources 

Sufficiency of resources to 
deal with a supply network 
disruption 

 Adequate 
 Inadequate 

 Identification of the level of available 
production and disruption-response 
resources 

 Correct allocation of resources 
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2nd-Order Constructs # 1st-Order 
Constructs 

Definition Dimensions Mechanisms 

b7 
Timing of 
resource 
deployment 

When critical resources and 
processes are deployed, 
relative to when a 
disruption occurs 

 Prior to the disruption 
 During the disruption 
 After the disruption 

 Production resources deployed prior 
to/during/after the disruption 

 Disruption-response resources deployed 
prior to/during/after the disruption 

Supply Network Recovery 
 
To properly recover from a 
disruption, a supply 
network should sense a 
disruption's impact, be 
prepared for it, and 
practice good habits 

b8 
Disruption 
impact sensors 

The ability to determine the 
potential impact of a 
disruption to a supply 
network 

 Proactive 
 Reactive 

 Good communication channels 
 Up-to-date information 
 Employees’ active participation 
 Experience with previous disruptions 

b9 Preparedness 

Ability to promptly mobilize 
relevant resources and 
processes to support an 
efficient and effective 
response to a disruption 

 Good 
 Bad 

 Disruption orientation based on 
previous experiences 

 Visibility - Every node in the supply 
network shares real-time accurate 
information 

 Use of simulation to estimate the 
impact of a disruption 

b10 
Supply 
network 
health 

Extent to which supply 
network elements allow a 
supply network to 
effectively responds a 
supply network disruption 

 Good 
 Bad 

 Communication and cooperation 
 Alternative suppliers 
 Standard procurement system 
 Belief that partners will honor 

commitments 

b11 

Supply 
network 
structure 
adaptation 

Extent to which a supply 
network structure changes 
to accommodate new 
functional demands when 
recovering from a 
disruption 

 Weaker 
 Equivalent 
 Stronger 

 Supply network mapping 
 Dynamic disruption recognition 
 Supply network reconfiguration 

b12 

Supply 
network 
relationship 
age 

Number of years that a 
relationship has been stable 

 Short 
 Long 

 Trust 
 Success of previous transactions 
 Collaboration to solve common issues 
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2.2 Analogy 

This section focuses on higher-order relationships among the elements of ontology (Chen 

et al., 2013). The elements listed in the ontology phase can be grouped into three categories based 

on the main mechanisms of muscle recovery: (1) the damage phase, (2) the repair phase, and (3) 

the reconfiguration phase (Ciciliot & Schiaffino, 2010; Grefte, 2011). 

In the damage phase, the characteristics of muscle damage are directly related to the 

outcomes associated with muscle recovery. For instance, the absence of mechanical tension leads 

to muscle atrophy. In the repair phase, chemical metabolism is the ability of a body to process 

nutrients to synthesize the elements needed in the recovery process. In other words, chemical 

metabolism is how a body uses, transforms, and allocates its available resources to meet its need 

for muscle recovery. In the reconfiguration phase, plasticity is a muscle’s ability to adapt its 

structure to respond to the new functional demands placed on it, such as the increasing weight-

load it is able to bear following strengthening its structure through consistent and progressive 

stimulation (Bruton, 2002; Flück, 2006; Flück et al., 2019; Grefte, 2011; Pette, 2001). Figure 2.2 

shows each phase, its relationships, and the main elements involved in muscle and supply network 

recovery processes. 
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Figure 2.2. Phases of muscle recovery and supply network recovery 

2.2.1 Phase One: Damage 

Exercise-induced muscle damage refers to the effect of mechanical tensions on a muscle. 

This effect is determined by type, frequency, and intensity of the damage, as well as their 

relationships. For instance, frequent and high-intensity resistance training causes a completely 

different impact on a muscle than an infrequent, same intensity and same type of training. Although 

both types of muscle damages use the same sensors and activators to trigger a cascade of organized 

events (Chargé & Rudnicki, 2004) to initiate the recovery process, they will require different 

amount of nutrients and will lead to different outcomes. 

In a supply network context, a supply network disruption is determined by sensing the 

disruption’s potential impact (Blackhurst et al., 2005; Durach et al., 2020; Knemeyer et al., 2009) 

on stopping the flow of products or services from source to customer (Kim et al., 2015; Polyviou 
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et al., 2018). This effect is determined by a disruption’s impact, frequency, and type, as well as 

their relationships. For instance, a high-impact supply network disruption will require different 

amounts of resources than rare or low-impact disruptions. 

The types of muscle damage are directly influenced by training intensity. For instance, 

resistance training poses a high-intensity demand on muscles, causing greater muscle damage than 

that caused by endurance training (Evans, 2002). The recovery process from muscle damage from 

resistance training requires more nutrients because muscles adapt by diminishing the level of stress 

response (Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003) and stimulating protein accretion (Evans, 2002). That is, 

resistance training puts progressive mechanical tension on muscles that, in turn, recover by using 

nutrients to increase their mass and strength, thereby reducing the future stress level from an 

equivalent mechanical tension. 

The type and intensity of a supply network disruption directly influence the supply 

network’s response. For example, the unexpected and high-impact disruption COVID-19 caused 

on the health-care supply network, led the US government to invoke the Defense Production Act 

forcing members of different supply networks to mobilize great amount of resources to attend to 

specific demands, such as additional production of masks and ventilators. Because of this, General 

Motors retooled its entire Kokomo plant to start mass producing ventilators, in close collaboration 

with its suppliers (GM, 2020; Slabodkin, 2020), filling a gap created by a shortage in the supply 

of health-care products. For instance, the demand for additional ventilators at the peak of the 

pandemic could have reached more than 120,000 units (Wells et al., 2020). 

The frequency with which a muscle has been damaged influences its capacity to handle 

future damage. Resistance exercises illustrate the importance of regular damage for enhancing a 

muscle’s ability to resist future damages. Regularity of resistance training maintains the level of 
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muscle protein synthesis at a higher level than the level of protein breakdown. After regular 

resistance training sessions, the damaged muscle develops a structure adapted to support similar 

mechanical tensions. This muscle will be able to resist greater damage or mechanical overload if 

the damage is regularly accompanied by nutrients. Furthermore, progressive resistance training 

optimizes muscle response, because the muscles require less protein to achieve the same level of 

regeneration (Evans, 2002). 

As damage regularity can influence a muscle’s ability to deal with future damage, regular 

exposure to disruptions enhances the ability of a supply network to deal with future disruptions 

(Bode et al., 2011). Prior experience with disruptions increases a supply network’s ability to reduce 

future risks (Melnyk et al., 2014) through better detection of a disruption’s potential negative 

impact (Ambulkar et al., 2015). For instance, prior experience with a high-probability, low-impact 

supply network disruption provides a supply network with knowledge for developing a proactive 

response to future disruptions, better managing available resources to absorb shocks and quickly 

adapting to the new functional demands posed by a disruption. 

The way Nissan responded to the earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan in 2011 illustrates 

the importance of relying on previous experience to handle a supply network disruption, mobilize 

resources, and adapt accordingly. The 2011 disruption halted supply of electronic components 

from a critical node in the supply network that was expected to take months to reinitiate production. 

Nissan’s previous exposure to disruptions and regular disaster drills and simulations helped it to 

quickly identify the impact that the 2011 earthquake would have on its supply network and 

proactively initiate a response. Nissan quickly established a crisis management center at its head 

office in Yokohama that included C-suite managers, established an information channel to share 

accurate information among employees, and developed cross-functional and cross-regional teams 
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to guarantee business continuity. Although Nissan suffered from this supply network disruption, 

the way it managed the situation allowed it to quickly resume operations, and return to delivering 

cars, while its competitors were still recovering. Like muscles that adapt their structure to reduce 

future stress levels, Nissan developed a disruption strategy for reducing the negative impacts of 

future supply network disruptions. Accordingly, it asked its tier 2 and 3 suppliers to develop 

alternative sources for critical components and re-evaluated its disaster strategy by reconfiguring 

resources (Aggarwal & Srivastava, 2016). 

2.2.2 Phase Two: Repair 

Exercise-induced muscle damage requires specific mechanisms to achieve proper muscle 

repair (Evans, 2002; Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003), known as chemical metabolism. Chemical 

metabolism represents the process through which a damaged muscle synthesizes protein in order 

to recover. It is based on muscle damage, nutrition, hormone availability, health, and age. These 

factors work in a coordinated manner to stimulate the process of chemical metabolism. Nutrients 

provide the elements through which muscle tissue is built and repaired (Purcell, 2013). Hormones 

regulate nutrient processing for muscle protein synthesis (Evans, 2002). Health and age determine 

the level of muscle protein synthesis through hormone status and capacity for nutrition absorption 

(Evans, 2002; Petersen et al., 2007; Simon et al., 2017; Stavropoulos-Kalinoglou et al., 2008; Tran 

et al., 2018; Witard et al., 2016). 

We extend the concept of chemical metabolism in the human body to resource metabolism 

in a supply network as the mechanisms used by a supply network to recover from a disruption. In 

supply network, resource metabolism, the repair phase of a supply network disruption includes 

sensing the disruption’s impact, resource mobilization, preparedness, supply network health, and 

length of supply network relationships. Disruption intensity determines the level of resource 
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mobilization required for supply network repair (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Blackhurst et al., 2005, 

2011; Knemeyer et al., 2009). Resource mobilization provides the means through which a supply 

network initiates a response to maintain the flow of materials from their source through 

consumption. Preparedness comprises supply network members’ ability to mobilize the necessary 

resources by sensing a disruption’s potential impact, based on previous experiences and supply 

network visibility (Bode et al., 2011; Brandon-Jones et al., 2014; Christopher & Peck, 2004; 

Melnyk et al., 2014). Supply network health and length of supply network relationships affects the 

level of supply network preparedness through elements, such as collaboration, that have been 

developed over years (Bode et al., 2011; Craighead et al., 2007; Durach et al., 2020). 

The type, amount, and quality of nutrients, as well as the timing of their ingestion, depends 

mostly on training intensity, directly impacting proper chemical metabolism (Blaauw et al., 2013; 

Evans, 2002; Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003; Witard et al., 2016). Macronutrients and micronutrients 

provide the elementary unit of health and muscle repair (Purcell, 2013). Although there is no exact 

recipe, nutrition needs should be balanced (Witard et al., 2016) based on training intensity (Blaauw 

& Reggiani, 2014; Schoenfeld, 2010), as inadequate amounts of some nutrients can cause muscle 

protein synthesis dysfunctions (Blaauw et al., 2013), eventually leading to muscle atrophy (Tipton 

& Wolfe, 2001). Moreover, nutrient quality and timing of ingestion have a great impact on muscle 

recovery as high-quality nutrients impact the necessary amount to be ingested (Witard et al., 2016) 

and the availability of nutrients before or right after a muscle is damaged is paramount for it to 

synthesize more protein than it breaks down (Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003; Tipton & Wolfe, 2001). 

In a supply network context, resource metabolism is determined by a supply network 

disruption’s impact and characterized by the level of resource mobilization, type and quality of 

resources, as well as the best timing of resource deployment for optimal recovery. For example, 
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the travel restrictions placed during COVID-19 caused a great negative impact on the travel supply 

network, impacting hotels, travel agencies, and airlines. To offset losses in passenger revenues, 

some airlines mobilized their production resources by completely transforming or adapting their 

planes to accommodate a higher demand for cargo shipments, especially of health equipment 

(Leonard, 2020b; Pimentel, 2020). Similarly, Nissan’s response to the earthquake and floods in 

2011, and Nokia’s response to the Philips plant fire show the importance of properly mobilizing 

resources in the repair phase. Like the positive effect of high-quality nutrients on muscle recovery, 

Nissan and Nokia used high-quality resources as experienced and trained employees and C-suite 

managers actively participated in the repair plan (Matsuo, 2015; Melnyk et al., 2014; Tomlin, 

2006). Unilever’s response to the increased demand for hand sanitizer during COVID-19 illustrates 

the importance of timing of resource mobilization. Unilever responded by establishing a cross-

functional team from brand, supply network, R&D, and Unilever International areas within 24 

hours, switching production mode in its Vietnamese plant to produce hand sanitizer in 25 days, 

and rapidly leveraging its international network. In doing so, Unilever went from producing about 

700,000 units of hand sanitizer a month to around 100 million in a matter of few months (Unilever, 

2020). 

Hormone activity is another vital element in the process of chemical metabolism. Hormones 

control chemical homeostasis, that is, the balance of many elements to maintain a stable 

environment for cellular activity. Exercise-induced muscle damage disrupts homeostasis (Kraemer 

et al., 2017), sensed by the central nervous system (hypothalamus), which in turn activates specific 

hormones to support muscle recovery. These hormones regulate the level of nutrient absorption 

through chemical metabolism (Blaauw et al., 2013; Schoenfeld, 2010) determining the rate of 

muscle hypertrophy or atrophy (Kraemer et al., 2017). Hormonal mechanisms enhance chemical 
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metabolism by mediating changes in the cellular and metabolic activities that optimize nutrient 

processing (Blaauw & Reggiani, 2014; Chargé & Rudnicki, 2004; Kraemer et al., 2017; 

Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003). For instance, androgen leverages cell activity by stimulating cell 

proliferation, differentiation, and incorporation into muscle tissue, thereby increasing chemical 

metabolism (Kraemer et al., 2017). 

In contrast, hormones can also increase the imbalance between chemical elements, leading 

to muscle protein synthesis dysfunctions. Unhealthy habits, such as the prolonged consumption of 

high amounts of sugar-based food, increase the activity of glucocorticoid, which inhibits the level 

of protein synthesis by diminishing the effect of elements necessary for chemical metabolism 

(Blaauw et al., 2013). As a result, less protein is synthesized, leading to muscle atrophy. Other 

unhealthy dietary habits that can impair chemical metabolism, include obesity (Beals et al., 2018; 

Tran et al., 2018), excess consumption of alcohol (Simon et al., 2017), and smoking (Stavropoulos-

Kalinoglou et al., 2008). 

Just like the chemical metabolism stimulated by nutrition absorption directly depends on 

hormonal activity, resource metabolism depends on a supply network’s preparedness to deal with 

disruptions (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Brandon-Jones et al., 2014). For example, Nissan used its 

previous experiences to develop a preparedness capability for dealing with disruptions. This helped 

Nissan to rapidly mobilize relevant production and disruption-response resources to recover from 

the earthquake in Japan (Aggarwal & Srivastava, 2016). Similarly, Nokia used its preparedness to 

increase supply network visibility, that in turn, allowed it to mobilize production resources. For 

instance, at the onset of the fire at Philips’ plant, Nokia set daily meetings with Philips to have a 

more accurate picture of the damage caused by the fire and know inventory levels from other 

Philips’ plants (Russell Walker, 2012). 
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Like the influence of healthy habits on chemical metabolism, healthy habits in a supply 

network are important to resource metabolism. Collaboration among supply network members is 

one of the main elements for a supply network to effectively recover from a disruption (Bode et 

al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013). Nokia and Philips’ close collaboration proved vital for Nokia’s 

recovery from the disruption of its supply of chips. However, a close or long relationship does not 

per se guarantee an effective response and recovery from a supply network disruption. For 

instance, UFP Thompson, Land Rover’s sole chassis supplier for the Discovery line of SUVs for 

50 years, left Land Rover surprised when in 2001 it did not receive a shipment of chasses due to 

UFP’s losses that led UFP to declare bankruptcy. Land Rover could have used alternative 

suppliers, but the process would have taken nine months to resume operations, forcing Land Rover 

to lay off 1,400 employees and impact an additional 10,000 jobs across Land Rover’s suppliers. 

UFP Thompson demanded $35 million from Land Rover to resume operations. Ultimately, the 

case was decided in court, demanding Land Rover to assume part of UFP Thomson’s debt (Hittle 

& Leonard, 2011; Sheffi, 2020). 

In some cases, first-tier suppliers’ relationship mitigates disruptions from lower tiers, but a 

long buyer-supplier relationship does not necessarily protect a buyer from a disruption’s negative 

effects (Durach et al., 2020). The length of the buyer-supplier relationship, that is the years of 

relationship stability, can mitigate these effects when the supplier’s ability to recover from 

disruptions is high, otherwise, it has no effect on a buyer’s ability to recover (Durach et al., 2020). 

Thus, an imbalanced supply network relationship developed over the years can negatively affect 

supply network preparedness, impairing a supply network’s ability to properly recover. 
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2.2.3 Phase Three: Reconfiguration 

In the muscle recovery process from exercise-induced damage, a muscle reconfigures its 

physical structure as, it responds to new functional demands imposed on it (Ciciliot & Schiaffino, 

2010). A muscle regularly stimulated by resistance exercise will progressively reconfigure its 

structure so that it will be able to withstand a certain mechanical tension. The ability of a muscle 

to adapt its structure in response to new functional demands is known as muscle plasticity (Ciciliot 

& Schiaffino, 2010; Flück, 2006; Pette, 2001). It depends on neural activation, mechanical tension 

stimuli, specificity of muscle plasticity, reversibility, and individuality (Bruton, 2002; Ciciliot & 

Schiaffino, 2010). 

As a muscle’s plasticity allows it to reconfigure its structure to withstand specific levels of 

mechanical tension by developing a structure more resistant to avoid future damages, a supply 

network’s plasticity is its ability to reconfigure its structure to enable it to withstand the impact of 

future disruptions (Ambulkar et al., 2015; Blackhurst et al., 2011; Knemeyer et al., 2009; Zhao et 

al., 2019). We use the concept of muscle plasticity to define supply network plasticity as a supply 

network’s ability to reconfigure its structure when recovering from a disruption. Supply network 

plasticity is characterized by decision-maker active participation, supply network disruption 

stimuli, specificity of supply network plasticity, supply network structure reversibility, and supply 

network structure individuality. 

Following physical exercise, neural activation of motor unit activity is critical for a proper 

muscle structural reconfiguration. Neural activity induced by resistance training improves 

coordination and a muscle’s ability to adapt its structure by activating relevant muscle parts, while 

reducing the action of inhibitors of muscle structural adaptation (Bruton, 2002; Ciciliot & 

Schiaffino, 2010; Enoka, 1988; Kraemer et al., 2017). In supply network plasticity, the active 
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participation of decision makers is important in recognizing a supply network disruption’s 

potential impact and developing the structural adaptations necessary for reconfiguration 

(Blackhurst et al., 2011; Macdonald & Corsi, 2013; Polyviou et al., 2019; Sheffi & Rice, 2005). 

In the same way as neural activation is responsible for stimulating the muscle elements necessary 

for muscle plasticity, decision-makers are responsible for mobilizing relevant production and 

disruption-response resources for supply network plasticity, inducing the structural supply 

network adaptations necessary for recovery. The participation of Nokia’s CEO in recovering from 

the disruption in the supply of microchips allowed Nokia to rapidly redesign its product so that it 

could reconfigure its supply network to access alternative suppliers (Russell Walker, 2012; Sheffi 

& Rice, 2005). 

Mechanical tension stimuli leverage the sensitivity of a muscle to respond to specific levels 

leading to muscle plasticity (Pette, 2001). For example, resistance training that is comprised of 

high mechanical tension and few repetitions induces a muscle to progressively increase the size 

and amount of its fibers (Blaauw et al., 2013) reconfiguring its structure to improve strength 

(Bruton, 2002). On the other hand, physical training based on many repetitions and a light 

mechanical tension leads to a muscle structure reconfigured for endurance, slightly improving 

strength. Thus, mechanical tension stimuli maintain a muscle’s activation to progressive structural 

adaptations, shaping these structural adaptations to very specific functional demands. 

Supply network disruption stimuli induce a supply network to constantly adapt its structure 

to improve recovery, leading to supply network plasticity. If a high-impact disruption places more 

demand on a supply network structure than it can handle, a plastic supply network will reconfigure 

accordingly. Supply network structural reconfiguration incorporates supply network plasticity, 

such that a supply network’s structure will adapt to meet very specific functional demands. For 
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example, when in 2013 unexpectedly high-volume demands caused a delay for Amazon Prime 

orders due to the inability of third-party logistic companies to handle it, Amazon took control of 

its last-mile deliveries by building its own internal supply network capabilities (Leonard, 2020c; 

Stinson, 2020). Ever since, Amazon has invested in technologies such as warehouse automation, 

outbound sorting centers (Mark, 2018), and inventory planning (Leonard, 2020d), and launched 

its own logistics service called Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA), along with other delivery initiatives, 

such as Amazon Key (Stevens, 2017, 2018) and Amazon Flex (Amazon, 2020). Amazon now 

delivers more than 47% of its own packages versus slightly less than 20% two years ago (Forde, 

2020). During Covid-19, Amazon faced another supply network disruption, a stockout due to the 

surge in online ordering causing a decrease of 8% in its share of online spending (Heskett, 2020). 

Amazon responded to this disruption by boosting its fulfillment and delivery capacities, hiring 

175,000 employees since the Covid-19 outbreak (Herrman, 2020), temporarily focusing on 

stocking and shipping of essential goods (Kapadia, 2020), restructuring its immense network of 

sellers, increasing its dedicated air network fleet by incorporating 12 Boeing 767-300 into its 70-

airplane fleet (Leonard, 2020c), and opening several new regional air hubs across the US 

(Businesswire, 2020). 

Reversibility refers to the transient nature of muscle plasticity, that is, for a trained muscle 

to be able to resist high-intensity mechanical tensions, it needs to be constantly stimulated with 

sufficient intensity to maintain or strengthen its structure (Bruton, 2002). Otherwise, an inactive 

muscle undergoes morphological changes that lead to muscle atrophy, even in the case of a strong 

muscle structure reconfigured to be able to handle heavy mechanical tension. Supply network 

structure reversibility refers to the transient nature of supply network plasticity. As muscle 

plasticity allows a strong muscle structure to decrease its strength without constant stimulation, 
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returning to its original or even a weaker structure, a supply network’s lack of stimulation or its 

inability to properly reconfigure its structure to respond to new functional demands following a 

disruption can lead to similar consequences. For instance, after a series of acquisitions and 

investments, Inditex group, owner of Zara, went from 600 stores in 14 markets in 1997 to more 

than 7,000 stores in 82 markets, in 2015. However, Inditex’s inability to quickly respond to a shift 

from in-store to online shopping during COVID-19 forced it to permanently close 1,200 stores, 

leading to a net loss of more than $400 million dollars for the three months to the end of April 

2020 (Provan, 2020). The Inditex case highlights the effect of reversibility that can affect a supply 

network that is unable to properly reconfigure its structure following a disruption. 

Individuality is the effect of individual variability on muscle plasticity. Individual genetic 

characteristics, also known as individual genotypes, directly influence the physical properties of a 

muscle (Bruton, 2002; Flück, 2006; Flück et al., 2019), since genes play an essential role in 

encoding protein in the muscle recovery process. Thus, a person with enhanced levels of gene 

transcriptions synthesizes greater levels of protein in the muscle recovery process, leveraging 

muscle plasticity through development of a muscle structure properly adapted to the new demands 

required from it (Flück, 2006). 

Supply network structure individuality is the unique structural adaptations achieved by 

different supply networks following a disruption. The variability in supply network structure 

adaptation is related to the level of collaboration among members of a supply network, distinctive 

members’ history, and archetype of a supply network structure. Consider the cases of Walmart, a 

retail chain with 4,700 stores across US and a strategy to build physical stores around a distribution 

center offering customers every-day low prices, and Amazon, an online retail business focusing 

on fast deliveries through its last-mile platform. The differences in supply network structure 
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between Walmart and Amazon has led them to respond in unique ways to the surge in online 

demand during lockdown that mandated stores to close to stop the spread of Covid-19. While 

Walmart rapidly enhanced its e-commerce capabilities and used its physical stores as fulfillment 

centers (Cosgrove, 2020b) to improve last-mile delivery and the buy-online-pick-up-in-store 

approach, Amazon strengthened its internal supply network capabilities, in order to exert greater 

control of critical logistics and delivery elements to leverage its last-mile delivery platform 

(Leonard, 2020a). For instance, Amazon increased its airplane fleet, opened several air hubs across 

US (Businesswire, 2020; Leonard, 2020c), and planned increases in the number of fulfillment 

centers closer to customers (Fung & Herrera, 2020) to improve its same-day deliveries (Herrman, 

2020; Heskett, 2020). 

2.3 Identity 

In this section, we synthesize our analogy and identity to develop a set of propositions about 

supply network hyper-resilience. The relationship among muscle damage, chemical metabolism, 

and muscle plasticity leads to three mutually exclusive muscle structure outcomes depending on 

the rate of muscle protein synthesis relative to the rate of breakdown (Blaauw et al., 2013; 

Schoenfeld, 2010; Tipton & Wolfe, 2001; Witard et al., 2016): 

Muscle Atrophy: The muscle recovery process leads to the development of a 

muscular archetype that is weaker than what it was previously. This may happen due to 

several reasons either in isolation or combined, such as irregularity of induced-exercise 

muscle damage, ingestion of low-quality nutrients too late or in inadequate amounts, and 

unhealthy habits, inhibiting protein synthesis while enhancing protein breakdown. Thus, 

the rate of muscle protein breakdown is greater than the rate of muscle protein synthesis, 

leading to a loss of muscle tissue. 
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Muscle Equilibrium: The muscle recovery process results in a similar muscular 

structure to the one that was in place before the damage. This process is characterized by 

muscle protein synthesis and muscle protein breakdown occurring at approximately the 

same rate. Reasons for this outcome include, but are not limited to occasional stimulation 

of a muscle through induced-exercise damage and ingestion of medium-quality nutrients 

in minimum amounts. Thus, new protein is synthesized to replace the protein that was 

broken down. 

Muscle Hypertrophy: The muscle recovery process leads to a muscular archetype that 

is stronger than what it was previously. In this scenario, a muscle had been frequently 

stimulated through resistance-induced exercise damage, received adequate amounts of high-

quality nutrients in the “anabolic window of opportunity”, hormones and physical health 

enhanced nutrient absorption, and muscle plasticity allowed it to adapt accordingly. Thus, the 

rate of muscle protein synthesis is greater than the rate of muscle protein breakdown, leading 

to a gain of muscle tissue. 

Muscles’ main functions are to support a body’s physical structure, protect some vital 

organs, and allow a person to perform activities, such as walking and practicing sports. Of the 

three possible outcomes, muscle hypertrophy leads to the greater muscle functional improvements. 

The muscle hypertrophic process provides several benefits. It increases coordination, boosts bone 

density diminishing osteoporosis, improves circulation for the whole body, reduces the incidence 

of diseases such as sarcopenia (muscle atrophy due to aging), and enhances muscle functionality 

(Figueiredo et al., 2017; Kraemer et al., 2002; Wisløff et al., 2009). Consequently, a stronger 

muscle structure not only increases an athlete’s performance, but it also improves everyday life 
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activities. Therefore, muscle strengthening through hypertrophy is a measure of muscle 

performance (Enoka, 1988). 

Like a muscle structure that is reconfigured as a result of muscle damage, chemical 

metabolism, and muscle plasticity, a supply network structure is reconfigured through the 

relationship among supply network disruption, resource metabolism, and supply network 

plasticity, leading to three mutually exclusive supply network structure outcomes: 

Hypo-Resilient Supply network: A supply network’s structure is weakened after 

experiencing a supply network disruption. This may be due to several factors combined or in 

isolation. For instance, during a supply network disruption the supply network did not correctly 

identify the disruption’s impact or did not have experience to deal with a high-impact 

disruption and opted to mobilize resources too late, thereby not being able to adapt according 

to the new functional demands. This case can put members of a supply network completely 

out of business. For instance, J.C. Penny declared bankruptcy after not being able to respond 

to the supply network disruption caused by COVID-19 (Al-Muslim & Biswas, 2020). 

Resilient Supply network: A supply network returns to its original structure after 

recovering from a supply network disruption. A resilient supply network has had some 

experience in handling supply network disruptions in the past even though it has had some 

difficulties in determining a disruption’s impact. Resources are mobilized in the resource 

deployment window of opportunity, but there is not much attention paid to the quality and 

amount of these resources. The main objective is to return operations to the same level as 

before the disruption by accommodating new functional demands without great changes in the 

supply network structure. 
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Hyper-Resilient Supply network: A supply network strengthens its structure after 

recovering from a supply network disruption. A hyper-resilient supply network has vast 

experience with supply network disruptions, considering each disruption as an opportunity to 

learn and clearly distinguishing between a low-impact from a high-impact disruption. In doing 

so, a hyper-resilient supply network mobilizes an adequate amount of high-quality production 

and disruption-response resources in the resource deployment window of opportunity. This 

supply network uses a supply network disruption and its resource setting to progressively adapt 

its structure in order to accommodate new functional demands. Figure 2.3 depicts the 

relationships among elements of supply network disruption, resource metabolism, and supply 

network plasticity as well as the possible outcomes from these relations. 

 
Figure 2.3. Relationships among supply network disruption, resource metabolism, and supply network plasticity 

As muscle hypertrophy improves an athlete’s performance as well as the performance of 

daily activities, supply network hyper-resilience enhances not only a supply network’s capacity to 

deal with a supply network disruption, but also a supply network’s performance of its daily 
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routines. For instance, Amazon’s progressive supply network adaptations after the disruption it 

faced in 2013 improved Amazon’s capability to handle the disruption during COVID-19 as well 

as its capability to fast delivery in its normal conditions. Amazon developed numerous supply 

network initiatives, such as freight forwarding, trucking, warehouse automation, and customer 

delivery to improve its supply network efficiency through its Forwarding by Amazon (FBA) 

platform (Mark, 2018). These initiatives helped Amazon to not only increase the amount of 

packages it deliveries itself, enhancing delivery reliability, but they supported its response to 

stockouts during the pandemic, allowing Amazon to better manage its inventory by focusing on 

essential items in high demand (Hu & Dastin, 2020). Therefore, a hyper-resilient supply network 

leads to a stronger supply network structure that improves a supply network’s capability to recover 

from a supply network disruption and enhances its day-to-day supply network routines. 

Like muscle hypertrophy, supply network hyper-resilience is developed through regular 

exposure to supply network disruptions. For instance, Nissan’s constant training drills to deal with 

natural disasters was critical to its supply network recover from the 2011 earthquake in Japan 

(Aggarwal & Srivastava, 2016). If a supply network capability for dealing with a supply network 

disruption becomes inactive, the supply network gradually loses its ability to recover from future 

disruptions (Bode et al., 2011). Additionally, similarly to a muscle’s ability to accommodate 

induced-exercise damage in a cumulative way for hypertrophy, a supply network’s ability to 

constantly learn and improve from each supply network disruption is critical for hyper-resilience. 

This capability resembles production systems philosophies that are constantly challenging and 

pushing activities and processes to higher levels of improvements (Spear & Bowen, 1999; Yin et 

al., 2017), thereby enabling members of a supply network to sense the environment by 

distinguishing a low-impact from a high-impact disruption, respond, and innovate accordingly. 
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For example, Amazon’s customer-centered focus caused it to view the delayed orders in the 

Christmas season of 2013 as a high-impact supply network disruption, learning that it should 

develop better control of its supply network through a set of supply network innovations to avoid 

future similar disruptions. Inability to learn or to distinguish the potential impact of a supply 

network disruption leads to detrimental results. Ericsson’s inability to sense the Philips plant fire 

(Russell Walker, 2012) and J.C. Penny’s inability to foresee the effects of COVID-19 to the retail 

supply network (Al-Muslim & Biswas, 2020) led to irreversible supply network effects. Therefore: 

Proposition 1a. A supply network that has regularly experienced supply network 

disruptions is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply network structure than a 

supply network that has occasionally or rarely faced a disruption 

Proposition 1b. A supply network that uses each supply network disruption as an 

opportunity to progressively learn is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply 

network structure than a supply network that does not treat a supply network disruption as 

a learning opportunity 

Proposition 1c. A supply network that can clearly distinguish between a high-impact 

from a low-impact supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient 

supply network structure than a supply network that does not make this distinction 

Similar to a muscle that depends on chemical metabolism to achieve hypertrophy when 

recovering from an exercise-induced damage, a supply network relies on resource metabolism to 

develop a hyper-resilient structure when recovering from a supply network disruption. Firstly, a 

supply network needs to have sufficient production and disruption-response resources available. 

For instance, the meat supply network was hugely affected by COVID-19 because beef producers 

had to maintain animals at farms or euthanize them as beef processing plants were shut down due 

to the rapidly spread of COVID-19 among their employees (Bunge, 2020); pork producers alone 

lost $5 billion from their surplus of hogs (Byington, 2020). Secondly, a supply network needs to 

mobilize an adequate amount of resources. For example, Sephora’s investments to reconfigure its 
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network and improve inventory management allowed it to adapt its supply network structure to 

accommodate specific customer needs during COVID-19 (Cosgrove, 2020a). Similarly, Amazon 

hired 175,000 additional employees to increase its supply network capacity amidst the pandemic 

(Kapadia, 2020). Thirdly, a supply network has to mobilize high-quality resources. Unilever 

mobilized highly-qualified employees from branding, supply network, and R&D, as well as its 

international distribution network to ramp up production of hand sanitizer to help stop the spread 

of COVID-19. Finally, resources should be mobilized during the resource deployment window of 

opportunity. For instance, General Motors mobilized its global supply base to start producing 

ventilators during COVID-19; the suppliers for sourcing all necessary parts were listed in the first 

72 hours (GM, 2020). The first ventilators produced were delivered one month after GM’s first 

meeting with Ventec Life Systems, its partner in this initiative (Slabodkin, 2020). Consequently: 

Proposition 2a. A supply network that has production and disruption-response 

resources available during a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-

resilient supply network structure than a supply network that lacks either production or 

disruption-response resource 

Proposition 2b. A supply network that mobilizes an adequate amount of resources 

during a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply 

network structure than a supply network that mobilizes a minimum or inadequate amount 

of resources 

Proposition 2c. A supply network that mobilizes high-quality critical resources 

during a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply 

network structure than a supply network that mobilizes either medium to low quality 

critical resources 

Proposition 2d. A supply network that mobilizes critical resources in the opportunity 

window to respond to a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-

resilient supply network structure than a supply network that mobilizes critical resources 

later 
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Like muscle plasticity as a fundamental mechanism through which muscles can change their 

physical structure to achieve hypertrophy, supply network plasticity is vital for a supply network 

to strengthen its structure in order to achieve a hyper-resilient supply network structure. Supply 

network plasticity requires constant and progressive supply network adaptations that should take 

place not only during a supply network disruption. For instance, Target and Walmart could 

outcompete Amazon during a high peak in online orders at the surge of COVID-19 because they 

started investing in their e-commerce platform well in advance of the pandemic. Amazon’s 

stockouts led customers to buy online from Target and Walmart, increasing their share in the e-

commerce segment (Heskett, 2020). These progressive supply network adaptations must be driven 

by the new functional demands that emerge from a supply network disruption. With social 

distancing and shutdowns in place during the pandemic, the food service supply network had to 

completely reconfigure its structure to accommodate online orders. For instance, a popular 

restaurant in Indiana was transformed into a delivery business and mini grocery store. A 

partnership between the restaurant and a wholesaler in Indianapolis allowed both to reconfigure 

their supply networks to sell prepared food through an e-commerce platform. This partnership 

highlights the importance of combining positive characteristics of each member in a supply 

network to handle a supply network disruption. (Wollenhaupt, 2020). Therefore: 

Proposition 3a. A supply network that progressively reconfigures its structure to 

accommodate specific demands during normal operations is more likely to develop a 

hyper-resilient supply network structure than a supply network maintains or rarely 

reconfigures 

Proposition 3b. A supply network that fully considers the new functional demands 

required during a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient 

supply network structure than a supply network that considers new functional demands 

superficially or not at all 
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Proposition 3c. A supply network in which each member’s characteristics positively 

affect the supply network’s capacity to recover from a disruption is more likely to develop 

a hyper-resilient supply network structure than a supply network in which each member’s 

characteristics are neutral or cause a negative impact in the supply network’s capacity to 

recover 

Table 2.2 presents a summary of each dimension of supply network disruption, resource 

metabolism, and supply network plasticity for a hypo-resilient, a resilient, and a hyper-resilient 

supply network. 
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Table 2.2. Dimensions of hypo-resilient, resilience, and hyper-resilient supply networks 
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Chapter 3: Research methodology 

In this section, we discuss the research methodology we used to investigate supply network 

hyper-resilience. First, we explain why we used case study research. Second, we discuss case 

selection, showing details about the supply networks that composed the sample. Third, we present 

the research protocol, explaining how we invited potential participants and developed the 

questionnaire. Fourth, we discuss the procedures for data collection. Finally, we present the steps 

we followed to ensure data validity and reliability. 

We used case research to refine our emergent theory of supply network hyper-resilience. We 

used case research because our research question focuses on “how” a contemporary phenomenon 

happens (i.e., how a supply network can recover stronger from a disruption?) (Yin, 2015). 

Furthermore, case research was chosen because our research objective explores an underdeveloped 

supply network phenomenon in depth (i.e., supply networks recovering stronger following a 

disruption), explaining the underlying mechanisms and their relationships (Stuart et al., 2002). 

Although we depart from previous literature on supply network disruption and resilience, we 

advanced this research stream by adding new constructs, such as resource metabolism and supply 

network plasticity and discussing their roles and relationships for supply network hyper-resilience. 

The propositions provided in our metaphorical transfer provide a structured data analysis for the 

case research (Stuart et al., 2002). 

3.1 Case selection 

To investigate supply network hyper-resilience, the unit of analysis is the supply network. We 

define a supply network as the relationship between two or more organizations that characterizes 

the distribution of products from the source material to the final consumer. Cases were selected 

and investigated based on organizations’ level of recovery (hypo-resilience, resilience, or hyper-
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resilience) from the disruption caused by Covid-19, thus, representing exemplary cases (Stuart et 

al., 2002).These organizations were found based on the news that showed whether a particular 

organization was successfully responding to the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19.  

Specifically for case selection, we firstly approached a manufacturing organization to 

investigate the phenomenon under interest. During the interviews, we talked with managers from 

these organizations about key partners (suppliers and customers) that were crucial for them in 

responding to the disruption caused by Covid-19. Then, we asked for these key partners’ contacts 

information to explore their perspectives and joint responses. If we could not contact this key 

partners for reasons such as confidentiality agreements, we talked with a different informant from 

the manufacturing organization to gain a broader and deeper view of either the supplier or customer 

side. 

In total, we selected 13 organizations that comprise four supply networks (SN1, SN2, SN3, 

and SN4) across Europe, North America, and South America. To guarantee anonymity, we used 

codes to identify each organization. Table 3.1 provides detailed information about each 

organization such as their role in the network, estimated revenue, years of operation and scope. 

Additionally, table 3.1 shows informants’ roles and years of experience. More specific information 

about these organizations and informants can be found in Appendix C. 
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Table 3.1. Sample details 

Network 
(Industry) 
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Organization 
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(years of experience) 
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Inbound manager 

US$20 
billion (2020) 
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Multinational 

(100) Transportation / 
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Supply network director 
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US$4.5 
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26,000 National (50) 
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Consumer_Supp3 Head of sales (17) Not informed 1,100 National (30) 

Consumer_Supp4 CEO (33) Not informed 800 National (33) 

Manufacturer 
Consumer_Mfg3 

Supply network 
manager (20) US$15.7 

billion (2019) 
34,500 

Multinational 
(200) Customer relationship 

manager (10) 

Consumer_Mfg4 
Supply network director 

(25) 
US$11 

billion (2018) 
40,000 

Multinational 
(50) 

Distributor 
Consumer_Dist3 

Supply network director 
(20) 

US$3 billion 
(2019) 

26,000 National (10) 

Consumer_Dist4 Sales representative Not informed 1 National (5) 

S
N

4 
(B

ev
er

ag
e)

 Supplier Bev_Supp4 CEO (6) Not informed Not informed National (6) 

Manufacturer Bev_Mfg4 
CEO (10) Not informed 13 National (10) 

Distributor Bev_Dist4[FP1] 

3.2 Research protocol 

The research protocol includes the questionnaire and other general guidelines (Yin, 2015). This 

protocol was revised by other researchers and sent for approval to the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) that supervised this research. The IRB evaluated whether the research protocol followed 

some ethical requirements, such as participants’ agreement, confidentiality and participants’ 

anonymity. The approved research protocol is presented in Appendix A and is structured in four 
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sections. Section 1 shows the invitation letter used to contact potential participants, in which we 

provided a general overview of the research without explicitly presenting the research objective to 

not bias participants.  

Section 2 presents general guidelines used to develop section 3, which shows the research 

questions. The questionnaire was developed based on the metaphorical transfer. Questions were 

grouped in four categories (i) supply network disruption, (ii) resource metabolism, (iii) supply 

network plasticity, and (iv) recovery. We designed our questions taking into account the unit of 

analysis (Yin, 2015), thereby developing questions focused on the supply network. To improve 

the questionnaire, we conducted some pre-test rounds between researchers to guarantee that 

questions were as clear as possible and that they captured the phenomenon under investigation. By 

the same token, we adapted questions when necessary after data collection started to better capture 

emergent topics. For example, we changed a question about orientation towards a supply network 

disruption from “how does this company perceive a SC disruption?” to “how has the supply chain 

you are part of dealt with COVID-19?” so that we could better capture the phenomena under 

interest. 

Finally, section 4 highlights next steps for data collection. Specifically, at this point we 

explained the current state of the research, asking for additional contacts (i.e., suppliers and 

customers) to capture the perspective of the supply network. 

3.3 Data collection 

We conducted 16 semi-structured interviews using the Zoom platform because informants 

were either working at home or site visit was restricted due to Covid-19 during data collection. 

Furthermore, conducting online interviews gave us more flexibility since the geographical location 

of the informant was not an issue. All these interviews were video recorded with participants’ 
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permissions. The recorded videos were used to further analyze the interviews and guarantee the 

accuracy of the transcriptions. 

Data collection started in October 2020 and ended in August 2021. Interviews lasted 

approximately 60 to 120 minutes. More than one researcher participated in each interview. 

Fourteen interviews were conducted in English and two in Portuguese. For the interviews in 

Portuguese, we manually translated them to English and checked the accuracy of this translation 

with the other researchers. For instance, the recorded interview with one distributor of pharma 

products that was conducted in Portuguese was analyzed afterwards and transcribed in English. 

Then, this transcription was analyzed by other researchers to guarantee the accuracy of the 

interview. 

Additionally, we used secondary data for triangulation. For instance, we developed a database 

with information from documents provided by informants, news, data provided by the 

organizations’ websites (i.e., several organizations provided detailed information about how they 

were handling Covid-19), and public videos on YouTube. We used this database to complement 

or confirm information from the interviews. For instance, we heard from a YouTube interview that 

one of the organizations that participated in this research accelerated its e-commerce platform 

strategy during the worst period of Covid-19. This YouTube interview confirmed what one of our 

interviewee said. 

3.4 Data validity and reliability 

We followed several procedures to guarantee data validity and reliability. First, we carefully 

designed our research questionnaire (Voss et al., 2002), guaranteeing fit between research 

questions, the phenomena under investigation and the unit of analysis (Yin, 2015). Additionally, 
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we adjusted questions during data collection to increase the accuracy of the responses and capture 

emergent topics. 

Second, we used multiple sources of evidence to triangulate the data (Stuart et al., 2002; 

Yin, 2015), not only confirming what informants said, but also complementing the findings with 

additional secondary data. Additionally, we created a database of data collected from the 

interviews and secondary sources (i.e., video interviews, narratives, news, YouTube videos, etc.) 

to further improve reliability (Voss et al., 2002). Secondary data was critical for this research. For 

instance, an interview on YouTube provided further detail about how Consumer_Mfg4 

circumvented a truck drivers’ strike by using buses. 

Third, we checked some of our descriptions of the interviews and findings with some 

informants to assure accuracy of the analyses. For example, we talked again with 

Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager to confirm and better understand how 

Consumer_Mfg3 successfully responded to the disruption caused by Covid-19 while relying on a 

supplier that faced critical shortages of raw materials. 

Fourth, by performing cross-case analysis and pattern matching, we confirmed the results 

across different sources and cases to establish a chain of events across different organizations and 

supply networks, thereby enhancing data consistency (Barratt et al., 2011; Voss et al., 2002). 

Finally, each interview had more than one researcher participating. After the interviews, the 

researchers discussed their thoughts to confirm some impressions, better linking the data with the 

research questions and phenomena under investigation. These discussions were taken further after 

each within-case analysis to align and validate the findings. We conducted final rounds of 

discussions to guarantee consistency and accuracy of the cross-case analysis and the research 

framework. 
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3.5 Analysis 

Data were analyzed based on the transcriptions of the interviews using NVivo software. All 

the interviews were automatically transcribed using Zoom transcription tools. To guarantee data 

accuracy, after each interview, transcriptions were compared with the recorded video and any 

discrepancy was corrected. If any point was still not clear, participants were contacted to clarify 

it. Some draft reports were checked with informants to guarantee the accuracy of the analyses 

(Voss et al., 2002). Specifically, we watched each interview and manually adjusted the text in the 

transcriptions, correcting misspelled words and adjusting sentences that were out of context. 

Generally, it took between 2 to 4 hours to adjust each transcription. Two interviews were in 

Portuguese and since Zoom does not provide an automatic transcription for the Portuguese 

language, we manually wrote those transcriptions. We transcribed the interviews directly to 

English, focusing on the central elements in the data. Subsequently, other researchers involved in 

this research who speak Portuguese and English evaluated the transcriptions and the interviews to 

guarantee data accuracy. Figure 3.1 presents a flowchart for the data analysis process. 
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Figure 3.1. Data analysis process flowchart 

 

The data analysis process followed a three-step approach as shown in figure 3.2. First, the 

preliminary analyses were based on the narratives of each interview at the organizational-level of 

analysis. This was composed by 16 narratives that were the first analyses from the interviews. 

Second, the within-case analysis focused on the supply network level. This is composed of four 

supply networks that represent the aggregated analyses of the narratives for each organization from 

the preliminary-analyses phase. Third, the cross-case analysis focused on grouping these within-

case analyses from the four supply networks to advance to a higher-order level of analysis. 
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Figure 3.2. Data analysis scheme 

Numbers in parenthesis represent the number of informants at each organization 

Specifically, the preliminary analysis aimed at first-level coding, summarizing specific 

parts of data to validate and further develop variables and constructs (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

Second, the preliminary analyses served as the basis to develop the within-case analysis (Barratt 

et al., 2011; Eisenhardt, 1989), in which previous analyses were grouped into a smaller set of cases 

to identify key relationships. Finally, the within-case analyses were used to cross-case analyze the 

data (Barratt et al., 2011; Eisenhardt, 1989) to develop general themes and concepts. Table 3.2 

summarizes these processes and the next sections present in detail each of the analysis approach. 
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Table 3.2. Data analysis process 

Process Purpose Operationalization 
Early analysis Summarize segments of data 

to validate and develop 
constructs and variables of 
interest 

Each interview was coded based on the first-order 
constructs developed in the metaphorical transfer. 
Then a narrative was written for each 
organization to capture emergent variables and 
themes and the relationship among them. 

Within-case 
analysis 

Grouped preliminary analyses 
into a smaller set of cases to 
identify key relationship 
aspects 

The narratives developed were analyzed together 
for each supply network in a within-case analysis 
approach, focusing on the second-order constructs 
and their relationships. 

Cross-case 
analysis 

Tied together within-case 
analyses into recognizable and 
coherent cluster to develop a 
general concept 

The within-case analyses of each supply network 
were compared in a cross-case analysis approach 
focusing on the study propositions and the 
research question. 

3.6 Preliminary analysis 

For the preliminary analysis, each interview transcript was coded and analyzed according to 

the first-order constructs, variables and dimensions of Table 2.1, developed prior to the interviews. 

We used these codes to write narratives (detailed descriptions) of each interview. During this 

process, we validated the first-order constructs, variables and dimensions, modifying and including 

new elements as they appeared. 

We created a code structure on NVivo according to Table 3.3 to organize excerpts of the 

interviews related to a specific code and dimension. This structure helped us to have a general 

overview of all the organizations and their aspects related to a specific code. For instance, in this 

NVivo code structure there was a code called “b1 – type of disruption” that contained two 

dimensions, “unanticipated” and “anticipated”. All the excerpts of the interviews that showed that 

the supply network could anticipate any impact of a disruption were then assigned to the dimension 

“anticipated” and excerpts that showed that supply networks could not anticipate the disruption 

were assigned to the dimension “unanticipated”. We followed the same procedure for all the codes. 

To write each narrative, some questions were considered, such as researchers’ personal 

reactions to informants’ answers, second thoughts about what informants said and its true meaning, 
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and mental notes and how they inform relevant points later in our analysis (Miles & Huberman, 

1994). Additionally, we included comments in specific sections of the narratives corresponding to 

each first-order construct and dimension presented in Table 2.1. These comments were used to 

modify or include variables and dimensions, supporting the next-level analysis once coded 

information was easier to find. 

The narratives were written soon after each interview to ensure information recall and gap 

filling in the data (Voss et al., 2002). Additionally, we incorporated secondary data in these 

narratives to confirm information or complement the interview data. Then, for later interviews we 

added relevant elements found in early analysis to capture and refine these new elements (Miles 

& Huberman, 1994), overlapping data collection with data analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Table 3.3 shows the codes we used to analyze each transcription and write the narratives. 

Additionally, Table 3.3 captures the emergent topics and codes from the interview data. First-order 

constructs from bx1 to bx7 is further analyzed in section 4.3 where we derive further research 

propositions from them. For instance, one of the emergent topics that appeared during interviews 

was the managers’ willingness to risk and implement out-of-box practices to respond to a supply 

network disruption. As Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager said, “if you are under a 

threat, your appetite for risk is different and it can push you much further…that is one of the 

biggest learning”. Each narrative is presented in Appendix B. 

Table 3.3. List of codes 

2nd-order constructs # 1st-order constructs Dimensions 

Supply Network Disruption 
 

Codes related to supply network 
disruption. Codes b8 and b9 were 

moved from “Supply Network 
Recovery” to “Supply Network 

Disruption” 

b1 Type of disruption 
 Unanticipated 
 Anticipated 

b2 Frequency of disruption  Frequent 
 Infrequent 

b3 Intensity of disruption 
 High-impact 
 Low-impact 

b8 Disruption impact sensors 
 Proactive 
 Reactive 
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2nd-order constructs # 1st-order constructs Dimensions 

b9 Preparedness 
 Good 
 Bad 

Resources 
 

Codes related to how resources are 
mobilized during a supply network 

disruption 

b4 Type of resources  Production 
 Disruption-response 

b5 Quality of resources 
 High 
 Low 

b6 Amount of resources 
 Adequate 
 Inadequate 

b7 Timing of resource deployment 
 Prior to the disruption 
 During the disruption 
 After the disruption 

Supply Network Recovery 
 

Codes related to how a supply 
network recovers from a supply 

network disruption 

b10 Supply network health 
 Good 
 Bad 

b11 
Supply network structure 
adaptation 

 Weaker 
 Equivalent 
 Stronger 

b12 Supply network relationship age 
 Short 
 Long 

Emergent Topics 
 

Important topics not considered 
during the metaphor transfer, but that 

appeared during the interviews 
because they were critical to supply 

networks properly respond to a supply 
network disruption 

bx1 
Expectations of future 
transactions following a supply 
network disruption 

 Better 
 Maintained 
 Worse 

bx2 Managers’ attitude towards crisis 
 Positive 
 Negative 

bx3 Global operations 
 Leveraged 
 Not leveraged 

bx4 Second-hand experiences 
 Developed 
 Not developed 

bx5 Willingness to risk 
 Increased (Risk seeking) 
 Maintained (Risk averse) 
 Decreased (Risk averse) 

bx6 Implementation of critical projects 
 Accelerated 
 Maintained 
 Slowed 

bx7 
Impacts of key members’ poor 
responses to a supply network 
disruption 

 Offset 
 Maintained 

 
Figure 3.3 shows an example of the coding process we performed. The example presents a 

screenshot of one page of the coding process for Pharma_Mfg1, specifically about previous supply 

network disruptions. As aforementioned, the coding process was based on the first-order constructs 

and their dimensions as shown in Table 3.3. As the Figure 3.3 shows, we first linked a specific 

quote from the transcriptions to a first-order construct and second, we identified the dimension of 

that specific quote. 
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Figure 3.3. Example of the coding process 

In this section, we presented the research methodology. Specifically, we explained why 

case study was chosen. Then, we discussed how cases were selected, how the research protocol 

was developed, the procedures for case selection and the steps followed to ensure that data analyses 

were valid and reliable.  
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Chapter 4: Results 

In Chapter 4, we present our research results. First, we describe our within-case analysis, 

presenting how we performed it and its results. Second, we present the cross-case analysis 

procedures, discussing their implications for the phenomena under investigation. Finally, we 

derive further propositions from the case study findings. 

4.1 Within-case analysis 

Within-case analysis focuses on finding patterns in the data (Voss et al., 2002). This process 

allows generation of patterns from the narratives before generalizing from the supply networks 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). The aim here was to group the narratives into a smaller and coherent set of 

cases to underscore key relationships. Thus, each within-case analysis forms a supply network for 

this study. 

In the within-case analysis process, we compared and contrasted each interview that 

composed a supply network. For instance, Supply Network 3 is composed of 6 organizations and 

7 interviews, consequently, 7 narratives. These 7 narratives were compared and contrasted based 

on the second-order constructs in Table 4.2. After the preliminary analysis, we changed two first-

order constructs (b8 – Disruption Impact Sensors and b9 - Preparedness) from the second-order 

construct, Supply Network Recovery to the second-order construct, Supply Network Disruption. 

This change occurred because during data analysis, these two first-order constructs were more 

related to supply network disruptions than to supply network recovery. For instance, the ability to 

determine the impact of a supply network disruption and mobilize relevant resources and processes 

to respond to it is directly connected to supply network disruption orientation. 
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The next sections briefly describe each supply network, highlighting how they have dealt with 

supply network disruptions, mobilized resources to respond to these disruptions and how they 

recovered. 

4.1.1 Supply network 1 (SN1): 

Supply network 1 (SN1) is comprised of 3 organizations in the pharmaceutical industry 

(i.e., Pharma_Mfg1, Pharma_Mfg2 and Pharma_Dist1). Pharma_Mfg1 and Pharma_Mfg2 are 

competitors. Both have headquarters in Switzerland and are major players in the pharma segment, 

producing very important and critical medicines for patients all around the world. Pharma_Dist1 

is a carrier company focused on pharmaceutical products, distributing items for both 

Pharma_Mfg1 and Pharma_Mfg2. It is located in Brazil and uses mostly road and air 

transportation. Figure 4.1 presents the Supply Network 1, showing informant roles at each 

organization. Arrows represent the flow of raw materials and products. 

 
Figure 4.1. Supplier Network 1 (SN1) 
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4.1.1.1 Supply network disruption 

The members of SN1 reported several types of supply network disruptions related to 

political issues, natural disasters, production failures and terrorism, such as truck drivers’ strike, 

cyber-attack, product recalls and earthquakes. Since SN1 deals with medicines, mostly if not all 

of these supply network disruptions caused a high impact. For instance, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager 

said, “It was medicines and there are people that probably will die or something bad will 

happen…you can put the patient at risk if the product is not released…in pharmaceutical company 

if you perform something wrong, a life can be at risk”. 

Mostly, SN1 senses a disruption as it happens. Occasionally, SN1 has been able to 

anticipate some disruptions’ impacts based on its previous experiences. As Pharma_Mfg2’s 

manager reported about a previous experience with a truck drivers’ strike, “we think about what 

kind of actions, after the experience, we can implement in order to avoid the situation again…the 

only thing that we can do is to anticipate the shipments or the orders as soon as possible…we can 

call our clients, we received this information and a new strike is coming, would you like to increase 

your order to create bridging stock or increase your inventory?” 

SN1’s preparedness is related to how it perceives impact of a supply network disruption. 

Since disruptions would cause a high impact, SN1 uses mechanisms that allow it to quickly 

mobilize resources across the supply network. Among its crucial preparedness mechanisms, 

managers from SN1 reported frequent communication among top-level managers, customers and 

suppliers, its business continuity plan, redundant suppliers and out-of-the-box solutions. For 

instance, Pharma_Dist1 explained how he came up with a creative solution to deal with the halt of 

passenger flights that impacted cargo air shipments: “we did complete air freight cargos to the 

Northeast where we asked the support of some partners (almost competitors) to build these cargo 
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shipments, making them feasible…in this vein, instead of a customer paying US$100.000, it could 

pay a value based on weight, about US$100 per kilo, for example”. 

4.1.1.2 Resources 

SN1’s ability to promptly mobilize resources is related to both how it senses a supply 

network disruption and its resource availability at the moment a disruption occurs. Accordingly, 

since most disruptions for SN1 can put people’s lives at risk, once a disruption’s impacts are 

sensed, SN1 mobilizes its set of resources during the opportunity window. For instance, when 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager sensed that its last-mile-delivery partners would have financial issues 

stopping their operations and consequently the delivery of medications to final customers, it started 

a financial plan to support them: “we tried to give liquidity to our partners because they had our 

cargo demand, but they did not have the demand of our competitors, then they did not have the 

same amount of cargo to deliver. So, they should have to pay the operational costs with diminished 

revenues. Therefore, we created a liquidity plan for the last-mile delivery partners”. 

SN1’s available resources include a set of high-quality production and disruption-response 

resources. Production resources mobilized during supply network disruptions include safety stocks 

of critical items and networking capital. Disruption-response resources comprise some 

technologies and context-based resources. For instance, Pharma_Mfg1’s director reported some of 

the resources mobilized to respond to the impact of Hurricane Maria that caused a high-impact 

disruption because it left Pharma_Mfg1’s employees without communication and essential items: 

“we employed our own private jets that we had at our disposal…to carry down additional satellite 

equipment, just so we can start talking and have Internet service with them”. 
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4.1.1.3 Supply network recovery 

SN1 understands that to successfully recover from a supply network disruption, it has to 

have good supply network health, adapt its structure to accommodate new customer demands, and 

strengthen relationships across its network. By the way SN1 senses a disruption and mobilizes 

resources to respond accordingly, it has developed good supply network health. For instance, 

during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 quickly developed Covid 

tests to respond to a surge in demand: “we went on to develop antibody tests, point of care, PCR 

tests and then rapid test as well, done down the road”. 

This rapid development of Covid tests was only possible because Pharma_Mfg1 focused 

on its supply network health by cooperating with a key supplier, deploying a highly-trained team 

directly to the supplier’s site. As Pharma_Mfg1’s director explained, “we have a lot of expertise 

and we do a lot of our own internal manufacturing, so we deployed our engineering and scientific 

teams to them to help with that…it's an 18- to 36-month process to significantly increase outputs 

and get new lines up and validated. It was achieved…in nine months”. 

Similarly, SN1’s resource mobilization along with willingness of its partners to support 

each other have strengthened its supply network relationships. Pharma_Dist1’s manager explained 

how he strengthened relationship with some strategic partners during the supply network 

disruption of Covid-19, “for delivering what we did during Covid-19, the service, they…highly 

regard us, they will prioritize us…these are partnerships that we have for years. For example, 

Pharma_Mfg2, I have no words for them, I am with them for 15 years, so there is a great 

confidence, a great mutual willingness to help each other…for the airline companies, the 

relationship is colder, but during this period, we became closer to them…these airline companies 

are the most important strategic partners we have”.  
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SN1 has recovered stronger from the disruption caused by Covid-19. SN1 members learned 

from each disruption, developed response mechanisms and captured positive results that have 

long-lasting effects at the organizational- and network-level. For instance, when we asked whether 

Pharma_Mfg1 emerged stronger after responding to the disruption caused by Covid-19, he 

answered, “unquestionably, yes…closer connection with patients, closer connections with lab and 

customers, our employee basis. This devastated the world…but knowing your teams are working 

long hours…they're making a direct impact on that ability to get needed testing and be able to help 

fight this, energized the team even in the face of, you know, pretty tough hours” 

Similarly, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported that the disruption caused by Covid-19 

strengthened Pharma_Mfg2’s global team: “during this period we had conference calls every day 

with each logistics head in each country…for sure, it created a kind of team building. This because 

it's unusual to have all the countries talking to each other every day. After this period everybody 

knows each other. Now, if I have any kind of problem, I can call my partner, I can call from one 

country to another, then I think that changed the organization. We are much more connected”. 

Table 4.1 shows specific characteristics and elements of SN1 for supply network disruption, 

resources and supply network recovery. This table is based on table 2.1. 

Table 4.1. Mechanisms of Supply Network 1 (SN1) 

2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order 
constructs 

Pharma_Mfg1 Pharma_Mfg2 Pharma_Dist1 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

D
is

ru
pt

io
n b1 

Type of 
disruption 

- Faces many and different 
kinds of supply network 
disruptions (product 
recalls) 

- Faces many and different kinds 
of supply network disruptions 
(cyber-attacks, strikes, etc.) 

- Faces many and different 
kinds of supply network 
disruptions 

b2 Frequency of 
disruption 

- Has some experience 
with supply network 
disruptions, learning from 
them 

- Has some experience with 
supply network disruptions, 
learning from them 

- Has some experience with 
supply network disruptions, 
learning from them 

b3 
Intensity of 
disruption 

- Faces high-impact supply 
network disruption mainly 
due to the distribution of 
medicines 

- Faces high-impact supply 
network disruption mainly due to 
the distribution of medicines 

- Faces high-impact supply 
network disruption mainly 
due to the distribution of 
medicines 
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2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order 
constructs 

Pharma_Mfg1 Pharma_Mfg2 Pharma_Dist1 

b8 
Disruption 
impact 
sensors 

- Senses the disruption 
when it happens 

- Tries to anticipate disruptions 
using previous experiences and 
being alert to act proactively 

- Senses the disruption when 
it happens 

b9 Preparedness 

- Sets up task force at the 
beginning of a disruption 
to communicate with the 
supply network 
- Maintains a safety stock 
of critical medicines 
- Accesses customers' 
stocks to prioritize any 
shortage 
- Uses cross-functional 
teams to speed-up 
processes 
- Uses Business Continuity 
Plan (BCP) 

- Has developed procedures 
based on previous disruptions 
- Has a crisis-management team 
ready to respond 
- Relies on communication inside 
and outside the organization 
- Redundancy mechanisms 
- Uses Business Continuity Plan 
(BCP) 

- Thinks out of the box to 
come up with new solutions 

Re
so

ur
ce

s 

b4 Type of 
resources 

Production: 
- Safety stocks 
- Employee deployment 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Technology 
- Disruption-specific 

Production: 
- Networking capital to support 
3PL partners (hiring) 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Technology 
- Disruption-specific 

Production: 
- Networking capital to 
support last-mile delivery 
companies 
- Adapts the current set of 
resources (airplane retrofit) 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Creates contextual 
resources (new air freight 
routes) 

b5 Quality of 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality resources 
by setting meetings with top-
level managers 

- Mobilizes high-quality 
resources by involving the 
founders to come up with 
solutions 

b6 
Amount of 
resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate 
amount of critical 
resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate amount 
of critical resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate 
amount of critical resources 

b7 
Timing of 
resource 
deployment 

- Mobilizes critical 
resources in the 
opportunity window 

- Mobilizes critical resources in 
the opportunity window 

- Mobilizes critical resources 
in the opportunity window 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

Re
co

ve
ry

 b10 
Supply 
network 
health 

- Maintains an internal 
positive health, looking 
out the health of its 
partners 

- Develops prioritization methods 
to keep operations running at 
least for life-saving medicines 
- Supply network area gains 
visibility inside the organization 
- Adjusts service-level 
agreements with supply network 
members 

- Develops a good supply 
network health due to its 
ability to come up with 
alternative and viable 
solutions for product 
distributions 
- Creates one-time strategic 
partnerships that has long-
term effects 

b11 

Supply 
network 
structure 
adaptation 

- Develops new products 
to attend new customer 
demands 
- Capitalizes on the 
opportunities of the 
moment 
- Develop new 
partnerships to capitalize 
on good practices 

- Develops robust business 
continuity plans 
- Adapts its supply network 
structure according to the 
specificities of each disruption 

- Strengths its supply 
network by not only 
maintaining its operations, 
but also providing 
alternatives during a 
disruption 
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2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order 
constructs 

Pharma_Mfg1 Pharma_Mfg2 Pharma_Dist1 

b12 
Supply 
network 
relationship 

- Develops long-term trust 
in suppliers allowing a 
decrease in the level of 
safety stocks 

- Strengths relationship with its 
3PLs by supporting them 
- Strengths relationships with 
strategic partners 

- Strengths relationships by 
supporting customers 
developing new important 
strategic partnerships 

 
4.1.2 Supply network 2 (SN2) 

Supply network 2 (SN2) is composed of two organizations, Consumer_Mfg2 and 

Consumer_Dist2. Consumer_Mfg2 is one of the most important suppliers of Consumer_Dist2, 

supplying home appliance items that are sold through Consumer_Dist2’s physical stores and 

online platform. Recently, Consumer_Mfg2 launched its own online platform to sell directly to 

final consumers, but this operations has not impacted Consumer_Dist2’s business. In order to have 

a better overview of the network, we talked with the inbound and outbound managers at 

Consumer_Mfg2 to understand the downstream and upstream supply network and how SN2 has 

dealt with supply network disruptions from source to distribution. In total, we talked with 3 supply 

network executives: two from Consumer_Mfg2 and one from Consumer_Dist2. Figure 4.2 

presents Supply Network 2, showing informant roles at each organization. Arrows represent the 

flow of raw materials and products. 

 
Figure 4.2. Supply Network 2 (SN2) 
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4.1.2.1 Supply network disruption 

SN2 has faced several supply network disruptions, most of them causing high impacts to 

the network. Members of SN2 reported supply network disruptions related to natural disasters and 

political issues, such as hurricanes, earthquakes and strikes. For instance, Consumer_Dist2’s 

manager talked about his experience with one of the most severe earthquakes that hit Chile in 

2010: “we had an earthquake, 8.8 degrees. It was one of the biggest earthquake in history and I 

was working as a supply network manager in the biggest supermarket company in Chile. 

Everything stopped”. 

Members of this network have proactively sensed supply network disruptions, anticipating 

the impact of future disruption. For instance, when Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager faced a 

truck drivers’ strike in Brazil, in 2018, he could anticipate some of its impacts, mitigating some 

negative effects: “we had increased our inventory level of raw material three days before…at that 

time, we heard a lot and it was really kind of clearly risky that something would happen…so we 

could work with our transportation area and with our inbound, we could set all the equipment and 

all the teams to focus on finding different ways and different roads and increase our raw material 

levels…we anticipated all the invoices and all the deliveries”. 

SN2’s preparedness to deal with supply network disruptions is directly influenced by its 

managers’ experiences and their ability to sense impacts of a disruption. For instance, 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager used his experience with the truck drivers’ strike when he 

learnt the importance of understanding the external environment to deal with the disruption caused 

by Covid-19: “we have this weekly war room focusing on decisions based on the Covid situation 

with these data and supply just follows the demand and the decisions that were made…but now we 
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don't wait until the next decision into S&OP process or for someone see or decide the S&OP 

process because we try to anticipate something reading the market or reading the…sellout”. 

Similarly, his peer suggested that experience plays a major role in preparedness by 

allowing the network to promptly mobilize resources, as she said, “with Covid, I feel like we had 

a better handle of how to immediately tie teams together”. By the same token, Consumer_Dist2’s 

manager used his experience to develop preparedness. For instance, to deal with the disruption 

caused by the earthquake, he reported implementing bold projects, “we delivered with smaller 

trucks daily to the stores. We put suppliers delivering directly to stores to shorter the time to 

deliver…that project was so crazy, I mean, you didn't do that in a normal situation”. Similarly, 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager responded to the disruption caused by Covid-19 by promptly 

mobilizing resources to acquire necessary competencies in the market: “we bought some 

companies to delivery faster in the last mile”. 

4.1.2.2 Resources 

SN2 mobilizes an adequate amount of high-quality production and disruption-resources in 

the window of opportunity to respond to a supply network disruption. This resource mobilization 

occurs mostly at the network level. For example, when Consumer_Mfg2 faced an unexpected 

surge in demand due to tax incentives for home appliance products, its network promptly 

mobilized an adequate amount of critical resources to increase output levels. According to its 

inbound manager, “we could improve our production level. It took…four months to recover…All 

the retailers and all the transportation freight partners, as well, invested a lot to provide a better 

service level and to provide better inventory level.” 

Among the critical resources SN2 mobilized to respond to supply network disruption, 

networking capital availability has been crucial. To successfully respond to the negative impacts 
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caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 gave monetary support to some of its supply network 

partners, helping them to maintain operations during the worst period of the pandemic. As its 

transportation manager said, “the service network leverages a lot of small mom and pop kind of 

services across the country, right. So, they've been trained to be a Consumer_Mfg2’s preferred 

service…I know that there is some monetary (support) given to some of those suppliers if they met 

certain criteria…to necessarily make them get through all the shutdowns…we pushed money out 

to the service network just to help keep those players out there…once we get through this 

recovery”. 

Furthermore, SN2 mobilized critical resources before some impacts of the pandemic were 

felt. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2 started discussing Covid-19 and its impact three months before 

its operations were impacted: “at the very beginning of January of 2020…we established a kind of 

war room which is weekly followed by the board of directors and the focus was especially on 

finished goods…so we could also provide our suppliers some information and some dangers and 

some ways to deal with Covid situation before any other industry”. 

SN2’s resource mobilization is mostly led by top-level teams. To illustrate, 

Consumer_Mfg2’s CEO directly contacted some CEOs of key suppliers to maintain the flow of 

materials as smoothly as possible, as Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager reported, “a lot of times 

our CEO called to some suppliers…I think that there is a lot of pressure, but also a lot of 

commitment too if you can deliver or not, no matter what the risks are”. Consumer_Dist2’s 

manager reported a similar situation: “with the beginning of Covid, we knew that the supply 

network was impacted, right, so our CEO took the lead and he called all the CEOs of the top 25 

suppliers and we put all our resources to work”. 
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4.1.2.3 Supply network recovery 

SN2 recovered stronger following supply network disruptions by improving its supply 

network health, adapting its supply network structure and strengthening relationships. In 

particular, Consumer_Mfg2’s ability to sense potential impact of supply network disruptions 

allows it not only to mobilize resources in the opportunity window, but also to inform its key 

partners of future negative impacts. This information sharing process improves its supply network 

health because it increases cooperation across the network and supports a successful disruption 

recovery. As Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager said about recovering from some impacts 

caused by Covid-19, “all the operations from Consumer_Mfg2 and our suppliers went back again 

so fast”. 

SN2’s resource mobilization puts it into a position to adapt its supply network structure to 

capture positive impacts from supply network disruptions. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2 and 

Consumer_Dist2 focused on developing online platforms to respond to the surge in online demand 

during Covid-19. As Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager said, “we realized that online retail 

could find a way to achieve the market also, we had important changes in our market, which is the 

consumer behavior, consumer habits were changed, because everyone was at home”. Similarly, 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager reported that “in the start of the Covid crisis, we detected that grocery 

was very important for us to keep clients in our app because the frequency of the sales in groceries 

is higher than home appliances. So, we put the category on, we are one of the biggest e-commerce 

in grocery too...we did everything with our labs…it was very fast…in one month we had 

everything…and the growth was very, very strong”. 

Additionally, SN2’s capacity to anticipate some disruptions’ impact and its ability to 

promptly mobilize critical resources, gives SN2 room to use a disruption as an opportunity to 
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improve daily operational problems across its supply network, consequently strengthening 

relationships. Consumer_Dist2’s manager explained how Consumer_Dist2 and Consumer_Mfg2 

worked together during the disruption caused by Covid-19 to improve their operations, resulting 

in a closer and stronger relationship: “here in Brazil it is very common to have problems with the 

invoices because the taxes are very different in the different States…we lose hours trying to fix the 

invoices to receive the products right…so, the first thing that we did with Consumer_Mfg2 is to fix 

the problem, I mean, we cannot have problem with operational things in the normal situation right, 

we cannot lose time with that, so we create some committees with them to fix the problems and 

started to plan the demand together and that improved our results”. Table 4.2 shows specific 

characteristics and elements of SN2 for supply network disruption, resources and supply network 

recovery. 

Table 4.2. Mechanisms of Supply Network 2 (SN2) 

2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order constructs Consumer_Mfg2 Consumer_Dist2 
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b1 Type of disruption 
- Faces many and different kinds of supply 
network disruptions (hurricanes, strikes) - Faces several supply network disruptions 

b2 
Frequency of 
disruption 

- Has some experience with supply network 
disruptions, learning from them 

- Has some experience with supply network 
disruptions, learning from them 

b3 
Intensity of 
disruption 

- Faces high-impact supply network 
disruptions 

- Faces high-impact supply network 
disruptions 

b8 Disruption impact 
sensors 

- Uses previous experiences to proactively 
anticipate future negative events 
- Looks at the external environment to sense 
the disruption's impacts 

- Uses previous experiences to proactively 
anticipate some disruption’s impacts 

b9 Preparedness 

- Has global crisis-management team ready to 
respond 
- Knows how to use its current capacity to 
respond to external fluctuations 
- Uses technology to anticipate negative 
impacts 

- Implement bold projects during a crisis 
time that otherwise would not be 
implemented 

Re
so

ur
ce

s 

b4 Type of resources 

Production: 
- Flexible capacity 
- Technology 
- Networking capital 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Government financial incentives 

Production: 
- Employees 
- Technology 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Acquired companies 
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2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order constructs Consumer_Mfg2 Consumer_Dist2 

b5 
Quality of 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality resources by having 
the CEO, VPs and other high-level managers 
involved in critical decisions 

- Mobilizes high-quality resources by having 
the CEO leading a response and contacting 
CEOs of key suppliers 

b6 
Amount of 
resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate amount of critical 
resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate amount of critical 
resources 

b7 
Timing of resource 
deployment 

- Mobilizes critical resources in the 
opportunity window, sometimes even before 
a disruption occurs 

- Mobilizes critical resources in the 
opportunity window 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

Re
co

ve
ry

 

b10 
Supply network 
health 

- Develops a good relationship with other 
members of the supply network due to a close 
involvement of its CEO 
- Anticipates potential disruption’s impacts 
and share this information with partners 
- Dual-sourcing for raw materials 

- Captures positive changes from suppliers 

b11 
Supply network 
structure 
adaptation 

- Adapts raw materials with suppliers 
- Changes its supply network structure to 
improve its operations 
- Develops alternative channels to reach 
customers 
- Develops new products to mitigate negative 
impacts 

- Develops new partnerships to enter in new 
segments 
- Acquires companies to speed up processes 
- Utilizes its physical structure as small 
distribution centers 

b12 
Supply network 
relationship 

- Strengths relationships by developing 
disruption solutions with its partners 
- Develops long-term relationship with key 
partners 

- Develops a team-work view of the supply 
network 
- Takes the opportunity to fix overall supply 
network problems with partners 

 
4.1.3 Supply network 3 (SN3) 

Supply network 3 (SN3) is composed by six organizations (Consumer_Supp3, 

Consumer_Supp4, Consumer_Mfg3, Consumer_Mfg4, Consumer_Dist3 and Consumer_Dist4). 

Consumer_Supp3 and Consumer_Supp4 are two non-competitors packaging companies supplying 

Consumer_Mfg3 and Consumer_Mfg4. Consumer_Supp3 focuses on plastic and resin packaging, 

whereas Consumer_Supp4 focuses on cardboard packaging. Consumer_Mfg3 is one the biggest 

customer of Consumer_Supp3 and 4. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager, 

it represents roughly 50% of total Consumer_Supp4’s sales. Among many distribution channels 

Consumer_Mfg3 uses, its products are also distributed by Consumer_Dist3, which operates in the 

pharmacy retail industry. Consumer_Mfg4’s products are distributed by Consumer_Dist4, which 

is a sales representative selling to final customers. Moreover, Consumer_Supp3 is a 

Consumer_Mfg4’s supplier. In total, we talked with seven executives at SN3 one from each 
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organization, but from Consumer_Mfg3 we talked with the supply network manager and the 

customer manager. Figure 4.3 presents the Supply Network 3, showing informant roles at each 

organization. Arrows represent the flow of raw materials and products. 

 
Figure 4.3. Supply Network 3 (SN3) 

4.1.3.1 Supply network disruption 

Most of SN3’s members have faced several high-impact supply network disruptions related 

to political issues, natural disasters and accidents, such as earthquakes and a plant fire. For 

example, Consumer_Supp3’s, Consumer_Supp4’s, Consumer_Mfg3’s and Consumer_Mfg4’s 

managers cited the truck drivers’ strike in Brazil in 2018 that paralyzed transportation of products 

for weeks. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager, this strike affected 80,000 

sales points all around the country, impacting its entire supply network. 

SN3 seems to have learned from these experiences, further developing its ability to sense 

supply network disruptions’ impacts and improving its preparedness to promptly mobilize 

resources. For instance, around 2018, Consumer_Mfg3 faced a supply disruption of packaging 

components from a big supplier due to a plant fire in a manufacturing facility in Germany. 

Consumer_Mfg3 approached Consumer_Supp3 to co-develop alternative supplies for those 
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packaging components. Consumer_Supp3’s manager commented on this project collaboration, 

“this is a big product in 2018 for innovation…we take some resin from other suppliers to a specific 

moment to production here in Brazil and then supply for him…we worked together first of all, for 

creating the other resin”. This experience was crucial for SN3, particularly, Consumer_Mfg3 and 

Consumer_Supp3 to respond to some of the impacts caused by Covid-19. One of these impacts 

was a surge in demand for hand sanitizer that would be manufactured by Consumer_Mfg3. One 

of the main components for Consumer_Mfg3 to launch hand sanitizers into the market was 

packaging. At Consumer_Mfg3 every new package needs several rounds of approvals before it 

can enter into the production process. These rounds of approvals could increase the go-to-market 

time, leaving Consumer_Mfg3 behind its competitors. Thus, Consumer_Mfg3 and 

Consumer_Supp3 used its previous experiences to come up with a solution for the packaging issue, 

as Consumer_Supp3’s manager explained, “we proposed to Consumer_Mfg3…what do you think 

about using the same bottle (bottle used for other products)? Just take off the master bed (type of 

white ink), and then use this bottle for alcohol. It’s nice, it is good. Let's try it. We have a success 

and for now we have two products for Consumer_Mfg3 with the same bottle”. 

Preparedness is also demonstrated by SN3’s capacity to come up with alternative solutions 

to quickly mobilize resources and respond to supply network disruptions. For instance, 

Consumer_Mfg4 considered the truck drivers’ strike to be a high-impact disruption because its 

sales representatives derive mostly of their income from selling Consumer_Mfg4’s beauty 

products. Consumer_Mfg4 responded to the truck drivers’ strike by renting buses to deliver its 

products to the sales representatives, circumventing the complete stoppage of trucks for some days. 

As Consumer_Dist4’s manager said, “Consumer_Mfg4 has never delayed a delivery…I have never 
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ever had a problem with delays…Consumer_Mfg4 sets up a delivery time and I receive the 

products on time, it is very accurate…even during the truck drivers’ strike that happened”. 

However, some SN3’s members have had a hard time dealing with supply network 

disruptions. Consumer_Supp4 seems not take supply network disruptions seriously. For example, 

during the truck drivers’ strike, unlike other members of SN3, Consumer_Supp4 just waited for 

the strike to come to an end, as its manager said, “there was nothing we could do…I have nothing 

to do with it. Then we told everybody, all the employees, the managers and everybody, tomorrow 

we are on holiday. So, it lasted like seven or eight days, including weekend, we just were on 

holiday”. By having this wait-and-see approach, Consumer_Supp4 lost the opportunity to learn 

and develop a supply network disruption orientation that would help to deal with future 

disruptions. To illustrate, although Consumer_Supp4 identified some of the impacts of Covid-19 

to its supply network, it lacked preparedness by not digging deeper into the potential impacts. At 

the beginning of Covid-19, Consumer_Supp4’s manager raised inventory levels of imported raw 

material due to a possible halt of supplies: “for us to keep our production, for example, without 

ink, I cannot produce inks, it comes from outside Brazil. I didn't have this problem with paperboard 

because paperboard is manufactured in Brazil, but for items that come from outside Brazil, the 

risk was higher”. After a few months, Consumer_Supp4 had not faced any disruption from 

international suppliers. However, it faced shortages from Brazilian suppliers, as 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager explained, “the thing is that we don't get supplies, because the 

Brazilian market is breaking historical records on demand for many products ever…we are not 

prepared. People are not prepared. We don't have paperboard…we're not talking about the 

imported goods (raw materials). We're talking about the goods manufactured in Brazil”. 
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4.1.3.2 Resources 

SN3’s experience with several disruptions and ability to sense their impact have led its 

members to mobilize an adequate amount of high-quality critical resources in the opportunity 

window to properly respond. Consumer_Mfg3’s general manager mobilized resources to begin 

responding to some potential impacts of Covid-19 in January of 2020, two months before Covid-

19 effects were felt in Brazil and most parts of the world. This resource mobilization was crucial 

for Consumer_Mfg3 promptly raising its output levels to respond to the suddenly surge in demand. 

As Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager said, “in that situation we…decided two things: 

bring as much material as you can and produce as much as you can because you don't know…you 

are going to need to stop later, so those were both decisions related to protecting the business”. 

This resource mobilization, even before a disruption’s impact is felt, goes from the organizational 

level to the supply network level, as Consumer_Supp3 mobilized its excess capacity to help 

Consumer_Mfg3 responds to the surge in demand. Accordingly, for every new business, 

Consumer_Supp3 starts with 20% excess capacity, so when demand goes up, it can quickly ramp 

up production. 

Consumer_Mfg4 promptly raised its networking capital to support its network during 

Covid-19. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “a big issue at the beginning was cash 

flow…how we can improve our cash flow because we need to help our sales representatives, give 

them more time to pay, we need to help suppliers”. Then, Consumer_Mfg4 asked for employees 

to voluntarily donate part of their wages: “the company asked for all the people to donate part of 

the salary. I donated 20% of my salary for three months”. Other measures include halting all wage 

increases and reducing travel expenses. In doing so, Consumer_Mfg4 could improve payment 

terms to its sales representatives, consequently increasing sales during Covid-19. According to 
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Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “one of Consumer_Mfg4’s businesses lengthened payment terms 

from 15 to 30 days and the other business allowed invoices to be paid in two or three times (the 

normal amount of time)…Consumer_Mfg4 facilitated a lot, for instance, if I could not pay an 

invoice, it postponed this invoice so that I could put new orders to guarantee future sales…this 

was something that started during Covid-19 and will not stop even after Covid-19 is over”. 

According to a sales representative, Consumer_Mfg4 did this because sales representatives were 

afraid of what could happen, as she said, “I think that the sales representatives were afraid of 

selling products, because everything was new, no one knew what could happen…then, 

Consumer_Mfg4 came up with new payment terms to give sales representatives some security and 

confidence…I was not afraid because I kept selling”. Additionally, Consumer_Dist4’s manager 

said that she passed the discounts and longer payment terms to her customers: “I do not have to do 

this, but I passed all the discounts and new payment terms to my clients, because if I do this, they 

buy more from me”. Similarly, networking capital was a crucial resource for Consumer_Mfg3 

because as its supply network manager said, “cash is king because we invest to distribute products 

to produce without stoppage, so we were not afraid to buy materials to produce even double of 

what was expected”. 

Contrary to the resource position of most members of SN3, Consumer_Supp4 did not have 

an adequate amount of critical resources to respond to the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19. Consumer_Supp4’s lack of preparedness has caused a shortage of critical raw materials 

as its manager said, “we are 32 years old in this company. I never saw something like that…we 

just don't have raw material, we just don't have packaging, we just don't have anything”. 
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4.1.3.3 Supply network recovery 

SN3 recovered from supply network disruptions by taking these events as opportunities to 

increase cooperation along the network, progressively adapting supply network structures, and 

strengthening its supply network relationships. In particular, Consumer_Mfg3 increased its level 

of cooperation with Consumer_Dist3 after responding to the disruption caused by Covid-19. As 

Consumer_Mfg3’s customer manager said, “that is really customized…the customer, who is linked 

to the consumer, we are seeing right now and bring…an agility way to our supply network…now 

we are moving forward to customize new things. So, we have projects that we are trying to leverage 

more for…pharma channel, e-commerce.” This close cooperation between Consumer_Mfg3 and 

Consumer_Dist3 was crucial to respond to a new functional demand brought by Covid-19. 

Consumer_Dist3 received direct customer requests for hand sanitizer products, as its manager said, 

“a lot of customers asked for us in the counter…because the supermarkets, the groceries offered 

only in a bottle of 1 liter”. Then, Consumer_Dist3’s manager approached Consumser_Mfg3’s 

customer manager to see the possibility of launching a new product under Consumer_Mfg3’s 

brand: “I would say that the demand came from more related to the pharma channel…why we 

don't have this this kind of product…we leveraged it because it's additional revenue for sure”. 

After Consumer_Mfg3 decided to develop the product, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network 

manager reached out to Consumer_Supp3 for packaging development, using a bottle that was 

already used for other Consumer_Mfg3’s products to speed-up the go-to-market process. This 

close cooperation allowed SN3 to launch the product in record time, as Consumer_Mfg3’s supply 

network manager said, “we did things in 45 days, we launched products in 45 days”. 

Consumer_Mfg4 also capitalized on this unexpected high demand for hand sanitizer to not 

only support its network, but also to make critical adaptations in its supply structure. In the 
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beginning of 2020, Consumer_Mfg4 bought one of the biggest organizations in the world in the 

beauty segment. Integration between both organizations would take several months. When Covid-

19 began, this merger was accelerated because demand for hand sanitizer skyrocketed and 

Consumer_Mfg4 wanted to use the brand of the two organizations, but only one had the know-

how and capability to produce hand sanitizer. Additionally, the production of this item needed an 

approval from the Brazilian sanitary agency, which had been already awarded for one organization. 

Consumer_Mfg4 used that organization’s facilities and approvals to produce and distribute hand 

sanitizer under the two brands. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “we changed the name, 

we put Consumer_Mfg4’s brand manufacturing at the to-be integrated factories…and we created 

a new product, alcohol gel…two months later, we realized that the integration would help a lot 

and our plan to integrate with the other company was accelerated. So, okay, we can do more. 

Nobody thought about to make a product in the other factory in the next two months, our planning 

was at the end of the year, maybe we take enormous time, six, eight months…what happened, we 

accelerated the production of Consumer_Mfg4’s products in the factories of the other company in 

Argentina and Mexico”. In a public interview, Consumer_Mfg4’s manager said that “crisis helps 

for a faster integration…at the beginning (of Covid-19), I was afraid, but now we have more 

courage to do things that we thought would take much more time…when the crisis began, we just 

told ourselves, let’s do it”. On the distribution side, Consumer_Mfg4 launched an app to allow 

sales representatives to sell products in a safe way. This app was crucial for sales representatives 

to boost their sales. According to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “the app gave me the opportunity 

to participate in short-term promotions…now, I anticipate some orders before customers’ orders 

because I know the product will be sold and I pass the discounts to my client…I pass these 
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discounts because it is a matter of friendship, and to create loyal clients…these clients are friends, 

they are your siblings, neighbors…you know them”. 

Unlike most members of SN3 that successfully recovered from this disruptions, 

Consumer_Supp4 did not successfully recover because of its lack of preparedness, and inability to 

strengthen relationships and capture benefits developed by its network. For instance, the imprecise 

analysis that Consumer_Supp4 did about critical raw material availability during Covid-19, along 

with its wait-and-see approach, led to unused production capacity even in a demand-surge 

scenario, as Consumer_supp4’s manager said, “they (Consumer_Supp4’s employees) come early 

here and they stay here until 7, 8, 9 PM. They are stressed a lot, they are on their limit of patience. 

They have to deal with pressure because the raw material doesn't arrive…we have more than 50 

machines we stay with the machines stopped 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 hours waiting for the trucks (with the 

materials)”. Consumer_Supp4 tried to absorb some of the impacts from its suppliers but even to 

its best customers, he faced challenges to keep the continuous flow of materials: “most of our 

customers are demanding more and then what happens is I need more supply of raw material and 

I'm trying everywhere, but everyone, all the companies are in the same situation…today, I am 

spending most of my time making pressure on the directors, on the Vice Presidents of those 

companies, reminding them that we have an agreement, that we have a contract. But the thing is, 

we realized it's not time to beat on them, it would be worse”. Table 4.3 shows specific 

characteristics and elements of SN3 for supply network disruption, resources and supply network 

recovery. 

Table 4.3. Mechanisms of Supply Network 3 (SN3) 

2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order constructs Consumer_Supp3 Consumer_Supp4 Consumer_Mfg4 Consumer_Mfg3 Consumer_Dist3 Consumer_Dist4 
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b1 Type of 
disruption 

- Faces several 
supply network 
disruptions 

- Faces several 
supply network 
disruptions 

- Faces many 
and different 
kinds of supply 
network 
disruptions  

- Faces more 
supply network 
disruptions due 
to its global 
operations 

- Faces several 
supply network 
disruptions 

- Rarely faces a 
supply network 
disruption 
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2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order constructs Consumer_Supp3 Consumer_Supp4 Consumer_Mfg4 Consumer_Mfg3 Consumer_Dist3 Consumer_Dist4 

b2 Frequency of 
disruption 

- Has some 
experience with 
supply network 
disruptions, 
learning from 
them 

- Has some 
experience with 
supply network 
disruptions, but it 
seems not to 
learn from them 

- Has some 
experiences 
with supply 
network 
disruptions, 
learning from 
them 

- Has some 
experiences 
with supply 
network 
disruptions, 
learning from 
them 

- Has some 
experiences 
with supply 
network 
disruptions, 
learning from 
them 

- Rarely faces a 
supply network 
disruption 

b3 
Intensity of 
disruption 

- Anticipates 
some impacts of 
a supply network 
disruption, 
allowing for a 
proactive 
response 

- Does not 
anticipate a 
supply network 
disruption's main 
impacts 

- Senses the 
impact of a 
supply network 
disruption 
precisely by 
anticipating a 
disruption's 
main effects 

- Senses the 
impact of a 
supply network 
disruption 
precisely, acting 
proactively 

- Senses the 
impact of a 
supply network 
disruption 
precisely by 
anticipating a 
disruption's 
main effects 

- Low-impact if it 
is sensed 

b8 
Disruption 
impact 
sensors 

- Senses the 
disruption when 
it happens 

- Senses the 
disruption after 
some time it 
happens 

- Senses the 
disruption when 
it happens 

- Senses the 
disruption 
before it 
happens using a 
global-level 
operations 

- Senses some 
disruption's 
impacts before 
it happens by 
using previous 
experiences and 
learning from 
other 
organizations 

- Disruptions' 
impacts are 
absorbed by the 
manufacturing 
company 

b9 Preparedness 

- Diversifies 
businesses to 
deal with 
disruptions 
- Sees problems 
as opportunities 

- Has some 
preparedness, 
but only to deal 
with superficial 
problems 
- Lacks ability to 
dive deep into 
critical issues 
- Assumes a wait-
and-see approach 

- Develops 
alternative 
solutions 
- Uses well 
developed 
capabilities 

- Prioritizes 
customers and 
SKUs 
- Has defined 
early a crisis 
team 
- Develops 
confidence 
among 
employees 
- Has good 
communication 
channels inside 
the organization 

- Performs 
benchmarking 
to learn from 
others 
- Understands 
customer needs 
and passes them 
to suppliers 

- Maintains its set 
of customers 

Re
so

ur
ce

s 

b4 
Type of 
resources 

Production: 
- Develops excess 
capacity for every 
contract 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

Production: 
- Uses available 
inventories 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

Production: 
- Uses available 
inventories 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Crisis-
management 
team 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

Production: 
- Raised 
inventory levels 
- Networking 
capital 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Crisis-
management 
team 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

Production: 
- Has flexibility 
its inventory by 
product 
sortation and 
allocation 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

Production: 
- Has flexibility for 
payment methods 
to 
maintain/increase 
sales 
 
Disruption-
response: 
- Technology 
- Pandemic-
specific 

b5 
Quality of 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-
quality resources 
through 
innovation 

- Mobilizes high-
quality resources, 
involving all high-
level employees 

- Mobilizes high-
quality 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-
quality 
resources, 
involving all 
high-level 
employees 

- Mobilizes high-
quality 
resources 

- Mobilizes 
necessary 
resources 
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2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order constructs Consumer_Supp3 Consumer_Supp4 Consumer_Mfg4 Consumer_Mfg3 Consumer_Dist3 Consumer_Dist4 

b6 
Amount of 
resources 

- Mobilizes an 
adequate amount 
of critical 
resources due to 
an excess 
capacity and 
innovation 

- Mobilizes an 
inadequate 
amount of critical 
resources 

- Mobilizes and 
adequate 
amount of 
resources, 
relying on its 
suppliers to 
cover eventual 
shortages 

- Mobilizes an 
adequate 
amount of 
critical resources 
due to the 
organization's 
cash position 
and its ability to 
anticipate some 
effects of a 
disruption 

- Mobilizes an 
adequate 
amount of 
critical 
resources 

- Mobilizes an 
adequate amount 
of critical 
resources 

b7 
Timing of 
resource 
deployment 

- Mobilizes 
critical resources 
in the 
opportunity 
window 

- Mobilizes 
critical resources 
after the supply 
network 
disruption has 
occurred 

- Mobilizes 
critical resources 
in the 
opportunity 
window 

- Mobilizes 
critical resources 
in the 
opportunity 
window 

- Mobilizes 
critical 
resources in the 
opportunity 
window 

- Mobilizes critical 
resources in the 
opportunity 
window 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

Re
co

ve
ry

 

b10 
Supply 
network 
health 

- Develops a good 
supply network 
health mainly 
due to a positive 
view of problems 
as an opportunity 
to collaborate 
with customers 

- Develops a bad 
supply network 
health due to a 
negative view of 
suppliers' 
shortage of raw 
materials 
- Solves problems 
mostly on a 
contractual basis 

- Develops a 
close and 
positive 
relationship with 
its network by 
helping it in the 
difficult times 

- Accrues a good 
supply network 
health mainly 
due to its power 
in the supply 
network so that 
it is a crucial 
player for 
suppliers and 
customers 

- Develops a 
good supply 
network health 
by 
implementing 
supply network 
relationship 
programs 

- Accrues positive 
results from the 
network 
- Develops a good 
and long-term 
relationship with 
customers 

b11 

Supply 
network 
structure 
adaptation 

- Strengths the 
business through 
structure 
adaptations by 
capturing and 
capitalizing on 
positive aspects 
of network 

- Structure 
adaptations 
weakened the 
business, only 
accommodating 
the negative 
impacts from 
suppliers 
- Does not 
capture positive 
effects from the 
network 

- Strengths 
business by 
accelerating 
processes and 
responding to 
new functional 
demands 

- Strengths 
business 
through 
structure 
adaptations by 
capitalizing on 
its reputation  
- Relies on 
collaboration to 
speed-up new 
product 
development 

- Strengths 
business 
through 
structure 
adaptations by 
capitalizing on 
customers' 
needs and 
sharing them 
with key 
suppliers 

- Strengths 
businesses by 
capitalizing on 
opportunities in 
the network 

b12 
Supply 
network 
relationship 

- Strengths 
relationships 
through its 
capacity to help 
customers to 
respond to new 
functional 
demands 
- Contracts are 
extended due to 
positive 
relationship 
outcomes during 
the disruption 

- Supply network 
relationships are 
weakened mostly 
due to a negative 
perspective to 
deal with 
suppliers' 
problems 

- Strengths 
relationships by 
supporting its 
network, 
focusing on 
what increases 
value 

- Strengths 
supply network 
relationships 
due to its 
capacity to help 
customers to 
respond quickly 
to new 
functional 
demands 
- Customizes 
collaboration in 
which the 
specificities of 
each customer 
are taken care of 

- Strengths 
supply network 
relationships by 
capturing 
market trends, 
using its supply 
network 
structure to 
respond to them 
quickly 
- Implements 
practices to 
develop and 
improve supply 
network 
relationships 

- Strengths 
relationships by 
understanding 
and attending 
specific customer 
demands 

 
4.1.4 Supply network 4 (SN4): 

Supply network 4 (SN4) is comprised of two organizations, Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4. 

Both operate in the craft beverage industry. Bev_Supp4 became one of the main suppliers of 
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Bev_Dist4 during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, when Bev_Dist4 started 

focusing more on smaller and local suppliers of craft beverage raw materials and ingredients. 

Although SN4 is composed of only two organizations, there are two businesses under Bev_Dist4, 

one focused on manufacturing beverages and the other focused on distributing them to final 

consumers. Thus, by talking with the executives at these two organizations, we could understand 

how SN4 has dealt with supply network disruptions from raw material production to product 

distribution to final consumers. Figure 4.4 presents the Supply Network 4, showing informant roles 

at each organization. Arrows represent the flow of raw materials and products. 

 
Figure 4.4. Supply Network 4 (SN4) 

4.1.4.1 Supply network disruption 

The members of SN4 have limited experience with previous supply network disruptions, 

thus do not have the ability to sense a disruption’s main impacts and have not developed 

preparedness to properly respond. Bev_Supp4’s manager reported that a few experiences related 

to natural disasters had occurred before Covid-19 but did not cause a high impact in his operations: 

“we've had a few…we have had hurricane issues before…we had to redo our production 

schedule…we just had to reevaluate and kind of replan…our production schedule and more 

barley…which we had in stock. So, you know, it wasn't the end of the world”. 
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Bev_Dist4’s manager mentioned supply network disruptions related to minor daily 

operational issues before Covid-19: “I mentioned that VHS type company, sometimes we couldn't 

find a supplier for those or they may have a limited quantity of a certain kind, or something like 

that. But, you know, that was to be expected…this year (2020) we're experiencing one thing after 

another”. Covid-19 caused a high-impact and unexpected supply network disruption for SN4, as 

reported by Bev_Supp4’s manager, “you know those first…three or four months were just awful 

for everybody because nobody really knew what was going to happen…Covid has made a huge 

difference in our supply network”.  

Since SN4 has had few exposures to supply network disruptions its preparedness is based 

on “on-the-fly” decisions, as Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “this year, a lot of the repetition has 

disappeared because we have to on the fly, depending on what the restrictions look like or 

depending on what our funding looks like or, indeed, like the weather this year was a big problem 

because of everything being outside…we would just have to make decisions on the fly, really quick 

about how we were going to…function that week”. 

Similarly, Bev_Supp4 seemed to rely on “on-the-fly” decisions to respond to the disruption 

caused by Covid-19. According to its manager, “with the bags…we had to kind of scrounge around 

and try to find any bags that we could put grain to send out for orders until we got our new 

bags…we just had people that need…grain to do a test batch with and they need it that week and 

we send it out overnight and it doesn't get there until three or four weeks later, I mean it's just 

crazy. It just kind of, I guess, a lot more planning ahead as far as that goes”. 

4.1.4.2 Resources 

Lack of preparedness led SN4 to mobilize critical resources, but only when they were 

available so that SN4’s members may lose the opportunity window to properly respond. On the 
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one hand, on the production side, Bev_Supp4 did not have any problems producing raw materials, 

it could even donate some amount to its network, as its manager said, “when Covid first broke 

out…I wanted to help out my customers as much as possible…so they could then make beer at a 

much lower cost…because we survive on breweries…we ended up donating like 10,000 pounds of 

malt and then about another 15,000 pounds of corn for distilleries to make hand sanitizer”. 

Additionally, Bev_Supp4 extended payment terms to help its customers, “we didn't push people 

on payments…we're letting people kind of take longer to get things paid off…because they just 

don't have the money to do it right now”. 

On the other hand, Bev_Dist4 faced a shortage of critical resources. During Covid-19, it 

had to completely change its operations because it started taking online orders and moving in-

person services to an outside environment. As Bev_Dist4’s manager explained, “for us, when we 

couldn't have guests come inside, we pivoted to canning and packaging. Well, there's an aluminum 

shortage. And now, no one can get cans and they're more expensive when you can get them…we 

had to move everything outdoors. So, everyone had to do that at the same time. So, patio furniture, 

umbrellas. Now it's patio heaters. You know, any kind of coverings. Things like that are just very 

difficult to find…to appease the alcohol Commission to keep people inside of a certain designated 

area”. 

4.1.4.3 Supply network recovery 

SN4 recovered weaker following the supply network disruption because it does not capture 

benefits brought by some members, does not capitalize on one-time cooperation and focuses on 

structural changes only at the organizational level. To illustrate, Bev_Dist4 improved its 

operational efficiency during Covid-19, because it started a more automated and standard way of 

brewing, as its manager explained, “we're packaging everything as opposed to when it's on 
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draft...the canning machine fills up pretty precisely and minimizes the things like that. So, from a 

volume perspective, we're probably getting quite a bit more beer out of it”. Additionally, 

Bev_Dist4 had on hand Bev_Supp4’s raw material, some donated, some with extended payment 

terms. Even having all these benefits, Bev_Dist4’s revenue per beer sold decreased during this 

period. According to Bev_Dist4’s manager, “margins are just very little, and maybe making $2 or 

$3 on a four pack where we would have been making probably $20 on those same four beers if we 

sold them in house”. 

Cooperation between members of SN4 does not led to long-term and stronger relationships, 

directly impacting SN4’s ability to deal with future supply network disruptions. The on-time 

cooperation Bev_Supp4 offered to its customers, such as Bev_Dist4 is not properly capitalized. 

Thus, although Bev_Supp4’s and Bev_Dist4’s managers have expectations of an improved 

relationship, they are not sure how it will be in the future. As Bev_Supp4’s manager said, “we 

tried to do the best that we could to help them out during the time that they needed it. So, I don't 

know how it's going to be in the long run after Covid. But you know, I would hope that they would 

remember that”. Similarly, Bev_Dist4’s manager reported, “I don't know if it'll make them 

particularly loyal to us… but I'm not sure, I'm not sure how that's going to go”. 

Members of SN4 reconfigured their structures during Covid-19 mostly at the 

organizational level, leading to limited benefits at the supply network level. To respond to the 

disruptions caused by Covid-19, Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 started their own online operations, 

but without considering their relationship and what benefits they could accrue in a collaborative 

effort. Bev_Supp4 opened a new sales channel through an online operation to sell directly to final 

customers, whereas Bev_Dist4 developed its online operation to keep up attending its customers 
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during lockdown. Table 4.4 shows specific characteristics and elements of SN4 for supply network 

disruption, resources and supply network recovery. 

Table 4.4. Mechanisms of Supply Network 4 (SN4) 

2nd-order 
constructs 

1st-order 
constructs 

Bev_Supp4 
Bev_Dist4 

(Manufacturing) 
Bev_Dist4 

(Distribution) 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

D
is

ru
pt

io
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b1 
Type of 
disruption 

- Faces few supply 
network disruptions not 
anticipating their effects 

- Rarely faces a supply 
network disruption 

- Rarely faces a supply 
network disruption 

b2 Frequency of 
disruption 

- Has some experience 
with disruptions, but it 
seems not to learn from 
them 

- Rarely faces a supply 
network disruption 

- Rarely faces a supply 
network disruption 

b3 
Intensity of 
disruption 

- Does not anticipate a 
disruption's main effects 

- Does not anticipate a 
disruption's main effects 

- Does not anticipate a 
disruption's main effects 

b8 
Disruption 
impact 
sensors 

- Senses the disruption 
when it happens or after 
some time 

- Senses the disruption 
when it happens or after 
some time 

- Senses the disruption 
when it happens or after 
some time 

b9 Preparedness 
- Has no preparedness 
- Takes on-the-fly 
decisions 

- Has no preparedness 
- Takes on-the-fly decisions 

- Has no preparedness 
- Takes on-the-fly 
decisions 

Re
so

ur
ce

s 

b4 
Type of 
resources 

Production: 
- Raw-material (donation) 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Extended payment terms 

Production: 
- Raw-material (bought / 
donated) 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Cans 
- Packages 

Production: 
- Online platform 
- Delivery truck 
 
Disruption-response: 
- Patio furniture 
- Government subsidy 

b5 
Quality of 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality 
resources 

- Mobilizes high-quality 
resources 

b6 
Amount of 
resources 

- Mobilizes an adequate 
amount of critical 
resources 

- Mobilizes an inadequate 
amount of resources 

- Mobilizes an inadequate 
amount of resources 

b7 
Timing of 
resource 
deployment 

- Mobilizes critical 
resources in the 
opportunity window 

- Mobilizes available 
resources in the 
opportunity window 

- Mobilizes available 
resources in the 
opportunity window 

Su
pp

ly
 n

et
w

or
k 

Re
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b10 
Supply 
network 
health 

- Develops good 
relationship with 
customers by trying to 
help 
- Communicates openly 
with supply network 
partners 

- Communicates frequently 
with supply network 
partners 
- Partners with competitors 

- Communicates 
frequently with supply 
network partners 
- Partners with 
competitors 

b11 

Supply 
network 
structure 
adaptation 

- Maintains business by 
attending new markets 
through online sales 
- Focuses on changes at 
the organizational level 

- Develops alternative 
production ways to 
maintain output levels 
- Focuses on changes at the 
organizational level 

- Develops alternative 
ways to keep attending 
customers 
- Focuses on changes at 
the organizational level 

b12 
Supply 
network 
relationship 

- Expects stronger 
relationships with its 
partners but it is no sure 
about how the 
relationship will be in the 
future 

- Expects stronger 
relationships with its 
partners but it is not sure 
about how the relationship 
will be in the future 

- Expects stronger 
relationships with its 
partners but it is not sure 
about how the 
relationship will be in the 
future 
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4.2 Cross-case analysis 

Cross-case analysis focuses on the identification of higher-order patterns and relationships 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Voss et al., 2002). Cross-case analysis also increases 

internal validity of the study, because it confirms results and findings across multiple data sources 

(Voss et al., 2002). 

For the cross-case analysis, we looked for higher-order patterns based on the hyper- and 

hypo-resilience dimensions developed in the propositions presented in Chapter 2. Using within-

case analyses, we compared and contrasted similarities and differences across pair of cases 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Voss et al., 2002) at the organizational and supply network level of analysis. 

Accordingly, each within-case analysis was uploaded to NVivo and further coded based on the 

dimensions of hypo- and hyper-resilience. The within-case analyses of each supply network (SN1, 

SN2, SN3 and SN4) is provided in Appendix C. We demonstrated how a supply network recover 

from a disruption and why it recovers in such a state, highlighting key characteristics. 

Our cross-case analysis confirms a hyper-resilient archetype, that is, supply networks 

recovering stronger following a disruption. Also, our analysis shows that there is a hypo-resilient 

archetype, in which supply networks recover weaker from a disruption. We describe and explain 

each archetype in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Hyper-resilient supply networks 

A hyper-resilient supply network is characterized by its ability to properly respond to a 

supply network disruption, recovering stronger than before. This response follows a cascade of 

events from identifying a supply network disruption and some of its impacts to mobilizing 

resources and adapting the supply network structure for recovery. 
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These characteristics spanned across the different industries observed in this study. 

Although some industries deal with more critical products where a disruption can lead to fatal 

outcomes, hyper-resilient supply networks present similar mechanisms to deal with a supply 

network disruption. 

4.2.1.1 Supply network disruption orientation 

The following sections discuss first the definition of supply network disruption orientation 

developed in the metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research. 

4.2.1.1.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

A hyper-resilient supply network has a strong supply network disruption orientation 

developed from frequently exposures to different types of disruptions and its ability to learn from 

previous experiences. This orientation is crucial for hyper-resilience because it allows supply 

networks to assertively distinguish between high- and low-impact disruptions, which in turn, signal 

the network resource mobilization needed to start a response. Generally, a hyper-resilient supply 

network will correctly identify a disruption’s impact not only at the organizational level, but also 

at the supply network level. In the case of a high-impact disruption, the supply network positions 

the disruption as a critical event, deploying high-standard mechanisms to deal with it and learning 

from each event, thereby better handling future disruptions. 

4.2.1.1.2 Findings from the case research 

 When Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) faced the disruption caused by Hurricane Maria, in Puerto Rico 

in 2017, it correctly identified the event as high-impact disruption, analyzing its impact not only 

at the organizational level, but also at the supply network level, as its director reported, “for us to 

be successful at the end of the day, we really had to reach out with our customer base in a more 

detailed level, understand what their current stocking position was, understand what kind of risk 
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they would have”. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg2 correctly identified Covid-19 as a high-impact 

disruption, analyzing its effects on the organizational and supply network levels, as its 

transportation manager explained, “with Covid, I feel like we had a better handle on how to 

immediately tie teams together…the key group that was reacting at the time to say, you know, 

daily, here's the very specific order. Here is the very specific trade partner. Here's where we'll 

have the recovery. Here's what's at risk…we got real time visuals of where we have Covid cases 

that are confirmed in the network and at different levels”. 

4.2.1.2 Resource metabolism 

The following sections discuss first the definition of resource metabolism developed in the 

metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research. 

4.2.1.2.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

The supply network disruption orientation developed by hyper-resilient supply networks 

directly impacts their resource metabolism for responding to a disruption. Proper resource 

metabolism depends on (i) availability of production and disruption-response resources, (ii) 

alignment of critical resource mobilization with a disruption’s impact, (iii) quality of critical 

resources mobilized, (iv) timing of critical resource deployment and (v) resource metabolization. 

First, availability of critical resources is achieved by a hyper-resilient supply network’s 

ability to anticipate a disruptions impact, securing these resources before any supply issues and 

having networking capital that allows the supply network to access these resources. 

Second, once a supply network has available critical resources to respond to a disruption, 

the amount and when the supply network mobilizes these resources depends on how the disruption 

is perceived, because resource availability per se is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition to 
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properly respond to a disruption. Therefore, a hyper-resilient supply network ensures that its 

members mobilize an adequate amount of critical resources by members supporting each other. 

Third, proper resource metabolism relies on high-quality resources. Hyper-resilient supply 

networks count on C-suite teams leading the recovery from a disruption. Additionally, members 

of a hyper-resilient supply network deploy high-level teams to support each other during a 

disruption. 

Fourth, hyper-resilient networks mobilize critical resources in the opportunity window, 

sometimes even before a disruption occurs, due to their ability to anticipate a disruption’s negative 

impact. 

Finally, resource metabolization defines how a supply network mobilizes critical resources 

to respond to a disruption. Hyper-resilient supply networks metabolize resources by coordinating 

critical resources and processes across the supply network, using a business continuity plan for 

decision taking and relying on emergency- or crisis-management teams. 

4.2.1.2.2 Findings from the case research 

Hyper-resilient networks understand the importance of resource availability, not only at 

the organizational level but also at the supply network level. Pharma_Dist1’s manager (SN1) 

commented on the importance of networking capital to its partners during the supply network 

disruption of Covid-19, “we tried to give liquidity to our partners because they had our cargo 

demand, but they did not have the demand of our competitors…therefore, we created a liquidity 

plan for the last-mile delivery partners”. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager 

(SN2) talked about networking capital availability to supply network partners, “the service network 

leverages a lot of small mom and pop kind of services across the country…we pushed money out 

to the service network just to help keep those players out there…once we get through this recovery” 
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Once a hyper-resilient supply network guarantees availability of critical resources, it will 

then focus on how to properly mobilize these resources. Available critical resources allow the 

hyper-resilient supply network to mobilize an adequate amount commensurate with the impacts of 

a disruption. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s networking capital availability (SN3) allowed it to 

raise inventory levels to respond to the effects of Covid-19, as its supply network manager said, 

“we were not afraid to buy materials to produce even double…what was expected”. Similarly, 

Consumer_Dist2 (SN2) departed from its available critical resources to mobilize an adequate 

amount to respond to new functional demands caused by Covid-19, as its manager reported, “we 

will put more resources to resolve the point of groceries, some technology…we detected that 

grocery was very important for us to keep clients in our app…so, we put the category on”. 

Furthermore, since members of a hyper-resilient supply network analyze the effects of a high-

impact disruption also for their partners, they mobilize an adequate amount of resources at the 

supply network level. To illustrate, when Consumer_Mfg2 (SN2) faced a supply network 

disruption due to a tax incentive that caused a rapid surge in demand, it could successfully respond 

because an adequate amount of resources was mobilized across the supply network, as 

Consumer_Mfg2’s manager explained, “we could increase the demand level and the production 

and all the requirements and all the logistics needed equipment and resources and so on…all the 

retailers and all the transportation freight partners as well invested a lot to provide better service 

level and to provide better inventory level”. 

It is crucial that these resources are well coordinated across the members of the supply 

network. Thus, the hyper-resilient network guarantees that members are aligned to properly 

mobilize resources. Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) deployed a high-qualified team to a key supplier to 

increase output levels for a high-demand product during Covid-19, as its director said, “we have a 
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lot of expertise and we do a lot of our own internal manufacturing, so we deployed our engineering 

and scientific teams to them to help with that”. Pharma_Mfg2’s manager (SN2) reported a similar 

alignment between suppliers and customers during the disruption caused by Covid-19, “we have 

an operational meeting between us and our suppliers…our 3PLs and we have our corporate 

meeting with the CFO commercial guys in order to be in contact with the clients”. 

Along with this alignment, it is imperative to define how critical resources are mobilized. 

Generally, hyper-resilient supply networks rely on pre-defined plans, such as business continuity 

plan led by emergency or crisis-management teams. These plans are defined by top-level managers 

who guarantee that resource mobilization follows the plan at the organization and across the supply 

network. Additionally, these top-level managers compose the emergency- and crisis-management 

teams. A business continuity plan points out where resources are mostly needed during a disruption 

according to preestablished parameters, as Pharma_Mfg1’s director (SN1) explained how 

Pharma_Mfg1 started a response to deal with the impact caused by Hurricane Maria, “we have a 

pretty rigorous business continuity management process and program where we put in place 

various scenarios…what's important is that you understand reasonable risks and you understand 

how as an organization you're going to come together to react and be able to solve problems that 

you don't know”. Yet, emergency-management teams define in real-time any adjustment needed 

according to resource availability and the impacts of the disruption, as Consumer_Mfg2’s manager 

(SN2) reported, “at the beginning of the pandemic in China, you saw that something had to be 

done, and then the crisis management team just sat together and talked about it…in the very 

beginning of January of 2020…we had some finished good disruption and then we established 

kind of war room which is weekly followed by the board of directors and the focus was especially 
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on finished goods not raw materials. Raw materials were okay that time because we had a dual 

sourcing strategy”. 

4.2.1.3 Supply network plasticity 

The following sections discuss first the definition of supply network plasticity developed 

in the metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research.  

4.2.1.3.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

By the way hyper-resilient networks deal with disruptions and mobilize resources to 

properly respond, they develop supply network plasticity, that is, they recover from a disruption 

by strengthening their supply network structure. Supply network plasticity is characterized by the 

ability to progressively reconfigure a supply network structure, respond to new functional demands 

and rely on supply network’ members (supply network individuality). 

First, hyper-resilient supply networks progressively adapt their structures by strengthening 

relationships due to their commitment to support and help key supply network partners, exploiting 

global operations and developing projects that were not aimed specifically to respond to a 

disruption, but that turned out to be critical for the supply network to recover stronger than before. 

Second, hyper-resilient supply networks correctly identify and respond to new functional 

demands placed by a disruption. These supply networks can spot critical demands that surge during 

a disruption, such as a new production process or a new product, successfully responding to them 

and accruing positive and long-lasting results. 

Finally, in supply network individuality, members of a hyper-resilient supply network have 

positive points that help them to successfully achieve supply network plasticity. For instance, these 

members improve employees’ working conditions during a disruption, have a positive attitude 
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towards crises and implement strategies that support an organization to offset the negative impact 

of a disruption. 

4.2.1.3.2 Findings from the case research 

A progressively reconfigured network structure is achieved by new critical relationships 

developed during a disruption, stronger relationships and exploitation of global operations. For 

instance, Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) developed new critical relationships during the pandemic that were 

critical for a successful response, as its director said, “the fact that we are a primary provider of 

Covid tests to the market so that our product…is now something that is supporting the pandemic 

response…I think that experience really kind of help galvanize everyone…that Covid-19 was just 

something so unique because, not the customer pressures were there, but the governmental 

pressures, you know, that we have with the White House Task Force and direct conduits…with 

them on wanting us to report back what we were shipping and our supplies…definitely something 

unique that we've never experienced to that intensity level before, the end of end visibility on a 

national level”. 

Additionally, a hyper-resilient supply network takes the opportunity to strengthen current 

relationships. For instance, Pharma_Dist1’s manager (SN1) said that its partnership with the 

airlines improved a lot after they joined efforts to retrofit planes for cargo shipments of medicines, 

as he said, “not only our customers, but also the airline companies thanked us…our alliance, our 

partnership improved a lot after Covid, because they saw that we were doing everything possible 

to help”. By the same token, Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) strengthened relationship with its key supply 

network partners, mostly to understand supply network operations at a deeper and long-term level, 

as its director explained, “in terms of relationship…instead of being an annual exercise with them, 

it became nearly a weekly exercise…the understanding of that capacity planning and the depth of 
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the accuracy and making sure that we've really walked through that went much higher…we will 

continue to be stronger and understanding and be a little bit more adept”. SN2 members also 

strengthened relationships when responding to Covid-19, as Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation 

manager talked about reviewing contracts focused more on long-term agreements, “we need to be 

the best partner to one another because we'll both be successful over the best partnership”. 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager also commented on his relationship with suppliers such as 

Consumer_Mfg2, “we are very good now and then we have committees to share information to 

plan a demand for the next week…we are sharing our sales online…with distribution centers, we 

have a problem to allocate the right product in the right distribution center, more than 1,000 

stores, so they are trying to help us to allocate the products in the right place, the right time”. 

Furthermore, members of a hyper-resilient supply network exploit the advantages of global 

operations by trying to anticipate some of the effects of global-scale disruptions. For instance, 

Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) used its global operations to develop better response plans during the 

outbreak of Covid-19. According to its director, “we do have Chinese operations and really it was 

more of an early insight that we were able to get in terms of manufacturing…that got us to the 

significance of what was happening”. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager 

(SN3) talked about how Consumer_Mfg3 leveraged its global position during the beginning of 

Covid-19, “I was scared because was my first input around that, my friend from China has had 

that already. So, he was telling me this is going to be like this and that…the other one in Europe 

was telling me this is going to be like this and that. So, we have leveraged these as a competitive 

advantage against the situation”. Even organizations that only have operations in one country 

exploited global operations by approaching organizations from other countries to better respond 

to the effects of the pandemic. As Consumer_Dist3’s manager reported, “we did some 
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benchmarking by internet, by (Microsoft) Teams with people from pharmacy retailers from Italy 

to learn something about the pandemic season and everything they had explained for us 

happened”. 

Stronger relationships can support responses to new functional demands as well as be a 

result of these responses. For instance, the close relationship between Consumer_Supp3, 

Consumer_Mfg3 and Consumer_Dist3 became even stronger after Consumer_Supp3 supported 

Consumer_Mfg3 to launch hand sanitizer, a new product for SN3. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager 

said, “we are closer than we were before the pandemic”. New functional demands include the 

adaptation of a supply network structure to manufacture new products or develop new production 

processes, sometimes not directly involved with the organization’s or supply network’s products. 

During the worst period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 (SN2) had a new functional demand, that 

is, to produce a powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) to help stop the spread of the virus, 

different from the home appliance products Consumer_Mfg2 normally manufactures. According 

to its transportation manager, “our engineering team created what's called a PAPR equipment. 

Basically, like a whole suit that filters its own air…we built those in our own design labs and then 

send them out to a couple of hospitals across the country”. Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1) expanded its 

production line by manufacturing Covid tests during the pandemic, as Pharma_Mfg1’s director 

said, “soon after the pandemic broke out…here in the United States, we developed a new test in a 

high throughput…it is a PCR test”. 

Supply network structure adaptations and responses to new functional demands are also 

supported by individual points of each member in a network, such as managers’ attitudes toward 

crises and the capacity to develop and implement strategies that support a response to a disruption. 

Managers’ attitudes toward crises have a critical impact on how supply network disruptions are 
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perceived and taken care of. Managers who are in organizations that are part of hyper-resilient 

supply networks have a positive view about disruptions, take risks and implement out-of-the-box 

practices, considering these events as opportunities to further develop their organizations. As 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager commented, “the main point is to think out of the box, to reimagine your 

business…for the disruption caused by the truck drivers’ strike as well as for the one caused by 

Covid-19, it is crucial to think in another angle. So, from everything you do, you have to do it in 

another way in order to attend your demand”. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network 

manager said, “if you are under a threat, your appetite for risk is different and it can push you 

much further”. Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “when we have one big problem, we have a lot 

of big opportunities”. 

The capacity to develop and implement strategies that support a response to a disruption is 

conceived as mainly for general improvements, but they have vital effects during a supply network 

disruption. For example, Consumer_Supp3 starts every new business with 20% spare capacity to 

respond to sudden demand increases. Furthermore, Consumer_Supp3 had diversified its customer 

pool to not depend on only few customers. Both strategies were crucial to support a successful 

response during the surge in demand for some products during Covid-19. As Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager explained, “maybe 15 years ago…we had one specific client that had 70% of total sales 

for us…a problem with (it)…we can probably broke…now (this client) represents just 30% of our 

sales…but because we increased our sales with other clients…since April, May, and June (of 

2020), we stop 100%, we didn't supply nothing for this specific client”. However, customers in 

other segments increased the demand, accordingly, “we improved business with Unilever, P&G 

and Consumer_Mfg3…these businesses had a lot of increase”. 
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Other examples include strategies that were not fully implemented before, but that were 

accelerated during a disruption because they supported a successful response. For instance, 

Consumer_Mfg3 (SN3) had as one of its strategy to implement new technologies for easy 

communication between employees and network partners. Consumer_Mfg3 conceived this 

strategy not as a specific response for a disruption, but it was accelerated during Covid-19 due to 

its positive effects for a successful response. As Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager said, 

“we moved from the previous partner to Google suites in November 2017. So, we took two years 

until February this year (2020) to embrace the whole new tools from Google and in just three 

months we were pushed to go far ahead with Google and nobody wants go back”. By the same 

token, Consumer_Dist3 (SN3) implemented strategies in a much faster rate to respond to Covid-

19. In a public interview, the general manager of Consumer_Dist3 said that Covid-19 forced 

companies to speed up the implementation of technology strategies, as he said, “I think that the 

pandemic context brought a legacy, companies are doing things in 6 months that could take 3 or 

4 years to be done in terms of technology demand…telemedicine is an example”. 

Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager summarized well the deployment of important 

strategies[F2] that were accelerated during the disruption caused by Covid-19, “we were really 

developing the pillars…now I would say that they are built”. 

Even though these hyper-resilient networks faced difficulties and challenges during a 

supply network disruption, they recovered stronger than before. By developing a strong supply 

network disruption orientation, they developed proper resource metabolism, recovering stronger 

than before through supply network plasticity. As Consumer_Dist2’s manager said, “well, we are 

expecting this year (2021), maybe, it will be a little harder than the last year, but I think we are 

stronger like I say, we created a big efficiency with that crisis period, and we are record”. 
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Consumer_Mfg2 reported a similar effect recovering from the disruption caused by Covid-19, as 

its inbound manager said, “we have been investing a lot, so we were completely prepared to do 

well, when the demand turned out, we could improve and increase with this, the sales channels, a 

lot since last year (2019)…we gained market share…we are outperforming ourselves and our plan 

in terms of the total output of units”. 

4.2.2 Hypo-resilient supply networks 

A hypo-resilient supply network is characterized by an inability to properly respond to a 

supply network disruption leading to a recovery that weakens the supply network structure. 

Mostly, this inability to properly respond is related to few previous exposures to supply network 

disruptions directly impacting how resources are mobilized for recovery. 

4.2.2.1 Supply network disruption orientation 

The following sections discuss first the definition of supply network disruption orientation 

developed in the metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research. 

4.2.2.1.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

Hypo-resilient supply networks have an underdeveloped supply network disruption 

orientation due to either limited experience with disruptions or inability to learn from these 

experiences. This lack of experience compromises the seriousness with which these supply 

networks perceive a disruption. For instance, members of a hypo-resilient supply network adopt a 

“wait-and-see” approach and take decisions isolated and “on the fly”. Additionally, this lack of 

experience impairs hypo-resilient supply networks to precisely analyze the effects of a high-impact 

disruption. Consequently, this type of supply network mostly distinguishes a high-impact 

disruption only when it suffers the disruption’s impact. 
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4.2.2.1.2 Findings from the case research 

Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 (SN4) have faced few disruptions. Yet, Consumer_Supp4 

(SN3) has faced different kind of disruptions, but by not considering these events important did 

not learn from them. Thus, hypo-resilient networks hardly develop preparedness to deal with a 

supply network disruption. Responses are based on a more passive approach and on-the-fly 

decisions. As Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “we would just have to make decisions on the fly, really 

quick”. Consumer_Supp4’s manager explained how he responded to the disruption caused by the 

truck drivers’ strike, “there was nothing we could do…I have nothing to do with it”. 

4.2.2.2 Resource metabolism 

The following sections discuss first the definition of resource metabolism developed in the 

metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research. 

4.2.2.2.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

Resource metabolism of hypo-resilient supply networks is characterized by unavailable 

critical resources that hinder the amount, when and how they mobilize these resources. Since hypo-

resilient networks lack experience, they conduct imprecise analyses of critical resource availability 

across the supply network. For instance, they might identify that a critical resource would be 

available during resource metabolization to respond to a disruption, but suddenly they face 

shortages of critical supplies. Thus, hypo-resilient supply networks mobilize critical resources only 

when they are available, even then, hypo-resilient networks face difficulties. 

4.2.2.2.2 Findings from the case research 

Consumer_Supp4 correctly identified Covid-19 as a high-impact disruption that could 

impact the flow of materials from some suppliers. However, it inaccurately raised the level of raw 

materials from international suppliers that never stopped supplying Consumer_Supp4 during this 
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period, while local suppliers faced a shortage of raw materials that was not anticipated, which 

caused negative impacts to Consumer_Supp4’s operations. However, eventually 

Consumer_Supp4 faced a shortage of raw materials manufactured in Brazil. 

Due to a lack of preparedness, these supply networks or organizations faced shortages of 

critical resources from many different sources. For instance, Bev_Dist4’s manager commented 

that once he managed to change its beer manufacturing process to canning beer, he faced a shortage 

of aluminum. When he could move its beer distribution to outdoors to serve customers, he faced a 

sequence of shortages of critical disruption-response resources, such as patio heaters and lumber. 

Therefore, the inability to make critical resources available during a disruption leads hypo-resilient 

supply networks and organizations to lose the opportunity window to properly respond. 

4.2.2.3 Supply network plasticity 

The following sections discuss first the definition of supply network plasticity developed 

in the metaphorical transfer and second the findings from the case research. 

4.2.2.3.1 Definition from metaphorical transfer 

The lack of experience of hypo-resilient supply networks due to either few exposures to 

disruptions or an inability to learn from them led to an ineffective resource metabolism to properly 

recover. Consequently, hypo-resilient networks do not reconfigure their structure to adequately 

respond to new functional demands and do not present positive supply network individual points, 

that is, members themselves do not help the supply network to properly recover. Therefore, supply 

network plasticity of hypo-resilient networks is determined by structure reversibility, that is, they 

recover weaker than before following a disruption. 

First, hypo-resilient supply networks fail to adapt their structure because they do not 

capitalize on the benefits provided by some supply network members, weaken relationships by 
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focusing more on contractual than relational terms, depend on only few supply network partners 

for critical processes and do not guarantee that collaboration during difficult times strengthen 

relationships. 

Second, an inability to properly reconfigure their structure leads hypo-resilient supply 

networks to respond to new functional demands that bring benefits only for some supply network 

members, possibly leading to limited benefits in the long-term. 

Third, supply network individuality of hypo-resilient supply networks is characterized by 

centralization of the decision-making process and a negative attitude towards crises. Hypo-resilient 

supply networks centralize critical decisions to only few employees, narrowing their alternatives 

for properly responding. Additionally, managers in these supply networks present negative attitude 

when dealing with a disruption. This negativity impedes managers from capturing benefits from 

disruptions and learning how to better handle future disruptions. 

4.2.2.3.2 Findings from the case research 

In hypo-resilient supply networks, members have difficulty capitalizing on benefits 

provided by supply network partners. Bev_Dist4 did not accrue positive outcomes when its 

supplier, Bev_Supp4, donated critical raw materials during the disruption of Covid-19. In fact, 

Bev_Dist4 faced diminished revenues even when it improved operational efficiency due to a more 

automated manufacturing process. Another reason for a weaker supply network structure 

following a disruption is the inability to develop better and closer relationships. Consumer_Supp4, 

for example, used a more contract- than relational-based approach to deal with its suppliers, forcing 

them to respect contractual agreements during a shortage of cardboard. Even with these problems, 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager said that it will not think about alternatives to mitigate future negative 

impacts in case of another disruption, “well, every supplier is like that, we work with four or five 
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with all possible in Brazil and all our competitors are in the same situation you have nowhere to 

move to, that's the true”. 

Additionally, although members of a hypo-resilient supply network can respond to new 

functional demands during a supply network disruption, they do so from a myopic organizational 

perspective only. For instance, both Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 started their online operations 

during Covid-19, but without even thinking about a collaborative effort and its possible outcomes. 

Moreover, Bev_Supp4 started focusing more on R&D to develop new products, again, without 

considering customers and other partners in this venture. 

Further, hypo-resilient supply networks are comprised of organizations that present 

negative individual points when responding to a disruption. Different from managers’ positive 

attitudes towards crisis in hyper-resilient networks, managers from hypo-resilient supply networks 

have a negative attitude towards crises. For instance, while most organizations benefited from a 

government subsidy given to poor people during Covid-19, Consumer_Supp4 faced negative 

impacts specifically caused by this subsidy. According to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “the 

demand is so high in our scenario…because of the money that the government is giving to 

everybody…it is making such a mess on the Brazilian economy that we have some price 

increases…we have suppliers saying that either we pay anticipated or they will prefer to sell to 

others because they just want to maximize their opportunities”.[FP3] Similarly, Bev_Dist4’s 

manager complained about the government grants that were supporting his business during Covid-

19, as he commented, “there's just a lag on grants. There's a lag on any kind of support and there 

was just no flexibility whatsoever on the permitting and things like that”. 

Hypo-resilience directly impacts on organization’s and consequently a supply network’s 

performance. Bev_Supp4 saw its performance deteriorate during the disruption caused by Covid-
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19, as its manager said, “we started with gradually as summer went on and then in the fall, you 

know, things got back to pretty much normal. I mean, it wasn't great. But it was, you know, 

normalish…we lost obviously a lot of money during those three months”. Similarly, Bev_Dist4’s 

manager said, “we were on about a 35% growth trajectory from a revenue perspective. For the 

last three years…but even just year-over-year numbers…we are like 50 to 60%, it is where we're 

going to land. So, we…arguably will be down like 40% or more, plus the potential for that growth, 

maybe 35% rate”. 

Table 4.5 shows the characteristics of hyper- and a hypo-resilient supply network 

archetypes, summarizing the main points discussed in the cross-case analysis. 

Table 4.5. Hyper- and hypo-resilient supply network characteristics 

Higher-order patterns Hyper-Resilient Supply Network Hypo-Resilient Supply Network 

Su
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w
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k 

D
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n 

O
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nt
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Frequency of disruption 
- Frequently deals with supply network disruptions 
related to political issues, natural disasters, production 
failures and terrorism. 

- Rarely deals with high-impact supply network 
disruptions 
- Few experiences compromising the ability to deal 
with future supply network disruptions 

Seriousness with which 
supply network 
disruptions are 
perceived 

- Sees a supply network disruption as a critical event 
- Takes the opportunity to learn from every supply 
network disruption 
- Increases awareness of the importance of supply 
network management 
- Communicates frequently inside the organization and 
with partners in the network 

- Takes a "wait-and-see" approach 
- Communicates frequently, but decisions are taken 
in isolation 
- Takes "on-the-fly" decisions due to a lack of 
preparedness 

Distinction between 
high-impact and low-
impact disruptions 

- Correctly spots a high-impact disruption and acts 
accordingly 
- Assesses the impacts for its own and partners' 
operations in a high-impact disruption 

- Does imprecise analyses of a high-impact 
disruptions 
- Distinguishes a high-impact disruption mostly from 
a lack-of-experience perspective 

Re
so

ur
ce

 M
et

ab
ol

is
m

 

Availability of 
production and 
disruption-response 
resources 

- Anticipates some disruption impacts, making critical 
resources available throughout the network 
- Networking capital position allows other critical 
resources availability 

- Lack of experience impairs analysis of critical 
resource availability 
- Does not make critical resources available 

Amount of critical 
resource mobilization, 
in response to a 
disruption 

- Guarantees an ideal amount of critical resources 
along the supply network 

- Guarantees a minimum amount of some critical 
resources (limited to some members) 

Quality of critical 
resources 

- Active participation of C-suite teams 
- Deployment of high-level teams to the network 

- Active participation of top-level employees 

Timing of critical 
resource deployment 

- Mobilizes resources in an opportunity window, 
sometimes in anticipation of the effects of a disruption 

- Mobilizes resources when they are available 
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Higher-order patterns Hyper-Resilient Supply Network Hypo-Resilient Supply Network 

Resource 
metabolization 

- Coordinates resources and processes across the 
network 
- Mobilizes critical resources on the basis of Business 
Continuity Plan 
- Relies on emergency- or crisis-management teams 
for critical decisions 

- Has difficulties mobilizing critical resources even 
when they are available 

Su
pp

ly
 N

et
w

or
k 

Pl
as

tic
ity

 Supply network 
structure 

- Strengths relationships through commitment to help 
- Exploits global operations to assess crisis from 
different angles 
- Progressively develops supply network projects not 
only during a disruption 

- Does not capitalize on benefits provided to the 
network 
- Brings contractual terms to the table, possibly 
weakening relationships 
- Depends on few partners for critical processes 
- Collaboration does not necessarily strength 
relationships 

New functional 
demands 

- Responds to new functional demands that bring 
positive results to the network  
- Responds to new functional demands that lead to 
long-lasting positive effects 

- Responds to new functional demands but benefits 
are not thought of in a network perspective 
- Responds to new functional demands in a short-
term perspective 

Supply network 
individuality 

- Improves employees working conditions 
- Has a positive attitude towards crisis  
- Implements strategies that supports the organization 
during a crisis 

- Centralizes decision-making on few people 
- Has a negative attitude towards crisis 

4.3 Propositions 

Our findings support a hyper-resilient supply network, that is, supply networks can recover 

stronger following a disruption. Based on our metaphorical transfer and case study research, we 

discussed several mechanisms supply networks put in place to properly respond to a supply 

network disruption. We demonstrated that hyper-resilient supply networks have developed a 

stronger supply network disruption orientation based on their previous experiences of what is 

crucial to properly respond. This orientation supports correct perception of a disruption’s impact 

signaling the level of resource metabolism necessary for the supply network to reconfigure its 

structure to recover stronger, consequently achieving supply network plasticity. 

Furthermore, our case research discussed several other mechanisms not identified in the 

metaphorical transfer but which are critical for hyper-resilience. We further develop these 

mechanisms using data from the cases and deriving propositions for future studies. 

Relationships are a central aspect for supply networks properly respond to a supply network 

disruption (Bode et al., 2011; Durach et al., 2020; Matsuo, 2015). Members in a supply network 
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would face enormous challenges if they decide to respond to disruptions in a more isolated, rather 

than a collaborative, manner. Some supply networks improve relationships during a supply 

network disruption through collaboration, understanding the importance of relying on supply 

network partners to respond and properly recover. Improved relationships allow members of a 

supply network to identify a disruption’s impact not only on their own operations, but also on their 

supply network partners’. Visibility of these impacts across the supply network, then, allows the 

supply network to better coordinate resource mobilization across its members. Better coordination 

of resources is crucial so that the supply network achieves supply network plasticity. 

Furthermore, when members of a supply network improve their relationships for 

successfully responding to a supply network disruption, they become closer and have expectations 

that future transactions will be better. These supply network partners develop collaborative 

solutions that are critical not only to properly respond to a supply network disruption, but also to 

positively impact day-to-day supply network operations. For instance, SN3 improved its 

relationships for hyper-resilience during Covid-19. As Consumer_Dist3’s manager said about its 

relationship with Consumer_Mfg3, “closer than before, after the pandemic effect. It's closer, more 

collaborative, more friendly. We are sharing more information, more expectations. The results are 

very good”. Similarly, the collaboration between Consumer_Supp3 and Consumer_Mfg3 to 

respond to new functional demands posed by Covid-19 resulted in a better relationship. By the 

same token, SN2 has recovered stronger from the disruption caused by Covid-19 as a result of 

improved relationships, as Consumer_Dist2’s manager explained, “when you are in a supply 

network, you are not alone you are part of the supply network. So, we have to help the team win… 

collaboration, sharing information to work together…today we are receiving 100 trucks from 
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Samsung in a different place… it's so easy, so fast. Absolutely very important and we are keeping 

that kind of relation now. We are in the crisis but we will continue”. Therefore: 

Proposition 4.1. A supply network that improves relationships during a supply network 

disruption expecting that future transactions will be better is more likely to develop a hyper-

resilient supply network than a supply network that maintains or weakens relationships and is not 

sure about future transactions. 

At the individual level, supply networks run by managers who have a positive view towards 

crises better respond to supply network disruptions. The contrasting examples of the case research 

demonstrate the importance of managers’ attitudes towards crises to successfully recover from a 

supply network disruption. While some managers perceive a disruption as an opportunity to 

improve their businesses, others focus only on the negative effects of a disruption. For example, 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager saw the impacts of Covid-19 as a great opportunity to improve 

healthcare system, as he said, “there's definitely a unique opportunity, I think, to shape the 

healthcare system to highlight the value of diagnostic tests, and that is something that in the past, 

no one paid money for”. Likewise, Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager realized that people 

working more from home due to the effects of Covid-19 was an opportunity to increase market 

share of one of Consumer_Mfg2’s product, as he said, “in Brazil dishwasher, we have only 6% of 

the houses…so, it's a lot of opportunity to increase”. Similarly, Consumer_Supp3’s manager sees 

problems as opportunities and Covid-19 was no different as he said, “this year we have a big 

opportunity with some clients to supply some products for alcohol or other things…when we have 

one big problem, we have a lot of big opportunities.” These managers run organizations that have 

successfully responded to supply network disruptions, mostly recovering stronger than before. 
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Unlike managers who have a positive view towards crises, some managers take a negative 

perspective of supply network disruptions. Rather than creating opportunities, these managers take 

a more passive approach to respond. For instance, Consumer_Supp4’s manager responded to the 

truck drivers’ strike by adopting a completely complacent approach. By the same token, 

[FP4]Consumer_Supp4’s manager perceived a government subsidy that boosted demand during the 

worst period of Covid-19 as a problem not an opportunity to its business. 

As the concept of locus of control discusses, people attribute the control of an event either to 

themselves or to external factors (Spector, 1982). People who attribute the control of events to 

themselves perform better in learning and complex contexts, since they believe they have greater 

influence over what occurs, while those who attribute the control of events to external factors are 

more complacent, believing that their actions cannot impact contextual elements (Spector, 1982). 

Therefore, managers who have a positive view towards crises view supply network disruptions as 

opportunities to improve their businesses, putting forth more effort to properly respond. 

Consequently: 

Proposition 4.2. A supply network run by managers who have a positive attitude towards 

crises is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply network than is a supply network run by 

managers who have a neutral or negative attitude towards crises. 

To respond to a global scale supply network disruption like Covid-19, some supply 

networks use their global operations as an advantage, accessing vital information across global 

teams. When a global-scale disruption occurs in phases such as Covid-19 that started first in China 

and then moved to Europe and the Americas, members of a supply network can benefit from first-

hand information from their supply network partners that were impacted by the disruption.  
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For instance, SN1, SN2 and SN3 used their global network to obtain first-hand insights 

about the impacts of Covid-19 to better responding to its impacts. Pharma_Mfg1’s director 

explained the importance of its global operations to successfully respond to the disruption caused 

by Covid-19, drawing on early insights about what was happening in China. Similarly, 

Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager said, “with Covid, it's our entire supply network. You 

know, it's a global scale…I casually had heard about something in December, I suppose, because 

of course we have manufacturing and distribution globally”. Yet, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply 

network manager obtained inputs from Chinese and European peers that helped him to successfully 

deal with the impacts of Covid-19. Consequently: 

Proposition 4.3. A supply network that uses its global operations as an advantage to 

respond to a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient network than is 

a supply network that does not capture any advantage from its global operations. 

Contrary to multinational organizations that have operations across the globe, local 

organizations can benefit from information about a global-scale supply network disruption by 

benchmarking with similar organizations in other regions. Since local organizations do not have 

the first-hand information that multinational organizations do, it is crucial that they act proactively, 

identifying a potential disruption’s impact and the urgency to start a response. Consumer_Dist3 

illustrates the importance of using other international business operations by benchmarking the 

Italian pharmacy retailers to anticipate the impacts of Covid-19 on its supply network.[F5] Mostly, 

this benchmark provided Consumer_Dist3 information about the importance of investing in its 

digital platform and anticipating the supply of items more demanded during the outbreak of Covid-

19. In this vein, the general manager said in a public interview that Consumer_Dist3 anticipated 

in 30 days the purchase of critical products. Thus, this benchmark was critical for Consumer_Dist3 
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to successfully respond to the increase in online demand when Covid-19 disrupted its operations. 

As Consumer_Dist3’s manager said, “we increased more than three times the e-commerce, 

because the internet brought opportunities since people are buying from home”. Therefore: 

Proposition 4.4. A supply network composed by members that learn not only from their 

own experience with previous disruptions, but also from others’ experiences is more likely to 

develop a hyper-resilient network structure than is a supply network that, at most, learns only from 

its own experiences. 

During a high-impact supply network disruption, members of a supply network see risks 

differently. As prospect theory discusses, one’s willingness to risk is determined by contextual 

factors (Barberis, 2013; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). In a supply network disruption such as 

Covid-19 that causes a different impact than localized disruptions (Craighead et al., 2020), some 

members of a supply network depart from a loss scenario in which they either take risks or lose 

the opportunity to proper respond to the disruption, consequently suffering a negative impact.  

In fact, examples from the case research demonstrate that in the hyper-resilient supply 

networks, members could successfully respond and recover from the disruption caused by Covid-

19 by taking risks. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network manager considered Covid-

19 a threat that increased its willingness to risk. Likewise, Pharma_Mfg1 had to take risks to 

successfully respond to new demands brought by Covid-19, as its director explained, “typically 

for us to launch a new product for commercialization…can be at a minimum many months, if not 

years…we've launched multiple of them and in very condensed timelines…we had to start the 

commercialization process in the United States, in parallel with the global development of these 

Covid-19 tests…we had to invest…and take that risk…we could get it…very quickly”. Similarly, 

Pharma_Dist1 took risks to guarantee that its last-mile-delivery supply network partners would 
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still be in operation during the worst period of Covid-19, as Pharma_Dist1’s manager stated, “we 

created a liquidity plan for the last-mile delivery partners. We made partnerships with banks in 

which we assumed all credit risks so that the bank anticipate credit to these companies with very 

low interest”. Therefore: 

Proposition 4.5. A supply network composed of members that are willingness to risk to 

respond to a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply network 

than is a supply network predominantly composed of risk-averse members. 

Hyper-resilient supply networks progressively reconfigure their structure not only as a 

mechanism to respond to a supply network disruption, but also to improve their day-to-day supply 

network performance. These supply networks have developed and implemented supply network 

projects in a continuous basis. When a supply network disruption occurs, most of these projects 

are accelerated to support a proper response. For instance, one of Consumer_Dist2’s main projects 

have been its online platform comprised of supply network subprojects to support this operation. 

When Covid-19 led to a surge in online demand, Consumer_Dist2 had to accelerate the 

implementation of small fulfillment centers in its physical stores. As Consumer_Dist2’s manager 

stated, “we are putting warehouse management system to control the stock in the store, this is not 

very common, but we have to do now, because the volume of the orders is very big and in the stores 

to delivery for the client…we have to change some…logistics infrastructure…now we accelerate 

and grow with that.” The ability to accelerate the implementation of this project helped 

Consumer_Dist2 to improve efficiency as its manager said, “we have big savings in logistic costs 

with that, I mean big savings, so we are more efficient than before”. At SN3, Consumer_Mfg4 

accelerated a merger from what would take several months to two months to use the to-be-

integrated facilities to produce hand sanitizer. By accelerating this merger, Consumer_Mfg4 could 
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anticipate synergies between organizations that would take longer to be captured, as its manager 

said, “all this synergy was captured last year, you know, you can go to the supplier, I have double 

the volume or sometimes we find we have the same raw material with a little bit difference”. 

Consequently: 

Proposition 4.6. A supply network that can accelerate critical supply network projects 

during a disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient supply network structure than is a 

supply network that does not even have critical supply network projects to implement. 

Hyper-resilient supply networks are not free of members that perform poorly during a 

supply network disruption. Although hyper-resilient networks face some challenges dealing with 

these members, they develop mechanisms to absorb the negative effects from poor responses to a 

disruption. For instance, supply network 3 (SN3) recovered stronger following the disruption 

caused by Covid-19, although it had a member (i.e., Consumer_Supp4) that responded poorly to 

the disruption’s impacts. 

Accordingly, Consumer_Supp4 faced a critical shortage of raw materials due to an 

imprecise analysis of its suppliers and sourcing availability. Consumer_Supp4 is one of the main 

suppliers of cardboard packaging for Consumer_Mfg3. Even though Consumer_Supp4 faced a 

shortage of cardboard during the worst period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg3 could respond to this 

disruption recovering stronger than before. Consumer_Mfg3 used its power as a key mechanism 

to offset any negative impact it could face from Consumer_Supp4. As Consumer_Mfg3’s supply 

network manager stated, “we are a key customer, so they prioritize us…because we are key…there 

are many suppliers that we are 80% of their production, 50%, 40%, 30%”. [FP6]Along these lines, 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager said, “all I can do now is allocate those 20,000 (carton boards) 

between the best customers”. 
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Like Consumer_Mfg3, Consumer_Mfg4 also faced a shortage of cardboard packaging 

during Covid-19. However, it relied on its good relationships and power as mechanisms to 

maintain the supply of critical raw materials, recovering stronger following the disruption. As 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager explained, “our relationship helped a lot in this process, you know, I 

don't say we did not have any disruption, but I don't see any stoppage in the factory for more than 

one day…again, we have a very good relationship with our suppliers. During all these lack of raw 

materials, we have privilege or we have the prioritization”.[FP7] Therefore, different from the 

proverb that says that one bad apple can spoil the bunch, in a hyper-resilient supply network, one 

bad apple does not make a bad apple tree. Consequently: 

Proposition 4.7. A supply network that can offset some key members’ poor responses 

during a supply network disruption is more likely to develop a hyper-resilient network structure 

than is a supply network that is not able to offset key members’ negative responses. 

In Chapter 4, we discussed the research results. First, we described the within-case analysis 

procedures, detailing each of the supply networks regarding supply network disruption, resources 

and supply network recovery. Second, we describe the cross-case analysis, explaining how the 

within-case analyses served as basis for analyzing higher-order patterns and presenting and 

discussing the hyper-resilient and hypo-resilient supply network archetypes.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

In Chapter 5, we discuss the research contributions, limitations and suggestions for future 

research. First, we discuss the implications of our research findings for scholars and practitioners 

alike. Second, we describe some limitations of this research and how scholars can address them in 

future studies. Finally, we present several research opportunities mostly focusing on the supply 

network constructs we have developed in this study. 

5.1 Contributions 

This research extends the notion of systems that learn and improve from volatility and 

disorder (Aven, 2015; Craighead et al., 2020; de Bruijn et al., 2020; Jaaron & Backhouse, 2014; 

Taleb, 2012) by fleshing out the notion of a supply network that becomes stronger following a 

disruption. Using metaphorical transfer, we build on the physical literature to conceptualize a 

hyper-resilient supply network, exploring the mechanisms through which this supply network 

archetype can better deal with future disruptions, such as a global pandemic. Understanding how 

to better cope with supply network disruptions will be paramount for members of a supply network 

to guarantee businesses continuity since the effects of these disruptions tend to be more severe in 

the future (de Bruijn et al., 2020). 

Our work provides several contributions. Firstly, by differentiating between hypo-resilient, 

resilient, and hyper-resilient supply networks, our theoretical typology extends the supply network 

risk literature by delineating alternative supply network outcomes according to a set of factors in 

the context of a supply network disruption. Secondly, our research responds to recent calls to 

develop specific supply network theory (Flynn et al., 2020). Accordingly, we identify critical 

factors and variables involved in the development of a hyper-resilient supply network, explaining 

their connections, the reasons for these connections, and some of the boundary conditions for these 
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connections (Cortina, 2016; Whetten, 1989). As a result, our work yields a set of testable 

propositions that describe how and why a hyper-resilient supply network can help supply networks 

to better deal with any kind of disruption. These propositions provide original insight through the 

advancement of knowledge that is useful (Corley & Gioia, 2011) for the supply network disruption 

literature as well as for practitioners. Finally, in this vein, by exploring alternative strategies other 

than resilience, we provide practical knowledge to inform supply network managers to better deal 

with future acute supply network disruptions. 

5.2 Limitations 

This study is limited by several factors. First, our main data collection method was through 

virtual interviews. What we gained in flexibility of time and geography, we lost in data depth and 

variety since we could not conduct site visits. Then, we did not have direct observations of the 

phenomena under investigation. This limitation was mitigated by investigating a contemporary 

phenomenon that took place at the time of data collection. Thus, participants provided richer and 

more vivid elements about the phenomenon. 

Second, our case data contains only one example of a hypo-resilient supply network. Even 

though we could develop our research framework and answer our research question, a sample with 

more examples of hypo-resilience would provide more details and contrasting points between the 

mechanisms of hypo- and hyper-resilient supply networks. Moreover, our hypo-resilience example 

is based on local and small organizations. Thus, including hypo-resilient supply networks 

composed of multinational and big organizations would provide valuable information. 

Finally, the supply networks we investigated are at maximum comprised of three tiers. 

Although we believe that investigating further tiers would not change the findings presented, it 
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could add valuable information, highlighting the mechanisms developed in further tiers in a hyper-

resilient network as well as in a hypo-resilient context. 

5.3 Future research 

Our research points out several avenues for future research. First, researchers can further 

develop the hyper-resilient supply network concept by investigating hyper-resilience at different 

levels of analysis. For instance, our propositions demonstrated that supply network hyper-

resilience occurs at the individual, organizational, and network level of analysis. In that sense, an 

interesting avenue would be a multilevel study using concepts from different areas, such as locus 

of control and prospect theory, to further understand how individual behaviors can affect a supply 

network’s hyper-resilience. 

Second, we developed supply network concepts that need further refinement and 

validation. Then, researchers can use survey methods to refine the scale of resource metabolism 

and supply network plasticity. Additionally, these concepts can be applied in contexts other than 

in supply network disruptions. For instance, one can investigate how supply network plasticity is 

developed in an economic downturn. Similarly, one can research the role of resource metabolism 

in different scenarios, such as in cooperation and coopetition contexts. 

Third, future research can investigate whether supply network hyper-resilience holds over 

time. In that sense, one can conduct a longitudinal study to better understand how hyper-resilience 

is developed, whether it is a characteristic that sticks with the network, organization, or decision 

makers and how it unfolds over time. This type of study would detail the main mechanisms supply 

networks should develop and how they evolve so that these networks can adapt and recover 

stronger following a supply network disruption. 
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Fourth, scholars can investigate how hyper-resilience is developed in different types of 

disruption. For instance, our research focused on a global-level supply network disruption that 

affected the whole supply network. Then, an interesting avenue for future research is first to 

understand how hyper-resilience occurs in more localized supply network disruption that impacts 

only one supply network member, for example. Second, to look at the mechanisms through which 

hyper-resilient supply networks deal with more localized supply network disruptions. 

Fifth, our findings showed that supply network structure configuration is a critical element for 

hyper-resilience. Thus, future research can further investigate the role of supply network 

reconfiguration to achieve hyper-resilience when a supply network responds to a supply network 

disruption. Furthermore, future research can shed lights on which types of supply network 

reconfigurations lead to hyper-resilience. 

Finally, since previous experiences have a critical role on supply network hyper-resilience, 

researchers can focus on the learning mechanisms used by hyper-resilient supply networks to 

successfully respond to a supply network disruption. This research stream could provide 

unexperienced supply networks or organizations a second-hand experience that can be crucial for 

them to successfully respond to supply network disruptions. For instance, what would be the main 

takeaways a start-up can use from these second-hand experiences to properly respond to a supply 

network disruption? 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A – Research Protocol 

Section 1: Invitation letter 

 
Invitation letter 

Managing Supply network Disruptions During COVID-19 

Dear [name], 

 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the research titled: Managing Supply 

network Disruption During COVID-19. High-impact supply network disruptions have caused 

enormous distress in supply networks in the last few years and this trend is expected to continue. 

Recently, COVID-19 exposed many supply network fragilities, impacting almost every member 

of any supply network. These disruptions can put revenue at risk, diminish share prices, and lower 

shareholder returns, leading to irreversible outcomes. Therefore, managing supply network 

disruption is a critical supply network capability to guarantee business continuity. 

This research is a joint effort between researchers at Indiana University (IUPUI) and 

Fundação Getúlio Vargas (EAESP), aiming to investigate the mechanisms used by different supply 

networks to manage the disruptions caused by COVID-19. The research objective is to understand 

the different mechanisms implemented during the supply network recovery and its outcomes. We 

are trying to understand how various responses to the disruption impacted a supply network’s 

recovery and ultimate performance. We have selected your firm because of its excellent reputation 

and performance. You will also derive value from participating in this study as you explore factors 

surrounding your supply network’s response to the disruption as well as insight from research 

team. 

This discussion will last from 60 to 90 minutes and will be conducted online. Anything we 

discuss will be treated confidentially and are happy to sign a non-disclosure agreement if you 

prefer. The aggregated results will be shared with all participants to provide valuable insights of 

strategic elements that should be pursued to properly manage future severe supply network 

disruptions. 
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Certain of your participation, 

Research Team 

 

Section 2: General procedures for data collection 

1. Background: 

a. Professional 

b. Personal 

c. Current role 

2. Prior supply network disruptions: 

a. Previous experiences 

b. Strategies used 

c. General outcomes / learning points 

3. Current supply network disruption caused by Covid-19: 

a. Main effects 

b. Strategies used 

c. Resource mobilization 

d. Supply network partners 

e. New demands 

4. Supply network performance after the supply network disruption: 

a. Operational efficiency 

b. Procurement costs 

c. Delivery reliability 

Section 3: Questionnaire 

Interview Guide 

Focal firm – Supplier Side 
 

Warming up: We would like to thank you for participating in our research. We want to assure 

you that everything told here will be confidential; all the data will be analyzed in an aggregated 

way so that your company’s identity will be not made public…Can this meeting be recorded? 
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Today, professors Barbara, Amrou, and Ely will be here with us as part of the research team. 

Our conversation will be focused on supply network disruptions, mainly on your experience at 

your company to handle the disruption caused by COVID-19. 

 Can you please tell us a little bit about yourself and how you got to your current role? 

 What is your role within the company and what do you feel makes you successful? 

Although we have prepared some general questions, we would like to let you free to add any point 

you feel necessary at any time. 

Prior SC disruptions: 

1. Could you talk about your experience regarding previous supply network disruptions 

(examples of disruptions: not delivery components disruptions, but earthquakes, fire, 

etc.)? 

2. How did these disruptions were approached? What were the strategies used? 

Orientation towards SC disruptions: 

3. How has the supply network you are part of dealt with COVID-19? 

4. How have you worked with your suppliers to respond to the supply network disruption 

caused by COVID-19? 

Resource metabolism: 

5. Think about a supplier that was very important to you, during COVID-19, what type 

of resources have been used to maintain the continuous flow of materials from your 

key supplier? 

a. Could you tell us the supplier’s name? 

6. How important was it…(Use input from question 5) to handle the disruption caused by 

COVID-19? 

7. If you think about (input from 5) how did it change supplier’s performance? 

SC plasticity: 

8. Has COVID-19 brought new functional demands to the supply network you are part 

of? (Example of a new functional demand) 

9. Did this key supplier help you meet these new functional demands? If not, did other 

suppliers helped to meet these new functional demands? 

10. Are you still using the same suppliers or you added/gotten rid of some? 
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SC structure classification: 

11. Let’s think about how your supply network looked before COVID-19 and after: How 

does your supply network’s (i, ii, iii) compare before and after COVID-19: 

i. Operational efficiency 

ii. Procurement costs 

iii. Delivery reliability 

Additional question: 

 Is there anything else you would like to share with us? 

Section 4: Next steps 

To advance in our discussion, we would like you to help us contact your main supplier (as well as 

other contacts if necessary) so that we will develop a broader view of your company’s supply 

network response to the disruption caused by COVID-19. At this stage, we are collecting data 

through interviews. Moreover, during the data analysis, can we contact you if we have any doubt 

about the points discussed here? Once the data analysis is done, we will reach out to you to set up 

a meeting between you and anyone you would like to invite from your company and the research 

team to talk about the main analysis insights so you can compare your company’s supply network 

performance with other supply network performances during COVID-19. 

Appendix B - Narratives 

Pharma_Mfg1 (SN1): Director 

Pharma_Mfg1 is a more than 100-year-old multinational pharmaceutical company that operates 

under two divisions: pharmaceuticals and diagnostics. It has more than 100,000 employees and 

earned nearly US$58 billion in revenue in 2020, figuring as one of the biggest pharmaceutical 

companies in the world. During the outbreak of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 expanded its supply 

network network by developing rapid tests for Covid-19 detection and other pandemic solutions. 
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We talked with the director of supply network planning and logistics for Pharma_Mfg1. He leads 

the teams that are launching all new diagnostics products for commercialization in the US market, 

manages all demand planning forecasting, executes supply network at customer level, coming up 

with initial strategies and coordinates all the supply ordering and logistical activities for diagnostic 

instrumentation for products to be installed at laboratory sites in the US. He works at 

Pharma_Mfg1 for over 5 years. In his previous position at Pharma_Mfg1, he managed the North 

American global supply network organization for diabetes care, focusing on the global deployment 

of products that were sourced from North America. His experience encompasses distribution, 

operations management, transportation management and distribution facility planning and 

engineering. Success for him means, precision with new equipment orders for labs, true integration 

and visibility both up and downstream, and understanding customer needs at a very precise level. 

In his position, Pharma_Mfg1’s director focuses on either internally manufacture or externally 

source product moving it into the affiliate level and the affiliates, assessing demand and what 

supply needs would need to be brought in for a certain market. He also focuses on managing the 

outbound elements to the customer and the various customer sites, coordinating global operations, 

as well as the touch point with customers. It is noteworthy that Pharma_mfg1’s products are 

serialized and tailor made for specific customers. During the outbreak of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 

deployed manufacturing and engineering expertise directly to a key supplier’s site to help them 

(key supplier) keep up with production levels and develop new products. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Pharma_Mfg1 has faced several supply network disruptions. Its director reported hurricane Maria 

as an example of a high-impact supply network disruption. According to him, “we had a 
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production site for diabetes care in Puerto Rico. Hurricane Maria came through and all 

telecommunications, all electricity power water, etc. were severely impacted on the island. And 

what was interesting is, we went from a position of one trying to assess what impacts that had for 

us from a supply perspective to quickly also layering in from a humanitarian perspective, what 

that really meant. We had employees that were without power, without water, without resource, 

that we had to quickly assess how can we help in ensuring that they're safe and they are able to 

feel secure enough and then we'll worry about coming back in in the manufacturing site and getting 

supply and a secondary way. So, we really had to work both channels and even communication 

from the team on the ground there was difficult to get. They had less information about what's 

happening in Puerto Rico than what we were able to see on the news just because they couldn't go 

get that. They couldn't go watch the news or Internet was down, everything”.[FP8] 

To deal with the negative impacts of Hurricane Maria, Pharma_Mfg1 relied on its preparedness to 

promptly respond. This response occurred in two phases. Phase one focused on supporting 

employees with basic need, whereas phase two focused on getting operations back. According to 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director, “so, hurricane you know, we have a pretty rigorous business continuity 

management process and program where we put in place various scenarios and one of them is, 

you know, for obviously with the position of Puerto Rico's geographically, the risk of hurricane 

and loss of power. So, we had those plans, and so I think what was really effective was some of 

those emergency supplies that were prepositioned to help us if we hadn't had at least some initial 

communication with the site, we really would have not had much insight at all into what was truly 

needed and the scope, the impact for some time. The second piece was it when you're engaged in 

business continuity planning, it's nearly impossible to account for every scenario or the details of 

that scenario that unfolds. What's important is that you understand reasonable risks and you 
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understand how as an organization you're going to come together to react and be able to solve 

problems that you don't know, what they're going to be until the event occurs. And I think that's 

what really served as well, is that we were able to quickly come together at a global level of various 

organizations, you know, parts of the business that could come together with a common purpose 

of how we were, who is responsible for various activities and being able to move. We did not have 

to get together and figure out who was going to address what. We really had a good solid 

understanding of how we were going to function, or just more of assessing backs and collecting 

them and then making decisions against them”.[FP9] 

Pharma_Mfg1 could successfully respond due to a preparedness plan for supply network 

disruptions, allowing it to deploy necessary resources as quickly as possible, using its global 

operations, as its director detailed explained, “if the supply disruption occurs, we at a minimum, 

need to assess very quickly what alternate options we have…if there is going to be an impact for 

the customer…So, you know, we were operating early enough, we had our emergency 

preparedness plan…there was a satellite phone that was at the manufacturing site that the plant 

manager was using to help communicate, you know, with our task force team that we 

assembled…There was a lot of product exposure to the elements and the temperature controlled 

settings…the integrity of our products was compromised, so we had to quickly deploy a quality 

team to help assess what product is there and instilling good usable condition and then…restart 

the manufacturing process…another one on top of that was our other manufacturing and sources 

of supply sites globally in Europe, as well as within the continental United States…how do we 

increase production there to help compensate in due the loss of that site”.[FP10] 

Pharma_Mfg1 focused first on its employees, providing them needed resources, accordingly, 

“what we really wanted to go through first is employee safety…we've got to get bottled water, 
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we've got to get batteries, we got to get backup generators down in a very quick fashion…we had 

to do those things out of the box. And then we had to kind of the infrastructure needs, the roof 

repairs that needed to be made…so that was situation that we had to stabilize our workforce, to 

stabilize the infrastructure and then start getting back the supply plans in place at a global level 

to meet, you know, demand needs”.[FP11] 

For Pharma_Mfg1’s director, it was crucial to collaborate closely with its supply network partners 

to succeed, according to him, “for us to be successful at the end of the day, we really had to reach 

out with our customer base in a more detailed level, understand where their current stocking 

position was, understand what kind of risk they would have, you know, with maybe some disruption 

to supply at a net place and those that were healthy from a safety stock perspective, we could 

deprioritize against those that maybe had blood down their safety stock or we're getting ready to 

do a replenishment order, and now they needed those supplies. So, we immediately instituted a 

pretty rigorous supply allocation process as well with our customers to ensure that we were getting 

products where they were most needed throughout that and that was a good year of activities to 

supply side…then finally restabilize manufacturing facility in and of itself to get through that, you 

know.”[FP12] 

Then, although Pharma_Mfg1 faced some downsides due to the supply network disruption caused 

by Hurricane Maria, it quickly recovered operations, as its director reported, “the net result is, yes, 

there were impacts to fill rates as one can imagine, but it was really within about a six-week period, 

we were back and an output level to where we normally wouldn't be, caught demand up within a 

couple of months after that. So, challenging but, all in all, you know, it really was something that 

could have been much worse if we weren't prepared to act in a way that we were”.[FP13] 
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“Supply network may not be as directly impacted or involved in other times it is at the very core 

of an event that could happen so yeah it's more of a series of various plans that roll up into an 

overall organizational response”. 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 caused a high-impact supply network disruption for Pharma_Mfg1, forcing it to change 

its way of working. According to its director, the changes implemented led Pharma_Mfg1 to 

become more efficient, as he said, “our traditional ways of working had to completely evolve as 

well very early in the pandemic, you know, we had our task force team and we're there, you know 

plugging along hours but we're there, for you know face to face talking through these and trying 

to solve challenges very quickly and having that dialogue. To do that, and then you know, in the 

latter part of March, when the decision was made that we unless you were essential worker…like 

a warehousing and manufacturing direct role, you needed to not be in person…there was a 

learning curve to that, you know, for people to really figured there are so many new problems and 

you need to talk those through as a team to be able to tackle them effectively. And when you're 

doing it virtually not everyone has that immediate reactivity to know how to do that…then you 

really got people that were able to rally to that and figure it out how we can more effectively do 

that and there's some ways that we became more efficient for sure”.[FP14] Pharma_Mfg1’s director 

complemented, “we are a global organization and has sourcing throughout the world and 

distribution throughout the world. We had to really come up with creative ways to find additional 

transportation capacity”. 

At the onset of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 had a difficult time to respond to the increased demand 

for its products. After assessing its supply network strategy, Pharma_Mfg1 could increase its 

production outputs. According to its director, “we have a demand that cycle down as the first week 
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of July, since then it has significantly increased here in the United States, and so our output to the 

market is actually exceeding what it was back in December. The difference being we have the 

supply to get ahead of it this time and we are absolutely able to fill every order that comes in, but 

that was not an easy thing to cycle that down to a 10th of what it was, and then now we cycled 

back up of 15X, it's been a rapid, you know, movement. So, we're having to assess our supply 

planning strategies a little bit differently…we're still in the pandemic and I think…this is what 

we're now heading levels, and that the past is telling us more about the future and we had to learn. 

Once again, we can't assume that there's still a high volatility of demand that's out there and can 

continue and so that's been important as our investments we've made with new suppliers to come 

online”.[FP15] 

Pharma_Mfg1 has dealt with Covid-19 by focusing on supply network issues and dealing with 

different pressures, as its director explained, “we have dealt with this in two very distinct ways. 

One is just more of the traditional supply network disruption perspective, as you know, what's 

happening from a global supply and logistics perspective. But then the fact that we are a primary 

provider of Covid tests to the market so that our product…was now something that is supporting 

the pandemic response…so I think that experience really kind of help galvanize everyone…that 

Covid-19 was just something so unique because, not the customer pressures were there, but the 

governmental pressures, you know, that we have with the White House Task Force and direct 

conduits, you know, with them on wanting us to report back what we were shipping and our 

supplies…just a complete outpouring of requests, you know, coming in…definitely something 

unique that we've never experienced to that intensity level before, the end of end visibility on a 

national level”.[FP16] 
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In terms of the other testing is more so within the molecular space that's HIV testing etc. That was 

all same supply base very healthy we're talking like tissue pathology areas things like that…we 

saw a little bit more impact in a couple of areas, one just being like a vendor in Texas, where 

Covid, plus the winter storms that rolled through there a myriad of other factors, we were on 

rather short notice, or you know sort of surprised by that, and you know, fortunately, we have an 

alternate source spiral stand up. It was just creating a macro environment was a little bit more 

volatile let's say for supplier health and what we used to assessing. Knowing their capacity 

absolutely is one thing, it wasn't a capacity issue, it is more of an underlying financial health thing, 

maybe accelerated with them faster, and we would have anticipated it too. It was how was different 

between the two was our global workforce was 100% impacted versus like you mentioned in 

Maria.  

Resource metabolism 

Since Pharma_Mfg1 had to develop specific products during the pandemic, such as Covid-19 PCR 

tests, it collaborated closely with its suppliers. In one case, Pharma_Mfg1 sent a team to work with 

a key supplier to increase output levels, according to its director, “how can you increase that 

output, even if it just incrementally as much as you can absolutely get out of it, and so what we did 

with that supplier to do so was a couple of things. We deployed our manufacturing and engineering 

expertise directly to that site to help them…all these product specifications all the original 

engineering is from us anyway, and so there. We have a lot of expertise in there and we do a lot 

of our own internal manufacturing and so we deployed our engineering and scientific teams to 

them to help with that, how do we, how do we quickly assess yield rates…how do we ensure that 

we have good quality product as we're increasing output…a number one is quality, usable 

product”.[FP17] 
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Additionally, Pharma_Mfg1 assessed its suppliers’ pool of resources to guarantee production 

continuity, as its director said, “that was really us offering those additional resources, our 

procurement reaches pretty long as well, and so we partnered with them on. You know where they 

had raw material and component tree issues or challenges or proceeding there that our 

procurement team can help it engage in either open up additional supply or even directly had 

those conversations you know with their downstream vendors as well, to ensure that they were 

properly supplied from raw materials perspective”.[FP18] 

Pharma_Mfg1 has also focused on its own employees by strengthening the relationship between 

top-level managers and factory workers, as its director put, “there were more leaders that were 

just absolutely still there every day and others that were just more, hey, we want to bring the team 

together…videos from our senior leadership just thanking them for what they're doing and talking 

about the importance of what they're doing and bringing that, you know, to life, even though they 

couldn't be there in person, not forgetting about them, and not forgetting about their importance, 

I think, was the most important thing”.[FP19] 

Supply network plasticity 

In the supply network disruption caused by Hurricane Maria, Pharma_Mfg1 had to collaborate in 

several ways with different parts to successfully recover. Accordingly, “we had to figure out with 

the primary ports…operations being shut down into Puerto Rico…how do we move in. And that 

was where we did secure private airline chartering services and work through a couple of different 

borders. We actually reached out to some of our counterparts in the industry as well. Who had 

operations on the island and even talked about how we could, you know, share transport services 

that were in very tight quantities…we employed our own private jets that we had at our 

disposal…to carry down additional satellite equipment, just so we can start talking and have 
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Internet service with them. So, we had to do those things out of the box…our connections honestly 

were even the United States Government to be able to execute this, and so what I mean by that is 

one to buy some products at traditionally we don't go by the standard way”.[FP20] 

Pharma_Mfg1 saw the importance of collaboration and developed it further along its supply 

network to respond and recover from the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19. 

Pharma_Mfg1 strengthened its relationship with its partners, mostly to understand supply network 

operations in a deeper and long-term level, as its director explained, “so, you know, in terms of 

relationship…instead of being an annual exercise with them, it became nearly a weekly 

exercise…the understanding of that capacity planning and the depth of the accuracy and making 

sure that we've really walked through that went much higher…we will continue to be stronger and 

understanding and be a little bit more adept…we also are working towards, how do we in our 

agreements with them, have the right level of investment that they feel confident to carry a certain 

level of capacity, even as we start to see things potentially taper down. If they could come back 

really quickly or it's the next pandemic, then we need them to feel secure…to maintain some level 

of warm capacity there that they can quickly activate and that we're here as a partner to invest in 

that way and we're not going to just negotiate on a raw material level, down to the lowest level. 

We are looking at it more holistically around the quality of the product and pricing, but really how 

do we maintain a certain level of capacity needed on an ongoing basis…now…we need to think 

more longitudinally”.[FP21] 

Moreover, Pharma_Mfg1 strengthened its supply network structure in order to deal with the 

impacts of Covid-19, according to its director, “so one way we're having to change and planning 

parameters in a very discreet way on we need to add lead time to account for the variability but 

then to where can we put redundant supply sources in place. We have, you know, stood up 
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additional manufacturing and supply sites in different geographies of the world, even if we had 

capacity within one geography that could support global demand because of the logistical 

disruptions that occur and the challenges with that. We realized, we needed to have more 

redundancy built in at a geographic level that shorten the supply network up a little bit to be a 

little bit more responsive than what it has been working with key partners”.[FP22] 

Besides developing redundancy across its supply network, Pharma_Mfg1 developed new 

partnerships with different players that were successfully responding to the disruption caused by 

Covid-19. The idea was to understand what was working and bring that to Pharma_Mfg1’s 

operations. Similarly, Pharma_Mfg1 would help partners in the same way, as its director said, “we 

brought in new carriers, we partnered with other businesses that fall within our Pharma_Mfg1 

group umbrella that may have been experiencing better service on certain areas and lanes and 

where we're having poor service, we're cross pollinating that to say, hey, we have an opportunity 

here to maybe utilize your source carriers that are providing a higher degree of service and here's 

where maybe you're struggling and we can offer some help in getting our carrier based in 

supporting…so that collaboration certainly, from our direct response has been significant”.[FP23] 

These partnerships and other response measures Pharma_Mfg1 developed, allowed it to shorten 

the time to launch a new product. Accordingly, “typically for us to launch a new product for 

commercialization…can be at a minimum many months, if not years to occur…to get to the 

regulatory requirements and establish setup, you know. We had to develop and commercialize and 

get emergencies authorization on our Covid-19 tests and we've launched multiple of them and in 

very condensed timelines. So, we had to completely reconfigure our launching process of where 

traditionally, you have a global product development occur…we had to start the 

commercialization process in the United States, in parallel with the global development of these 
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Covid-19 tests…we had to do it in parallel and that meant we had to take some calculated risk of 

understanding what the outcomes of that could be…but we had to invest…and take that risk…we 

could get it…very quickly”. [FP24] 

One of the main impact Covid-19 brought to Pharma_Mfg1’s operations was the unexpected surge 

in demand. To deal with this issue, Pharma_Mfg1 had to develop a much more detailed analysis 

of its supply network. According to its director, “we allow customer or signals to really inform us 

of where product is needed and then, sometimes we will get a little bit more insight on terms of 

stocking level etc. was Covid demand far out exceeded supply, not only for us, but the 

industry…demand was equal to anything you could do…how do you know and assess where to 

send that supply to…So, we took a different approach of where one we stood up a process for our 

laboratory sites to send us real time inventory and testing information every single day, and so we 

knew how many tests were being performed, the positivity rates of those tests and how much stock 

they had left on hand…we started to see hotspots…where consumption was really happening, and 

for us to extrapolate days of supply and need at a site level, and we were taking that and then we 

piped in directly with our global operations team and we were getting insights into production 

yields that very same day, and what that's going to look like and we put it into a single model to 

be able to say, here's our supply that's coming off in line, just a few hours ago and we're going to 

make allocation decisions at a customer level within a matter of hours. On that supply, which 

generally is something that is fragmented for us…we brought that into a single environment 

because we had to be able to react that quickly, you know, as the situation evolved, both from a 

supply perspective as well as a demand side. So that I think is probably the hallmark of what we 

had to adapt with Covid. It was a precision of understanding, where that need was at a site level 

to be able to move supply adequately there”.[FP25] 
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Pharma_Mfg1’s director gave a specific example showing how Pharma_Mfg1 worked with a key 

supplier to increase output levels to respond to the surge in demand. According to him, “they 

produce highly engineered products for us that, you know, certainly it's not easy to just expand 

your supply base very quickly in that environment, a high degree of manufacturing complexity and 

certification involved. When Covid-19 broke out and we saw that demand was quickly going to 

exceed their ability…we did put those plans in place on how we grow our capacity and do it as 

quickly as possible…it's really a two-step or two-phase approach. The one being new capacity that 

we're going to bring online, that we're still in process and that takes, you know, many years to get 

accomplished and done. The other is of your existing supply source. How can you increase that 

output, even if it just incrementally as much as you can…so what we did with that supplier was a 

couple of things…we have a lot of expertise and we do a lot of our own internal manufacturing, 

so we deployed our engineering and scientific teams to them to help with that. How do we quickly 

assess yield rates…how do we ensure that we have good quality product as we're increasing 

output…it's an 18- to 36-month process to really significantly increase outputs and get new lines 

up and validated. It was achieved in six months, in nine months, respectively, on a couple of 

different occasions. So, it was it was done in in record shattering time and I know for some 

industries that doesn't sound like that quick, but in ours, that is absolutely quick given you know 

the medical device requirements that we have to ensuring that those are highly stable and qualified 

products”.[FP26] 

For Pharma_Mfg1, collaboration has been a crucial element to strength its supply network that 

will continue even after the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19. As Pharma_Mfg1’s 

director explained, “what's interesting is our customers are asking, we don't want to stop this and 

we're saying the same thing, we don't want to stop this…let's continue to evolve and keep this 
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collaboration going and let's go into pathology areas, let's go into more core lab diagnostics 

beyond just a molecular space. Why are we not doing this for the entirety of our business. So that 

is really what has lasted with us and we're going to continue forward…to invest in our 

collaboration and information sharing. And some of the manual responses that we had to stand 

up during the pandemic in terms of data sharing and collection, we're now working heavily on 

how we automate that and how do we make it a more seamless process that we can pull that 

information together on an ongoing basis, so that's been a huge change for us as an organization 

from the pandemic that we think is going to stay with us”. According to Pharma_Mfg1’s director, 

this collaboration was vital, as he explained, “extremely important and what I mean, because 

everything was changed, it was not a financial issue, it was not something we could solve with just 

more money…it was different, we had to have that relationship of trust, of information sharing 

and to be able to truly partner together to make a difference...it really was because some of the 

key elements that we had shortage on, it was an industry problem, not a Pharma_Mfg1 problem, 

it was an industry problem. So, if we did not have good relationship…that supply would not be 

allocated towards us and we really had to have that relationship there, it is extremely vital”. 

He detailed the mechanisms through which these collaborations were strengthened, “certainly our 

partnership with our customers was strengthened significantly. So, again, it went from more 

of…an order signaling to order acknowledgement signaling and tracking, you know, kind of 

arrangement to truly testing consumption inventory…what I probably failed to mention is with, 

especially our largest customers we started to get together and have collaborative sessions 

between our supply networks…they were telling us what was happening on the ground, what were 

their needs, we were talking about, as we were seeing supply. And we actually started a 

collaborative decision on where to deploy to their various sites and how do we best do that. And 
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it proved to be highly effective and really cutting down a lot of noise and uncertainty around what 

am I getting my product or, you know, what's happening over here and I was being surprised by 

maybe an emergency expedited order, we knew exactly what was happening”.[FGP27] 

Additionally, to attend the surge in demand, Pharma_Mfg1 had to develop new functional 

demands, as its director explained, “soon after the pandemic broke out in particular here in the 

United States, we developed a new test in a high throughput, so it is a PCR test…it was a high 

throughput so meaning on that instrument, you can perform 4,000 tests, a day. So, these are large 

reference labs able to take a lot of samples and put it in that and that's what in the United States 

we've been missing. We had lab developed test, you know either via, you know, independent labs 

universities or from the CDC itself that they're able to do the testing, but only in very small 

quantities.  We were first to market here in the US…what was new and so that was what had to go 

through development in it, and that was internally manufactured. Other elements like pipe at tips, 

waste bags, amplification points, etc., those come from multiple sources but those are needed to 

run those tests so as soon as our testing volume and aggregate went way up we needed all those 

other elements that laboratories need and that's where those vendors started to come into play that 

we needed to partner with in terms of development, we went on to develop antibody tests, point of 

care, PCR tests and then rapid test as well, done down the road. There was some rapid test 

deployment to Europe that was from a third-party manufacturer in and of itself. Altogether, but 

all of the testing in and of itself on her high throughput in point of care solutions was an internal 

Pharma_Mfg1 manufacturer item”.[FP28] 

As it did in the supply network disruption caused by Hurricane Maria, in the supply network 

disruption caused by Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 used its global operations to develop better response 

plans. According to its director, “we do have Chinese operations and really it was more of an early 
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insights that we were able to get in terms of manufacturing…that It more got us to the significance 

of what was happening. What was kind of the most beneficial of seeing that unfold in China…two 

to three weeks prior to it really accelerating in the US. The team there did a very nice job of putting 

together kind of lessons learned and what was happening and here's how you can effectively 

collaborate together. That really was useful”.[FGP29] 

Pharma_Mfg1 could maintain its supply network core base. However, it saw some suppliers going 

bankrupt, mostly those that was not directly involved with Covid tests, as its director said, “from 

a supply base perspective by and large, our core suppliers, yes, are you, we are still with them, we 

did see some suppliers who did they went bankrupt from issues with, you know, underlying issues 

a pandemic, and you know may not have been related to just their ability to get raw materials to 

get labor and all those sort of things come together…we have had some instances where that 

supplier is no longer available to us…none of those happen to be suppliers directly for our Covid 

tests and the need for that they were in other areas of our business, which you know, especially in 

some of the pandemic had slowed down significantly, because…folks just weren't going to get tests 

for other treatments that they normally would have been and we saw a big slow down”. 

While Pharma_Mfg1 saw some suppliers going bankrupt in a slow-down market, it saw an 

expansion in some industries, as its director said, “within the molecular space, we had a massive 

expansion of our customers…the infrastructure of diagnostic testing in the United States is 

completely different than what it was two years ago. There's been a massive investment made in 

terms of what testing capacity is now available both public and private. And so, yes, it's much 

bigger, and so our install base is much, much larger than what it was in the molecular space, in 

particular, prior to the pandemic”. 

Supply network outcomes 
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General performance 

Similarly in the recovery from Hurricane Maria, in the recovery from the supply network 

disruption caused by Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 emerged stronger. It is important to note the sense 

of purpose Pharma_Mfg1’s team had during the response. When asked if he felt Pharma_Mfg1 

has emerged from this as a better company, Pharma_Mfg1’s director said, “unquestionably, 

yes…closer connection with patients, closer connections with lab and customers, our employee 

basis. This devastated the world, and everyone, but knowing your teams are working long hours, 

but they're making a direct impact on that ability to get needed testing and be able to help fight 

this, energized the team even in the face of, you know, pretty tough hours”. 

Operational efficiency 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director sees operational efficiency in two ways: 1. It has worsened due to 

problems in the global supply network, but 2. It has improved in terms of a collaboration 

perspective. As he explained, “our operational efficiency is still challenged with global logistics 

in particular container availability…air travel commercially has not regained what it was, and 

that carriers, a lot of cargo on the commercial travel side that's just not there anymore…the Suez 

Canal blockage and slow-down, the container balancing globally, is still not in a healthy state, 

steamship line capacity is not where it needs to be. So, today there are still significant challenges 

with global logistics. Domestically…driver shortages, warehouse employees shortages and 

challenges in the United States are still at a rather unhealthy level…so I would say, from that effect 

we're still feeling that, in a negative way…from a positive way…I definitely will say, you know, 

maybe just coming back to that other point of what we're carrying forward is that connectivity in 

those new linkages that we were able to build between all the way from global supply, local supply 
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to the end customer consumption. That we never had before. That is absolutely making our 

planning and execution processes much more intelligent and efficient”. 

Operational costs 

Pharma_Mfg1 saw an increase in its operational costs. According to its director, 

“generally…higher, I mean, we've seen commodity volatility, you know, and pricing and then labor 

in and of itself that continues to permeate its way through”. 

Delivery reliability 

Pharma_Mfg1’s delivery reliability has worsened during the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19. Its director split the problem into domestic and global deliveries. In general 

Pharma_Mfg1 has aligned with its partners any delivery disruption, accordingly, “it's two and a 

half weeks longer transit…the tail has gotten much longer, so you will see a much longer range of 

where you will see containers move out two months, eight weeks, 10 weeks on top of that…good 

luck finding an ocean container…it's got to go air…within domestic transit here locally, I mean 

it's more in the way of you know we're seeing like parcel on time rates go from traditionally in 95 

to 98% threshold…because they're more domestic or more in tune with nature of one to two days 

kind of delayed versus on the on the inbound global logistics side, you know, we're talking weeks 

of disruption, but nonetheless, you know if it's an emergency overnight that needs to go to a lab 

site to keep them testing one day matters. And it's just not as consistent as what it used to be. So, 

we're having to proactively really message with our customers to try and carry some reasonable 

levels of stock and expect some degree of disruption”. 

Emergent topics 
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For Pharma_Mfg1’s director a crucial element for supply networks deal with future disruptions is 

the role of governments, more specifically, public private partnerships, as he explained, “various 

corporate early bills have been passed, packages have been passed out, lots of funding out there 

in terms of the diagnostic space, I think there's been a broad recognition of the importance of that 

and having that diagnostics, but really, how do we prepare, you know, from a strategic national 

stockpile perspective, and, you know, for the one you know something that can happen in the future. 

I think there's an important public private partnership evolution that is being discussed and 

worked on not there yet. And that really I think is going to be important in the future…where 

governments were in all these logistical and transportation delays, where was the government 

support…I think we could have used some of that or why are we not prioritizing pandemic relief 

supplies in terms of the inbound lanes or outbound with the transportation element, why are we 

not coordinating that. I think that could have played itself a lot why…when commercial flights get 

reduced significantly…did we think through the ramifications of that from a logistics 

perspective…not to mention the overall, you know, supply network in general…I think that's the 

important bit of what does the government, the Public Private Partnership looks like in the future 

for supply network disruption…if it's done the right way, it can be an absolute benefit to everyone”. 

Pharma_Mfg1: Manager 

Pharma_Mfg1 is a more than 100-year-old multinational pharmaceutical company that operates 

under two divisions: pharmaceuticals and diagnostics. It has more than 100,000 employees and 

earned nearly US$58 billion in revenue in 2020, figuring as one of the biggest pharmaceutical 

companies in the world. During the outbreak of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 expanded its supply 

network network by developing rapid tests for Covid-19 detection and other pandemic solutions. 
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We talked with the Head of Center of Excellence Group Functions Controlling / Chapter Lead 

Operations Finance. He has worked at Pharma_Mfg1 for nearly 12 years, developing his career in 

the areas of finance and controlling, managerial reporting, financial analysis, compliance and 

controls, business case evaluation, project management, leading change, leading and developing 

teams as well as agile leadership. Currently, he works at Switzerland and in his actual role some 

of his responsibilities include, empower people, make hierarchies flatter and more flexible. For 

him, success means developing teamwork, connecting people, removing roadblocks, trusting and 

relying on people. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager mentioned he has faced several supply network disruptions. He 

specifically talked about a product recall that happened at Pharma_Mfg1. Accordingly, “It is a 

healthcare product. It basically depends on the FDA. So, there are certain communications to the 

FDA, but also to the customer to ensure that no patient is actually at risk and trying to inform 

everyone in the supply network that they have to return or destroy the product and not get any 

harm to the patient. So, there's a lot of obviously also customer management, there is about a big 

things like refunding just to cost and the effort they need to put into our recall for fulfilling the 

open orders, how to prioritize between what you have on hand in the US market, but also globally, 

because it was actually a global recall how to prioritize the US market versus the Canadian market 

versus maybe the German market. There was a lot of I would say special task force set up at the 

beginning to prepare the communication. So, you have to really get a communication strategy, but 

then also supply network strategy. How do you prioritize, how do you forecast. In addition, 

quantities coming in expediting shipments. I think that the test in question was, was typing scare 
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test strips that were manufactured in Indianapolis and in Puerto Rico. So definitely also a change 

in how you distribute within the network, but also how we distribute our customer network…it was 

a lot of scrapping lot of quality controls. I think the manufacturing itself was actually also shut 

down for a few weeks”.[FP30] 

To respond to this supply network disruption, Pharma_Mfg1’s manager said that several fronts 

were important that are specific for a pharma company, “the first component is most of the products 

go into medical device or classified as medical products. So, there is a safety stock that needs to 

be on hand. So, you've never been completely depleted because you also have patients that can 

call into customer clear and say, hey, my device, my tests, my whatever is missing, mal functioning 

and if that is not replaced and that might be too negative situation from a healthcare perspective. 

So, there needs to be certain stock on hand to always fulfill those demands. That is something 

that's basically untouchable. And then it depends. We have actually insight into some of the 

customers. We work with what they have on stock themselves. So, we have an ability to charge 

how urgent their need is compared to maybe someone ran out totally of stock and then there are 

also customers specifically on the retail side that have certain rules in place that they don't accept 

partial shipments or they don't accept shipments where maybe product A and B is fulfilled and 

product C is not so either you get your full order or you don't get your order at all. So, there is a 

certain level of partial orders that gets cancelled and also for some of the retailers and 

wholesalers. We know what kind of customers. So, we serve chains that serve individual 

pharmacies, they serve hospitals and there is then often I would say also a prioritization for the 

wholesalers that serve individual pharmacies, because those don't have stock on hand…retailers 

have their own often network on hand as well”.[FP31] 

Covid-19 
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Pharma_Mfg1’s manager reported that Covid-19 caused a high-impact and unanticipated supply 

network disruption mainly to the unexpected surge in demand for medicines. According to him, “I 

would say the US to be more impacted, many customers were stocking up medical supplies, 

stocking up on everything…and it was basically two, three months of demand packed into a few 

weeks…I also had to see how to prioritize the shipments between customers. So, from my 

understanding of us here, less supply interruption into the manufacturing, but more an anticipated 

potential shutdown of manufacturing, which lead to higher demand and as a consequence short 

term depletion of inventory and short-term bottleneck supply and customers”.[FP32] 

Resource metabolism 

Pharma_Mfg1 used safety stocks to deal with shortage of products that could occur due to the 

surge in demand during the onset of Covid-19. According to its manager, “So basically, we have 

customer that is wholesaler or retailer and we have the patient, who's actually ending up with…a 

safety stock is reserved for the patient. The patient has a direct line to our customer care and if 

they don't go back to, I don't know their pharmacy and say, hey, my, I have a batch ending for my 

blood sugar, for example. They call the customer care and get an urgent overnight replacement if 

needed free of charge replacement that is outside of the normal wholesaler or retailer supply 

network”.[FP33] 

Supply network plasticity 

During the onset of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 launched diagnostic tests. According to 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager, Pharma_Mfg1 “has quite a few diagnostic solutions now developed for 

Covid and that is certainly at a level, I mean, that is a product that did not exist before Covid. So, 

just for Covid reasons and that is certainly a product that since it was launched and still today is 

at maximum capacity. So, there is no safety stock, everything that is created goes out of the door. 
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And I think demands definitely way beyond the supply will ever be possible just from 

manufacturing capacity perspective”.[FP34] 

Moreover, since the onset of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 saw a greater participation of the 

government as a regulatory body and customer and media exposure that would bring some 

opportunities. According to Pharma_Mfg1’s manager, “the company has much more involvement 

from governments. I saw an interview on CNN and things like that. So, there's definitely a unique 

opportunity, I think, to shape the ecosystem to shape the healthcare system to highlight the value 

of diagnostic tests, and that is something that in the past, no one paid money for. And now everyone 

gives you probably two legs and arms to get a test. So, I think it's an opportunity to work differently 

the ecosystem and shape it and also create more value. I think from that perspective also I would 

say from different classes, I think it's probably an opportunity also as a company to not only have 

your pharmer division, your diagnostic division, but to bring healthcare solutions to the healthcare 

system or whoever the customers is in that case”. Specifically, about the role of the government, 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager said, “I think as a customer and as a regulatory body. I think many of 

those solutions usually go rightly through very lengthy processes, there will be maybe delays 

because also the first priority to have 20 other things on the desk. So, I think the expedited 

approval. I think the FDA has the emergency approval and pre-approvals. That happened, it is 

definitely very, very big factor. How quickly something can come to the market, how quickly 

something is available. On the other hand, is definitely also customer, I think we see the similar to 

the kinds of vaccines. There's already stuff bought, introduced yet”.[FP35] 

A change in processes or how things were done was critical for Pharma_Mfg1 could speed up the 

go-to market of diagnostic solutions for Covid-19. According to Pharma_Mfg1’s manager, “what 

is definitely advertised internally quite a bit is just a very big cross functional and easy 
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collaboration beyond functions, beyond organizations and from experience, I can tell you that's 

definitely a company like Pharma_Mfg1, and I assume all the other companies similar companies 

that size are not easy to navigate and you need a meeting for you get a decision. So, normally 

spend two or three months before you have someone who wants to take a decision. And in this 

case, it was just the clear medical needs and there was nothing is it a good idea or not, it is needed 

and decision making, and quick acting, I guess”. 

During Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 improved its supply network relationships and as consequence 

could lower the levels of safety stock. As its manager said, “[FP36]we decrease it over time. So, the 

safety stock will set pretty high, to make sure that there is enough product for people calling in 

and as that declined over time today, the volume of the safety stock got changed. I would say there's 

no specific number or percentage that has to be taken care of safety stock. I think it depends on 

the company's trust in their own supply network, I think the company can get into trouble if the 

there's a patient harmed because they did not get the product. So, you just have to make sure that 

the patient gets the product and depending on your confidence level you can basically set the safety 

stock”.[FP37] 

Although supply network relationships became better, Pharma_Mfg1 maintained the same 

procedures with its suppliers regarding financial matters. As its manager reported, “we do 

everything needed to supply customers, I mean, you really needed to have a good relationship to 

healthcare systems and to our suppliers. However, we did not act as a bank, there's no financial 

crisis, yet at least as liquidity in the market, we still have to collect on invoices, we do not 

proactively extend payment terms and we continue to be collaborative, we continue to be good 

partners pay our invoice on time, but we don't proactively extend payment terms to our 

suppliers”.[FP38] 
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Pharma_Mfg1’s manager said that Covid-19 brought some positive changes for Pharma_Mfg1, 

mainly on collaboration. According to him, “that's definitely a big hope, I would say. I think I refer 

to a little bit earlier, when I talked about my current role as part of the transformation and HR 

ways of working so Pharma_Mfg1 in general is on a transformation. For not a restructuring or 

cost saving but transforming how work gets done. For development, quick collaboration, 

connecting different people, different organizations…that's exactly where we actually want to go 

with the HR ways of working. The idea behind it is, let's use that opportunity to further and embark 

on that journey and also practice. Also, as an organization, Pharma_Mfg1 has two big divisions: 

the pharmaceutical and diagnostics. I think a little bit between those divisions when it comes to 

the medical devices for and then the medicine, so historically, there are silos, where the divisions 

operate quite independently and it is hard for us to collaborate and now these examples of quickly 

developed solutions are also used to further enforce that one Pharma_Mfg1 thinking, breaking the 

silos, coming together also using the pandemic where everyone is impacted. So can we stand 

together as one company in order to get together in that. So, yes, I think the expectation, the hope 

is that there are many things around during the silos and better ways of working that can be 

brought forward from that experience”.[FP39] 

Supply network outcomes 

Operational efficiency 

According to its manager, Pharma_Mfg1 saw a better operational efficiency due to travelling 

restrictions, affecting employees’ vacations and an increased cross-area collaboration. As he 

mentioned, “I'm not taking vacation, which is basically a future expense for the company. So, you 

have to go for it. So, there's a significant higher amount of cases not taking compared to previous 

years, probably just because people can't go anywhere and don't care about taking vacation but 
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also it is positive because part of the organization works day and night. Different shifts. I think 

from what you said, it is pretty much all hands-on deck. It is actually also the sites like Mannheim, 

which you have, Indianapolis that are big logistic hubs for the diagnostic tests. Actually, also look 

for volunteers as if you know work and sales and you can't go anywhere. Right now, we still pay 

you. You don't have to do anything. But if you have nothing to do, you can come in and help us 

unpack you can be part in an eight-hour shift to come to a warehouse and help unpack the boxes”. 

Pharma_Mfg2: Manager 

Pharma_Mfg2 is a more than 20-year-old multinational pharmaceutical company that has nearly 

100,000 employees and earned more than US$45 billion in revenue in 2020, being one of the 

biggest pharmaceutical companies in the world. Pharma_Mfg2 is a lean asset company because 

everything is outsourced to focus on its core competency: research & development; it has two 

warehouses in Brazil. Despite all the challenges, Pharma_Mfg2 saw a sales growth, mainly from 

new medicines developed during Covid-19. Additionally, it has partnered with several 

organizations to develop a vaccine and a medicine to fight the spread of Covid-19. 

We talked with the head of logistics for Latin America who has worked for Pharma_Mfg2 since 

2015. He has 26 years of experience working with operations and supply network management. 

His career was developed in areas such as Automotive, Building, Chemical, Consulting, Consumer 

Goods, Food and Beverage, Manufacturing, Mining, Oil & Gas, Pharmaceutical, Wholesale and 

Retail. In his current role, he aims at guaranteeing that patients will receive their medicines on 

time, obeying government regulations. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 
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Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported two previous supply network disruptions. The first one was the 

truck drivers’ strike that happened in 2018 in Brazil and the second one was a cyber-attack that 

stopped the invoicing process for some days. [FP40]The two events caused a high-impact supply 

network disruption for Pharma_Mfg2. Regarding the truck drivers’ strike, Pharma_Mfg2’s 

manager said that “strike here in Brazil during 10 days. It was not able to go to anywhere here, we 

have to close the warehouse because for a bad coincidence the center of the strike was in front of 

our warehouse. They were there. Okay. The headquarter of the strike, let's call it this way, okay, 

it was in front of our warehouse, it wasn't possible to go there to move out and the warehouse was 

closed”. Beyond the fact that the leaders of the strike were concentrated in front of Pharma_Mfg1’s 

warehouse, the strike caused a high-impact disruption due to the stoppage of distribution of 

medicines. As the manager said, “during one or two days we were able to deliver some products 

and the people that were leading the strike. They understood that. It was medicines and there are 

people that probably will die or something bad will happen. But after some days things become 

worse…the trucks cannot go to the clients…the airplanes, the airplanes do not have diesel, do not 

have fuel to fly.”[FP41]. Pharma_Mfg2 responded to this supply network disruption by performing 

frequent meetings with high-level management team and with its 3PLs. As its manager reported, 

“we have something kind the name is Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management…the top 

management, they have a group. Then we have the S&OP, the protocols in order to what we have 

to perform during this kind of situation that we have different levels of conference calls or in terms 

of meetings. Okay, remote meetings…then we have an operational meeting between us and our 

suppliers. Okay. Our 3PLs and we have like our corporate meeting with the CEO, CFO 

commercial guys in order to be in contact with the clients. Okay, here in Brazil, after this, at least 

at least two conference calls, formal conference calls”.[FP42] For Pharma_Mfg2’s manager, to deal 
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with this disruption that lasted for 10 days, the main element was communication, as he said, “I 

think that the main word is communication. Okay. If you don't have all the information but share 

the information that you have, the people they suffer if they don't know what is happening. We are 

talking about a big company…talking about Brazil, one of the 10 biggest countries around the 

world in terms of revenue, in terms of patients, in terms of everything. Brazil is top ten. Okay. 

Then, any kind of impact in Brazil, we impact the region, we impact globally. Then you have to 

share as much information that we have in the situation…just the main learning that I have, I can 

tell you that, my behavior during the first day was totally different from the third day because after 

one day, the second day, everybody starts calling me, writing me, asking what is happening there. 

Why the revenue was so low. And then I realized that, come on, you have to put everybody at the 

same page, and then I changed my behavior and I started communicating much more”[FP43]. In the 

same vein, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager talked about sharing information with peers from other 

companies, “we keep all the time WhatsApp, exchanging information, trying to share what one 

performed. I remember that one guy took a bus with passengers and put product there because the 

bus was able to drive into the street…in our case, a pharmaceutical company, you cannot put your 

product in a truck that is not qualified, you have to control the temperature and the humidity…you 

cannot go into the streets due to the value of the product, then you have issues in terms of 

regulatory issues or barriers. Imagine if a security guy for of Brazil. You tell us. Okay, you can 

go. Go ahead. Guys, with 3, 7, 10 million dollars in your truck, no way…in the last day, we hired 

a helicopter because there was a transplant in a hospital here in Brazil…the patient was waiting 

for the medicine…it was the only way that we found at the time”[FP44] 

Regarding the cyber-attack, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said that “we have one warehouse in 

Panama that supplies more than 26 countries in Central America and Caribbean. Then we have a 
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hub there. And in last year (2019) we suffered a cyber-attack there, March 19, you know, that you 

can see that I remember the date, because it was a scar that never close. Then what happened, we 

lost all the systems in our 3PL. Pharma_Mfg2 was okay but our 3PL was suffering a cyber-

attack…any kind of invoicing process shipment delivery is performed by our 3PL. Therefore, it 

doesn't matter that we have our system in a good position if our supplier, our partner has any kind 

of problem, then we were able to realize this. When this kind of disruption occurs. And it took from 

19 to 30th, 12 days. Okay, that happened during this 12 days, it's something strange is that the IT 

guys trying to support our 3PL, working together every day. They tell us, okay, it's solved, 

tomorrow it will be okay. Everybody waits and tomorrow they found another issue. And when they 

try to open a file for example, an invoice, we receive a message that okay, you will only receive 

this invoice if you pay me in a Bitcoin”. Pharma_Mfg2 responded to this disruption by manually 

processing all the invoices since its 3PL partners had these invoices in physical form, accordingly, 

“let's perform everything in manual process. Okay. And we were able to perform this, after three 

days we were able to implement the whole process, manual processing in order to dispatch the 

products. Okay, for any reason, our 3PLs had in their files, in their structure, all files from the 

time that they didn't have systems that they have templates ready to perform something manual, 

then, we were able to recover it and be prepared to start”. The cyber-attack was considered a high-

impact disruption because “if you don't have this record…you can put the patient at risk, if the 

product is not released. Then everything, you can see my words, everything in pharmaceutical 

company if you perform something wrong, a life can be at risk. Then supply network in 

pharmaceutical company has to be resilient. You have to be robust, you cannot fail…we have to 

be reliable. This is the main point in supply network for pharmaceuticals”.[FP45] 
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Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported some learning points from the previous two supply network 

disruptions, as he said, “we think about what kind of actions, after the experience, we can 

implement in order to avoid the situation again. There is a consensus here that another situation 

like this will be almost possible…if you have this kind of situation that we cannot go to the streets 

in order to deliver the products…the only thing that we can do is to anticipate the shipments or 

the orders as soon as possible…we can call our clients, we received this information and a new 

strike is coming, would you like to increase your order to create bridging stock or increase your 

inventory? For the cyber-attack, it was the trigger to implement a robust plan in Pharma_Mfg2 

that we call cyber-attack resilience…kind of three pillars here. One is how to protect 

Pharma_Mfg2, in order to avoid this kind of situation. Therefore, there is a strong and robust 

project in order to protect the Pharma_Mfg2, our suppliers, our plants, manufacturing sites, our 

external manufacturing sites, everybody; we're trying to avoid this situation again…I am the 

leader for the region, OK. If this happens, how we can react manually. Okay. Therefore, we have 

to be ready for the situation again. In this sense, we already implemented here in Brazil…because 

if something happens in Brazil, it will impact the whole world…another country in CAC, in Central 

America is Caribbean that they have the experience we implemented this kind of program that we 

create templates, tools, different action that if it happens, we can start shipping manually in one 

day. The idea is not to supply the whole market but to keep the operation as is. What I mean is, I 

will not keep shipping all the order that I receive; then we define what kind of orders, what kind 

of medicine that we have to supply in this period…we keep the operation in order to have some 

products that we call lifesaving, that the patient needs in order to survive or to keep their treatment. 

Then for this kind of medicines we are able to start operating again in one day…in 15, or between 

two and four weeks, we are able to recover our system in order to recover the situation. In next 
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year, I have to implement to the rest of the countries here in the region. It's really, really hard 

work, because you have to think that the main point is to think that you are in 70s. You don't have 

computers...how I can contact the clients, where is the address that I need to know where I have 

to deliver the product, where is our inventory…with no computer, what kind of actions we have to 

do, for example. We have to update the inventory situation everyday manually…we have a kind of 

computer that is not connected with nothing, it is not on the internet, because if the cyber-attack 

happens that computer has to be safe. There, we update all the master data regarding client, 

products, everything we have to update there…then, it leads to another pillar, a pillar to react. 

Okay. And the other one is how to recover our system, then there's another IT pillar…we have that 

kind of SOP (standard operating procedures). Okay. Everything you have any kind of processing 

for pharmaceutical you have to have this. Okay, then we have to update this SOPs. And we have a 

thing that you should know, BCP (business continuity plan), that we have to add this kind of 

chapter in terms of cyber-attack. Okay. The main deliverable of this project is to update the BCP, 

the business continuity plan.”[FP46] These supply network disruption mitigation practices help 

Pharma_Mfg2 to prepare for the next disruption as its manager said, “I think that in terms of 

disruption is hard to be prepared for the disruption that can come. Okay. And one thing that I can 

share is, never believe that it will not happen with us, like the cyber-attack. It will happen. Believe 

me it will happen. Okay, a flood, a fire, it will happen, then you have to be prepared, then, is 

something that we really believe now okay, that it will happen”. Then, Pharma_Mfg2 has changed 

some processes to deal with future negative events, according to its manager, “One of my main 

activities is to perform biddings in order to find the right partner. Okay. As I mentioned, 

Pharma_Mfg2 outsources everything. Now I have to take in consideration during their RFP 

(request for proposal). Okay, what is your plan in terms of cyber-attack, what is your BCP, show 
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me your BCP, present me your BCP. This is something that we didn't have in the past. Now we 

have as part of the bidding process. Okay. It's part of the negotiation, cyber-attack is part of our 

discussion during the business meetings, okay. We suffered a lot during this period, then I think 

that we are much more sensitive for this kind of issues than before. I think that this is the main 

change in terms of behavior in terms of maturity. As leaders, we had to change it”.[FP47] 

Covid-19 

After the onset of Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported that the supply network area 

gained visibility, becoming more important, accordingly, “we have some townhouse, global 

townhouse that we participate in. I remember that we were never mentioned in the past, now, every 

time they mention and thanks to the supply network team in order to support us in this period. This 

were two, three times during one townhall”. Additionally, supply network relationships have 

changed, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said, “the relationship with the supplier is a kind of different. 

Now, we can tell you, for me, sometimes it was difficult to explain to the global guy that I was not 

taking the cheapest guy. Okay. And I can tell you that during these five years I never showed one 

supplier only looking at the price. Okay. Because I have the pressure from my boss, from the 

procurement area because they want…their targets in terms of savings in the global team, they 

have to keep the operation running spending less, but I can tell you that I never took this decision 

in order to take the cheapest guy, and now it's becoming easier to explain why…during a bidding 

process.”[FP48] 

Resource metabolism 

Since Pharma_Mfg2 outsources several of its supply network operations, it has supported its 3PL 

partners in the case they needed to hire more people during Covid-19, as its manager reported, “in 

the sense we also support our 3PL if they had to hire more people…because they need more people 
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in order to keep our operation…for example, if they put part of the team working from home, they 

have to put more people there. During this period, this is one thing that we were able to support 

them if they need more money to support them, but they didn't use. But one thing that they need to 

implement, they increased the number of employees, okay, because part of the team was not able 

to be there at work. Imagine the warehouse, they have to pick up the boxes and put inside the truck. 

It cannot be performed remotely like us, they need people. Imagine that the carriers that they need 

drivers…and somebody to help them in order to deliver to the customer, they need the driver…I 

don't remember that any kind of carrier told us that they were having issues with the 

employees”.[FP49] Additionally, Pharma_Mfg2 provided its network resources to guarantee 

people’s safety, accordingly, “our support was in terms of masks. Okay, we brought some pallets 

from Basel from Switzerland, lots of masks and we distributed this to our suppliers”.[FP50] In this 

scenario, top-level management team was taking the decisions, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said, 

“let's split in three levels: global level, regional and local level, I mean, the country. Each country 

has a name, Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management that is the CEO, CFO and the leadership team 

that they meet every day. I remember twice a day in order to discuss what was happening in terms 

of Covid, it was in March and… until July, they had this kind of routine”.[FP51] 

Supply network plasticity 

Responding to the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg2 could change 

the service level agreement (SLA) with some customers in order to align expectations. Moreover, 

it had to make several changes in its distribution scheme in order to maintain the regular flow of 

medicines to customers. According to its manager, some regions depend on air transportation due 

to the distance and the specificities of the products, as he explained, “we make these adjustments 

in terms of SLA with the clients. This is, this was the main action. What was the main impact here 
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in Brazil is regarding the air shipment or the distribution by air that we use passengers flights. 

And we don't have passenger flights anymore. Remember that just to mention to you that in 

pharmaceutical, we have two kinds of chains, mainly. Okay. It's based on temperature, one range 

of products is based on two to eight degrees Celsius, another ranges from 15 to 30 this is the basics 

in pharma industry, any country. We have a packaging configuration with no ice, with water…for 

maximum 96 hours it's possible to use this configuration. Then to deliver to the north of the country 

Northeast, we have to use the airplanes. Okay. Because you have to deliver there in two or three 

days. Remember that we have to go to the airport, put in the airplane in a specific timeline…in 

this situation, we had to implement some different things like to change this configuration by road. 

Then we send by road, okay, and we have to change this configuration to a new one in this transit 

period…we have place that we deliver in 10 days because it's too far from here, rain forest, for 

example, we have to deliver there, it's about 10 days by road. We have to change. I have to put a 

new package configuration in the middle. Okay, then you have to have the support from QA 

(quality assurance) area in order to create these during this period. Okay. It's not easy. It has to 

be validated. It's really tough. Okay, there is something that we have to implement and other things, 

we…and another pharma companies, we worked together…we rented an airplane. We took out 

the chairs and we changed this airplane from passengers to cargo shipment. And we created some 

routes with this airplane to be used by these partners. Okay, in terms of that we are not partners, 

but in this sense, we became partners with Pfizer, Sanofi and other ones”.[FP52] Accordingly, an air 

freight company (Pharma_Dist1) that distributes pharmaceutical products in Brazil proposed this 

partnership, which was only possible as a one-time plan to deal with the worse period during 

Covid-19, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported, “in pharmaceutical company, we cannot have 

some kind of connection with our competitors okay because it can be a kind of, how can I say like, 
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antitrust or something…then this carrier, okay, this partner, this supplier was the connection 

between us. Okay. They came to us and told us: “guys, I have the opportunity to rent an airplane, 

would you like to be part of this? I already talked with your competitors and they are in. Okay. 

Would you like to be in with us? Because if I achieve 60% of the capacity, I can rent it for you and 

your competitors in order to provide you the service.” Imagine if they told us, that charges would 

be the triple, we would accept it because March and April were tough”.[FP53] 

Furthermore, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported advantages from Pharma_Mfg2’s global 

operations, according to him, “the best experience we have is from our global level because 

imagine that part of our products comes from Europe, part from Asia, part from US, and part we 

produce here. Okay. Some manufacturing sites send the products direct from the plant to Brazil, 

to Colombia, Mexico, part of the products go through the hub in Switzerland. There is a big hub 

there that we consolidate them and send part of the products by sea, most of the product came by 

sea, and there is a hub in Antwerp, Belgium, that we consolidate. Then imagine with no flights. 

Okay, with no passengers, 70% of our products, we use passenger flights to this route, not cargo 

flights for medicines, because it's high value. Most of them high value, not so big volume. Okay. 

Then we depend on passenger flights, in this situation that everything stopped, the reaction of the 

people at global level was impressive…they have this kind of BCP (business continuity plan) on 

hand that we didn't feel much impacted. In this also in the plants, manufacturing sites, also a 

logistic side for sure. We at the same, the same way that our suppliers adjusted the service levels, 

we also started accepting delivers…in 30 days, 40 days by sea, for example. I accepted that there 

will be a delay of two, three weeks. Okay. Because the capacity has reduced about 60%...another 

industry not flying anymore, for example, automobile…not selling anymore here locally. Okay, 

then we found availability in this kind of segment that we didn't find in the past. Then, this kind of 
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things start happening, we were able to take advantage of these, for example, from Germany. And 

Volkswagen, they were not exporting anything. Okay, in terms of spare parts, in terms of any kind 

of thing that we were able to capture this capacity for us…we were able to handle the situation in 

a very good way, ok, we didn't have disruption. If you are talking about disruption here due to 

Covid, I can tell you that we didn't have disruption. We adjusted the service. I can tell you”.[FP54] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

The main Pharma_Mfg2’s aim was to keep operations at the same level as before. According to 

its manager, “the most important was at least from my side and I gave this message very clear. 

Okay. Let's keep our operation safe. Let's keep the people safe. Okay. And that keep it robust, okay, 

compliant. Let's keep our operation in the same standard, we cannot make any kind of pilot…you 

cannot be so innovated at this moment due to Covid we perform this kind of thing. We have to try 

to find option that cannot put our operation into risk, our people at risk. These was much more 

important than to give them masks. For example, okay, because they, they felt, okay, then I can 

implement the things that we think that are possible to be implemented and to keep Pharma_Mfg2 

as the standard that you need”. 

Moreover, the low impact that the disruption caused by Covid-19 was also due to a robust supply 

network characteristically of the pharmaceutical industry. As Pharma_Mfg2’s explained, “to 

supply the pharmaceutical industry, you have to be in another level in terms of supply network. 

Okay. As a supplier it's not cheap. Okay. Probably pharma is the most expensive chain that we 

have. I don't know if it is the most but is top five. Okay, in terms of industry. The warehouse is 

clump, you have to control the temperature and you have to keep it 15 to 30 degrees, as I mentioned 

and you have to have cold chambers. Okay. It's not a regular warehouse. The trucks due here in 
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Brazil, we have security issues. Okay, Brazil, Mexico, our region here, Latin America is not for 

beginners and we like to tell in this way, okay. We had security issues here, then you have to put 

some bulletproof cars …you have to use this kind of trucks, if you don't use this kind of truck, you 

have to have escorts. Okay. Depending on the amount that you were carrying, then, the whole 

configuration, it's expensive. Then when we perform a bidding, for example, for the warehouse, 

even here in Brazil that's a huge contract, every time that we try to change our supplier will find 

the other one that was working for us in the past because it's always the same guys okay, 3, 4, 5 

because to enter in this industry, first you have to have money, have to be robust financially 

speaking and you have to be experienced because the legislation is tough…until this guy 

understands the industry and perform properly takes time. Then, they were kind of prepared for 

this kind of situation because they have more, how can I say, they are stronger than more regular 

ones”. 

Operational efficiency 

Operational efficiency was basically maintained. Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said that the impact at 

the operational level was minimal, according to him, “I can tell you that the impact in terms of 

operational level was so low, really low. Okay, I can tell you that in terms of absenteeism”. 

Operational costs 

Operational costs suffered some impact according to Pharma_Mfg2’s manager, “the impact was 

huge, mainly in terms of air freight. In terms of roads, nothing, nothing, no impact…it was better 

because we didn't have traffic…in terms of logistic by road, it was perfect, in terms of import, it 

was the best world because most of the industries they have huge impact, for us don't because we 

have to keep, it was one of the segments that they keep as a strategic segment. Okay. And the 

demand didn't decrease a lot. Then we keep importing and the other industries, they were not 
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importing, then in terms of custom processes to release the products at the border is ok, airport, 

seaport, now it's one day, two days. Okay, then in terms of logistics is becoming much more 

efficient here, including here in Brazil. In terms of costs, airfreight impacted a lot. Okay, I can tell 

you that here in Brazil, because we don't use air in all country, mainly here in Brazil…due to the 

distance double, three times the cost to distribute…then we changed to road, the remaining part 

that was impossible because it was far from São Paulo, or there is no option then this part increase 

it. At the end one thing not offset the other, but the impact was not so huge as it could be if we did 

not implement some of this kind of movement from air to road.”. 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery reliability was adjusted accordingly to suppliers’ capacity, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager 

said, “give us two days more to deliver to that city. Give us three days more to deliver to that city. 

Give us one day more to deliver here in São Paulo. Okay. These because they were reducing the 

capacity. Okay. They didn't stop but they reduced the capacity, they tried to consolidate more the 

shipments in order to, instead of going with two trucks half occupation, let's try to consolidate as 

much as possible, wait, one day more, then you can reduce one truck…we give them freedom in 

order to adjust the situation”. 

Emergent topics 

Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported that the disruption caused by Covid-19 strengthened 

Pharma_Mfg2’s global team. According to him, “regionally during this period we had conference 

calls every day with each logistics head in each country. Okay, then I'm telling much more in terms 

of logistics…we have daily conference calls in order to map the situation, in terms of our team, 

people, operational part, to be connected to each other. For sure, it created a kind of team 

building. Okay, this because it's unusual to have all the countries talking to each other every day. 
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Okay. After this period. Now, we are not talking anymore. Covid for us is part of our life now. 

Okay. We don't have any kind of teleconference meetings regarding Covid anymore. 

Okay…everybody knows each other. Now, if I have any kind of problem, I can call my partner, I 

can call from one country to another, then I think that changed the organization. We are much 

more connected because, we in the past, for example, I am a regional guy. Okay. I was not in the 

office every day, before I was working from home at least two or three days per week. Okay. Then 

I had from my mind that. Okay, when I am in São Paulo next week, I will talk with that guy. Now 

it's not necessary anymore because I don't need to wait one, two days because he's in his computer 

right now, I can call him anytime and I'll talk with him, then, is much easier…we are not together 

anymore but it is easier to talk to each other more now, we work more now, because if I had four 

or five meetings per day in the past, now I have 10, 12…we are working much more, producing 

more at home…I think that, again, the people are more we are more connected. Okay. For 

example, Pharma_Mfg2 is really huge. Okay, we have different functions that I didn't imagine in 

the past. What changes from the past to now, we now know better our company, we know better 

our people. Now, if I have a problem here, I know who I have to call in order to solve an issue. In 

the past, I opened a ticket, I send an e-mail to a guy or shared e-mail that somebody would solve 

the issue. Now we are much more connected. I think that is the main change.”.[FP55] 

Pharma_Dist1: Manager 

Pharma_Dist1 is a 15-year-old Brazilian logistic company focused on the health segment, 

distributing products through air and road as well as providing transportation and storage for time- 

and temperature-sensitive products. For road transportation, it uses LTL (less-than-a-truck-load) 

configurations. Among the products Pharma_Dist1 deals are critical supplies for oncology and 

other sensitive diseases. It has the biggest market share in this segment in Brazil. 
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We talked with one of Pharma_Dist1’s founders who has 20 years of experience in logistics and 

is a pilot of private jets, having worked in different positions inside Pharma_Dist1 as he said that 

top level management team performs a job rotation every two years. He used its know-how as 

private pilot to design the capacity of airplanes for cargo shipments. According to him, this know-

how was crucial to support airline companies in retrofitting their airplanes during Covid-19 in 

order to shift the focus from passenger to cargo-only configuration. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager talked about the truck drivers’ strike that happened in Brazil, in 2018. 

According to him, this strike caused a high-impact disruption because airplanes stopped operations 

because there was no fuel available; passenger airplanes stopped carrying cargo to decrease the 

weight and as consequence spent less fuel. Additionally, a medicine shortage in Brasilia led an 

escorted truck with a cargo valued in US$2 million from one city to another until the airport to go 

to another city. This was a successful case because the medicine was needed urgently since one 

patient waiting for the medicine could die if he stayed without it. 

Covid-19 

For Pharma_Dist1’s manager, Covid-19 was high-impact supply network disruption completely 

unexpected, as he said, “Covid-19 caused a greater supply network disruption than that caused by 

the truck drivers’ strike because while we knew that the strike would be over in a few days, Covid-

19 would last 3, 4 months…in my opinion, Covid-19 was the worse crisis that we have ever 

faced”.[FP56] 
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During Covid-19, Pharma_Dist1’s manager said that customers gained confidence because 

Pharma_Dist1 did not stop its operations, according to him, “this was a crisis in which we could 

implement new customers, it was a crisis that brought us two things: first, customers became more 

confident with us because we did not stop operations, we did not stop deliveries one day. Second, 

other customers saw their operations stopped. For example, Johnson and it asked us to assume its 

operations in the middle of Covid-19”. This operations comprises road and air transportation. 

“Then, we ended up growing our business in this moment…we tried to do something different at 

this moment because our final customers depend on some products, their lives could be at risk. 

Therefore, our work has some social responsibility as well. As a consequence, our worries with 

our customers forced us to come up with new alternatives”.[FP57] Pharma_Dist1 had basically to 

reinvent its business during Covid-19, as its manager said, “…we basically became another 

company during Covid-19, we became an air taxi company…but there is no way a company alone 

can rent an airplane by itself. Then, we started to put the demand together for all customer, 

programming dispatches to match destinations”.[FP58] 

Resource metabolism 

A critical resource that helped Pharma_Dist1 to make air freight feasible for some customers was 

its collaboration network. According to its manager, “individually, it is too expensive a company 

to contract an airplane for itself only. Then, we tried to put customers together, creating a common 

distribution agenda for them…we understood that one way to make this movement viable was to 

join forces with partners and customers…we put US$10, US$15 million in one airplane to make 

the operations viable…we did not know how Pharma_Mfg2 would send some perishable items if 

we have not made this. Without joint forces, Pharma_Mfg2 could not send customers some 

products”.[FP59] 
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Another critical resource that supported Pharma_Dist1’s response to a supply network disruption 

was money, as its manager said, “what has its importance is liquidity…we tried to give liquidity to 

our partners because they had our cargo demand, but they did not have the demand of our 

competitors, then they did not have the same amount of cargo to deliver. So, they should have to 

pay the operational costs with diminished revenues. Therefore, we created a liquidity plan for the 

last-mile delivery partners. We made partnerships with banks in which we assumed all credit risks 

so that the bank anticipate credit to these companies with very low interests”. This movement 

guaranteed the business continuity for the last-mile delivery companies. According to 

Pharma_Dist1’s managers, Pharma_Dist1 anticipated any financial issue its partners would have, 

as he said, “we judge this very important, to anticipate this…right in the first week we saw that we 

would have liquidity problems with some suppliers and partners. So, we provided them financial 

resources because they are small companies and for sure would have liquidity issues”. 

Pharma_Dist1 did not have any help from its customers, for example, the big pharmaceutical 

companies that, in general, maintained the 90-day-payment term even though Pharma_Dist1 tried 

to renegotiate this term, according to its manager, “I asked for the big pharma companies and I 

think they could help a little bit more during this disruption…we asked payment anticipation, 

because pharma companies pay in 90 days…the operational flow is huge. We asked for our 

customers to anticipate the payments so that we could distribute liquidity to our last-mile delivery 

partners”. For the airline companies, he reported that they were shortening payment terms, 

accordingly, “since the airline companies were suffering a lot, they shortened payment terms, then 

air freight I should pay at the time the service was provided…some pharmaceutical companies 

advanced payments, paying air freight in 30 or 45 days”.[FP60] 

Supply network plasticity 
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Pharma_Dist1 partnered with some competitors in order to make some routes feasible. According 

to its manager, “we did complete air freight cargos to the Northeast where we asked the support 

of some partners almost competitors to build these cargo shipments, making them feasible. Thus, 

we looked it up in the market businesses that needed to deliver products to compose the mix of 

products to be delivered in a certain location. In this vein, instead of a customer paying 

US$100.000, it could pay a value based on weight, about US$100 per kilo, for example”. [FP61] 

Two types of businesses composed this cargo shipments. On the one hand, companies that did not 

use air freight started contracting the service because road transportation was more difficult during 

a period of Covid-19. On the other hand, some companies shifted from air freight to road transport 

due to new short routes that Pharma_Dist1 created. The last movement was possible because 

expectations were revised during Covid-19, as Pharma_dist1’s manager said, “we created these 

short routes to attend companies that needed transportation by air, then I did not attend in 24 or 

48 hours, the delivery started to be in 48 or 72 hours because one day more for the lead time in a 

pandemic scenario would make no difference”. These short routes were dedicated not shared, then 

it was a little more expensive than a normal road delivery transportation.[FP62] 

The share between road and air transportation was maintained during Covid-19, but when it began, 

customers demanded more road distribution because of the short routes and air transport was too 

expensive. However, when passenger flights started to operate again and Pharma_Dist1 came up 

with the idea of shared air freight, companies returned to air transportation for their deliveries. 

When this return occurred, the demand for air transport increased due to the alternatives created 

by Pharma_Dist1, according to its manager, “at the beginning of Covid-19, we had more demand 

for road transport because air transportation was difficult and expensive…then things were 

balancing or the opposite, we created air freight feasible alternatives, then air transport 
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operations started to become more feasible and customers started to contract more this service 

since we maintained our operations despite the scenario…for example, we partnered with an 

airline company to retrofit a passenger airplane by taking out all the seats and making it a 

complete cargo airplane…additionally, I proposed another airline company, Latam Airlines, to 

change airplane configuration in high-demand routes in order to make cargo shipments viable 

since airline companies had no passengers…then, for the main long routes, we could change with 

the airline companies the airplane configurations…we bought spaces in those airplanes. This 

movement helped the airline companies to deal with the operational costs for the flights”.[FP63] 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager said that the connection it did between pharmaceutical and airline 

companies was vital for both sides to continue their operations during the supply network 

disruption. According to him, “I think it was fundamental because if we did not have connected 

these companies, the service provider and the industry that had the demand at that time, everybody 

in that supply network would face a disruption. Airline companies would suffer a greater 

disruption…of course this segment was very affected negatively, but it would suffer more if we did 

not have done this movement. Therefore, was this connection not only important to our customers, 

but also for other companies…for the airline companies, specifically, this movement diminished 

their losses because according to national aviation association, airline companies are obliged by 

law to maintain some flights, even though they have no passengers”. Additionally, Pharma_Dist1’s 

manager said that its partnership with the airline companies improved a lot after this movement, 

as he said, “not only our customers, but also the airline companies thanked us…our alliance, our 

partnership improved a lot after Covid, because they saw that we were doing everything possible 

to help”.[FP64] 
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After Covid, Pharma_Dist1’s manager thinks that customers will highly regard Pharma_Dist1 not 

only for the long-term relationship, but also because of the practices implemented by 

Pharma_Dist1 during the supply network disruption. Accordingly, “for delivering what we did 

during Covid-19, the service, they will highly regard us, they will prioritize us…these are 

partnerships that we have for years. For example, Pharma_Mfg2, I have no words for them, I am 

with them for 15 years, then there is a great confidence, a great mutual willingness to help each 

other…for the airline companies, the relationship is colder, but during this period, we became 

closer to them. So, I think that they will think about us in the future for opportunities…these airline 

companies are the most important strategic partners we have”.[FP65] 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager reported that main learning point from the supply network disruptions 

caused by the truck drivers’ strike and Covid-19 was to think out of the box, according to him, 

“the main point is to think out of the box, to reimagine your business…for the disruption caused 

by the truck drivers’ strike as well as for the one caused by Covid-19, it is crucial to think in 

another angle. So, from everything you do, you have to do it in another way in order to attend your 

demand”.[FP66] 

Supply network outcomes 

Operational efficiency 

Pharma_Dist1 could maintain its operational efficiency, according to its manager, “our 

operational efficiency is in equilibrium. Today, I can attend all the lead times, similar to what we 

have before Covid-19, but in this scenario, it is much more difficult to maintain the operations in 

the same level as before. We need to use more resources…it is more expensive, but we could 

provide the same service level”. 

Delivery reliability 
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Delivery reliability was adjusted according to each customer, as Pharma_Dist1’s manager said, 

“our customers have a great reliance on our service level, of course, for some locations, delivery 

aspects had to be changed because there were no alternatives and to maintain some services was 

very expensive. Then, we reached out to our customers and asked them whether they would like to 

do something that would cost much more during this period and we proposed: would you not like 

to increase in one day your lead time and then I can reduce the operational costs?…in general, 

our lead time is very similar to the levels before Covid-19…we work with perishable items, we 

cannot increase too much the lead time, then we could manage to move from 1 day to 2 the lead 

time of some items, similarly, from 2 to 3 days the lead time of other items…we had to see each 

case separately”. 

Emergent topics 

The company acted as a supply network financing member by negotiating better loans with banks 

to lend money to its small distributors, which are focused on the last mile delivery. 

Liquidity appeared as an important element to deal with the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19, mainly by allowing Pharma_Dist1 to assume the risks of its small distributors – last 

mile delivery companies. 

Pharma_Dist1 manager’s experience as a pilot helped him to see opportunities for adapting 

passenger planes to cargo shipments, using the collaboration among different players (customers 

and airplane companies). 

Consumer_Mfg2: Inbound manager 

Consumer_Mfg2 is a 100-year-old American multinational manufacturer of home appliances. It 

has 78,000 employees and in 2020 its revenue was nearly US$20 billion. Its infrastructure has 

more than 70 manufacturing and technology research centers around the world. During the supply 
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network disruption caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 took several measures, such as 

implementation of cleaning protocols, increased distances in manufacturing plants, reducing 

production lines as needed, and guaranteeing that employees have the proper sanitization 

equipment. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg2 provided financial support and donated medical 

supplies and appliances to health care institutions across the globe. 

We talked with Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager who has worked for Consumer_Mfg2 for 

nearly 14 years. He started as customer service analyst in the logistics department, then worked as 

a PMO, key account manager working at the e-commerce side and so on. For him, successful is to 

connect the dots using his experience in the sales and logistics areas and good communication 

between the different areas mostly through soft skills. In this sense, it is crucial to follow the 

internal procedures, to read the external environment and translate that to Consumer_Mfg2’s 

business. He manages three plants of Consumer_Mfg2 in Brazil that produce around 90% of all 

the products sold. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager mentioned two previous supply network disruptions he has 

faced working for Consumer_Mfg2. The first was in 2009, when the Brazilian government 

implemented a tax incentive that directly impacted Consumer_Mfg2’s products. Accordingly, this 

policy increased tremendously the demand, as Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager said, “in 2009, 

I think, we had on a tax incentive for home appliances here in Brazil…we had a very boosted 

demand in a very short time…at that time we had a disruption of transportation of the equipment, 

needed equipment and transportation trucks and specific equipment for home appliances which is 

very specific type of transportation that we use for appliances…we've had this disruption, this was 
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my first disruption”. Consumer_Mfg2 could successfully respond to the supply network disruption 

caused by the tax incentive, improving its production levels as its inbound manager explained, “we 

could improve our production level. It took some I don't know, three months, four months, just to 

stay the same level same to recover all the inventory, to recover the retail retailers inventory level 

and to keep at that time at that new demand level”. This production improvement level happened 

across Consumer_Mfg2’s supply network as reported by its manager, “we could see that we could 

increase the level, the demand level and the production and all the requirements and all the 

logistics needed equipment and resources and so on, but we stay at the at the different level in a 

higher level of demand…all the retailers and all the transportation freight partners as well 

invested a lot to provide better service level and to provide better inventory level, so we took some 

months just to recover and just to recover a normal service level.”[FP67] 

The second supply network disruption was the truck drivers’ strike in 2018. According to 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager, the truck drivers’ strike could be anticipated, as he said, “we 

had done at that time was to increase our inventory level of material, raw material so three days 

before…every year we knew that, okay, there were rumors it will happen so at that time, we heard 

a lot and it was really kind of clear risky that it's something would happen…suddenly, one day 

everything was blocked, I think it took five days, yeah, some highways were blocked, and then new 

ones, and then new ones, so we could with our transportation area and with our inbound, we could 

set all the equipment and all the teams focused on to find different ways and different roads and 

increase our raw material levels.”.[FP68] Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager reported that even 

though Consumer_Mfg2 could anticipate the truck drivers’ strike, other measures were put in place 

to not only respond to this supply network disruption, but also mitigate future negative impacts. 

According to him, “we had to stop to produce and we had all the impact. We had impact also to 
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fulfill the market…we calculated to have our costs how costly is to have a transportation company 

versus run a risky of being disrupted again so it's too costly, this is not our way to reduce these 

risky, what we had done was pay more for freight partners, of course, because it was kind of law 

here in Brazil. They sat in on minimum wage and minimum freight tax, then we followed restricted 

to the law also we contracted more and different transportation partners to have different 

companies to try to find with lower dependence with drivers, because in Brazil transportation 

partners, freight partners there are a lot of drivers, that are autonomous and provide services for 

freight partners…we also try to put in our own contract in our base, logistics base and 

transportations with a lower level of dependence of autonomous, so it was we had done at that 

time…we followed all the rumors and all the tendency, and then we increased our raw material 

level, we anticipated all the invoices and all the deliveries”.[FP69] 

Covid-19 

One mechanism Consumer_Mfg2 used to respond to the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19 was the prioritization of the market as its manager said, “we will prioritize some types of 

the market, some channels, so we have this weekly war room focusing on decisions based on the 

Covid situation with these data and supply just follow on with the data and follow the demand and 

the decisions that which were made…but now we don't wait until the next decision into S&OP 

process or to someone see or decide into the S&OP process because we try to anticipate something 

reading the market or reading the, we call this a sellout”.[FP70] 

Covid-19 forced Consumer_Mfg2 to implement different mechanisms to deal with this specific 

supply network disruption. According to its manager, “Covid changed these for our supply team 

so trying to see out of our operations trying to look at the market look at your contacts look globally 

but also locally, the restrictions and the problems. So, we are not only focus on operations 
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excellence, but also that all the context and all the external factors which could take out our results, 

our operations from good direction, so I believe that's the main change, and also the ability to 

communicate in a different way, you know it's not only using technical too deep with a lot of data, 

we have to decide lot of things without data, okay, with the data that we had and the contacts that 

we had to decide, so I believe that we are much more flexible, much more resilient now.”[FP71] 

Resource metabolism 

During the supply network disruption caused by the truck drivers’ strike, even Consumer_Mfg2 

had developed different measures to respond and recovery, such as anticipating orders and 

increasing the levels of raw materials, they were not enough. According to Consumer_Mfg2’s 

inbound manager, Consumer_Mfg2 “set all the equipment and all the teams focused on to find 

different ways and different roads and increase our raw material levels, just to support some days, 

but it wasn't enough and then we had to stop to produce and we had all the impact. It wasn't our 

way to reduce these risky, what we had done was pay more for freight partners, of course, because 

it was kind of law here in Brazil. They sat in on minimum wage and minimal freight tax, then we 

followed restricted to the law, we also contract more and different transportation partners…we 

have just to close when there's no raw material…we didn't close the entire manufacturing…some 

parts of the manufacturing had to be closed for just one or two days, because we did not have the 

raw material, the specific raw material.”.[FP72] 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager mentioned that at the onset of Covid-19, the board of 

directors conducted weekly meetings to discuss the main disruption impacts, according to him, “at 

the beginning of the pandemic in China, you saw there that something had to be done, and then 

the crisis management team just sat together and talked about it…in December, January, very 

beginning of January of 2020, at that time we had some finished good disruption and then we 
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established kind of war room which is weekly followed by the board of directors and the focus was 

especially on finished goods not raw materials, raw materials was okay that time because we had 

dual sourcing strategy so, okay, if that Chinese suppliers have some problem we have the local 

supplier, with no problem than we could reduce this risk at that time. But this was our first impact. 

[FP73]The second impact, I think the most important one, that everything was closed in Brazil, stores 

and manufacturing plants and everything, our suppliers, local suppliers were also closed, and then 

we had the very, very important and relevant impact was in our demand and our production, 

everything was closed for one week two weeks and we decided to close as a security, as a health 

security for our employees and our co-workers, but also was a planned action to reduce Labor 

costs, to reduce fixed costs of the company and variable costs. So, we accepted that government 

incentive plan to support companies for the very three months. The first three months of Covid, it 

was April, May and June or May, June and July, but we, the company accepted this program, 

government and public program to support companies”.[FP74] 

The supply network disruption caused by Covid-19 made the CEO to intervene, contacting main 

suppliers to maintain as normal as possible the flow of materials, as Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound 

manager said, “when we had a problem, we have had a lot of problems, we have an escalation 

with the main points and main problems escalation process to our CEO…a lot of times our CEO 

called to some suppliers…I think that there are a lot of pressure, but also a lot of commitment to 

if you can deliver or not, or what are the risks…especially suppliers and people from purchase 

team. What else, borders of directors, so we had a personal commitment over the supply Vice 

President. So, she has been really committed, personal committed with these war room, so we have 

a global war room, which discuss the suppliers and all the relationship with our suppliers”.[FP75] 

Supply network plasticity 
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The supply network disruption faced during Covid-19 brought new functional demands to 

Consumer_Mfg2, according to its inbound manager, “we realized that online retail could find a 

way to achieve the market also, we had an important changing for our market, which is the 

consumer behavior, consumer habits were changed, because everyone was in its home…think to 

change my refrigerator or to spending money in dishwasher. So, in Brazil dishwasher, we have 

only 6% of the houses…so, it's a lot of opportunity to increase”. This change in consumers’ 

behaviors brought opportunities for Consumer_Mfg2, as its manager said, “product specific were 

doubled or three times you know the demand…the demand was really recovering and was really 

surprisingly different than we could imagine…if you compare when we had the disruption through 

the peak of the demand, we had a lot of different very different fluctuation, it's more than 60% of 

fluctuation”. Therefore, Consumer_Mfg2 backed up from its decision to close its operations, “so 

we decided to go back with our decision and go back to produce, so we restarted our production 

in all the three plants and called back all the teams and all the supply teams and all the logistics 

department. We decided in one month to close everything for two months and in the middle of the 

first month we decided to go back…with speed go back to operate in again so this was really 

impressive”.[FP76] 

According to Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager, Consumer_Mfg2 recovered its operations very 

quickly when responding to the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, as he said, “this 

was really impressive and we could do these only because we had the Covid situation and all the 

procedures and all the policies…to deal with Covid situation before any other industry, so I think 

that it was really, really different the way that Consumer_Mfg2 had and when you're comparing 

with the industry also we have a good relationship with our suppliers, so, Consumer_Mfg2 has a 

really different way to deal and to negotiate with our suppliers, so I think this is good way, a good, 
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very close and negotiation, a very close relationship, we always as a part of S&OP process, we 

always give for all suppliers a long visibility of the demand, so we every month send them all the 

volumes for each part and each spare parts for all suppliers so…all the operations from 

Consumer_Mfg2 and our suppliers went back again so fast…we have been discussing Covid since 

January and December, so we could also provide our suppliers some information and some 

dangers and some ways to deal with Covid situation before any other industry, so I think that it 

was really, really different way that Consumer_Mfg2 had and especially suppliers and people from 

suppliers purchase team, team purchasing. What else, borders of directors, so we had a personal 

commitment over the supply Vice President. So, she was really she has been really committed 

personal committed with this war room, so we have a global war room, which discuss the suppliers 

and all the relationship with our suppliers. So, the purchasing team is already, it's since January 

last year, December, they are the kind of main responsible for these war room, global war room 

because it's a disruption related to provide raw material to the plants also, we have the local war 

room which is focused on local decisions such as, okay, we will increase our investment on the 

plant, we will reduce production level”.[FP77] 

To do that, Consumer_Mfg2 had to make small improvements in its supply network network, as 

its inbound manager said, “we have changed just a little bit, focusing on reducing risk, we just 

changed a little bit because we reviewed our footprint, our logistics footprint, so we have new 

service providers and freight partners as well, but not only with the focus on reducing risks of 

disruption and we just keep the same strategy that is to follow all the rumors, establish a kind of 

war room also be really, really close to the freight partners because it's really important, and we 

have also the market from 2018 and now the market also helps us to have more and bargain with 

freight partners and drivers. The situation, economy situation of Brazil is really different 
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depending on the industry, home appliances, there are a lot of opportunities, there are a lot of way 

to increase the volume here in home appliances. So, we have this kind of bargain kind of force, 

nowadays”.[FP78] 

In this vein, for Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager, the war room, closer relationship with 

partners and Consumer_Mfg2’s resilience were some crucial elements to recover from a supply 

network disruption, responding to new functional demands. According to him, “we have these war 

room, global war room and we can exchange best practices, and so on and the way that we deal 

with the Covid situation and closer relationship with the suppliers also the resilience of our team 

to be in contact with the supplier every day…we could change the type of the steel. So, we changed 

the type of steel to be used in our refrigerator talking with our engineering team and our 

engineering department, without any quality issue or any quality problem, so, we could reduce 

some risk or we could reduce some productions break”. 

Another functional demand that Consumer_Mfg2 had to deal with was the development of a raw 

material relying on its partners. According to its inbound manager “we could find different freight 

partners to our suppliers, we could buy the raw material from our supplier to produce our raw 

material, so, we could find different plastic to do a different spare parts. So, we bought raw 

material from our supplier to produce a specific part, a specific part for our production, so we 

also change the way that we used to work, because we always try to do find a way to go and to 

avoid production disruption”.[FP79] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Consumer_Mfg2 saw an increase in its business after responding to the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19, according to its inbound manager, “we have been investing a lot, so we were 
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completely prepared to do well, when the demand turned out, we could improve and increase with 

this, the sales channels, a lot since last year, okay, we gained market share…our competitors are 

suffering probably…they're having more of disruptions than we are because we could see from 

our retailers…some retailers tell us that…I bought a batch all from refrigerators and your 

competitor didn't deliver to me…we expect an increase of 5% five up to five or 7% of demand…the 

demand it's almost the same demand or almost the same level as before Covid”. 

Operational costs 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager reported that operational costs worsened tremendously 

during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, according to him, “it's really, really 

worse. I don't know exactly but I heard that some costs, some raw material costs increased 60% 

since Covid and international freight we used to pay $2,000 each container for international 

transportation and we were paying $9,000 each container in March, I think at the very beginning 

of March, I believe that now we have been paying $6,000. So, not only that impact because 60% 

of costs it's really impactful for any business, but also because, we discussed last week that we had 

40% and now it's 60%, who guarantees that next week will not be 80%. So, not only the amount 

of cost increase, but also how unpredictable were the increasing…also it's because the currency 

rate in Brazil and the component of all the raw materials”. 

Delivery reliability 

Consumer_Mfg2 had to realign expectations in order to put everyone in the same page for delivery 

lead times, according to its inbound manager, “when we discuss about outbound…we used to 

delivery in two days or three days…I will deliver you in 30 days, 25 days or when I can deliver to 

you, so I won't promise date, but I will deliver you, so just keep your order with us…it's a way that 

we could deal with the situation…this was the most impacted KPI, we had almost one month of 
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back order. So, we had to negotiate with retailers, but all the industry, home appliance industry 

was in the same situation, so retailers did not have any other option, so they said, okay just leave 

the order with you and when you have the product, please fulfill it…we have the same relation. So, 

we had to reschedule…the main responsibility was to realign, to set new expectations and to, of 

course, to sell”. 

Consumer_Mfg2: Transport manager 

Consumer_Mfg2 is a 100-year-old American multinational manufacturer of home appliances. It 

has 78,000 employees and in 2020 its revenue was nearly US$20 billion. Its infrastructure has 

more than 70 manufacturing and technology research centers around the world. During the supply 

network disruption caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 took several measures, such as 

implementation of cleaning protocols, increased distances in manufacturing plants, reducing 

production lines as needed, and guaranteeing that employees have the proper sanitization 

equipment. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg2 provided financial support and donated medical 

supplies and appliances to health care institutions across the globe. 

We talked with the transportation manager for Consumer_Mfg2 who focuses on outbound logistics 

for finished goods and, primarily specialized in the middle- and last-mile delivery. She has 5 years 

of experience in this area. She has also experience in the service part divisions, doing warehousing 

and network project designs. In total, she has worked at Consumer_Mfg2 for 16 years. For her, 

what makes her successful in this position is reading a lot about the last trends in transportation, 

pushing the early adoption of trends with 3 and 4PLs. For her, it is difficult to deal with the new 

ways things have been done due to Covid-19, such as remote meetings and virtual conferences. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 
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Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager mentioned her experience with the hurricanes that started 

in September 2017 and lasted until 2018 that caused a major disruption and a tightening of 

capacity. According to her, it was a major disruption because “it was the combination of the event, 

the months following the event, repositioning the equipment and then the constraint on all shippers 

because now are the load to truck ratio was totally skewed, so and it's pretty much stayed as 

carrier market. I mean, it softened a little bit, began before Covid, softened a little, hadn't gone 

totally back to a shipping market, but it was headed that direction. And then Covid has 

redistributed that balance, it is still the carriers market. But we know, I mean, it's always a 

pendulum at coming back and forth between who we are, whether there's capacity available or 

not available. So that would be the biggest one, especially because the back-to-back hurricane 

events, I don't think our total supply network had fought through like, like we would have other 

disruptions, right? You'd have smaller hurricane events and you'd have equipment stuck on the 

West Coast that needed to be on the East Coast or whatever. And that would usually correct itself 

within two or three weeks. And what was different about that event was the scale of it and where 

all the goods removed. And then just so many companies responding that then caused this big 

influx of the equipment now going to put those Hurricane spots and it was a much longer recovery 

to come out of. And then in conjunction with that, the consumer demand and Amazon effect across 

all supply networks pushing that capacity envelope even prior to that. So, this is kind of a perfect 

storm, so to speak.”[FP80] 

Covid-19 

During the onset of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 was not sure how to proceed. It was acting on a 

daily basis, understanding and mapping the situation according to some protocols and guidelines 

until it learnt how to act properly. As its outbound manager explained, “like within the very first 
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week or two, right? Everyone's reaction, just decide what you do. We immediately wrote our health 

chain if there was a confirmed case and what how we'd respond and within that first week, you 

know, that's when everybody's learning, right? You didn't know what company to call to come to 

do a deeply clean, right? There's definitions of what cleaning is and, but so that was the learning 

curve of what to do so that we had a couple we had one or two buildings where you had an 

employee confirm that we did shut and we shut down production. Even though, Consumer_Mfg2 

had to shut down production, it still could ship products because finished products are kept in a 

separate warehouse, as its manager said, “so, if the confirm cases within the plant on the production 

line, I can still ship outbound factory where I've just got product sitting, right. That's it for us. It's 

separate warehouse. We have a plant and a factory distribution. They're separate warehouses. We 

convey over the product at most buildings. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg2 had to implement a 

protocol following government rules in order to respond to the pandemic situation, accordingly, 

“so, it was again, what our fence post is, what piece of this has to be closed and for how long, 

right? And so, there's protocols and I think they're all driven by a combination of the CDC 

mandates and the state level mandates…here's what you do. Cleaning, how long, et cetera. And 

then of course we do the contact tracing…I think that was really early on in all of this probably 

or, you know, early spring, late spring that we had more of those day to day at this point are now 

there's, it's kind of like being the norm in some ways to go through this protocol”.[FP81] 

To respond to the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound 

manager said that the experience with previous disruptions gave maturity to Consumer_Mfg2 

properly respond, according to her, “with Covid, I feel like we had a better handle of how to 

immediately tie teams together and get like a key action team in place. That as we've had these 

other disruptions over the years where you start, you start to have a process of how to even build 
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disruption and react immediately for, again, from a transportation lens when the hurricane set, I 

mean, we've got data from our 4PL with weather updates, right? What changes for us then was 

tying that problem to an actual order allocation to what buildings affected, to how long is that 

recovery that it became? It was no longer saying I have this weather event that I'm not going to 

have trucks for two weeks. We were able to take it further on that, you know, the key group that 

was reacting at the time to say, you know, daily, here's the very specific order. Here is the very 

specific trade partner. Here's where we'll have the Recovery. Here's what's at risk. And I think and 

that, that carried through in smaller events on much smaller scale than now at Covid that we've 

been much, we've got technologies change too, your availability to create dashboards and Tableau 

views and all this other stuff continues to mature so very quickly within this Covid response we got 

real time visuals of where we have Covid cases that are confirmed in the network and at different 

levels, whether it's at the plant at a regional or local distribution and whether that shutting things 

down where it will to overlay that with government. But all of that is probably not only in evolution 

of our own reaction to our maturity with using these various tools to then have the visualization 

which makes it much faster to tie things together and actually know what you need to act”. 

Additionally, Consumer_Mfg2 seems to learn quite fast, since its outbound manager said that it 

acquired more data and technology processing maturity after the onset of Covid-19, “that's been 

interesting to see. I think in some of the earlier cases, again, we didn't have the same data maturity, 

technology maturity. In some ways those are good test run.”[FP82] 

For Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager, the supply network disruption caused by the hurricanes 

was much more localized and easier to deal with than that caused by Covid-19, according to her, 

“it was definitely more of a transportation impact for us for the hurricane, we had a couple maybe 

spots where we had a supply constraint, but it never shut down any product category. So, from a 
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supply constraint, we'd still had pretty much full production as that went. And our issue is more 

just on that recovery coming out of it, getting equipment to move and the cost impact to that, right. 

So, we were able to pay for trucks. We didn't have problem getting equipment in the sense of you 

can pay, pay as much as you want if you want a truck…verses with Covid, it's our entire supply 

network. You know, it's a global scale. We knew, I know that our teams, I mean, I casually had 

heard about something in December, I suppose, because of course we have manufacturing and 

distribution globally. And so, there is stuff coming for our products. We manufacture about 80, 

85% of our finished goods that sold in North America are built in North America. But of course, 

the components are coming from a global supply network. So, we knew stuff was on the water and 

where that was and had already that kind of supply discussions of how this might impact us prior 

to like it really becoming a US big deal. And we certainly saw that in our production availability 

and because we manufacture within the country compared to our competitors, have a lot of imports 

of their finished products. They had stuff stuck on the water-based. So, basically, we had different 

timing of when our availability became an issue compared to our competitors. So, we had stock at 

the beginning of this, our components then dried up. So, we had this low of creating an issue at 

that same time, our competitors then have their equipment arriving with their finished goods, that 

they were able to take some market share because of availability”.[FP83] 

Resource metabolism 

For Consumer_Mfg2 critical resources include elements that support monitoring where stocks are 

in the supply network. According to its outbound manager, “we have, of course, our plan of when 

we're going to move those stocks. And if we can't get equipment now that plans delayed, so then 

once we do move, it becomes even more critical. So, we have a lot of work around visibility and 
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knowing where it is in transit that I think played into a big piece of this. And in our service network 

part of the business.”[FP84] 

Another critical resource to deal with the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19 was 

money, as Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager explained, “during all of this, I heard, so the 

service network leverages a lot of small mom and pop kind of services across the country, right. 

So, they've been trained to be a Consumer_Mfg2’s preferred service or because they've had 

whatever training or whatnot, but they're small companies. I know that there is some monetary, 

say, something given to some of those suppliers if they met certain criteria, it keeps them available, 

right? Because their businesses structure and being able to get out there, they are there to typing 

in small business owner to necessarily make it through all the shut down. So, we did I know that 

we pushed money out to the service network just to help keep as those players out there and out 

there for once we get through this recovery.”[FP85] Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager gave 

another example of resource mobilization in the opportunity window, as she said, “I do know like 

or from a manufacturing perspective, they were immediate to put best practices in place and put, 

you know, the temperature checks in place and protocol in place. It was immediately rolled out 

within days across the whole supply network to say, this is what we're operating to. So, I think 

we're very fast at that reaction”.[FP86] 

Furthermore, Consumer_Mfg2 mobilized its current set of resources to deal with a supply network 

disruption, as its outbound manager said, “I don't know, again, like a transportation lens. I don't 

know if we did anything differently other than using the tools that we have of knowing where the 

equipment is, knowing who the carriers are, knowing who to leverage, we did monitor and 

continue to monitor if there is an issue recently, if we had capacity issues related to Covid or shut 

down”. [FP87] 
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Supply network plasticity 

Consumer_Mfg2 saw a shift on demand during Covid-19 due to new consumer behaviors and 

essentiality of businesses, forcing an increase in production levels, as its outbound manager said, 

“now we're ramping up and most of our plants are pumping out well over a 100% of their capacity, 

some are at 120 or more right now. And we still don't think we're going to get out of our backward 

or position so late Q1 because there's a huge swing and like who are our customer base, right? 

You've had your Home Depot's and your big repairs stores were considered essential and people 

being home and that was where you could go get an appliance versus we had our small mom and 

pop stores and our builder channels, and those things all had a huge slowing. So, we have this 

huge shift in just our trade, our customer profile of who had the demand and who didn't. So, we 

got Home Depot, for example, is way, way up. And we've got these other guys way, way down. But 

our total market right now our biggest challenges that supply, we just keep. We can't ship them as 

fast as we make them as fast as possible.”[FP88] 

In this vein, Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager gave a personal example of how new consumer 

behaviors affected Consumer_Mfg2’s supply network, “Consumer_Mfg2 they furloughed 

everyone in North America one weekend in April, one week in May, before coming our way. And 

then we had a reorg, you know, they did a bunch of early retirement. Had a reorg early July that 

during my second weak furlough and may Where are you know, like I can't I literally cannot log 

in or look at anything. My husband was all riled up. He's like I'm going to get a freezer with all 

the news reports about the meat supply network. And I said, I don't think that's a good idea. I know 

we don't have any freezers. I can't look or tell you, but I don't think it's a good idea. And he, he 

can log in as my husband, he approaches that we still have this damn freezer and it's a point of 

contention in our household. He's like, you know, this is not the time to put my neck out and try 
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and get you a freezer should be ordering a freezer when I tell you that…and I mean, freezers are 

not a high demand product category. But right now, of course they are.”[FP89] 

An important supply network element that helped Consumer_Mfg2 deal with the disruption caused 

by Covid-19 was the long-term relationship developed with carrier companies. According to 

Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager, “we ship all modes for finished goods. We're primarily 

going to be truckload intermodal or box card. We have a small portion of LTL, but that's not going 

to move a needle for us shipping our pumping out thousands of units each day, but so we've had a 

lot of strategy over the last five years and I'm sure even longer than that. But this whole super 

choice concept, the whole partnership concept, in the past two or three years, we tried to put, we 

have put in place long term agreements under and that move with our transportation carriers, that 

move with an index to adjust the rate instead of having an annual negotiation. Under the idea, we 

need to be the best partner to one another because we'll both be successful over the best 

partnership. This has been kind of where the rubber meets the road of who's going to show up and 

participate and continue to give us the capacity”.[FP90] 

Even though, Consumer_Mfg2 has faced some challenges related to outbound capacity allocation, 

as its outbound manager explained, it could successfully manage the situation due to its operation 

size, “so in the beginning of the year when we were really soft or during Covid when we didn't 

have supplies, so, I didn't have that many shipments. My rail allocation was dropped. Which means 

as we've come out of this, to peak seasons for every ship or regardless of Covid, right? Or in peak 

season at this time of the year. We're now having these huge discussions. Not quite 

arguments…because we can't even get our intermodal providers where we're using that real asset, 

can't give us more equipment because the railroad doesn't give us more equipment. And it's tied 

back to not only a cost conversation, but the entire logic of how they give us that allocation. And 
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we ship a huge amount of rail where we are in the top three, I think top three northbound rail users 

across automotive, another large manufacturer. So, we have a huge amount of that rail presence. 

That's been a real challenge for us to just get equipment, which then turns us to the over-the-road 

stuff and getting that kind of supplier and place it in our teams from a factory outbound so that 

those stock moves”.[FP91] 

Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager mentioned that the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19 brought small functional demands to her supply network, as she mentioned “we initially 

had plenty of inventory in our supply network that we're able to push a lot of inventory to them. So 

initially we, we were able to send more goods to the people that were open. Others close, that also 

shifted inventory, right? That we have maybe more available to send. And then we have this low 

and now thing. A lot of most of our things are back open, right? So, I don't think we actually behave 

differently, was just the circumstances allowed us to send them the products until we basically 

when we didn't run out, but till we run out our total supply position. And then we're just coming 

back, as the orders come online. I think the priorities story mean we haven't we have not changed 

how we prioritize across our various types of customers, right? The, those rules when changes 

because they shut down for a little bit, just their demand patterns of change. And we've been able 

to flex that through to other groups”.[FP92] 

Other additional new functional demands Consumer_Mfg2 had include contracting new service 

providers for cleaning and sanitization procedures, as its outbound manager said “I suspect we 

ended up contracting some type of cleaning service because initially that cleaning was just 

whoever you can get in the door that knows how to meet this requirement. I would suspect now 

we're at a point that we've got a strategy around that type of service…we have figured out how to 

bring that in-house appropriately following the guidelines, right?  
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Moreover, Consumer_Mfg2 developed and started producing a new equipment called PAPR, 

which is a suit that filters the air to reduce the spread of Covid-19, “I know we created, our 

engineering team created what's called a PAPR equipment. Basically, like a whole suit that filters 

its own air…we built those in our own design labs and, uh, and then send them out to the local, a 

couple of hospitals that with across the country, but where are our manufacturing is. So, they had 

an equipment that filters its own air and then you don't have to have all that distancing.” This 

equipment was sent to hospitals and other partners, as Consumer_Mfg2’s outbound manager said, 

“it went through FDA approval, went through all the approval channels. We sent them to local 

hospitals.”[FP93] 

Supply network outcomes 

Operational efficiency 

Consumer_Mfg2 had an increase in its productivity during the supply network disruption as its 

outbound manager said, “our production capacity we are outperforming ourselves and our plan 

in terms of the total output of units…I do know like or from a manufacturing perspective, they were 

immediate to put best practices in place. So, I think we're very fast at that reaction”. 

Operational costs 

Procurement costs went up as Consumer_Mfg2 mentioned, “from a transportation perspective, 

it's definitely changed… costs are up”. 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery reliability got worse, but its outbound manager explains that this metric is more a matter 

of aligning expectations so that Consumer_Mfg2 could improve delivery reliability with its 

partners, as its outbound manager said, “it is worse because of that supply constraint in terms of 
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transportation supply constraint. So, we're delayed from our plan and then we're supplementing 

with carriers that may not be the best service provider because we can just get the truck right. So, 

we've definitely seen a huge, a large drop in our performance metrics, I would say, as it relates to 

transportation on time. Our metrics as it relates to what we call on time to promise, the date we 

told the customer we're going to arrive. Usually, they can't get that date unless we have the supply. 

It's a key, but that has not shifted one way or the other. So, we're still able to execute even we're 

dropping in that transportation lag of it. We're still executing within the warehouse and the 

outbound and hit that, that other target with the customers feeling. Within all that though, there's 

been a lot of tolerance. Like I think it's probably every organization because of just the everyone’s 

sentiment around all this. This is a time of upheaval. We've, I think every organization has had 

some version of furloughs or layoffs or re-org or whatever. So, it's also allowed us a lot, I would 

say more liberties to have different conversations with trade partners. So, when the past where 

they would expect showing up every day, they now are much more open to a conversation about 

I'm going to show up twice a week instead. And so that's and we I wouldn't say we're in 

appropriately taken advantage of that, but we're taking advantage of the circumstances to change 

the conversation. There is no longer just about sales, making the customer happy. It's saying, okay, 

we all lived through this. Here's what's going to make us all more successful and more predictable. 

So, can we make this change now?…this makes sense that we don't have to be perfects. Let's have 

that conversation. Or here's the scenario that out I will promise to be perfect, but I'm only going 

to do this once a week, five times a week, whatever that is.”. 

Consumer_Dist2: Manager 

Consumer_Dist2 is a more than 50-year-old Brazilian retailer and one of the largest e-commerce 

in Brazil with 26,370 employees and US$4.5 billion in revenue in 2018. It has more than 1,000 
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stores and 17 distribution centers. Its online operations offer more than 4 million products sold 

through its marketplace platform. It operates “offline” through its physical stores, and online 

through its App (digital platform). 

We talked with the Commercial Planning & Supply Director at Consumer_Dist2. He has 15 years 

of experience in big retailers and 5 years at Consumer_Dist2, focusing mainly on digitalization of 

the supply network. In his position, success means to understand the business, sales and critical 

KPIs. Another critical element is the teamwork, as Consumer_Dist2’s manager said, “here at 

Consumer_Dist2, we have a saying: help the team win…the teamwork is more important than any 

KPI”. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager mentioned that he had faced several earthquakes in Chile when he 

was the supply network manager for the biggest Chilean retailer. He specifically talked about the 

2010-earthquake that stopped the whole retailer’s operations, as he said, “we had an earthquake, 

8.8 degrees, it was one of the biggest earthquake in history and I was working as a supply network 

manager in the biggest supermarket company in Chile. Everything stopped with an earthquake 

8.8”. He said that Covid-19 caused a similar disruption affecting many points of his supply 

network, according to him, “it happened, the same thing, like Covid-19 now in this last year right. 

Well, when the Covid started our suppliers have supply networks starting in China right, I mean 

our biggest supplier is Samsung, they bring component from China, so the impact was very, very 

strong”[FP94]. 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager responded to the supply network disruption caused by the 2010-

earthquake by implementing bold projects that would not be thought of if the earthquake had not 
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happened, according to him, “in that time we were thinking about daily frequency to supply the 

store, I mean intraday you know, two or three times in a day to delivery products to the stores, that 

was not a project, but our main distribution center stopped, so we did not have a distribution 

center to deliver products to the stores right, so we started new mini-distribution centers very fast 

with no structure…So, we delivered with smaller trucks daily to the stores. We put suppliers 

delivering directly in stores to shorter the time to deliver, right and that project was so crazy, I 

mean, you didn't do that in a normal situation. And I think that again the crisis put you under 

pressure and you have to do something that you believe in a normal situation that is not possible, 

but in a crisis is possible and you have to do it. Now I mean that everything continues right. In the 

case of earthquake of Chile, the mini-distribution centers only the little stores maintained that kind 

of supplying, but daily delivery, two or three times per day continues”.[FP95] 

Covid-19 

For Consumer_Dist2, the disruption caused by Covid-19 was completely unanticipated and 

unexpected, mainly from the demand side. Accordingly, after the government mandate stores to 

be shut down in order to stop the spread of the virus, the demand behaved differently, as he said, 

“we were expecting that the demand would decrease after closing the stores right, but it was the 

opposite, was an explosion of the demand and no one expected that”.[FP96] 

Resource metabolism 

Once Consumer_Dist2 realized the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, its CEO started 

mobilizing top suppliers, according to Consumer_Dist2’s manager, “with the beginning of the 

Covid, we knew that the supply network was impacted right, so our CEO took the lead and he 

called all the CEOs of the top 25 suppliers and we put all our resources to work in that”.[FP97] 
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Consumer_Dist2 acquired some companies to speed up the development of capabilities that were 

crucial to respond to the supply network disruption. According to its manager, “we bought some 

companies to delivery faster in the last mile…we will put more resources to resolve the point of 

groceries, some technology. Well, how I say, now we are more online than offline in sales right, 

we are the biggest e-commerce in Brazil now. So, we bought some companies to improve our 

forecast algorithm. And now we are looking for the position, the location of the client and because 

we have an APP, a very strong APP to sell, right, and our strategy is in the APP, the application 

right, so we are using all the information that we have in that APP and we bought some companies 

to process that information to improve our sales, our marketing, our supply. In the start of the 

Covid crisis, we detected that grocery was very important for us to keep clients in our APP because 

the frequency of the sales in groceries is higher than home appliances. So, we put the category on, 

we are one of the biggest e-commerce in grocery too...we did everything with our labs, we have a 

very strong area to develop a technology and it was very fast, we focused on and in one month we 

had everything…and the growth was very, very strong”.[FP98] 

Supply network plasticity 

Consumer_Dist2’s supply network has implemented some changes after the disruption caused by 

Covid-19 led more by partners than by Consumer_Dist2, causing positive impacts along the supply 

network, as its manager said, “for supplier change more you know first, for example, for furniture 

supplier and they change the way to buy component and Samsung is changing his supply network 

from China and putting effort to support his manufacturing in India…our suppliers are changing 

a lot of things, you know…the lead times of delivery are shorter and because they are changing 

things you know and it's very good for us”.[FP99] 
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After the outbreak of Covid-19, Consumer_Dist2 accelerated its project of selling groceries online, 

developing new partnerships to attend more consumers, as its manager said, “in the middle of the 

crisis, last year we started to sell supermarket products, I mean, groceries, right, so Nestle, 

Unilever and PepsiCo, AMBEV, the biggest beer beverage supplier in Brazil and in the world 

right”. Consumer_Dist2 accelerated this project due to a change of consumer behavior that started 

to focus more on online purchases. To successfully implement this project, Consumer_Dist2 began 

sharing more information with its main suppliers, according to its manager, “we started that kind 

of project, you know, and I think sharing information was very, very important, it's now one of the 

biggest strategy to, I mean, to work with your supplier, to understand the new demand and the new 

client, you know, our sales. Before the Covid crisis, the sale participation of the stores, the physical 

store was bigger than that of the online sales, now it's the opposite, and that was a thing that we 

are working now with them, it is another client, different, so that was very, very important to work 

with suppliers to reduce the impact of the stock out in the supply network”.[FP100] 

Covid-19 led Consumer_Dist2 to fix daily operational problems it has faced with suppliers. 

Accordingly, Consumer_Dist2 worked closely with Consumer_Mfg2 to deal with shipping and 

delivering problems, according to Consumer_Dist2’s manager, “I think that was the most 

important thing, okay, and when, in a normal situation we have some operations problem, you 

know normal operation problems, no-shows in distribution centers. Here in Brazil is very common 

to have problems with the invoices because the taxes are very different in the different States, you 

know. So, it's very complex to work with that, so it's very normal to have problems with the 

reception processing in the distribution center. And we lose hours trying to fix the invoice to 

receive the products right, another problem such as booking, a lot of time to book a truck. So, the 

first thing that we did with Consumer_Mfg2 is to fix the problem, I mean, we cannot have problem 
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with operational things in the normal situation right, we cannot lose time with that, so we create 

some committees with them to fix the problems and started to plan the demand together. And that 

improved our results…we are very good now and then we have committees to share information 

to plan a demand for the next week right, and the same things with Samsung, we are sharing our 

sales online. They can send a proposal to distribute products in the stores and we accept that, the 

proposals, you know and with distribution center we have a problem to allocate the right product 

in the right distribution center, more than 1,000 stores, so they are trying to help us to allocate the 

products in the right place, the right time”.[FP101] 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager deemed this collaboration crucial for the whole supply network 

successfully navigate in a crisis period, accruing long-lasting positive effects. According to him, 

“it is absolutely very, very important, I mean, when you are in a supply network, you are not alone 

you are part of the supply network. So, we have to help the team win, you know, I mean, my goal 

is to sell more and suppliers, the same and we are trying to help everyone to achieve his goals and 

that will be the normal scenario, you know, I mean collaboration, sharing information to work 

together and in working Home Office too it's very easy to put everyone in our call, and you can 

plan, you can talk…that kind of technology is helpful to strengthen the relationship with the 

supplier, you know. We have daily video calls with our suppliers to talk about the day you know 

well, today we are receiving 100 trucks of Samsung in a different place, in that we have problem. 

It is like one company, you know. To solve the problem it's so easy, so fast. Absolutely very 

important and we are keeping that kind of relation now. We are in the crisis but we will continue, 

you know”.[FP102] 

To attend the online market, Consumer_Dist2 has improved its infrastructure, as its manager said, 

“for us, the impact was not very bad because before the pandemic we were 30%, 40% of online 
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sales participation, now it is more than 60%, and we have the infrastructure to manage, you know, 

now we change a little our distribution center. The store is a very important component in our 

suppliers to delivery and we change a little the area, the storage inside the store, right, we now 

will have more storage area, you know we are changing the store layout for that kind of operation, 

you know and we have a lot of click and collect. So, we had an important space in store with 

furniture now we reduced that area and we have more storage space”. Additionally, 

Consumer_Dist2 has improved its logistic area, as its manager said, “the logistic is working with 

the store closer than before, we are putting warehouse management system to control the stock in 

the store, this is not very common, but we have to do now, because the volume of the orders is very 

big and in the stores to delivery for the client, so we have to change some power of the logistics 

infrastructure, but we have that, now we accelerate and grow with that.”[FP103] 

These movements were crucial to support a strategy that focuses on delivering and shipping from 

the stores. According to Customer_Dist2’s manager, “in case of Consumer_Dist2 the delivery and 

the shipping from the store is one of the biggest strategy to grow up in e-commerce. Normally e-

commerce with delivery from distribution centers is very expensive and when we ship from the 

store the delivery costs is very, very good, I mean so very important strategy. So, for our 

growth…we are trying to open more stores in regions that we need that kind of delivery, so 

normally you continue with that idea”. 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Although Consumer_Dist2’s manager thinks that the next few months will be harder, he has 

positive expectations due to how Consumer_Dit2 emerged from the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. According to him, “well, we are expecting this year, maybe, it will be a little 
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harder than the last year, but I think we are stronger like I say, we created a big efficiency with 

that crisis period, and we are record, you know”. 

Operational efficiency 

Operational efficiency has improved, according to Consumer_Dist2’s manager, “to have more 

than 50% of the delivery shipping from the store is an incredible efficiency, I mean we have big 

savings in logistic costs with that, I mean big saving, so we are more efficient than before, that's 

an example. Inventory, we are more efficient with inventory. Before the Covid crisis, we had two 

areas to manage the business: online and offline, separated. Now we are one area and now I am 

controlling the online and the offline, the commercial director manage the online and the offline. 

We did a big reorganization looking for that and we had the inventory before the crisis separated, 

we had online stock and offline stock, separated absolutely separated. Now is one, though. So, we 

are more efficient with inventory, we reduced the inventory on hand 15%, 20%. The same process 

and we have only one stock for every sale, for any sale in any channel”. 

Operational costs 

Operational costs have worsened for Consumer_Dist2 after the supply network disruption caused 

by Covid-19, according to its manager, “well, I think the problems in supply are increasing the 

cost of shipping from China, the shipping in Brazil or other countries here in South America and 

the cost of product is increasing. The dollar for the economy in Brazil is very important and we 

bought a lot of things in dollar, so all the supply network is more expensive than before”. 

Delivery reliability 

Although Consumer_Dist2 faced some delivery problems, it could accrue positive effects after 

responding to the supply network disruption, according to its manager, “we had problem with the 
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delivery reliability, our KPI, we have a KPI of clients, NPS. And the client put a score for our 

delivery time. All the things that is important for clients. And that KPI reduced a lot and it was 

very bad for us, because that is one of the most important things that we see here. After that we 

put the things in order, and now we are stronger than before in all that aspect, I mean delivery, 

demand, forecast and I think the crisis was very good because it was an exercise that you know 

you have a lot of effort to do something and now you're more prepared for the next thing you know, 

so now we are very secure…and again, we are the biggest e-commerce…and we have a big 

responsibility for that, and that is a very important thing…so, we are better now, we are doing 

very well”.[FP104] 

Emergent topics 

A crucial element that helped Consumer_Dist2’s response to the supply network disruption caused 

by Covid-19 was government subsidy that in Brazil was called “Corona Voucher”. According to 

him, “it was very important for the economy, for the demand, to keep the country moving, you 

know, it was absolutely important, very important for us, for the economy…it was absolutely 

important for the Brazilian economy, for us, anything in the world, you know, the government put 

a lot of money in the economy in I think, that increase of demand it was. People bought TVs and 

iPhone, for example, in the middle of the Covid crisis, we had an out-of-stock of iPhone, we have 

zero iPhone, we sold everything in August, Apple in the United States too, they had a big stock-

out of products because demand increased insane, was insane, I mean”.[FP105] 

Consumer_Supp3: Manager 

Consumer_Supp3 is a 30-year-old packaging company that produces yearly 1 billion of packages 

to its customers, being one of the biggest packaging companies in Brazil. It has 1,100 employees 

and operations in 7 Brazilian states. Future plans comprise new operational plants in Argentina, 
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Colombia and Mexico. In 2020, sales increased by 30% year over year. According to the 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager, it has been a tremendous year. 

We talked with Consumer_Supp3’s head of sales who has worked for Consumer_Supp3 for the 

last 17 years, working in areas, such as supply network management, production and sales. He is 

at Consumer_Supp3 since the beginning of the relationship between Consumer_Supp3 and 

Consumer_Mfg3, started in 2004. Consumer_Mfg3 is the 4th Consumer_Supp3’s customer in 

terms of revenue. For Consumer_Supp3’s manager, some key successful factors are improving 

business through sales and a close relationship with customers to solve supplying issues. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Supp3 diversifies its customer base as way to mitigate negative effects from supply 

network disruptions. According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, “maybe 15 years ago, when you 

have, when you look for clients, we had one specific clients, like Unilever that had 70% of total 

sales for us. So, 70% of all sales for Consumer_Supp3 was from Unilever. What's the problem? 

The problem is, when you have a problem with Unilever, I don't know what the problem. It's very 

huge problem for Consumer_Supp3 because we probably broke, if we lost the business with 

Unilever, for example. And then now from ten years, we have different segments and we prepare, 

for example, now Unilever represents just 30% for our sales, it is not because we lost Unilever, 

but because we increased our sales with other clients.” This customer diversification helped 

Consumer_Supp3 to better handle the disruption caused by Covid-19 because while some 

customers stopped all the orders, others increased orders of supplies from Consumer_Supp3 more 

than offsetting negative impacts. As he said, “So this year we have a big opportunity with some 

clients to supply some products for alcohol or other things.” 
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By the same token, Consumer_Supp3 diversifies industry segments, as Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager said, “[F106]So, first of all, we didn’t stop supplying. All operations are continuous in this 

pandemic. What's the difference in Consumer_Supp3 and some other competitors. 

Consumer_Supp3 is in different segments. We supply today for oil lubricants, yogurts, homecare, 

personal care, and beauty, and specific business in agribusiness.”[F107] 

Consumer_Supp3 has faced two high-impact supply network disruptions in the last two years 

(2019 and 2018). In 2018, it faced the disruption caused by the truck drivers’ strike and in 2019 it 

faced the disruption caused by a plant fire in the main supplier of resin. Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager mentioned that Consumer_Supp3 responded to the lack of resin in two ways. First, it 

looked for alternative or back-up suppliers. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “We have a 

specific to do for our team in R&D team. Or we have now we need to, to have back up for all 

materials. So now we have a, because now we have a problem with other things. We don't have 

that cartoon (cardboard) in the market. So, we need to change very fast for plastic bag. And then 

again, we're not prepared again. So now we have a situation where you have to do in all our R&D 

team so for all material, we have, we need to have a backup, for all material.” And second, it 

approached customers to develop innovations or alternative plans to deal with the lack of resin. 

According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, “this interesting situation because at the same time 

these, we have innovation with Consumer_Mfg3: Ajax Multiuso. This is a big product in 2018 for 

innovation. And then if you don't have resin, you don’t production, we need to create one situation 

with the client. We take some resin from other suppliers to a specific moment to production here 

in Brazil and then supply for him…we worked together first of all, for creating other resin.”[F108] 

Covid-19 
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Consumer_Supp3 did not anticipate that Covid-19 would have some negative effects on the beauty 

segment, for example, and positive effects on home care products.[F109] On the one hand, 

companies in the beauty segment, such as Avon, Boticario and Consumer_Mfg4 completely 

stopped orders during the worse period of Covid-19. According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, 

“these clients stopped 100% operations for us for three months. So, since April, May, and June, 

we stop 100 percent we didn't supply nothing for this specific clients.” On the other hand, customer 

in the home care sector increased the demand of packages, according to Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager, “we are improved business with Unilever, P&G and Consumer_Mfg3 because these are 

specific products in homecare. So, these businesses had a lot of increase. Other thing we didn't 

supply since 20 years before us today. For example, alcohol liquid alcohol. So, this year we had a 

big opportunity with some clients to supply some products for alcohol or other things, we had and 

did one more thing. In this year. When we have one big problem, we have a lot of big 

opportunities.” 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager thinks that after Covid-19, the peak in demand due to the Corona 

Voucher (Brazilian money subsidy) will decrease but not as the same level as before. Additionally, 

he said that Consumer_Supp3 will have more products after Covid-19. As he said, “We don't know 

what happens next year when this pandemic is finished, but we imagine we have a reduction in 

demand but it is not like the demand before the pandemic. When we compare March this year 

before the pandemic, and, March, the next year, I think we have more products than we had 

before.” 

Resource metabolism 

Consumer_Supp3 could quickly respond to the increased demand for some products due to its 

excess capacity. For every new business, Consumer_Supp3 start it with a 20% more capacity, so 
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when demand goes up, it can quickly ramp up production. Additionally, Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager said that Consumer_Supp3 uses pre- or standard forms of packages to better use 

machines’ capacity, offering products that are cheaper than competitors’. As he said, “we have a 

kick-off the project. We have a demand. And then when they had a demand, we prepare our 

production for these demand. But we have 20% more capacity, then start the demand. This is when 

we have, these, are these when we started the business, we start with these 20% more capacity. 

What is this? So, we have a condition to supply you 20% more than you defined when you start a 

business…we approach some clients like Danone. And then we have here our opportunity for a 

standard product. And then I have the opportunity to supply you with a low price, for example. So, 

it is better for me and better for you because your products a standard product. And then for me 

it's a standard preform in the market, I have a capacity for, for supply you. And then I have, we 

have price for compete with our competitors. So, let start these business in this pandemic for this 

is an increase result for you and for us, we have these two situations, we increase sales about 

homecare, and personal care, and we increase sales in this year with innovation with other clients, 

that we don't have a supply before.”[F110] 

Supply network plasticity 

Consumer_Supp3 tends to innovate using old machines or existing products. In doing so, it can 

extend the operational life of machines making innovation cheaper. In this vein, Consumer_Supp3 

does not face the trade-off between cost and innovation, contrarily, as it innovates costs go down 

and margins go up. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “What happens is that for us, it's cheaper 

to use this machine for a new product than to use for the current product. Because we can create 

the price without depreciation when you looked your costs, or the P&L. When we take off the 

depreciation, for example, we are, we are more competitive than the other competitors, right? So, 
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we have an interesting situation because sometimes for us innovation is cheaper than the current 

product. So, we have this period in the pandemic. We create solution with these specific machines. 

And then we had opportunities to, to, to use cash just for a new mode, just some new type of 

machines. We don't need to buy a new machine. And then this machine is totally depreciated in 

our system, right. So, when we have this situation, we learn about that because we hadn't, 

sometimes you'd have a situation resolved. The innovation is cheaper than maintaining some 

products.”[F111] 

For the supply network disruption caused by the fire plant at Braskem, Consumer_Supp3 worked 

closely with one of its main customer to develop a new type of resin in order to rely less on 

suppliers. According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, “we worked together first of all, for creating 

other resin”.[F112] 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager mentioned that Consumer_Supp3 had a problem with resin (raw-

material) during the pandemic due to an increase in its price. Consumer_Supp3, then, came up 

with an innovation to reduce the weight of one of its customers’ package in order to reduce the 

resin costs (it composes 40% of the costs of a package). This reduction in weight was aligned with 

the customer and at the end, the costs of resin per package (bottle) was reduced and 

Consumer_Supp3’s margin was increased. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “now, we need 

to, to create solutions to have a saving for our clients. For example, when we started the business 

(with a major customer), there is one bottle in this bottle has 36 grams. So, when we have the 

situation, we try to reduce this grams. For example, yesterday we send the test for these product, 

we've got 32 grams. We have a loss. We have lost four grams is a huge impact on the cost for this 

product. Imagine, when you compose the costs 40% is for resin. If you reduce this weight, we have 

a directly impact on the cost. So, we take the cost maintaining our margin, but reduce the cost. 
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This a better situation because we have a saving. We don't take our margin. And one other thing 

is our client is very happy because we can imagine we have a pandemic, we have a lot of problems 

and we are supplying. We had a problem with resin, a box. We have improved the cost. And then 

now you are a purchase manager (for this major customer), you present for your company, “hello, 

everybody! I have a saving here with my supplier”. So, it's a wonderful situation.”[F113] This way 

to propose solutions to problems strengthened the relationship between Consumer_Supp3 and its 

major customer, as Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “When we do this, probably we have more 

two years of contract. So, we present but of course, we present on savings, but okay. I help you, 

but I like more contract, to increase our contract.”[F114] 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager mentioned that a new product launch was the bottle for hand-

sanitizers. Due to the bureaucracy of its major customer, Consumer_Supp3 proposed to use an 

existing bottle used other product as the bottle for hand sanitizers. In this way, customer and 

supplier would gain speed to the market. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “This product is a 

white bottle. So, what are our proposal for {this major customer}? Take the master bed. Master 

bed is like a paint, so take the master bed, so uses your package without the master bed. And then 

use this bottle for one new product. So, we had or the same bottle with other products in your 

company. So, we proposed to {major customer}, “…what do you think about if you use the same 

bottle? Just take off the master bed, and then use this bottle for alcohol. It’s nice, is good. Let's try 

so. We have a successful and then now we have a two products {for this major customer} with the 

same bottle.[F115] 

According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, Consumer_Supp3 has the same pool of customers, but 

the demand from these customers has changed mainly for two reasons. First, Corona Voucher has 

given more purchase power to consumers who are buying more expensive products. Second, since 
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people are working at home and children were not going to school, there was a change in the kind 

of packages of products they consume. For instance, at home people tend to buy bigger packages 

that present a higher cost-benefit, instead of buying smaller packages for children take to 

school.[F116] 

For Consumer_Supp3’s manager, the relationship between Consumer_Supp3 and its major 

supplier has strengthened after Covid-19. This was mostly because Consumer_Supp3 could 

respond to demands of packages from this customer. According to him, “It is so unbelievable. We, 

we have more points with Consumer_Mfg3 because of this. We are now the complete supplier, 

right? So, imagine that every time we had a situation is when they decide they would need a specific 

supply, we use, our quality or capacity relationship, commercial relationship it is not only price, 

and supply. So, everybody has these. So of course, we have more quality than other competitors, 

but sometimes the same situation. So, when we had one situation, when we had a differentiation, 

like we had, of course, we are closer than we were before the pandemic. I think when finishing this 

pandemic our relationship with {major customer} is improved. And now we have more capacity 

to take more business, than we had.”[F117] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Consumer_Supp3 has increased by 30% in 2020. According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, it 

has been a great year for the business. In his words, “we grow up a lot. It is an unbelievable year, 

we grow up. 30% percent, it is a lot. Next year is a big year for us.” 

Operational efficiency 
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Specific machines that are very expensive (just for beauty products stopped), but diversity of 

segments helped to maintain other machines working in full capacity. Then, a lot of use for some 

machines and a complete stoppage for others. 

Operational costs 

Currency has increased procurement costs (1USD - R$4 after Covid-19 1USD - R$6). As 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager pinpointed, “the problem is to increase cost and have a decrease in 

demand. So, this is a situation, it's a very huge situation. We have a lot of problems. Specifically, 

with Consumer_Mfg4, Boticario and Avon is a very big problem. And then we need to negotiation. 

We need discussions. It's not easy because you can open spot, but in real life like that.” 

Delivery reliability 

Some problems with occupation for trucks (LTL) but in other situations delivery went better 

(FTL). In general, delivery costs improved during Covid-19. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, 

“our delivery, we have some problems with occupation of trucks because when you have a big 

demand, we need to send the truck not totally full. So, it's a problem for us. That's it. And we have 

a good situation because the price for diesel is low. And then we had we had huh, we have a 

different situation. We low price and increase demand, it’s wonderful. So, delivery this year is very 

good for us. And delivery represents almost 40% about the costs.” 

Emergent topics 

Consumer_Supp3 did not stop running during the pandemic (Essential business). Additionally, 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager mentioned the fact that people at home become more worried about 

taking care of their homes, consuming more home care products, which Consumer_Supp3 supply 
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packages. As he said, “we didn’t stop supplying. All operations are continuous in this 

pandemic.”[F118] 

Consumer_Supp4: Manager 

Consumer_Supp4 is a 33-year-old Brazilian packaging company focused on carton board 

packages. It is considered one of the biggest packaging companies in Brazil, having 800 employees 

and a production capacity of 78,000 tons per year distributed in two factories. Additionally, it uses 

two warehouses to store raw materials and finished packages. In 2020, ConsumerSupp4 did an 

investment of $10 million dollars focused on new machinery in order to increase process 

automation. Among its customers are companies in the food and personal care segments, which 

were considered essential businesses during Covid-19. One of the Consumer_Supp4’s main 

customer is Consumer_Mfg3. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, it represents roughly 

50% of total Consumer_Supp4’s sales. 

We talked with one of the Consumer_Supp4’s owner and CEO. He graduated from South Carolina 

University in 1989 and has worked at Consumer_Supp4 for the last 31 years. His responsibilities 

include the commercial, supply network and strategy areas. Consumer_Supp4 was founded by the 

current CEO’s father. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager mentioned as a previous supply network disruption the truck drivers’ 

strikes that happened in Brazil in 2018. According to him, this strike caused a high-impact supply 

network disruption. As he said, “suddenly we just didn't have food for our employees”. One of the 

most critical problem was with service providers. Accordingly, the company that provided food to 
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Consumer_Supp4’s employees at the plant would stay without supplies after two days the strike 

began. Since Consumer_Supp4’s employee could only eat at the plant, they would stay without 

food, then operations would have to stop. The other disruption happened at the customer side. 

According to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “we started receiving news from our customers outside 

Sao Paulo big customers like Nestle, like Mondelez…saying to us don't send more materials 

because the factory cannot go anymore, we cannot run anymore”.[FP119] 

The importance of this supply network disruption can be exemplified by what Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager said. Accordingly, “the first thing we did is in my position, I was calling all the directors 

and all my higher contacts on those companies to hear from them, how they see the situation, how 

are they managing the situation and what were their expectations about it and I started made my 

opinion, and the opinion of our customers”.[FP120] However, in general, Consumer_Supp4 

responded to this disruption taking a wait-and-see approach, as Consumer_Supp4’s manager said, 

“there was nothing we could do…I have nothing to do with it. Then we told everybody, all the 

employees, the managers and everybody, tomorrow we are on holiday. So, it lasted like seven or 

eight days, including weekend, we just were on holiday”.[FP121] 

Covid-19 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager realized the seriousness of Covid-19 when he saw that some 

employees could not work in mid-March of 2020. According to him, “we just did an analysis, 

everybody who is over 60 everybody's got any illness, everybody's in a risk group…please go 

home, stop working. Stop doing whatever you were doing stop machine stop everything just go 

home”.[FP122] 

Since Consumer_Supp4’s packages supplied the food industry and this segment was deemed 

essential during Covid-19, there was a sense of purpose to keep the business running. According 
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to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “the way I used to look at my wife and my kids at home, and I 

would tell them I will not be home. I need to go there. I need to give an example. I need to show 

the people that we are a team, we are together, we need to be here because if we are home, if we 

close the company…we're going to starve everybody…the ones who work with essential products 

need to have a sense of responsibility, like in a war. Some people need to be there and you know, 

that's the way we try to work”.[FP123] 

Given this scenario, Consumer_Supp4’s manager promptly mobilized critical resources to 

guarantee employees’ safety and business continuity. According to him, “What we did was we 

established a list of procedures so everybody was spread 10 minutes before shifts. So, you know, 

one goes home at 10 before to the other one arrives 10 after two. And we decided how many people 

could be in the restroom at the same time, we decided about the cafeteria, the same thing. We 

decided just one person could sit per time in each table and the cafeteria. So, we spread out in 

order to allow everybody to have their meals, but no more than one person per table. We bought 

our masks to everybody. We bought alcohol gel to everybody. Also, we spread out over the 

company. We forbidden all visit to customers. We forbidden all visits from suppliers…meeting just 

online. So, you know we did it just at the beginning, everything we could, in order not to have any 

situation where a lot of people would be contaminated and I think we were very successful…we 

had probably 30, 40 people with positive”.[FP124] 

For Consumer_Supp4, the supply network disruptions that Covid-19 would cause were completely 

unexpected, mainly due to uncertainties about government decisions. Accordingly, government 

decisions about how to deal with Covid-19 were being taken in a decentralized way, that is, mayors 

could take decisions according to their cities’ specificities. Since Consumer_Supp4 has plants in 

different cities, it could have to shut down a plant where lockdown was put in place even for 
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essential businesses. For instance, Consumer_Supp4’s manager said that “one of the biggest risks 

was totally out of our control…what if the mayor of the city of one of our factories would just wake 

up and say, I don't have enough ICU for every patience. So, everybody locked down”.[FP125] 

Consumer-Supp4’s manager faced two different scenarios during Covid-19. One from mid-March 

until September of 2020 and another from September on. According to him, in the first scenario 

Consumer_Supp4 did not face a supply network disruption because although some customers were 

affected by a decreased demand, others, including Consumer_Mfg3 had a surge in demand, 

offsetting potential losses that Consumer_Supp4 would face. According to him, “with the situation, 

people would not go anymore to restaurants to clubs and they would go and have their meals at 

home and exactly the kind of packaging we do, the packaging for the class who is at home: pizza, 

lasagna, cappuccinos”. 

In the first scenario, Consumer_Supp4’s manager said that he raised the level of inventory for 

some raw materials produced outside Brazil because according to him “for us to keep our 

production, for example, without ink, I cannot produce inks, it comes from outside Brazil. I didn't 

have this problem with paperboard because paperboard is manufactured in Brazil, but uh for items 

that comes from outside, Brazil, the risk was higher”. However, this shortage of imported raw 

material did not happen. According to him, “we were trying to make sure that we would have the 

highest level of inventory…but…until July was unnecessary because nobody ever stopping 

produced for production…we didn't have problems with delivery with shipment. We didn't have 

problems”.[FP126] 

At the customer side, Consumer_Supp4’s manager faced uncertainties too, according to him, 

“Most of our customers…were afraid of having trouble on the purchasing side. They were in fact 
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having trouble on the demand side. So, the demand was very complicated. Nobody knew which 

products would be essential, what would be necessary…”. 

Resource metabolism 

In the second scenario, Consumer_Supp4 mentioned a completely different situation, as he said 

“we have 32 years old of this company. I never saw something like that…we just don't have raw 

material, we just don't have packaging, we just don't have anything… I never saw situation like 

that, it's increasingly getting worse, they are putting quotes to everybody, our suppliers that we 

have contracts, that we have agreements, that are our partners on the last 25 years they just saying 

every day, to us, we don't have enough”. He goes on saying “the thing is that we don't get supplies, 

because the Brazilian market is breaking records historical records on many products ever…we 

are not prepared. People are not prepared. We don't have paperboard, we don't have corrugated, 

we don't have IRA, we don't have plastic, we don't have flexible, we don't have…Oh, I need the 

dictionary to see the raw materials in order to tell you the whole list and then that it's, we're not 

talking about the imported goods. We're talking about the goods manufactured in Brazil”.[FP127] 

This shortage of resources was not anticipated in the beginning of Covid-19, or in the first scenario. 

It seems that Consumer_Supp4’s manager misanalysed the situation by focusing on the wrong raw 

materials at the onset of Covid-19. Accordingly, he said that he was worried about the shortage of 

other raw materials, as he said “the other thing that we did by our decision was we raised the level 

of inventory. So, even though this suppliers would tell me, we are going to be supplying you and if 

we don't have enough to everybody, your company is very important to us. We will deliver to you. 

I was happy to hear that but that would not make me sleep very calm and, you know, because you 

know how things are so what we did was, we raised it”. Consumer_Supp4 followed closely the 

situation for these suppliers, accordingly, “we would monitor daily the situation. Any gossip about 
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they are saying that in Italy, they might have a problem with a pigment, they're saying that in India 

we might have a problem, then we just elevated the inventory at the moment that the news comes 

about…we were trying to make sure that we would have the highest level of inventory necessary 

and possible”. Additionally, “we told our purchase team to be talking almost every day with them 

(international suppliers) to be listening to everything all day and I also myself was talking with 

the higher levels of those companies in order to check if we would have any disruption in 

fact”.[FP128][FP129] 

Taking this into account, Consumer_Supp4 allocated available products to the best customers. 

According to Consumer_Supp4’s manager in a volume negotiation with one of its customers, “so 

all I can do now is allocate those 20,000 (carton boards) between the best customers and even 

though I do that, no one will be happy”. 

Supply network plasticity 

According to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, the second scenario was mainly a cause of the 

government subsidy called Corona Voucher. In his words, “the demand is so high in our scenario 

for most of the problems because of the money that the government is giving to everybody, 600 

reais and the 300 reais those billions of reais…it is making such a mess on the Brazilian economy 

that we have some price increases as off 90%, nine zero, we have suppliers saying that either we 

pay anticipated or they will prefer to sell to others because they just want maximize their 

opportunities”.[FP130] 

In the case of Consumer_Supp4, the shortage of raw material led members to its supply network 

to disagreements and weaker relationships, in some cases. According to Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager, “we are trying to be away from those companies and we are sticking with our partners 

and trying to give the stability to our customers”. At the customer side, Consumer_Supp4’s 
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manager tried to absorb some of the impacts from its suppliers but even to its best customers, he 

has faced challenges to keep the continuous flow of materials, as he said, “the best customers and 

even though I do that, no one will be happy but because everybody wants 50% more. And that's 

true. Because most of our customers are demanding more and then what happens is I need more 

supply of raw material and I'm trying everywhere, but everyone, all the companies are in the same 

situation”. He continues saying, “today, I am spending most of my time making pressure, pressure 

on the directors on the Vice President on those companies.  Remembering them that we have an 

agreement, that we have a contract. But the thing is, we realize it's not time to beat them, if we 

beat it will be worse. If your son does something wrong, you may punish him, but then he is going 

to be crying and desperate and then you're going to keep beating him. You know, you cannot do 

that. You just, you know, you need to talk. It is not easy”.[FP131]  

Additionally, suppliers’ shortage of raw materials led Consumer_Supp4 to negative new functional 

demands. According to him, “we are those people from supply network that takes care of raw 

material. They (Consumer_Supp4’s employees) come early here and they stay here until 7, 8, 9 

PM. They are stressed a lot, they are on their limit of patience. They have to deal with pressure 

because the raw material doesn't arrive. We're going to stop the customer; they will not have how 

to work and the pressure is very high and tough. What we are trying to do is to get from everywhere 

we can…we have more than 50 machines we stay with the machines stopped 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 hours 

waiting the trucks.” In this scenario, imported raw material is not an option, as Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager said, “[FP132]because although we have all this situation, we have an import tax very high. 

will have very high exchange rate at the moment like almost six by one and this makes it not 

reasonable to import”. 
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Even with all these problems, Consumer_Supp4’s manager said that he will continue using the 

same suppliers. According to him, “well, every supplier is like that, we work with four or five with 

all possible in Brazil and all our competitors are on the same situation you have nowhere to move 

to, that's the true.” 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

“My sales are lower my production is lower, my efficiency is lower, but the demand is also lower, 

our customers don't need this more efficient that we are not delivering to them, but they don't need 

that much of our product”. 

Operational efficiency 

Operational efficiency worsened mainly because of Consumer_Supp4’s suppliers. According to 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “well, we are working on our limits now because we're working 24 

hours, seven days a week. Why? because the raw material arrives when they (suppliers) want, not 

when we need it. So, we need to be ready. All the time. We need to have much more setups. Our 

efficiency went down because if we have to produce 1 million packaging and they deliver half 

million, we need to put on our machine half meat and we need a setup costs, we will lose more 

time. We have more losses on the process and then four days later, we need to put again on the 

machine”. 

Operational costs 

Operational costs worsened. 

Delivery reliability 
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Delivery reliability worsened. When we asked Consumer_Supp4’s manager if his delivery 

reliability had worsened because of his problems with suppliers, he said: “Of course. How come 

not? Like I told you, the customer makes an order, I make an order to the supplier, the supplier 

doesn't deliver what I need. Impossible, only if I was God. And that's not one time, that happens 

every day. Every day. Every day. Every day, day after day, and it's not a one month. It started in 

August, September, October is getting worse than in August. So, of course we are not the same 

supply that we were”. 

Consumer_Mfg3: Supply network manager 

Consumer_Mfg3 is a 200-year-old global manufacturing company that produces personal and 

home care products, operating in over 70 countries. Its revenue in 2019 is estimated at US$15.7 

billion and it has around 34,500 employees. Consumer_Mfg3 has many famous brands that are 

market leaders in both, home and personal care segments. In 2020, some of its oral care products 

were considered critical to help fight the spread of Coronavirus as some components would 

effectively handle the virus. Additionally, it has closely worked with organizations, such as World 

Health Organization (WHO), CARE, Save the Children and DHL to increase public awareness 

about Coronavirus and distribute sanitization products around the globe. 

Among companies in the Consumer_Mfg3’s segment, during the crisis unleashed by Covid-19, 

Consumer_Mfg3 was deemed one of the least affected companies by market analysts. This result 

was a direct effect of sales growth during Covid-19, when Consumer_Mfg3 saw a surge in demand 

for its products as a change in consumers’ behavior. As Consumer_Mfg3’s customer manager said, 

for some products the demand was 10 times more than what was expected. 

We talked with Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager who is responsible for one plant in Brazil focused 

on personal care products. He has more than 20 years of experience in supply network 
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management, working for many big companies in different positions. He has worked for 

Consumer_Mfg3 for the last 5 years. In his current position, the main successful factors for this 

SC manager are to have a clear picture of Consumer_Mfg3’s goals, agreements with other 

employees (peers and superiors), chose the right priorities and correctly use the available 

resources, delivering results. In this context, there two main elements that Consumer_Mfg3 

prioritizes, resilience and transformation that drive the SC manager behaviors and decisions. All 

the decisions taken are made as transparent as possible to the whole organization. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager mentioned that supply network disruptions are more and more 

common due to the global operations of Consumer_Mfg3. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC 

manager talked about the high number of SKUs sold in Brazil that depends on suppliers from 

factories located in different countries. Among the supply network disruptions mentioned are 

earthquakes, economic and political issues, and accidents. Talking about a specific previous supply 

network disruption, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager brought the fire accident that hit a plant of 

BASF in Germany. When this accident happened stopping some supplies to Consumer_Mfg3, 

BASF immediately communicated Consumer_Mfg3, which reacted by reaching out to a secondary 

supplier. Another example was the truck drivers’ strike in Brazil in 2018 that stopped the whole 

country for nine days, affecting 80,000 points of sales of Consumer_Mfg3’s operations. [FP133] 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 was perceived in a sequential way according to the locations the pandemic advanced. 

Since Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager works in Brazil, he mentioned that he observed Covid-19 
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starting in China, going to Europe, USA and then Brazil. When the pandemic arrived in Brazil, 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said that it was perceived as a high-impact supply network 

disruption due to the surge in the demand (“It was a huge, big of sales in the retail and that the 

three things most bought in Brazil were rice, beans and soap bar soap, which we produce.”). 

According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, this surge in demand happened because of the 

Corona Voucher (a government subsidy to help poor people that lost their jobs during the 

pandemic). 

The way Covid-19 was perceived as a high-impact disruption was seen too in the way 

Consumer_Mfg3 dealt with the first suspicion case among its employees. According to 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, the first suspicion case was tough because forced 

Consumer_Mfg3 to think about the best way to communicate this suspicion case to more than 

1,000 employees in a transparent way, having Consumer_Mfg3 as a priority to keep operations 

flawless. As mentioned by Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, one of Consumer_Mfg3’s value is 

caring about not only its employees, but also the customers, so they focused on maintaining 

employees safe while they produced hygiene products to customers.[FP134] 

Consumer_Mfg3 responded to the disruption caused by Covid-19 by having a synchronized team, 

involving top-level managers, and early defining a crisis management team. For instance, the 

disruption caused by Covid-19 in Brazil was led by the General Manager and Consumer_Mfg3’s 

SC manager led the efforts in the plant he manages. Among the practices implemented, daily 

communication, seven days a week was one of them. Communication was a key element, going 

“up and down in the same frequency every day.” As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “I have 

met the CEO of my organization every week in groups of 70 people, global groups”. This direct 

communication gave confidence to deal with the pandemic.[FP135] 
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Resource metabolism 

For previous supply network disruption, such as the truck drivers’ strike, Consumer_Mfg3 had 

early on defined a crisis management team. [FP136] 

For Covid-19, top-level employees led the crisis management team. For instance, the general 

manager in Brazil had a decisive role to the success of Consumer_Mfg3 during Covid-19. 

[FP137]According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, the general manager in Brazil realized in 

January of 2020, two months before the pandemic effects arrived in Brazil, that Consumer_Mfg3 

should increase its inventory levels of raw-materials. This movement was crucial for 

Consumer_Mfg3 be able to increase production responding to the demand surge. As 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “in that situation we have decided two things: bring as much 

as you can material and produce as much as you can because you don't know if you need to stop 

if you are going to need to stop later so that there were both decisions related to that in order to 

protect the business.” [FP138] Consumer_Mfg3’s cash availability allowed the general manager to 

take such a decision, protecting Consumer_Mfg3 from supply shortage.[FP139] 

A crucial resource to deal with Covid-19 was the knowledge and experience from peers operating 

in countries where Covid-19 arrived before. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager 

mentioned that he was scared when he did not know what to do in a certain situation, his peer in 

China, who had already faced a similar situation, helped him by sharing his experience and giving 

advices. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said that Consumer_Mfg3 uses its plants 

located in other countries to transfer technology for developing products, “some of them I bring 

from other factors from other countries because we start small, we make scale and we transfer to 

our operations.” [FP140] 
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Another critical resource was net working capital. During the interview, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC 

manager mentioned several times “cash is king”, showing the importance cash availability had to 

support a response to deal with Covid-19. Accordingly, cash was vital to “keep supporting the 

suppliers.” For instance, Consumer_Mfg3 maintained contracts with service/ancillary suppliers, 

in some cases, even anticipating payments to help them survive the worse part of the pandemic. 

Some of these suppliers were supplying food to plant employees and others keeping the plant and 

offices sanitized.[FP141] As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager pinpointed, “if you stop paying them, 

you're going to kill them.” 

The cash position of Consumer_Mfg3 gave employees the guts to bet on a demand surge in an 

uncertain scenario. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “cash is king because we invest to 

distribute products to produce without stoppage so we were not afraid to buy materials to produce 

even double of what was expected.” For Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, this decision along with 

a financial expertise developed during the disruption was a capability used to outcompete some 

competitors. The “cash is king” quote and Consumer_Mfg3’s financial position demonstrate the 

importance of networking capital for Consumer_Mfg3 to respond to the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. Indeed, for Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager cash availability was the most 

important element to recover from the pandemic. As he said, “financial disruption is the biggest 

disruption.” And “I feel we have never talked to, we are now all financial experts, because this 

was so much important.”.[FP142] 

Daily communications led by top-level employees was a mechanism put in practice to deal with 

the disruption caused by Covid-19. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, 

Consumer_Mfg3’s goal was to assure that communication went up and down, achieving the whole 

organization so that everyone would gain confidence. This daily communication also occurred 
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between companies. Here, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager mentioned that communications started 

to be more emotional. By emotional, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager meant that the inter-

organizational communication happened from CEO to CEO in a global level. This top-to-top 

communication strengthened companies’ relationships. One important element mentioned here 

was the general lack of experience across companies to deal with Covid-19 that led them to be 

more opened to ask for help. Accordingly, “there were some willingness around that to be more 

open to ask for help because there was no code for the crisis, right, we were learning when it was 

ongoing.”[FP143] 

Supply network plasticity 

According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, Consumer_Mfg3’s supply network structure 

adapted by rationalizing its product portfolio. Some products were discontinued while new 

products were launched or relaunched. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3 used to produce alcohol gel 

some years ago, but it decided to stop producing this product due to a low demand. Considering 

the high demand for alcohol as a hand sanitizer during Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg3 start producing 

again alcohol products for hand sanitization using a well-known brand called Protex that comprises 

a portfolio of products focused on providing antibacterial protection and that is found over 120 

countries. The decision to bring back alcohol products was in part due to customers’ requirements. 

As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “We have produced it in the past, but it was not any more 

interesting product in our portfolio. We just revitalize it and look at that we first produce to 

ourselves on dependent because we start to feel their needs. We established the capability to 

produce was here was established. We were so because we have a strong brand and people were 

asking us for that.”[FP144] 
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To respond to new functional demands, relaunching alcohol sanitizers, Consumer_Mfg3 relied on 

its suppliers. Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager gave three examples. First, the suppliers that most 

helped Consumer_Mfg3 was those who were stable financially. Accordingly, “they got benefit 

from that. So, the ones that were well stable financially they react and they had time to come and 

say let's do something together.”[FP145] Second, co-manufacturers were key for Consumer_Mfg3 

be able to drastically improve its speed to market. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “You 

should use that power to react faster. So, then you have extra capacity…maybe they have available 

capabilities…It's engineering order right so you ask that today 19 months later, you have the line 

producing, but we are talking about we are we did things in 45 days, we launched products in 45 

days.”[FP146] Third, ancillary suppliers were crucial to keep the operations running. These suppliers 

provided food, cleaning, and sanitization so that Consumer_Mfg3’s employees could continue 

working without stopping. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager mentioned, “…if the canteen stops 

for one day you stopped your operation, you cannot run.”[FP147] 

Mentioning a specific example of how important a supplier was to Consumer_Mfg3, 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said that from a material point of view, two elements were 

important: communication and business reputation. At this point, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager 

called attention to the importance of Consumer_Mfg3 to key customers. Accordingly, these 

customers were worried about not being able to attend the surge in demand because some suppliers 

of Consumer_Mfg3’s competitors were struggling. Here again, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager 

mentioned that Consumer_Mfg3’s cash position was crucial for it to maintain operations running, 

supplying customers to match the demand. Consumer_Mfg3’s capacity to keep supplying 

customers at this level strengthened relationships. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “…we 
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have developed a new mature relationship because they were under threat as well because the 

suppliers of our competitors were struggling.”[FP148] 

Supply network outcomes 

Operational efficiency 

Consumer_Mfg3 could increase productivity by implementing new technologies, such as 

digitizing supply network processes.[FP149] 

Operational costs 

Operational costs increased, because Consumer_Mfg3 spent millions of dollars with protective 

personal equipment (PPE) to protect is employees.  

Additionally, Consumer_Mfg3 faced an increase in procurement costs, because 60% of its 

procurement is linked to dollar and real (R$ - Brazilian currency) lost value during the pandemic. 

In the same vein, procurement costs increased due to a change in the shipment strategy. At the 

onset of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg3 had to increase air freight shipments (more expensive) since 

sea freight was much delayed.[FP150] 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery reliability has not changed.[FP151] 

Emergent topics 

Consumer_Mfg3 is a key customer for its suppliers, then it can be assumed that Consumer_Mfg3 

would have benefits to access supplies during a supply network disruption. As Consumer_Mfg3’s 

SC manager said, “We are the key customers to all of them. We are a key customer so they prioritize 

us as we prioritize them because we are key…there are many suppliers that we are 80% of their 

production, 50%, 40%, 30%.”[FP152] 
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Covid-19 forced Consumer_Mfg3 to change and improve some of its processes that were 

incorporated to its operations and that will continue even after Covid-19. According to 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, these improvements have changed employees’ behaviors, as he 

said, “there will be a comfort zone in the future that we today, we should avoid. But I don't think 

the new comfort zone is going to be close to the previous comfort zone, things will be changed. I 

think for a long time.” New technologies played a major role to change these behaviors. According 

to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, “Last week I was auditing an operations in Vietnam. I took the 

whole week in Vietnam, the whole week. However, I have never left my home because I have audit 

them virtually. Very success with a lot of new tools technological tools and, yes, I have worked 

from 10pm to 9am the whole week, crazy but you know this, we are learning how to be effective 

doing that. And we are even using new tools to assure that integrity to assure transparency even 

though you are not there.”[FP153] 

According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, the process improvements made during Covid-19 

relied on a willingness to risk that gave employees more space to try new things. According to 

him, “if you are under a threat, your appetite to risk is different and it can push you much further. 

I think so. So, that is one of the biggest learning.” He keeps going, “…another statement that we 

just got into is progress over perfection. So, this gave us so much power to progress, you 

know?”[FP154] 

Due to Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg3 implemented some processes in a much faster speed. For 

instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said that it took two years until February 2020 for 

Consumer_Mfg3 to embrace Google suits. After the outbreak of the pandemic, it took three months 

for Consumer_Mfg3 to fully implement and run Google suits.[FP155] 
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With new technologies, the way Consumer_Mfg3 communicates with suppliers and customers has 

changed. The examples mentioned, such as the auditing process Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager 

did through virtual reality in a Vietnamese plant while in Brazil and the meetings he had with his 

Chinese peer while borders were closed to contain the spread of the virus exemplify that 

communication has become faster and dynamic.[FP156] 

According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, Consumer_Mfg3 has a synchronized team and a 

lean structure, for instance, “the distance between myself and the general manager is very, very 

little.” This characteristic empowered the decision-making process, guaranteeing that decisions 

were being taken in the right direction. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “So I think being 

very focused company and lean in terms of office structure. Maybe this was a good capability in 

support of that”.[FP157] 

 

Consumer_Mfg3: Customer manager 

Consumer_Mfg3 is a 200-year-old global manufacturing company that produces personal and 

home care products, operating in over 70 countries. Its revenue in 2019 is estimated at US$15.7 

billion and it has around 34,500 employees. Consumer_Mfg3 has many famous brands that are 

market leaders in both, home and personal care segments. In 2020, some of its oral care products 

were considered critical to help fight the spread of Coronavirus as some components would 

effectively handle the virus. Additionally, it has closely worked with organizations, such as World 

Health Organization (WHO), CARE, Save the Children and DHL to increase public awareness 

about Coronavirus and distribute sanitization products around the globe. 

Among companies in the Consumer_Mfg3’s segment, during the crisis unleashed by Covid-19, 

Consumer_Mfg3 was deemed one of the least affected companies by market analysts. This result 
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was a direct effect of sales growth during Covid-19, when Consumer_Mfg3 saw a surge in demand 

for its products as a change in consumers’ behavior. As Consumer_Mfg3’s customer manager said, 

for some products the demand was 10 times more than what was expected. 

We talked with Consumer_Mfg3’s Customer manager who has experience in different supply 

network management processes, such as S&OP, demand planning and customer relationship 

management. He has worked for Consumer_Mfg3 for the last 9 years, helping it to develop the 

Customer Relationship Management and Engagement area. He is currently the manager of this 

area in Brazil. The main objective of this area is to increase the level of customer engagement and 

collaboration, looking for “what’s the real trigger for each customer”. The area’s aim at 

developing a customized collaboration. An example given is the small trucks used to distribute 

products to the pharma channel. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager mentioned the truck drivers’ strike as a previous supply 

network disruption. For him, Consumer_Mgf3 was prepared to deal with this disruption. He led 

the recovery team since he was the demand planning manager and could visualize the supply and 

commercial sides. From the supplier side, he could see whether the materials were available and 

ready for production and from the commercial side, he could see whether finish goods were ready 

to the customers. The recovery team worked 24/7 for three or four weeks to recover and 

Consumer_Mgf3 was considered by its customers as one of the best companies to deal with this 

disruption. As he said, “we work at like I would say three, three weeks to four weeks, like day and 

night and we could succeed. And if you talk to some customers, we were one of the first companies 

that I've heard that recovered.”[FP158] 
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According to Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager, preparedness was developed through a 

process of mapping SKUs. As he said, “Every year, we have a process…to see which are the key 

SKUs that we can leverage when we have some disruption. So, for example, in that period when 

we had the disruption, we had prepared all the files for each region, which were the SKUs that we 

could sell at the first time. So, we do like a prioritization for each region and channel. So, this we 

had, we just had to, let's say, review it like in one day, we did it. So, it was very fast.”[FP159] 

The truck drivers’ strike was completely unexpected. However, Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer 

manager said that now Consumer_Mgf3 knows how to track this kind of event. As he said about 

this supply network disruption, “it was completely unexpected in that period. Now we know how 

to track it. But in that period was completely unexpected.”[FP160] 

Covid-19 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager saw Covid-19 as a high-impact supply network disruption 

due to a completely unexpected surge in demand and a lack of a contingency plan from the 

suppliers to deal with this high demand. According to him, “I've never seen something like that 

before in terms of demand planning. I worked in a Brewing Company and I saw some spikes, but 

not like that. We had like 10 times in liquid hand soap. So, for example, in the demand 10 times 

more to the demand that we sold in that period. So, it was crazy.”[FP161] 

Talking about the learnings from Covid-19 and how Consumer_Mgf3 has dealt with it, 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager said that the pandemic pushed Consumer_Mgf3 to move 

forward and faster in some areas it has looking at. First, Consumer_Mgf3 advanced faster to 

digitization and employee empowerment for collaboration. As he said, “we were really developing 

the pillars were like building and now I would say that they are built.”[FP162] In general, the effects 

of Covid-19 fostered the cultural changes Consumer_Mgf3 has aimed at. 
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To deal with the supply network disruption caused by an unexpected high demand during Covid-

19, Consumer_Mgf3 put in practice a similar process developed during the truck drivers’ strike. 

This process is like a SKU mapping. Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager explaining how 

Consumer_Mgf3 worked with a customer, he said, “This is the products that we need to sell and 

now we need to figure out how we're going to match the demand that we need with these SKUs. 

That is how we worked. So, we have the list. Their demand planning team worked it with this list 

sent to the customer services managers for all the regions.”[FP163] For the SKU mapping to work, 

Consumer_Mgf3 and its customers had daily updates in March and April. Additionally, all direct 

communication necessary was through the use of new technologies (Google suits).  

Resource metabolism 

One of the main resources used by Consumer_Mgf3 to work with suppliers to deal with the 

pandemic was Google suits for communication. Accordingly, even with customers that were not 

so found of technology, Google suits supported a fast communication between Consumer_Mgf3 

and its customers. As Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager pointed, “Google help a lot on that 

because we had this communication really fast with them. And they are not the guys that really 

want to develop technology. And we know that, but they worked it together with us with Google 

communication and sheets.”[FP164] 

Supply network plasticity 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager mentioned that Consumer_Mgf3 used a strong and well-

known brand called Protex to leverage a product portfolio adaptation. According to him, 

Consumer_Mgf3 changed the way it was communicating this brand, from a hydration perspective 

to a more protection and sanitization view. In doing so, Consumer_Mgf3 could launch new 

products, such as alcohol gel and spray under this brand, attending new demands during Covid-
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19. As he said, “Something that changed a little bit, the way that we leverage the brand. So Protex 

has a very huge brand for to work with this kind of situation Covid and so on.”[FP165] He continues, 

“the brand Protex is really strong, right, this is talking about prevention, let's say in general 

contamination and everything. But we didn't have the hand sanitizer. We didn't have the spray. So, 

we now can communicate the whole protection in terms of body and we couldn't communicate that 

anymore.” 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager mentioned that Consumer_Mgf3 wanted to change its 

culture to perform things in a more agile way. During Covid-19, Consumer_Mgf3 could implement 

an agile way to perform some activities. One example relates to how Consumer_Mgf3 and its 

customer started to communicate in a faster way with its customer by using technologies, such as 

Google suits. In this vein, things that could take days or weeks to be done, could be done in one 

day. As Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager said, “we could do that all these steps, four days or 

one week in just one day in one meeting, in one hour. That was really the disruption in technology. 

So yeah, they saw that they could see the value added on that because we could deliver faster the 

products as they were requesting us. So agile.”[FP166] 

Covid-19 brought new functional demands to Consumer_Mgf3 in terms of new products. 

Customers’ requirements drawn Consumer_Mgf3’s new product development. Two examples 

were alcohol spray for the hands and wipes for cleaning. Additionally, there was some product 

line extensions for Protex brand, which is related to protection and prevention. In doing so, 

Consumer_Mgf3 used brand reputation to develop these products. Most likely, customers required 

these new functional demands due to the strength of Protex brand with consumers. According to 

him, “I would say that the demand came from more related to the pharma channel, the pharma 

channel asking a lot for us why we you don't have this this kind of product for Protex and it's a 
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Protex brand…we leveraged because it's additional revenue for sure we don't have this kind of 

product in our portfolio. We won't take anything from any other categories. So why not?”[FP167] 

Another element that enabled Consumer_Mgf3 to develop new products and respond to these new 

functional demands was its capability of customized collaboration, which is a focus of 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager’ area as he said, “that's how we have it. So, I would say that 

is really customized or for a broader right so is the way that we are trying to leverage the insights 

from the customer, the customer, which is linked to the consumer, we are seeing right now and 

bring it to an agility way to our supply network.”[FP168] He continues saying, “They are requesting 

it again. So now we are moving forward to, to try and to customize new things. So, we have projects 

that we are trying to leverage more for cash and carry some projects for pharma channel e-

commerce.” 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager mentioned that Covid-19 forced Consumer_Mgf3 to start a 

cultural change, from a more conservative company to a more open and collaborative company. 

In this vein, Consumer_Mgf3 could develop products or is planning to develop products in the 

near future in a more collaborative perspective. As he said, “We couldn't do, for example, in our 

own builds, in our own facility some of the products that we are planning now for doing these year 

and the next one, so that changes a little bit. The mind share services things that I've never heard 

before two years ago, share services in terms of transportation and I'm talking about also, it's 

very, very different situation. I think we are worried on that and trying to collaborate with each 

other. So, the external environment is helping to have these engagement and trying to build another 

level for all the companies.”[FP169] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 
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According to Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager, the general performance indicator that called 

mostly his attention was sell out. Due to the corona voucher (Brazilian government subsidy), 

during the pandemic sell out increased 20% year over year. It is not known whether this 

performance will continue in the following months since it is conditioned to the subsidy, which 

was programmed until December 2020. 

Operational efficiency 

For Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager, Although Consumer_Mgf3’s operational efficiency 

has been negatively impacted by Covid-19, the close collaboration Consumer_Mgf3 has developed 

with its customers helped it to balance customers’ expectations. As he said, “So in terms of logistics 

they are more like worried to not have the same level of service that we could have last year, for 

example, or previous years than they were before. But at the same time, they are like more engaged 

to the theme because the connection is better and I can say that because I saw all the time my team 

talking about the customers. Let's say in just two months from last year, I would say that they are 

talking more about the customers than they were, before they were thinking more on our sales 

team than thinking about the customer. So, when they have some issues, constraints or something 

like that, they go directly to the customer and not to the sales team, if it is easier, I could say that. 

So, this is the way that I think changed. So, we are more really into customer facing for the 

situation.” 

Operational costs 

Operational costs have worsened due to an increase in procurement costs for some supplies. 

Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager mentioned one of the most impacted supplies was tallow 

used to produce bar soaps, causing a negative effect on Consumer_Mgf3’s margin. On the one 

hand, the slaughterhouses lowered the production of tallow due to an outbreak of Covid-19 across 
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their employees. On the other hand, demand for Consumer_Mgf3’s bar soaps faced a great increase 

and even though Consumer_Mgf3 increased prices, this movement was not enough to offset losses 

in margin. As he said, “I could say, even for soap bars because it's really impacting tallow, so is 

like reaching us in 10% margin level, I can tell you that. No problem. I think it's really tough. So 

that's the end. If I could choose one thing that is really impacted by the Covid is that one.” 

Delivery reliability 

Consumer_Mgf3 has maintained its delivery reliability comparing the period before and after 

Covid-19. Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager said that during the worst period of Covid-19, 

Consumer_Mgf3 faced problems to keep its deliveries, but this was not a problem because every 

player was facing the same situation. In his words, “I think we had a disruption during that period. 

Right. We had three months of a very tough period. But the good thing is that everybody had so 

when they can talk about when the customers have like a feedback from Consumer_Mgf3, they say 

yes, you had an issue but not there's another company had we can say that he had an issue, but it's 

okay everybody had a little problem. And so, when we compare also, if I compare that the KPIs 

pre-Covid, during Covid and now let's say it's not a pos-Covid, but it's post the disruption period, 

they are the same.” 

Emergent topics 

The corona voucher (Brazilian government subsidy) had a crucial role for Consumer_Mgf3 

respond to disruption caused by Covid-19 because it boosted demand during a period in which 

millions of people lost their jobs. According to Consumer_Mgf3’s Customer manager, “The money 

that the government…is helping tremendously and something that I don't know how we could 

generate more demand as, as we are generating right now.”[FP170] 
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Consumer_Mfg4: Manager 

Consumer_Mfg4 is a 50-year-old Brazilian beauty group that in 2018 accrued US$11 billion in 

revenues from its operations in 73 countries. After an integration that started in 2020 with another 

beauty company, Consumer_Mfg4’s structure now comprises 12 distributions centers (7 in Brazil, 

5 in Latin America) and 1 logistic hub. Its workforce has 40,000 direct employees around the globe 

and its supply network contains nearly 11,900 suppliers. Its sales representatives and consultants 

comprise nearly 6 million people around the world. During the outbreak of Covid-19, 

Consumer_Mfg4 changed its production processes to focus mostly on essential items, donating 

millions of products to its network and communities, such as soaps and hand sanitizers to fight the 

spread of the virus. This change has impacted orders from Consumer_Supp3, one of the packaging 

suppliers of Consumer_Mfg4 for beauty products. 

We talked with the global supply network director at Consumer_Mfg4. He has more than 25 years 

of experience in supply network and has worked for Consumer_Mfg4 since 2010. One of his main 

role is to guarantee the integration between both companies that is estimated to generate synergies 

of US$400 million in cost savings for the next three years. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager mentioned that he has faced several supply network disruptions 

during his career many of them at Consumer_Mfg4. Among them are flood, cyber-attacks and 

strikes. He specifically talked about the truck drivers’ strike that happened in Brazil in 2018 

stopping all the trucks for days. He considered this a high-intensity supply network disruption 

because it stopped all movements of raw materials and deliveries to customers. At the time, 

Consumer_Mfg4 responded using all the security plan it had as well as adopting alternative plans. 
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As he said, “well, first of all, in all of this kind of situation you put in place a war room, you know, 

every moment…we need to put all the plans of supply network security because it was lack of raw 

material. It was a lack of, of course lack of trucks. You know, if you have trucks on the roads will 

have barriers with it with the people that don't like to have movements in Brazil. What is probably 

to move a finished good around the country, you know, and also probably to serve the 

customers”[FP171] 

To respond to this supply network disruption, Consumer_Mfg4 performed practices inside its 

operations and relied on the good relationships it has with its suppliers. According to 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “clear communication with all the areas and then we also have a 

problem to move people to the factories, you know, how we can increase or connect with the 

suppliers. One of the things that what's happening today. Today it's a company with a good 

relationship, you know”.[FP172] Additionally, since trucks drivers completely stopped or the ones 

who tried to run were stopped by others, Consumer_Mfg4 used buses as an alternative mode of 

transportation to delivery products to its consultants and sales representatives, as said by its 

manager in a public interview. 

Covid-19 

Consumer_Mfg4 did not realize Covid-19 would cause a high-impact supply network disruption 

in Brazil until February 2020. At this time, the worries were mostly about imported raw materials 

coming from China. From March on, worries about Covid-19 started to be more local. As 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager said, “I will be concerned at the time, it's more what happens with the 

supplies coming from China…But in March, we realized that it is here. You know, I think, from 

March 15”. Then, Consumer_Mfg4 put in practice measures, such as sending every people to work 

at home, sending home risk-group workers at distribution centers and factories, setting up a war 
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room to take care about the people at the entire Consumer_Mfg4’s network (suppliers, workers, 

consultants and sales representatives). Since the situation was not clear at the onset of the virus in 

Brazil, Consumer_Mfg4 relied on daily communication and medical recommendations, as 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager said, “at that time, it was very confused. People with more than 60 or 

65 we changed every, every day, the recommendation from the government. This is the way that 

we cover every time, this war room calls and also medical recommendation, maybe change every 

day. Some at the beginning, say not put a mask but put the people far away two meters, then we 

say use the mask in the factory because it's important that was crazy. And these goals every day is 

more about take care of the people you know. Also take care about the people in our network. 

What's been our network is the truck driver you know, consultants”. In this vein, Consumer_Mfg4 

took some measures to guarantee the safety of its network, such as guidance procedure on the top 

of the boxes and donation of hand sanitizers.[FP173] 

Consumer_Mfg4 relied on back-up suppliers to deal with any shortage of raw materials during the 

onset of Covid-19. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “Every time you have one supplier 

and then you have a second supplier to help in some moment, we have seen every day. You have a 

backup or a say a security, you know, the security that is used in normal days is that we can use 

in this situation, pandemic or the truck drivers’ strike”.[FP174] 

Resource metabolism 

One of the main important resources for Consumer_Mfg4 during Covid-19 was cash flow. 

According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “a big issue at the beginning was cash flow…how we 

can improve our cash flow because we need to help our consultants, give them more time to pay, 

we need to help suppliers”.[FP175] One way for Consumer_Mfg4 maintains or improve its cash flow 

position was asking for employees voluntarily donate part of their wages, as its manager said, “the 
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company has that moment, ask for all the people to donate part of the salary. I donated 20% of my 

salary for three months”. Other measures include, halting all wage increases and reducing travel 

expenses. 

Cash flow was crucial for Consumer_Mfg4 also for guaranteeing employees’ job security. 

According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “in the beginning due to the restriction of the people 

we move on with our factory only to essential products, you know, also, we had a declaration that 

it would not fire any worker in the next 90 days”. 

As aforementioned, Consumer_Mfg4 used its production lines and capabilities to produce millions 

of hand sanitizers for donation as well as for selling. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, 

“all the drivers and consultants needed alcohol gel. We need to buy alcohol gel, and also alcohol 

gel in that moment was very difficult, you know, to prepare or whatever. And these alcohol gel is 

used to our network, you know. For example, in that moment in March or April every order coming 

from the consultant, we put free one alcohol gel”.[FP176] 

Supply network plasticity 

During the worse period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg4 changed its production lines to essential 

items only because it would make no sense to keep producing products such as perfumes while 

consumers needed hand sanitizers, for example. Accordingly, “in the beginning due to the 

restriction of the people we move on with our factory only to essential products…products we 

needed at the moment, it would make no sense in March and April to produce perfumes”. Once 

Consumer_Mfg4 changed to essential items only, it worried about its suppliers of raw materials 

for non-essential products. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, they aimed at maintaining 

its supply network alive: “what is that we were concerned if the supply of no essential stop, we 

will have a problem. For example, the people that made a glass, maybe stop the production and 
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will have a very a mega stop, you know, because this is not for one day. So, okay, which is the 

minimum order that I can give you in order to maintain your production. And Consumer_Mfg4 

put orders without a production…to maintain the supply network alive…this is the way to maintain 

also economic health of the supplier”.[FP177] 

Yet Consumer_Mfg4 had to balance the production of essential items with that of other items since 

the former represents a low margin level for consultants and sales representatives. According to 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “we need to take care of the health of the economic situation of our 

consultants because our consultants work through our product, if you go to the essential product, 

the essential product normally is very cheap and the consultant receives a percentage of the sale, 

if you're not moved to perfumes, the money is going down”.[FP178] 

Consumer_Mfg4 faced shortage of raw materials, such as card boards, plastic and pallets. It could 

circumvent this shortage due to its relationship with its suppliers and because suppliers prioritize 

Consumer_Mfg4’s needs. As its manager said, “our relationship helped a lot in this process, you 

know, I don't say we did not have any disruption, but I don't see any stoppage in the factory for 

more than one day…again, we have a very good relationship with our suppliers. During all these 

lack of raw materials, we have privilege or we have the prioritization”.[FP179] 

Consumer_Mfg4 had a new functional demand during Covid-19 that had a positive effect on the 

companies’ integration. Accordingly, Consumer_Mfg4 integration with the other beauty company 

was expected to take several months. When Covid-19 began, this merger was accelerated because 

demand for hand sanitizers skyrocketed and only one of the companies had the know-how and 

capability to produce hand sanitizers. Additionally, the production of this item needed an approval 

from the Brazilian sanitary agency, which was already awarded for one company. Then, 

Consumer_Mfg4 used that company’s facilities and approvals to produce and distribute hand 
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sanitizers under one brand. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “we changed the name, we 

put a Consumer_Mfg4’s brand manufacturing at the to-be integrated factories…and we created a 

new product, alcohol gel…two months later, we realized that the integration would help a lot and 

our plan to integrate with the other company was accelerated. So, okay, we can do more. Nobody 

thought about to make a product in the other factory in the next two months, our planning was at 

the end of the year, maybe we take enormous time, six, eight months. Now, one other thing that in 

two months, we can do some product in the other factory.  What happened, we accelerated the 

production of Consumer_Mfg4’s products in the factories of the other company in Argentina and 

Mexico”.[FP180] 

One important point for Consumer_Mfg4 is the kind of collaboration that started to happen during 

Covid-19. According to its manager, “What is the learning we have from the Covid was the 

collaboration between companies and maybe we need to maintain this kind of things, you know, 

how we collaborate, companies from different markets, you know, in order to have a solution for 

the world”.[FP181] 

Consumer_Mfg4 has in its DNA an ability to be responsive to the demand that helped 

tremendously to deal with changes that happened during the pandemic time. According to its 

manager, “what happens is at Consumer_Mfg4 all the direct sell company has a very crazy 

demand, it is a fashion business. What happens if Rihanna comes with blue lips, then all the people 

like to have all the women, the girls like to have these blue. Two weeks ago, it's a real case and 

nobody have a blue, you know, you need to go in the case of Rihanna I need a planning position, 

the blue lips grow 400% in 21 days that's happened that all our supply is prepared for a big 

increase and also for a big decrease, you know, our S&OP process is reviewed every week…we 

have a capability, an S&OP every month, but we have also a mini S&OP every week, every 
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Wednesday, we receive a new demand and we need to review all the process in order to attain an 

increase sales and reducing in any SKU. Also, we have a KPI that we're talking about, what 

indicates us how we can obtain an increase in sales, if you have an S&OP, the number 100 and 

you'll receive a sales to 200 you have the double if you are then 90% of the double, it is 90% these 

KPI, you know, when you have a KPI in the company you need to go through to improve this KPI, 

I will give more than 90% every increase sales 90% of the increase, we will attend”.[FP182] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Consumer_Mfg4 saw a great increase in its online sales during Covid-19. According to its 

manager, “our e-commerce in that moment grew more than 1,500% compared with the previous 

year. That is amazing, you know, but right now it's easy to explain, you know, because all the 

people right now, for example, in Brazil, the economic situation is working very well due to the 

Covid help (Corona voucher), that is R$600”.[FP183] 

Operational efficiency 

Operational efficiency improved during Covid-19, mainly because of the synergy between 

Consumer_Mfg4 and the other beauty company. 

Operational costs 

Consumer_Mfg3’s manager said that operational costs have improved during Covid-19, but he is 

not sure whether it is more an effect of the pandemic or the integration from the merger. According 

to him, “you have synergy to buy products for to-be integrated company and Consumer_Mfg3 

together. All this synergy was captured last year, you know, you can go to the supplier, I have 

double the volume or sometimes we find we have the same raw material with a little bit 
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difference…I would like to have a plastic A and Consumer_Mfg4 would like to have a plastic A 

plus. What is the difference between A and A plus? nothing, if you bought A plus for to-be 

integrated company will be better price because this is more volume and also the factory of the 

supplier will be easy to produce for. I will use A plus, you know, for both companies, how many 

discount you give to me, 10%, but due to the Pandemic, I will increase three, at the end you can 

get 7% discount”. 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery reliability maintained the same. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “I don't see 

any difference, you know, of course, at the beginning it was crazy, but our suppliers and our 

transportation company maintained the same level of last year, of course sometimes we have 

problems about the expectation of the timing, you know, at the beginning, it was crazy, it's 

impossible to believe that will maintain two days and then say, okay, will delivery in three days, 

but today, I think that we have the same situation that last year in terms of reliability, in terms of 

timing. You know, our e-commerce, our business to deliver products to our customer improve a 

lot”. 

Consumer_Dist3: Manager 

Consumer_Dist3 is a pharmacy retailer chain with around 1,400 stores, in 8 states in Brazil. Its 

revenue in 2019 is estimated at the US$2 billion. Consumer_Dist3 has around 26,000 employees 

and its operations are the most important in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, the two biggest states 

in Brazil in terms of economy (GDP). During the pandemic, the e-commerce grew 3 times over 

the previous year. It has 7 distribution centers across Brazil, one is a hub or a transit point to send 

products to stores. Stores are replenished in a daily basis and since they are small stores and located 
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inside neighborhoods where big trucks are by law not allowed to enter, Consumer_Dist3 uses small 

trucks known as urban cargo vehicles that loaded can deliver products to 4 up to 10 stores. 

Consumer_Dist3 does not only sell medicines (prescription and/or over the counter), but also 

beauty products (cross-selling). Many purchases are classified as a convenience buying. The main 

key successful factor for Consumer_Dist3 is to have all items consumers need to buy in a 

prescription list. In this sense, price is not the main concern of consumers, but whether the store 

has all the items they need to buy. Then, some important elements for Consumer_Dist3’s success 

are product availability, parking lot in front of stores, product promotions, and beauty products 

variety. Additionally, Consumer_Dist3 uses seasons to offer different types of products. For 

instance, during summertime, it increases its offers of sun protection items in its stores. By the 

same token, during the winter, it increases flu products availability inside stores as over-the-

counter items. 

During Covid-19, Consumer_Dist3 implemented many prevention practices to protect employees, 

such as distribution center sanitization three times a day, implementation of hand sanitizers across 

plants, providing employees personal protective equipment (PPE), and daily monitoring of 

employees health status. According to the Consumer_Dist3’s SC director, Consumer_Dist3 had 

55 cases confirmed among 26,000 employees after 8 months since the onset of Covid-19. 

Regarding the consumption side, Consumer_Dist3 saw an increase of sales during Covid-19. For 

instance, according to Kantar’s Consumer, Shopper & Retail report, after the onset of Covid-19 in 

Brazil, drugstores received around 1.3 million of new consumers who bought over-the-counter 

products as a way to prepare for quarantine. 

We talked with the supply network director of Consumer_Dist3 who is in charge of all the supply 

network management operations of Consumer_Dist3, end to end – from suppliers, across 
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distribution centers, to stores, as well as all returns. He has more than 19 years of experience 

working with the development of distribution centers and supply network management systems 

and has worked for Consumer_Dist3 for the last 4,5 years. 

Supply network disruption 

Covid-19 

For Consumer_Dist3’s manager, Covid-19 caused a high-impact supply network disruption 

mainly for two reasons. First, at the onset of Covid-19, borders were closed and Consumer_Dist3 

couldn’t import products from other countries. Second, since Consumer_Dist3 relies on suppliers 

from all around the world, it faced a stock out of some products due to an unnormal increased 

demand for some items where the pandemic started first. For instance, Consumer_Dist3 faced a 

75-day stock out of vitamin C because Bayer, which produces Redoxon (a world vitamin C brand) 

sold all the available stocks to drug stores in Europe. As Consumer_Dist3’s manager said, “So, 

basically, is that the countries in Europe have bought their stock. A lot of C vitamins, unfortunately. 

So Redoxon, it's a world brand. Everybody knows Redoxon. So, it's a huge product in the world 

when you talk about C vitamin. Well, because of that Bayer produces a lot of vitamin, but Europe 

has bought everything of these kind of vitamins. In Brazil after that started the pandemic season 

too. And all production of this year…was used to replenish merchandising to Europe. So, Brazil 

didn't see the merchandise for 70 days, 75 days to make the exactly.”[F184] 

In this sense, Consumer_Dist3 by having the product information about all its stores started to 

have a closer look at stock outs, re-managing products from store to store, from places with a low 

demand to places with a higher demand. As Consumer_Dist3’s manager said, “we have developed 

a good data system information to get those stock-out information and make some decision 

between the stock we have to send to each store because there are some stores, in this season, for 
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example, this is a specific season if we have some, for example, some avenues in São 

Paulo…decrease the sales in store 75%, so we didn't send the merchandise to those stores. We 

stop to send the merchandise to those stores and get the same items to other stores, where sales 

increased 50, 60 hundred percent.”[F185] 

In March 2020, when the pandemic started in Brazil, Consumer_Dist3 did a benchmark with 

Italian pharmacy retailers to learn with them the main effects of Covid-19 to drug stores because 

Europe was already facing some effects of Covid-19 before Brazil did. As Consumer_Dist3’s 

manager said, “We did some benchmark by internet by Teams with people from pharmacy retailors 

from Italy to learn something about the pandemic season and everything they had explained for 

us happened. We got a lot of people running to the drugstores to buy everything storing in their 

houses after that…buying some increase a lot of e-commerce, because avoid to get outside of their 

houses.”[F186] 

Resource metabolism 

Although Consumer_Dist3 faced a stock out of vitamin C, products such as this allow a greater 

flexibility for replacements with similar products. That is not the case for medicines, which are 

more specific for each case and then more difficult to be replaced. According to Consumer_Dist3’s 

manager, “Pharmacy medical is difficult, health and personal care is possible because there are 

a lot of items to offer to the customer as same proposition.” In fact, CONSUMER_DIST3 

implemented inventory management practices to replace stock outs of personal and health products 

for available ones.[F187]  

Supply network plasticity 

After the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Dist3’s manager mentioned 

that relationship with suppliers become closer. Communication was an element that changed due 
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to the pandemic in a way that strengthened relationship and made processes more efficient. 

According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, “The communication making some easier in my opinion 

because we are doing this virtually. They are starting a meeting in a few minutes…In my opinion, 

it's changed for easier way, faster, and more efficient, more efficient than it used to be in the past. 

People are closer than in the past because we have the key accounts, as I explained to you a key 

account you have company to make deals with Consumer_Mfg3 and other suppliers. This person 

is very efficient now to discuss the same day with 3, 4, 5 suppliers different suppliers in the same 

day. In the past was different because there are a lot of trafficking in the cities make some delays 

to start some meetings.” 

Besides communication[F188], Consumer_Dist3’s manager said that after Covid-19 the relationship 

between Consumer_Dist3 and Consumer_Mfg3 was strengthened. In his words the relation is 

“closer than before, after the pandemic effect. It's closer, more collaborative, more friendly. We 

are sharing more information, more expectations. The results are very good. Consumer_Mfg3 has 

less problems each day with us, sending the merchandise we asked, we purchase. The KPIs are 

very good. They are increased a lot of results with us.” Consumer_Dist3’s manager goes on 

explaining how Consumer_Mfg3 has performed in the Vendor Program: “Consumer_Mfg3 is a 

gold supplier, so they offer Consumer_Mfg3 more opportunities to make deals, offering different 

relation, relationship in terms of commercials deals and logistic is offering to Consumer_Mfg3 a 

fixed day to deliver some exceptions to schedule the delivery.”[F189] 

Consumer_Dist3’s manager mentioned that one of [F190]the main reasons Consumer_Dist3 faced 

stock outs was due to some suppliers located in other countries, “When the company has factories 

(in) the country is easier to replenish the merchandise but big suppliers like Bayer, Sanofi and 

others have different factories around the world.” According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, 
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Consumer_Dist3’s supply network structure was maintained the same. What has changed was the 

quantities of products across distribution centers and stores. As he said, “No, supply network we 

maintain the same. The supplier sent to the same distribution center the merchandise but the 

quantities for each distribution center has changed because there are some regions where the sales 

decreased, in some regions the sales increased. Because of this, the supply network stays the same 

but the quantities for each distribution center from the suppliers has changed.”[F191] 

Consumer_Dist3 has developed and implemented a Supply network Relationship Management 

Program called ‘Vendor Program’. In this program, 45 suppliers, which represent 80% of 

Consumer_Dist3 sales, are closely followed regarding some KPIs: 

1. Stock out, 2. Lead time, 3. On time in full (OTIF), 4.  Discuss for each part what are the 

headaches (i.e., a big truck in a small store), 5. Guarantee that both parties are getting the most 

value from the relationship, 6. Transparency and visibility (CONSUMER_DIST3 sends storage 

position for key suppliers), 7. Responsive method (not a forecast method), 8. No-show, 9. 

Percentage of broken items – Not generated sales (New KPI included in 2020). 

Consumer_Mfg3 is one of the 45 suppliers in the Vendor Program. According to 

Consumer_Dist3’s manager, Consumer_Mfg3 created a small group to make sure that all points 

in the Vendor Program was being followed by Consumer_Mfg3 and Consumer_Dist3. 

The vendor program has improved supplier performance for OTIF, out of stock and no-show in a 

consistent way. Suppliers are analyzed through three categories (medals): Bronze, Silver and Gold. 

When the program began, no supplier received any medal. Two years later, almost all the suppliers 

were inside one of the three classifications. Consumer_Mfg3 is a gold supplier. In doing so, 

Consumer_Dist3 offered better commercial deals and logistics opportunities to Consumer_Mfg3, 

such as special days to schedule deliveries. [F192] 
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Additionally, gold suppliers were offered a collaborative platform to manage stock levels, delivery 

and so on with a one-day delay information availability about all Consumer_Dist3’s stores. 

According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, the Vendor Program has brought good results, as he 

said “I make the purchase order and sent to you after three days according to the lead time. So, 

we planned this together the way you asked you the supplier the purchase order to make sure each 

part is doing the best value for money for each one. The other one is total visibility, transparency 

to the sales for each store, and each distribution center to the supplier. We sent each day, each 

week the storage position by item of each store and distribution center to the supplier. It's totally 

collaborative planning and the supplier looking for this kind of information has some flexibility to 

manage something is going to be in stock out or not. Not a forecast method, it's a response method. 

So, we have, we have had good results with this kind of program.”[F193] 

During the pandemic, Consumer_Dist3 saw a huge demand for hand sanitizers. One of 

Consumer_Mfg3’s competitor started producing hand sanitizers (Rexona brand - produced by 

Uniliver). Consumer_Dist3’s manager said that a Consumer_Dist3’s competitor was offering 

gardening products (small spray bottles of alcohol liquid, which according to Consumer_Dist3’s 

manager was better to the final customer), then Consumer_Dist3 approached Consumer_Mfg3, 

which started producing alcohol liquid spray. As Consumer_Dist3’s manager said, “Some people 

asked, a lot of customer asked for us in the in the counter, inside of the stores asking about. Do 

you have alcohol liquid or something like that, because the supermarkets, the groceries offered 

but in a bottle of 1 liter.” [F194] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 
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According to Consumer_Dist3’s general manager, sales increased 4 times for non-traditional 

items. 

Operational efficiency 

According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, the operational efficiency of Consumer_Mfg3 remained 

the same during Covid-19. 

Operational costs 

Procurement costs have decreased due to opportunities accrued from the Vendor Program, such as 

order visibility and reliable order schedule. 

Delivery reliability 

For Consumer_Dist3’s manager, Consumer_Mfg3’s delivery reliability improved during Covid-

19. 

Emergent topics 

According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, a crucial element for Consumer_Dist3 to deal with 

Covid-19 was to be considered an essential business. As he said, “thank you God the pharmacies, 

the drugstores, the retailers around the world could open regularly and offer products, different 

from clothing, from shopping malls.”[F195] 

After the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Consumer_Dist3’s manager mentioned 

that relationship with suppliers become closer. Communication was an element that changed due 

to the pandemic in a way that strengthened relationship and made processes more efficient. 

According to Consumer_Dist3’s manager, “The communication making some easier in my opinion 

because we are doing this virtually. They are starting a meeting in a few minutes…In my opinion, 

it's changed for easier way, faster, and more efficient, more efficient than it used to be in the past. 
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People are closer than in the past because we have the key accounts, as I explained to you a key 

account you have company to make deals with Consumer_Mfg3 and other suppliers. This person 

is very efficient now to discuss the same day with 3, 4, 5 suppliers different suppliers in the same 

day. In the past was different because there are a lot of trafficking in the cities make some delays 

to start some meetings.”[F196] 

In a public interview, the general manager of Consumer_Dist3 said that Covid-19 forced 

companies to speed up the implementation of technology, as he said, “I think that the pandemic 

context brought a legacy, companies are doing things in 6 months that could take 3 or 4 years to 

be done in terms of technology demand…telemedicine is an example.”[F197] 

Consumer_Dist4: Manager 

Consumer_Dist4 is one of the 6 million sales representative and/or consultants who sells 

Consumer_Mfg4’s products. She has sold these product for nearly 7 years and has around 100 

customers. She sells Consumer_Mfg4’s products through catalog marketing known also as door-

to-door sales. The average sales per customer per purchase is around US$100. For one of 

Consumer_Mfg4’s brand the minimum order Consumer_Dist4 can make is R$200 and for the 

other brand is R$140. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager reported that during the period she has never faced a supply network 

disruption selling Consumer_Mfg4’s product. For her, what has contributed to this fact is that 

Consumer_Mfg4 has its own carrier company, according to her “Consumer_Mfg4 has never 

delayed a delivery…it has its own carrier company…I have never ever had a problem with 
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delays…Consumer_Mfg4 sets up a delivery time and I receive the products on time, it is very 

accurate…even during the truck drivers’ strike that happened”.[FP198] 

Covid-19 

During Covid-19, Consumer_Dist4’s manager did not face a disruption, on the contrary, she 

gained more customers due to some restrictions at that time. According to her, “I did not face any 

problem with my customers, I even gained more customers because people could not go to malls, 

they did not have access to the stores…and Consumer_Mfg4 gives us a good support to sell its 

products, thus I increased my customer pool…since everything was locked down, people started 

to come to me, then, I gained more customers…some of these new customers were from the 

Consumer_Mfg4’s competitor”.[FP199] 

Resource metabolism 

Consumer_Mfg4 adjusted its payment terms during the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19. As Consumer_Dist4’s manager said, “one of Consumer_Mfg4’s business lengthened 

payment terms from 15 to 30 days and the other Consumer_Mfg4’s business allowed invoices to 

be paid in two or three times…Consumer_Mfg4 facilitated a lot, for instance, if I could not pay an 

invoice, it postponed this invoice so that I could put new orders to guarantee future 

purchases…this was something that started after Covid-19 and will not stop even after Covid-

19”.[FP200] 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager said that she passed the discounts and longer payment terms to her 

customers, as she said, “I do not have to do this, but I passed all the discounts and new payment 

terms to my clients, because if I do this, they buy more from me. For example, there is a client who 

buy a specific parfum. Consumer_Dist4 sold this parfum and complimentary items by a special 

price, thus, I sold this parfum cheaper and gave the complimentary items to this customer. This 
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movement incentivized the client to buy from one to three or four kits, this was good for 

everybody”. She goes on, explaining how these mechanisms helped her to sell more, “Now, I can 

give my clients more possibilities, for example, my invoice is due by the 20th, then I allow my client 

to pay me until the 19th, and if this client buy something for US$30 and I give the possibility to 

split it in 3 times he or she can buy more things…so now, clients are buying in more quantities 

expensive items”.[FP201] 

Another resource that really helped Consumer_Dist4 during this supply network disruption was 

an app developed by Consumer_Mfg4. This app allows final customers to directly access the 

product catalog using Consumer_Dist4’s code, to find the items they want and buy them. 

According to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “Consumer_Mfg4 has an app that allow my clients to 

buy from wherever they are and I am paid my commission, and Consumer_Mfg4 delivery the final 

clients the product…I just have to send my code to these clients”. In fact, Consumer_Mfg4 gives 

Consumer_Dist4 many mechanisms to realize the sales, according to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, 

“Consumer_Mfg4 has a website for sales representatives and consultants, a website for final 

customers, physical and virtual marketing catalogs for both beauty and home products…in the 

website for final customers, I can sell without doing anything, I just give the client my code to 

receive a commission…this was specifically launched during Covid-19”.[FP202] 

Furthermore, Consumer_Mfg4 developed specific advertisements to promote the product that 

according to Consumer_Dist4’s manager helped enormously sales, as she said, “it developed some 

specific and successful campaigns, for example, Consumer_Mfg4 made a whole product marketing 

in the Big Brother Brazil tv show, and one of the participants was depicted in the catalog’s first 

page, greatly boosting my sales 

Supply network plasticity 
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During Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg4 changed its marketing catalog to respond to new demands. 

Accordingly, it included products, such as hand sanitizers, which according to Consumer_Dist4’s 

manager, was a very demanded product, “Consumer_Mfg4 included hand sanitizer in the catalog 

and sold a lot of it because Consumer_Mfg4’s hand sanitizer has a very good fragrance”. Even 

though hand sanitizers were highly demanded, Consumer_Dist4’s manager said that she did not 

face any shortage or delays from Consumer_Mfg4, according to her, “I had not faced any problem, 

Consumer_Mfg4 promptly attended every order I put to it”.[FP203] 

Yet, regarding Consumer_MFg4’s catalog, Consumer_Dist4’s manager said that the only changes 

it had was the inclusion of hand sanitizers and antibacterial soaps, as she said, “in the catalog, 

nothing basically has changed, just the hand sanitizer and an antibacterial soap for dealing with 

diseases and so on…these items were promoted being two cheaper than buying only one, like you 

buy one, get one free…these items were not offered before Covid-19”. She explains how the 

demand for these products are, “at the beginning of the pandemic, these products had a high 

demand, but now that people started to be vaccinated, the demand is lower”. Additionally, 

according to her, these products did not cannibalize other products’ demands, they were additional 

purchases. 

Product prices were raised, but for Consumer_Dist4’s manager, customers barely realized this 

increase. As she mentioned, “prices were raised during Covid-19, but customers did not perceive 

any change, mainly because Consumer_Mfg4 gave a lot of discounts”. 

Even in the worse period of the pandemic, Consumer_Dist4’s manager kept visiting her clients as 

she said, “they wanted me to visit them to show the product catalog even I saying that I could sent 

the virtual version…for example, this client wants me to go there to give my opinion…I have some 

products and when I visit my clients, I take them these products so that my clients can see them, 
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touch them…I myself buy all the new products to show to my clients, this helps a lot and they like 

it”.[FP204] 

Some new clients were indicated directly by Consumer_Mfg4 based on sales 

representative/consultant area of occupation. As Consumer_Dist4’s manager said, “if you call 

Consumer_Mfg4 to buy its products, it will appoint a sales representative/consultant that is nearer 

to the client…for instance, I have around new 20 clients who were appointed to me in this way”. 

A new functional demand that Consumer_Dist4 started doing after this supply network disruption 

was the use of the app, as Consumer_Dist4’s manager said, “the app gave me the opportunity to 

participate in short-term promotions, but I have to go there and make the order through the 

app…now, I anticipate some orders before customers’ orders because I know the product will be 

sold and I pass the discount to my client…I pass these discounts because it is a matter of friendship, 

and to create loyal clients…these clients are friends, they are your siblings, neighbors…you know 

them”. Additionally, Consumer_Dist4’s manager said that customer relationship became closer, 

as she said, “the relationships became much closer…now they not only want you a visit, but they 

also send me messages asking for products”.[FP205] 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager basically maintained the procedures and processes she performed 

before, “I believe that the relationship I have with these new clients and everything I have done to 

maintain the clients, I will keep doing…I just need more time to dedicate to the new clients”. 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Increased due to new clients that came during the supply network disruption. 

Operational efficiency 
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Maintained/improved because Consumer_Dist4’s manager increased its customer density. 

Operational costs 

Improved as Consumer_Mfg4 came up with new payment solutions and alternatives. These new 

payment terms were developed to deal with the decrease in sales faced by Consumer_Mfg4 in May 

of 2020. According to Consumer_Dist4’s manager this happened because most of sales 

representatives/consultants were afraid of selling products during the worse period of Covid-19, 

according to her, “I think that the sales representatives were afraid of selling products, because 

everything was new, no one knew what could happen…then, Consumer_Mfg4 came up with new 

payment terms to give sales representatives some security and confidence…I was not afraid 

because I kept selling”. 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery reliability was maintained even in the worse period of the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. 

Emergent topics 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager started using technology to sell products, according to her, “new 

clients came to me, for instance, this specific client has grandsons who before the pandemic bought 

beauty products from different sellers, then when it became more difficult to find these products, 

the specific client gave her grandsons Consumer_Dist4’s WhatsApp so that they reached me 

out…my sales, the majority of them were via WhatsApp and this was something new, I did not use 

to sell this way before Covid-19…these new clients are still with me even though stores are 

opened”.[FP206] 

Bev_Supp4: Manager 
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Bev_Supp4’s context: Bev_Supp4 is a producer and distributor of hand-crafted malt and brewing 

ingredients mostly for the states of Indiana and Illinois. It also ships products outside US, attending 

small brewing companies and distributors that comprehends 1.5% of all the malt bought in Indiana 

and Illinois. However, it is the top 3 biggest craft malthouse of the region. Bev_Supp4 was founded 

in 2015 and during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, it started online sales of 

smaller batches for final customers. 

We talked with the CEO and founder of Bev_Supp4 who has 6 years of experience in the malt 

industry. Bev_Supp4’s manager decided to start this business because he realized that all the 

ingredients from brewing and all the malt were bought from Canada. Then, he wanted to fill in 

that gap. He takes care of the production and sales. For Bev_Supp4’s manager, successful means 

building and maintaining relationships, developing processes transparency (knowing where the 

malt come from, how it was grown, and so on), having an easy communication, and producing a 

variety of malts (Bev_Supp4 produces malts that no other malthouse produces). 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 

Bev_Supp4 has faced several supply network disruptions before. According to Bev_Supp4’s 

manager, “we've had a few…we have had hurricane issues before. We melted some rice out of 

South Carolina before we got some rice and made malt out of it and we couldn't get it for a few 

weeks, because of the hurricane coming in”.[FP207] 

For Bev_Supp4’s manager these previous supply network disruptions did not cause major 

problems to Bev_Supp4’s supply network and were not difficult to be tackled. Accordingly, “we 

had to redo our production schedule, really. I mean, we were planning on doing some rice melting 

rice that week and we just had to reevaluate and kind of replan our schedule, our production 
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schedule and more barley. At that point, which we had in stock. So, you know, it wasn't the end of 

the world”.[FP208] 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 caused a completely unexpected and high-impact supply network disruption for 

Bev_Supp4, as Bev_Supp4’s manager said, “you know those first three months, three or four 

months were just awful for everybody because nobody really knew what was going to happen”. 

Additionally, Bev_Supp4’s manager explains the major impacts Covid caused in his supply 

network, “Covid has made a huge difference in our supply network. We for like bags that we put 

malt, usually I can get those in a week or two, and it took almost five or six weeks to get bags. So, 

we were scrounging around trying to find bags from like local feet elevators and just putting our, 

you know, writing with a marker our name on it because we couldn't even get our logo bags in 

time. And then the other one is sending out samples through the United States Postal Service, right 

now is just awful, we just sent out a sample to Oregon. Five weeks ago, and just got there two days 

ago”.[FP209] 

For the disruption caused by Covid-19, Bev_Supp4’s manager explains a lot more difficulties to 

respond that he had with previous supply network disruptions, according to him, “with the bags, 

you know, we had to kind of scrounge around and try to find any bags that we could put grain and 

to send out for orders until we got our new bags. So, we were really kind of hurting there for a 

little bit, but yeah, I mean, we're just planning, way far ahead of what we usually would plan, you 

know, if we know we need a certain product coming in and usually only takes a couple weeks, 

we're ordering it four or five weeks ahead of time. Just because we know it might not come on 

time. The shipping, we're still trying to deal with that as far as the United States Postal Service 

right now because we do a lot of shipping through there for sending out samples to breweries, if 
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they just want small samples of our grain. And it's been a nightmare with that and there's so we 

might be switching out of that we might be switching to UPS to see if that's any better. And so, the 

postal service because we just had people that need, you know, grain to do test batch with and they 

need it that week and we send it out overnight and it doesn't get there for three or four weeks later, 

I mean it's just crazy. It just kind of, I guess, a lot more planning ahead as far as that goes”.[FP210] 

Resource metabolism 

Bev_Supp4 has basically used its set of production resources to respond to supply network 

disruptions, not focusing on disruption-response resources. For instance, to respond to the supply 

network disruption caused by Covid-19, Bev_Supp4 used the available production resources to 

support its supply network. According to its manager, “so honestly when Covid first broke out…I 

wanted to help out my consumers, my customers as much as possible. So, I actually joined in our 

program that we were actually donating malt to breweries so they could then make beer at a much 

lower cost, and then use the proceeds to that to then give back to their employees, you know, their 

servers there, bartenders, whatever it is. So that was my original thing. My original idea was I had 

all the malt on hand at that point I had a lot of gray. And it wasn't moving because we were hitting 

like 30, 40% of our normal sales there for about three or four months after Covid hit, we were 

getting about less than 50% of our normal sales. So, you know, I figured if we're going out, if this 

is the world that we're living in, and the malt houses and breweries…are not going to survive, 

because we survive on breweries. I want to help as many people as I could during that process. 

So, we ended up donating like 10,000 pounds of malt and then about another 15,000 pounds of 

corn for distilleries to make hand sanitizer with. I just wanted to help out as much as I could, at 

that point. And, you know, trying to help people get through that period that they were 

struggling”.[FP211] 
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Additionally, Bev_Supp4 also helped its supply network by extending payment terms for some 

customers that were facing difficulties during a supply network disruption, according to its 

manager, “we were much more lacks there for quite a few months as far as invoicing, you know, 

we didn't push people on payments quite as much as we typically do. We're letting people kind of 

take longer to get things paid off. We're still doing that now. I still have breweries that are paying 

off, increments, you know, instead of paying the full invoice. They're paying it off in sections 

because they just don't have the money to do it right now. So, you know, again, communication, 

open communication with them, working with them, making sure they're taken care of and that you 

know and that we're not putting them in a position that they, you know, don't feel comfortable 

with”.[FP212] 

Supply network plasticity 

To deal with the negative impacts of a supply network disruption, Bev_Supp4’s manager 

approached its supply network partners to understand their problems and how they could work 

together to circumvent them. For instance, to deal with delivery problems during Covid-19, 

Bev_Supp4’s manager talked with some carriers, as he explained, “I've talked to them to see, you 

know, where what's causing their lag, you know, why is it taking them so long. And then how I 

need to just…planning alright, if I need this at a certain time, when do I need to be ordering 

it…because I knew what the typical response rate and the typical delivery time was before. And 

just trying to get an idea of what they're going through. And what, in the end, the lead time that I 

need for that from them”. [FP213] 

In order to do this, Bev_Supp4’s manager said that communication was key, as he said, “open 

communication really is the big thing, is talking to other, trying to figure that out”. Additionally, 

Besides, taking care of its partners by donating production resources, Bev_Supp4’s manager has 
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also taken care of its own operations by looking for his employees, as he said, “I never laid off any 

of my full-time employees. So, I really wanted to keep them on board and, you know, whether it 

was just giving away free malt. So, we had something to do, you know, and something to keep the 

guys busy with or whatever it was, you know that is what we ended up doing there for a couple 

months, was mainly giving away a lot of free grain, just to keep us going and distilleries going to 

help keep them going, but at least help them, you know, obviously, it wasn't us that kept them going. 

But, you know, at least try to give as much help as we could”.[FP214] 

Bev_Supp4 responded to two new functional demands in its supply network, one was the 

distribution of corn for hand sanitizer production and the other was online sales for homebrewers; 

a strategy used mainly when businesses were in lockdown during Covid-19. As its manager said, 

“we sold a lot of corn for hand sanitizer or gave away a lot of corn for hand sanitizer…the other 

thing is that we actually opened up to selling to homebrewers. A lot of people were staying home 

and they weren't working or were working from home and they had a lot of extra time on their 

hands. So, we had never sold directly to homers we work through a homebrewer supply store…we 

had time on our hands and we had malt on our hands. So, we decided, well, let's just open up an 

online market, or online store…we started selling to homers in June of last year. And you know 

that's been, you know, not a major part of our business, but it's definitely helped over the last few 

months to kind of fill that gap of the slowdown that we were seeing in the industry”. He adds the 

importance of maintaining a balance for not impacting negatively retailers, “the homebrew sales 

have definitely helped…because we're selling at a retail price instead of a wholesale price, which 

is what we sell the brewers. This is a retail like you know if you're buying at a homebrew store. 

You know, I would sell wholesale that homebrew store and then they would sell it at retail. So, 

we're selling at that retail price so that we're not undercutting our customers that are already 
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buying from us and selling to homers. So, you know, we're making a good profit on that grain that 

we sell and that has definitely helped us get through this year, for sure…it's definitely opened up 

a lot of doors for us as far as you know homebrewers eventually become brewers and, you know, 

to get that relationship with some of these homebrewers before they even open the brewhouse it's 

been beneficial for sure. So, I think doing it. Yeah. We've had customers asking for a very long 

time because the homebrewer supply store that we do work with, we only give them a handful of 

the malts that we actually sell to brewers and home brewers kept seeing us posting about these 

different styles of malt that we make that they couldn't get their hands on”.[FP215]  

Moreover, since businesses slowed down during the pandemic, Bev_Supp4’s manager used the 

extra time as an opportunity to develop different aspects of its business, as he said “then we also 

have had time to really even expand our different styles of malts that we have. So, we did a lot of 

experimentation and R&D work during those periods of time to kind of come up with some new 

malts”[FP216] 

Bev_Supp4’s manager explained his customer network, how started the relationship with 

Bev_Dist4 (one of Bev_Supp4’s customers) and how this relationship developed during the supply 

network disruption caused by Covid-19. Accordingly, “they're very small brewery obviously but 

breweries like that, you know, we kind of switched our marketing towards small breweries like 

Bev_Dist4 in the last couple years…a few years ago we were working with really big regional 

breweries that we're selling a lot of you know, bottles and cans and their margins are very slim. 

So, a couple years ago, we decided we need to kind of start focusing more on the small community, 

brew houses and brew pubs…like Bev_Dist4. We've picked up a lot of these smaller places that 

are just literally selling right in their local community and are supported by the local community”. 

He goes on detailing how these small breweries could deal with the disruption, as he said, they 
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“can weather the storm, I think a little bit better because they're not trying to sell to mass markets, 

they're just trying to sell in their own area and those small local community who are community-

based breweries definitely have helped us get through this Covid”. Then, Bev_Supp4’s manager 

talks about his expectations about the relationship between Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 after the 

support he gave to his customer network, “I hope you know they looked back in and see when we 

tried to do you know the limited funds and little bit of, you know, we were obviously struggling 

too. So, we tried it, we had grain that we could get you know that we can donate and we had leeway 

as far as getting invoices and you know I don't know how they're going to look back and see that. 

But, you know, we tried to do the best that we could to help them out during the time that they 

needed it. So, I don't know how it's going to be in the long run after Covid. But you know, I would 

hope that they would remember that”.[FP217] 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Bev_Supp4 could reestablish general performance levels after the supply network disruption. As 

its manager explained, “we started with gradually as summer went on and then in the fall, you 

know, things got back to pretty much normal. I mean, it wasn't great. But it was, you know, 

normalish. So, like from August till really now we've been seeing normal numbers as far as sales, 

as far as breweries and distilleries go. So, I am feeling it's a slow down again here for the next 

couple months, but you know, getting through that really scary. Couple months that are two or 

three months that everybody had and trying to help out as much as possible…we lost obviously a 

lot of money during those three months, but it was important for us to help the industry that 

supports us, you know, and that's kind of what my goal is”. 

Operational efficiency 
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Bev_Supp4’s operational efficiency worsened mainly because of the online sales to homebrewers, 

who although might buy higher-valued products, buy smaller quantities, which impose more work 

per order for Bev-Supp4. Accordingly, “it's probably worse because we're working with more 

clients and they're getting smaller quantities. So, it's a lot more work for us…we're not doing as 

much larger orders as we would have last year…but as far as you know efficiency versus income, 

you know, it kind of balances out because they're doing smaller orders. They're getting more 

unique grains that are more expensive…they need us to mill it, you know, which is another 

additional cost on top of the malt. So, we're probably making a little more income per pound that 

we make that we sell, but it's definitely more work too. So, it's definitely, yeah, we're definitely 

have lost efficiency this year, for sure, just because we're doing so many smaller clients and newer 

clients”. 

Operational costs 

Bev_Supp4 faced higher operational costs as some processes became more difficult after the 

supply network disruption, such as sending malt sample to customers. 

Delivery reliability 

For Bev_Supp4’s manager, delivery reliability worsened during the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. According to him, “those have been big problems for yet for deliveries that's 

freights like if I'm shipping a pallet. Those seem to not have been affected too much but smaller 

like UPS or USPS like those smaller deliveries definitely seem to be affected”. 

Emergent topics 

Bev_Supp4 had to use government support to be able to navigate the worse period of the supply 

network disruption caused by Covid-19. According to Bev-Supp4’s manager, this support was 
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crucial, as he said, “we got two different grants. Actually, we got the payroll loan or whatever, just 

the payroll loan for your employees that lasted three months so that definitely helps, you know, we 

got payroll for our three full-time employees for three months. And then we also got one of the 

SBA (The Small Business Association) loans, we ended up getting it…it was a three and a half 

percent interest loan with a 30-year payoff. And we thought, you know, it'll get us through this 

time it's 30-year payoff. So, you know, the payments aren't huge they're spread out quite a bit. So, 

we ended up going ahead and getting one of those also you know, it's more debt, but at least we're 

getting through this year that we can figure out, you know how to kind of recoup from that in the 

long run”.[FP218] 

Bev_Dist4: Manager 

Bev_Dist4’s context: Bev_Dist4 is a small craft beverage producer and distributor. It has 13 

employees that work in two facilities, a production site and an entertainment venue. Bev_Dist4 

relies mostly on local suppliers of raw materials. During the disruption caused by Covid-19, 

Bev_Dist4 focused on developing relationships with small and local distributors. 

We talked with the founder and owner of Bev_Dist4 who is a biologist and started his own business 

in 2011. He firstly focused on the film industry, producing and distributing VHS type of movies. 

In this business, he had to look for suppliers that would custom VHS boxes, since they were no 

longer produced. He also worked in the retail banking, assisting small business owners to develop 

retirement plans. These experiences gave him learning points to develop Bev_Dist4. For him, 

success means to solve problems, come up with new ideas and implement them. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 
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Bev_Dist4’s manager has no experience with previous supply network disruptions. He mentioned 

some issues when he ran the film business, but those were daily operational issues, not a supply 

network disruption. According to him, “I can't say that would be to some the closest thing that I 

could think of a similarity is, you know, I mentioned that VHS type company sometimes we couldn't 

find a supplier for those or they may have a limited quantity of a certain kind, or something like 

that. But, you know, that was to be expected. You know how in 2011 like how many people are 

making those. So no, I mean this year we're experiencing one thing after another”.[FP219] 

Covid-19 

The supply network disruption caused by Covid-19 impacted both, the access of raw materials and 

the distribution of Bev_Dist4’s products. At the distribution side, Bev_Dist4’s manager talked 

about the high-impact and unexpected effects it brought to his business. According to him, “we've 

been really, week to week so in service industry and especially in production and brewing a lot of 

it is repetitious, so every week we did the same things. We even had some of the same events every 

week. So, this year, a lot of the repetition has disappeared because we have to on the fly, depending 

on what the restrictions look like or depending on what our funding looks like or, indeed, like the 

weather this year was a big problem because of everything being outside, you know, we would just 

have to make decisions on the fly, really quick about how we were going to, you know, function 

that week”.[FP220] 

Resource metabolism 

To respond to the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Bev_Dist4’s manager relied on 

all his top-management team, as he said, “we meet every Tuesday…like, what this week going to 

look like, what can we plan for next month. And I guess it's just me, keeping everything on the rails 

and trying to come up with some creative solutions for what's going on”.[FP221] 
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Bev_Dist4 faced shortage of some production and disruption-response resources. Bev_Dist4’s 

manager had to come up with different strategies to keep attending his customers when 

governments mandate shut down places to stop the spread of the virus of Covid-19. To implement 

these strategies, Bev_Dist4 needed several resources that were in shortage, as its manager said, 

“for us when we couldn't have guests come inside, we pivoted to canning and packaging. Well, 

there's an aluminum shortage. And now, no one can get cans and they're more expensive when you 

can get them. I have a few others. I could say, we had to move everything outdoors. So, everyone 

had to do that at the same time. So, patio furniture, umbrellas. Now it's patio heaters. You know, 

any kind of coverings. Things like that are just very difficult to find, there's a big lag on those. So, 

that's been an issue. And then the last big one was treated lumber and lumber. Generally, when 

we went outside, we had to build a new patio and a new fence to appease the alcohol Commission 

to keep people's strengths inside of a certain designated area. And I have people driving all over 

the state looking for enough lumber to be able to finish that. So, yeah, I mean, we can come up 

with some creative solutions, but it was just, you know, as far as supply network and those things. 

So, not so much lately, but right at the beginning, you may remember all your friends were making 

bread at home. So, that was a big deal and something that like everyone is posting their new bread 

that they made online. Well baker's yeast was in short supply, because of that. So, people started 

using brewer’s yeast. So, then we had a really difficult time getting brewer’s yeast too”.[FP222] 

Supply network plasticity 

Bev_Dist4’s manager partnered up with some competitors to deal with the shortage of some raw 

materials, according to him, “well, for the in the aluminum can. Example of what we've done is 

sort of form an alliance, I guess, with some other local breweries and then we just order them in 

bulk. So, we were able to work with Triton Tap Room on the east side of town…we're very small 
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compared to almost any brewery around so the amount that we need is maybe one pallet will get 

us through till next summer. They were ordering maybe 30 to 40 pallets at a time. So, we were 

able to just kind of get in on one of their orders through that relationship. That's how we ended up 

solving it. My current supplier for it doesn't have any”.[FP223] 

Additionally, Bev_Dist4 started a closer collaboration with local suppliers and competitors, 

looking for strengthening relationships. According to its manager, “those local distributors are 

people that come to the bar. Anyway, or maybe they live in the neighborhood. So, I guess we're 

just more aware of who we're buying things from now. I think one of the best things about the 

brewery community is that we all do collaborate regularly so that it's a lot of people talk about 

competition. I suppose it's competition in the sense that maybe a consumer may choose one place 

over the other for a particular night or maybe only go to one or two but we really don't think of 

each other as competitors, we sort of, you know, help each other out. We'll have collaboration 

brew days and you know go over at some of these other brewery and brew with them. In normal 

times we've never collaborated on aluminum cans before, but I have in the past purchase like large 

amounts of like a fruit puree or something like that, or maybe a specialty type of hops. In the fall 

when they do like harvest tops, we may, you know, throw in on a bale of something for somebody 

else has…we have groups on social media, where we'll just go in and be like, hey, I have 50 extra 

pounds of central hops. Does anybody want one for 12 bucks a pound or something like that. So, 

we help each other out…we get to go drive over and deliver to people and taste their beers and 

see what's going on. And then that may push us to do something else. And interestingly, with Triton, 

we were asking him about those cans, they were having a hard time getting them at first, but they're 

like, yeah, we can spare some for you. What we ended up doing was buying some glass bottles 
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from them, too. So, we did some of their releases more specialty releases were in a glass bottle to 

try to mitigate the use of all the aluminum cans that we had so”.[FP224] 

Bev_Dist4’s network had frequently conversations in order to better respond to raw material 

shortage and other issues, as Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “in the spring, there was a full shut down 

right so we couldn't even have carry out. And at that time, there were sort of a panel of local 

service industry owners and we would get together and just kind of talk about what was going 

on…so, everybody needed all the same supplies at once so that is what started the aluminum can 

shortage and all this shortages. I was talking with the lumber and the outdoor patio seating stuff. 

But we were able, we're, again, we're very small”.[FP225] 

In that sense, Bev_Dist4 decided to partner up with Bev_Supp4 again, as Bev_Dist4’s manager 

said, “now we're using Bev_Supp4 for most of the base malts and so I imagine it's helping them 

too. But, you know, we had used them in the past because they do specialty things like maybe 

smoke some mall with like lavender, wood or cherry or something like that. So, they do small batch 

things that would be like a specialty beer. But now we've just sort of solidify this local 

relationship”.[FP226] Even though Bev_Dist4 and Bev_Supp4 relied more on each other during the 

supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, Bev_Dist4’s manager is no sure about this 

relationship in the future, as he said, “I don't know if it'll make them particularly loyal to us, 

necessarily, but they're just a loyal company, generally, and I think you can think of that. You may 

be able to apply that to most local companies, you know, or family run businesses. So that's 

something that is maybe just being uncovered by all of this that you know, I hope that sticks and 

more local companies can, you know, gain ground from this, but I'm not sure, I'm not sure how 

that's going to go”.[FP227] 
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Although Bev_Dist4’s manager started collaborating more with his network, he faced some 

difficulties accessing some raw materials even when supply came to a more normal situation, as 

he said, “we just experienced this. We're trying to do like through the winter come up with an idea 

because people can't come inside as much. So, I built like a little shed outside in the parking lot, 

so people can do like a drive through, a scenario is what it is. So, I had to find lumber for that, 

again, too. So, it seems like every turn, there is some disruption, even though it's now available, 

there's a steep cost associated with it”.[FP228] 

To deal with the shortage of yeast, Bev_Dist4’s manager started reusing it but without any major 

impact in his operations in the long run, as he explained, “now, what we do is we wash that yeast 

and reuse that yeast and another batch, so it's not really a cost savings so much for us because 

we're so small, I imagine it would be for a larger brewery, but you know, I guess it would add up 

over time, but for the most part it's really just out of necessity to even be able to get yeast. Now the 

supply is back for the most part, we can get it and yeast is usually sold in packages and you can 

like refrigerator. It's not that dissimilar from what you would find at the store for bakers, but some 

of those things”.[FP229] 

Bev_Dist4 had a new functional demand, that is, setting up an online operations that helped mainly 

during the lockdown period. Bev_Dist4’s manager explains how he used some resources to put 

this online operation in practice, emphasizing that it would be a strategy focused more on the short 

term, as he said, “I had just purchased a delivery truck last year because we expanded to do the 

new production facility. So, we had two locations and I wanted people to be able to use, you know, 

the company van to go back and forth, instead of their own car. So here we have this delivery van 

and so we just set up online orders and advertised it. We used some of the talent that we have for 

live entertainment. For example, we have a comedy show every Sunday…the Comedian would 
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deliver the beer and have a job…we just didn't expect it to be so long. I think we thought it would 

be done sometime in the summer or something like that. At the time, I think we're thinking maybe 

three or four months, but you know it's persisted and we've had to come up with things along the 

way. But we're back into deliveries again now that the weather is cold. We don't have any indoor 

seating at the Bev_Dist4’s location. And that's why I've implemented that drive thru thing if people 

want to come over there. They can drive up and get it”.[FP230] 

The strategy to use the outside area to receive clients will be maintained after Covid-19 is over 

because it brings several advantages to Bev_Dist4, as its manager mentioned, “this sort of forced 

us to be outside and push all this stuff infrastructure in place. And yeah, it's going to be as much 

outside as possible next year and then we'll basically just use the inside. If it rains, you know, or 

if there's bad weather but it made everything easier. We don't have to clean as much, you know, 

people were outside. So, it was safer that we could fit, we can fit quite a few more people out there. 

It was just an overall fun environment. So yeah, we will definitely use the outside more. And in 

fact, that we needed to plan anyway because just adjacent to the brewery is an old railway and 

they've pulled that out to make sort of a bike and walk that once completed, it's going to completely 

change the outside”. 

Another important element for Bev_Dist4 is to rely more on technology and social medias to 

advertise its products and entertainment. Accordingly, “definitely now relying on that. We're 

relying on technology more because of the delivery. So, you know, I'll blast something out on all 

the social media about maybe delivery. So, this week we have certain deliveries, but we also have 

gift cards are on sale so that people can maybe pick up gifts for the holiday season or something 

like that. We also reopened our mug club. For the year so people can purchase mug club 

memberships. So, those are some things I'm using our existing sort of base on social media to kind 
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of blast those things out. So, this week, I'll be this week we're doing a paid ad for it. Just to see if 

we can reach a few more people.”[FP231] 

“There's just a lag on grants. There's a lag on any kind of support and there was just no flexibility 

whatsoever on the permitting and things like that. So, I don't know if you can tie that necessarily 

to supply network. But, I mean, there's definitely a breakdown in the process there”. 

Supply network outcomes 

General performance 

Bev_Dist4’s general performance has suffered due to the supply network disruption caused by 

Covid-19. As Bev_Dist4’s manager explained, this is an outcome also for some members of his 

network as he thinks about his relationship with Bev_Supp4, “it certainly has helped it. I've sort 

of followed him on social media. And I know that their sales are down proportionally. So, we're 

down. We were on about a 35% growth trajectory for revenue perspective. For the last three years. 

This last week was our four-year anniversary. So, I should have some extrapolation of what I 

would have expected to have made in revenue this year. But even just year-over-year numbers if 

we're just looking at hundred percent compared to last year, we are like 50 to 60%, it is where 

we're going to land. So, we, you know, arguably will be down like 40% or more, plus the potential 

for that growth, maybe 35% rate. So, I know that he is down quite a bit too, but his he's been able 

to work and keep it ongoing…this year we're, you know, we're going definitely lose money but we 

need to be able to survive to get to next year. We need to stay out of our own heads and, like, make 

sure that our mental health is good, but also that our communities. You know, carry out as well”. 

Bev_Dist4’s manager explains one of the main motives his revenue will be lower. According to 

him, “it's the aluminum can shortage and the labels and the packaging, like all those little pieces 

that come together, plus the labor to do it. It's just, plus we have to sell them…margins are just 
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very little, and maybe making two or $3 on a four pack where we would have been making probably 

$20 on those same four beers, if we sold them in house. I think a beer on draft for us. We sell for 

six and a quarter, it costs us maybe 50 cents to make. If I sell it in a four pack, I'm selling those 

for $13 and plus the cost of the packaging. So, you can do the math, it's difficult. We have to do a 

lot more volume which is also an issue with a shortage of aluminum cans”. 

However, his strategy to build an outside structure to attend clients seemed successful, as he said, 

“the summer we ended up posting pretty similar format to what we always did, but we just did it 

outside and a 12,000 square foot area so it was seemed safe. I'm convinced that it was a safe 

environment when it was out there because people, you know, we had the rings painted on the 

yard. People with that distance and they had to wear masks and no one was inside, things like that. 

And we did actually August this year of 2020 was our best revenue month since we've ever opened 

it was the best ever. So, we can see that it's going to the trajectory is there if we have the ability to 

do what we do”.[FP232] 

Operational efficiency 

Bev_Dist4’s manager has seen an improvement in operational efficiency mostly related to more 

automated operations, as he explained, “I suppose it's probably more efficient because we're 

packaging everything as opposed to when it's on draft...well with canning, the canning machine 

fills up pretty precisely and minimizes the things like that. So, from a volume perspective, we're 

probably getting quite a bit more beer out of it. I don't have exact numbers on that but that would 

be my intuition on that. Other processes, I mean, you know, a lot of what we did before was hosts 

guests, and so, there was a lot of waiver and manual like service involved and now it's more selling 

things online, maybe doing some deliveries, but it's more social media based and maybe order 

ring and just working, working on the beer itself as opposed to serving it in person”. 
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Operational costs 

Operational costs have worsened for Bev_Dist4, causing several issues as its manager pointed, 

“that's been an issue of course, packaging. There's the added cost of it to even if you can get cans. 

There's a label. There's more labor going on at that but that was one big thing that we saw was 

the aluminum cans shortage and we're still fighting that now. I think lumber is probably up like 

300% in price right now to even now that is back on the shelf a two by four is $6 and 50 cents at 

Lowes right now. That's pretty crazy…that's not a treated one”. 

Delivery reliability 

For Bev_Dist4’s manager, delivery reliability is as expected for the online orders and deliveries. 

According to him, “it's all very controlled. So, it's basically you know I'm operating the website 

where all the orders come through. And then we right now are just delivering on Fridays. So, 

Friday morning we had to cut off at noon Friday morning I'll go in, I print out all the orders and 

my main manager and I put them all together and we double check each other loading them up in 

the van and then they had out, so it's all pretty controlled and that's fun, because we can take that 

we can kind of check some boxes and feel like we accomplished something and see that money 

coming into, I think that's pretty well controlled”. 

Emergent topics 

Bev_DIst4 received around $100,000 in grants from different organizations and for different uses. 

For Bev_Dist4’s manager though these grants were important, they were in a reimbursement basis, 

causing some management issues as he said, “I think another problem that compounds that is a lot 

of these grants that they're giving us or grant opportunities are on a reimbursement basis. So, you 

have to have already purchased those things and then you can get reimbursed for them. But you 
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know, I could put the money out now, but not be able to get them for three or four months and then 

do we even need them anymore so there were a number of grants for PPE (Personal Protective 

Equipment) as well, like masks and gloves and hand sanitizer and things like that. Those were 

much smaller, I did take advantage of one of those early on, but for the most part those supplies 

are more available. Now, that was another thing, like right at the beginning, everyone had to have 

a mask on and you couldn't get masks anywhere. And then when you could they were like $50 a 

box or something”. 

Bev_Dist4’s manager goes on detailing how these grants worked for him, “we got the PPP money. 

We're very small, so I got $30,000 on that based on the average of the payroll for like, I think the 

10 or 12 weeks prior to this. And then I also got the $10,000 ideal advance. I got $40,000 for 

forgiveness, the application. If you're under 50,000. It was literally just like type in your tax ID 

number and say you want it forgiven and then they'll forgive it so I gave them my payroll 

information, I suppose. But for the most part it was very simple. It took five minutes. As far as 

other grants, we got the help grant through Indiana that would pay up to $25,000 of rent. So that 

was rent on a reimbursement basis that you've already paid and then they would also pay, October, 

November and December. You know, before you had paid it. So that was just kind of a secondary 

perk of that so the problem with that was my landlord had been letting us pay half rent because of 

the revenue shortage. Basically, a mirror image of what you know we were getting reimbursed. 

So, he's caught up for the year. So, landlords are both at 100% for the year right now of revenue. 

So, I'm looking at us. I'm thinking okay so landlords are 100%”.[FP233] 

Besides the reimbursement issue, Bev_Dist4’s manager complained about the lack of flexibility in 

getting some permits necessary to his business, as he said, “the other thing is that there's no 

flexibility whatsoever on like tax payments or permits through the state, you know, we have three 
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different permits alcohol permits manufacturing permits, things like that. There is zero, flexibility, 

there's no waiver of permit fees. You get everything done on time, just like it was normal. So, I 

think everyone is going to have to have 100% revenue for 2020 except for us. We're going to be 

like 60% you know...I don't want to sound ungrateful, but…especially for my employees, if we're 

looking at like a $50,000 loss of revenue year over year. The last one it was for winter 

preparedness…you had to just show that you had purchased outdoor patio furniture or heaters, 

something like that. So, I went ahead. I just received the last month that I got was for a music 

venue grants. I got $13,500 from musical family tree, which is just like a local organization 

nonprofit organization…but again, most of them are reimbursement basis even the musical family 

tree was reimbursement basis. I had to show that was for utility payments and also rent. So, if I 

showed that I paid it, they would give me that up to $15,000 so it was a lot of paperwork and some 

things like that, but I think musical family tree has done that twice this year. And I've gotten 

aggregate total of $21,000 from them. And it's just astonishing to me that there's just been no 

support whatsoever for our staff. And then we also have to jump through all these hoops to be able 

to get these things. So, you know they got 1,200 dollars once, that's crazy”.[FP234] 

Appendix C – Within-case analysis: supplementary material 

Supply network (SN1) 

SN1 context: Supply network 1 (SN1) is comprised by 3 organizations. Pharma_Mfg1 and 

Pharma_Mfg2 are competitors in the pharmaceutical industry. Both have headquarters in 

Switzerland and are major players in the pharma segment, producing very important and critical 

medicines for patients all around the world. Pharma_Dist1 is a carrier focused on pharmaceutical 

products, distributing items for both Pharma_Mfg1 and Pharma_Mfg2. It is located in Brazil and 
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uses road and air transportation. In total, we talked with 4 executives from SN1: two from 

Pharma_Mfg1, one from Pharma_Mfg2 and one from Pharma_Dist1. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruption 

The members of supply network 1 (SN1) reported supply network disruptions related to political 

issues, natural disasters, production failures and terrorism, such as truck drivers’ strike, cyber-

attack, product recalls and earthquakes. Since the members of SN1 deal with medicines, all these 

supply network disruptions caused a high impact. Pharma_Mfg2’s manager talked about the truck 

drivers’ strike that happened in Brazil in 2018, “strike here in Brazil...we were not able to go to 

anywhere here, we have to close the warehouse because for a bad coincidence the center of the 

strike was in front of our warehouse...during one or two days we were able to deliver some 

products and the people that were leading the strike understood that. It was medicines and there 

are people that probably will die or something bad will happen…you can put the patient at risk if 

the product is not released. Then everything, you can see my words, everything in pharmaceutical 

company if you perform something wrong, a life can be at risk. Then supply network in 

pharmaceutical company has to be resilient. You have to be robust, you cannot fail…we have to 

be reliable. This is the main point in supply network for pharmaceuticals”. Pharma_Dist1’s 

manager also reported this truck drivers’ strike as a high-impact disruption, mentioning that “there 

was a shortage of a medicine for a critical disease…we could deliver it and a father was thankful 

because his son could die if he could not get the medicine, so we saved a life”. Similarly, 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager talked about a product recall and why it was a high-impact supply 

network disruption, “it is a healthcare product. It basically depends on the FDA. So, there are 

certain communications to the FDA, but also to the customer to ensure that no patient is actually 
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at risk and trying to inform everyone in the supply network that they have to return or destroy the 

product and not get any harm to the patient”. Pharma_Mfg1’s director talked about his experience 

with Hurricane Maria that hit Puerto Rico in 2017. According to him, “we had a production site 

for diabetes care in Puerto Rico. Hurricane Maria came through and all telecommunications, all 

electricity power water, etc. were severely impacted on the island. And what was interesting is, we 

went from a position of one trying to assess what impacts that had for us from a supply perspective 

to quickly also layering in from a humanitarian perspective, what that really meant. We had 

employees that were without power, without water, without resource, that we had to quickly assess 

how can we help in ensuring that they're safe and they are able to feel secure enough and then 

we'll worry about coming back in in the manufacturing site and getting supply and a secondary 

way”. 

Members of SN1 responded to these supply network disruptions using three set of practices, 

namely: (i) cushion, (ii) experience-based and (iii) context-based practices. For instance, 

Pharma_Mfg2 responded to the truck drivers’ strike by performing context-based practices 

through frequent meetings with high-level management team and with its 3PLs. As its manager 

reported, “we have something kind the name is Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management…the top 

management, they have a group. Then we have the S&OP, the protocols in order to what we have 

to perform during this kind of situation…we have an operational meeting between us and our 

suppliers. Okay. Our 3PLs and we have like our corporate meeting with the CEO, CFO 

commercial guys in order to be in contact with the clients”. For Pharma_Mfg2’s manager, to deal 

with this disruption that lasted for 10 days, the main element was communication, as he said, “I 

think that the main word is communication. Okay. If you don't have all the information but share 

the information that you have, the people they suffer if they don't know what is happening. We are 
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talking about a big company…talking about Brazil, one of the 10 biggest countries around the 

world in terms of revenue, in terms of patients, in terms of everything. Brazil is top ten. Okay. 

Then, any kind of impact in Brazil, we impact the region, we impact globally. Then you have to 

share as much information that we have in the situation…just the main learning that I have, I can 

tell you that, my behavior during the first day was totally different from the third day because after 

one day, the second day, everybody starts calling me, writing me, asking what is happening there. 

Why the revenue was so low. And then I realized that, come on, you have to put everybody on the 

same page, and then I changed my behavior and I started communicating much more”. Similarly, 

communication was a key element for Pharma_Mfg1 to deal with the product recall along with a 

product prioritization strategy, according to its manager, “there was a lot of I would say special 

task force set up at the beginning to prepare the communication. So, you have to really get a 

communication strategy, but then also supply network strategy. How do you prioritize, how do you 

forecast. In addition, quantities coming in expediting shipments. I think that the test in question 

was, was typing scare test strips that were manufactured in Indianapolis and in Puerto Rico. So 

definitely also a change in how you distribute within the network, but also how we distribute our 

customer network”. By the same token, Pharma_Mfg1’s director mentioned that Pharma_Mfg1 

responded to the disruption caused by Hurricane Maria in a contextual basis along with cushion 

practices, firstly focusing on employees basic needs to then focusing on production recovery, 

according to him, “we have a pretty rigorous business continuity management process and 

program where we put in place various scenarios…what we really wanted to go through first is 

employee safety…we've got to get bottled water, we've got to get batteries, we got to get backup 

generators down in a very quick fashion…we had to do those things out of the box. And then we 

had to kind of the infrastructure needs, the roof repairs that needed to be made…so that was 
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situation that we had to stabilize our workforce, to stabilize the infrastructure and then start 

getting back the supply plans in place at a global level to meet, you know, demand needs”. 

Yet, Pharma_Mfg1’s director talked about geographical issues and redundant supplies as cushion 

practices to mitigate future negative impacts caused by supply network disruptions. According to 

him, “so one way we're having to change and planning parameters in a very discreet way on we 

need to add lead time to account for the variability but then to where can we put redundant supply 

sources in place. We have, you know, stood up additional manufacturing and supply sites in 

different geographies of the world, even if we had capacity within one geography that could 

support global demand because of the logistical disruptions that occur and the challenges with 

that. We realized, we needed to have more redundancy built in at a geographic level that shorten 

the supply network up a little bit to be a little bit more responsive than what it has been working 

with key partners”. 

For the cyber-attack suffered by Pharma_Mfg2, it responded using its experience to develop a 

robust plan called cyber-attack resilience, thus, performing experience-based and cushion 

practices to mitigate possible future attacks, as its manager explained, “we have one warehouse in 

Panama that supplies more than 26 countries in Central America and Caribbean. Then we have a 

hub there. And in last year (2019) we suffered a cyber-attack there, March 19, you know, that you 

can see that I remember the date, because it was a scar that never close. Then what happened, we 

lost all the systems in our 3PL. Pharma_Mfg2 was okay but our 3PL was suffering a cyber-

attack…any kind of invoicing process shipment delivery is performed by our 3PL. Therefore, it 

doesn't matter that we have our system in a good position if our supplier, our partner has any kind 

of problem, then we were able to realize this. When this kind of disruption occurs. And it took from 

19 to 30th, 12 days. Okay, that happened during these 12 days, something strange is that the IT 
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guys trying to support our 3PL, working together every day. They tell us, okay, it's solved, 

tomorrow it will be okay. Everybody waits and tomorrow they found another issue. And when they 

try to open a file for example, an invoice, we receive a message that okay, you will only receive 

this invoice if you pay me in Bitcoin…it was the trigger to implement a robust plan in 

Pharma_Mfg2 that we call cyber-attack resiliency…how to protect Pharma_Mfg2, in order to 

avoid this kind of situation…to protect the Pharma_Mfg2, our suppliers, our plants, manufacturing 

sites, our external manufacturing sites, everybody; we're trying to avoid this situation again…I am 

the leader for the region, OK. If this happens, how we can react manually. Okay. Therefore, we 

have to be ready for the situation again. In this sense, we already implemented here in 

Brazil…because if something happens in Brazil, it will impact the whole world…The idea is not to 

supply the whole market but to keep the operation as is. What I mean is, I will not keep shipping 

all the order that I receive; then we define what kind of orders, what kind of medicine that we have 

to supply in this period…we keep the operation in order to have some products that we call 

lifesaving, that the patient needs in order to survive or to keep their treatment. Then for this kind 

of medicines we are able to start operating again in one day…in 15, or between two and four 

weeks, we are able to recover our system...it's really, really hard work…we have to update the 

inventory situation everyday manually…we have a kind of computer that is not connected…it is 

not on the internet, because if the cyber-attack happens that computer has to be safe. There, we 

update all the master data regarding client, products, everything we have to update there…then, 

it leads to another pillar, a pillar to react. Okay. And the other one is how to recover our system, 

then there's another IT pillar…we have that kind of SOP (standard operating procedures). Okay. 

Everything you have any kind of processing for pharmaceutical you have to have this. Okay, then 

we have to update this SOPs. And we have a thing that you should know, BCP (business continuity 
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plan), that we have to add this kind of chapter in terms of cyber-attack. Okay. The main deliverable 

of this project is to update the BCP, the business continuity plan.” However, for a supply network 

disruption such as the truck drivers’ strike, Pharma_Mfg2 could not develop any plan other than 

attempting to anticipate some shipments through experience-based and cushion practices, as its 

manager said, “we think about what kind of actions, after the experience, we can implement in 

order to avoid the situation again. There is a consensus here that another situation like this will 

be almost possible…if you have this kind of situation that we cannot go to the streets in order to 

deliver the products…the only thing that we can do is to anticipate the shipments or the orders as 

soon as possible…we can call our clients, we received this information and a new strike is coming, 

would you like to increase your order to create bridging stock or increase your inventory?” 

This preparedness mentioned by Pharma_Mfg2’s manager was crucial for Pharma_Mfg1 deal with 

the impacts of Hurricane Maria. According to Pharma_Mfg1’s director, “for us to be successful at 

the end of the day, we really had to reach out with our customer base in a more detailed level, 

understand where their current stocking position was, understand what kind of risk they would 

have, you know, with maybe some disruption to supply at a net place and those that were healthy 

from a safety stock perspective…the net result is, yes, there were impacts to fill rates as one can 

imagine, but it was really within about a six-week period, we were back and an output level to 

where we normally wouldn't be, caught demand up within a couple of months after that. So, 

challenging but, all in all, you know, it really was something that could have been much worse if 

we weren't prepared to act in a way that we were” 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 caused an unexpected and a high-impact supply network disruption for SN1. One 

of the reasons was due to the surge in demand as mentioned by Pharma_Mfg1’s manager, “many 
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customers were stocking up medical supplies, stocking up on everything…and it was basically two, 

three months of demand packed into a few weeks…I also had to see how to prioritize the shipments 

between customers. So, from my understanding, less supply interruption into the manufacturing, 

but more an anticipated potential shutdown of manufacturing, which lead to higher demand and 

as a consequence short term depletion of inventory and short-term bottleneck supply and 

customers”. Likewise, Pharma_Mfg1’s director said that “our traditional ways of working had to 

completely evolve as well very early in the pandemic, you know, we had our task force team and 

we're there, you know plugging along hours but we're there, for you know face to face talking 

through these and trying to solve challenges very quickly and having that dialogue…we are a 

global organization and has sourcing throughout the world and distribution throughout the world. 

We had to really come up with creative ways to find additional transportation capacity”. Similarly, 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager reported that “covid-19 caused a greater supply network disruption than 

that caused by the truck drivers’ strike because while we knew that the strike would be over in a 

few days, Covid-19 would last 3, 4 months…in my opinion, Covid-19 was the worst crisis that we 

have ever faced”.  

The supply network disruption orientation can be characterized by how SN1 dealt with the 

negative impacts caused by supply network disruption it has faced. For instance, although Covid-

19 was completely unexpected and caused a high-impact disruption, members of SN1 could reap 

benefits from it. According to Pharma_Mfg2’s manager, the supply network area gained 

importance and visibility because of this disruption, “we have some townhouse, global townhouse 

that we participate in. I remember that we were never mentioned in the past, now, every time they 

mention and thanks to the supply network team in order to support us in this period. This were 

two, three times during one townhall”. Additionally, supply network relationships have changed, 
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as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said, “the relationship with the supplier is a kind of different. Now, 

we can tell you, for me, sometimes it was difficult to explain to the global guy that I was not taking 

the cheapest guy. Okay. And I can tell you that during these five years I never showed one supplier 

only looking at the price. Okay. Because I have the pressure from my boss, from the procurement 

area because they want…their targets in terms of savings in the global team, they have to keep the 

operation running spending less, but I can tell you that I never took this decision in order to take 

the cheapest guy, and now it's becoming easier to explain why…during a bidding process.” For 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager, not only visibility, but also government relationship changed, helping 

it to speed up processes, according to him, “the company has much more involvement from 

governments. I saw an interview on CNN and things like that. So, there's definitely a unique 

opportunity, I think, to shape the ecosystem to shape the healthcare system to highlight the value 

of diagnostic tests, and that is something that in the past, no one paid money for. And now everyone 

gives you probably two legs and arms to get a test. So, I think it's an opportunity to work differently 

the ecosystem and shape it and also create more value. I think from that perspective also I would 

say from different classes, I think it's probably an opportunity also as a company to not only have 

your pharmer division, your diagnostic division, but to bring healthcare solutions to the healthcare 

system or whoever the customer is in that case”. Specifically, about the role of the government, 

Pharma_Mfg1’s manager said, “I think as a customer and as a regulatory body. I think many of 

those solutions usually go rightly through very lengthy processes, there will be maybe delays 

because also the first priority to have 20 other things on the desk. So, I think the expedited 

approval. I think the FDA has the emergency approval and pre-approvals. That happened, it is 

definitely very, very big factor. How quickly something can come to the market, how quickly 
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something is available. On the other hand, is definitely also customer, I think we see the similar to 

the kinds of vaccines. There's already stuff bought, introduced yet”. 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director also talked about government relationship and how his division 

responded to the impacts of Covid-19, accordingly, “we have dealt with this in two very distinct 

ways. One is just more of the traditional supply network disruption perspective, as you know, 

what's happening from a global supply and logistics perspective. But then the fact that we are a 

primary provider of Covid tests to the market so that our product…was now something that is 

supporting the pandemic response…so I think that experience really kind of help galvanize 

everyone…that Covid-19 was just something so unique because, not the customer pressures were 

there, but the governmental pressures, you know, that we have with the White House Task Force 

and direct conduits, you know, with them on wanting us to report back what we were shipping and 

our supplies…just a complete outpouring of requests, you know, coming in…definitely something 

unique that we've never experienced to that intensity level before, the end of end visibility on a 

national level”. 

Resource metabolism 

SN1 has mobilized production as well as disruption-response resources to respond to the supply 

network disruptions it has faced. Production resources allowed the members of SN1 to mitigate 

some negative effects of a supply network disruption. For instance, Pharma_Mfg1 used safety 

stocks to deal with shortage of products that could occur due to the surge in demand during the 

onset of Covid-19. According to its manager, “so basically, we have customer that is wholesaler 

or retailer and we have the patient, who's actually ending up with the product…a safety stock is 

reserved for the patient. The patient has a direct line to our customer care and if they don't go 

back to, I don't know their pharmacy and say, hey, I have a batch ending for my blood sugar, for 
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example. They call the customer care and get an urgent overnight replacement if needed free of 

charge replacement that is outside of the normal wholesaler or retailer supply network”. 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director directly contacted suppliers to guarantee production continuity, as he 

said, “that was really us offering those additional resources, our procurement reaches pretty long 

as well, and so we partnered with them on. You know where they had raw material and component 

tree issues or challenges or proceeding there that our procurement team can help it engage in 

either open up additional supply or even directly had those conversations you know with their 

downstream vendors as well, to ensure that they were properly supplied from raw materials 

perspective”. Furthermore, Pharma_Mfg1 deployed part of its team to work with suppliers in order 

to output levels. Its director gave a specific example of team deployed to work with a key supplier, 

“how can you increase that output, even if it just incrementally as much as you can absolutely get 

out of it, and so what we did with that supplier to do so was a couple of things. We deployed our 

manufacturing and engineering expertise directly to that site to help them…all these product 

specifications all the original engineering is from us anyway, and so there we have a lot of 

expertise in there and we do a lot of our own internal manufacturing and so we deployed our 

engineering and scientific teams to them to help with that, how do we, how do we quickly assess 

yield rates…how do we ensure that we have good quality product as we're increasing output…a 

number one is quality, usable product”. 

Similarly, Pharma_Mfg2 used production resources (i.e., money) to support its 3PLs in the case 

they needed to hire more people, as its manager reported, “in the sense we also support our 3PL if 

they had to hire more people…because they need more people in order to keep our operation…for 

example, if they put part of the team working from home, they have to put more people there. 

During this period, this is one thing that we were able to support them if they need more money to 
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support them, but they didn't use”. Also, Pharma_Dist1 used mostly production resources to keep 

operations running in order to carry Pharma_Mfg1’s and Pharma_Mfg2’s products. Accordingly, 

Pharma_Dist1 used its collaboration network, a critical production resource, to make air freight 

feasible, since passenger flights had stopped and would be too expensive for a company to rent a 

plane for itself only. According to Pharma_Dist1’s manager, “individually, it is too expensive for 

a company to contract an airplane for itself only. Then, we tried to put customers together, creating 

a common distribution agenda for them…we understood that one way to make this movement 

viable was to join forces with partners and customers…we put US$10, US$15 million in one 

airplane to make the operations viable…we did not know how Pharma_Mfg2 would send some 

perishable items if we have not made this. Without joint forces, Pharma_Mfg2 could not send 

customers some products”. 

Another critical production resource that supported Pharma_Dist1’s response to supply network 

disruption was money, as its manager said, “what has its importance is liquidity…we tried to give 

liquidity to our partners because they had our cargo demand, but they did not have the demand of 

our competitors, then they did not have the same amount of cargo to deliver. So, they should have 

to pay the operational costs with diminished revenues. Therefore, we created a liquidity plan for 

the last-mile delivery partners. We made partnerships with banks in which we assumed all credit 

risks so that the bank anticipated credit to these companies with very low interests”. This 

movement guaranteed the business continuity for the last-mile delivery companies. According to 

Pharma_Dist1’s managers, Pharma_Dist1 mobilized financial resources in the opportunity 

window, anticipating any financial issue its partners would have, as he said, “we judge this very 

important, to anticipate this…right in the first week we saw that we would have liquidity problems 

with some suppliers and partners. So, we provided them financial resources because they are small 
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companies and for sure would have liquidity issues”. Pharma_Dist1 did not have any help from its 

customers, for example, the big pharmaceutical companies that, in general, maintained the 90-day-

payment term even though Pharma_Dist1 tried to renegotiate this term, according to its manager, 

“I asked for the big pharma companies and I think they could help a little bit more during this 

disruption…we asked payment anticipation, because pharma companies pay in 90 days…the 

operational flow is huge. We asked for our customers to anticipate the payments so that we could 

distribute liquidity to our last-mile delivery partners”. On the other hand, Pharma_Dist1 faced a 

shortened time to pay other partners. For the airline companies, he reported that they were 

shortening payment terms. Accordingly, “since the airline companies were suffering a lot, they 

shortened payment terms, then air freight I should pay at the time the service was provided…some 

pharmaceutical companies advanced payments, paying air freight in 30 or 45 days”. 

Additionally, members of SN1 have mobilized disruption-response resources to deal with the 

effects of Covid-19. For instance, Pharma_Mfg2 provided personal protective equipment (PPE) 

for its employees and partners, as its manager said, “our support was in terms of masks. Okay, we 

brought some pallets from Basel from Switzerland, lots of masks and we distributed this to our 

suppliers”. 

SN1 members mobilized high-quality resources in order to responded to the supply network 

disruptions they have faced. For instance, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager mentioned that top-level 

managers, such as the CEO and CFO participated in the frequent meetings to set up a plan to deal 

with the effects of the truck drivers’ strike. According to him, “we have something kind the name 

is Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management…the top management, they have a group. Then we have 

the S&OP, the protocols in order to what we have to perform during this kind of situation that we 

have different levels of conference calls or in terms of meetings. Okay, remote meetings…then we 
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have an operational meeting between us and our suppliers. Okay. Our 3PLs and we have like our 

corporate meeting with the CEO, CFO commercial guys in order to be in contact with the clients”. 

That has also happened during Covid-19, as its manager explained how Pharma_Mfg2 had dealt 

with it, “let's split in three levels: global level, regional and local level, I mean, the country. Each 

country has a name, Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management that is the CEO, CFO and the 

leadership team that they meet every day. I remember twice a day in order to discuss what was 

happening in terms of Covid, it was in March and…until July, they had this kind of routine”. 

Pharma_Mfg1 used high-quality resources, focusing on its own employees to strengthen the 

relationship between top-level managers and factory workers. As its director put, “there were more 

leaders that were just absolutely still there every day and others that were just more, hey, we want 

to bring the team together…videos from our senior leadership just thanking them for what they're 

doing and talking about the importance of what they're doing and bringing that, you know, to life, 

even though they couldn't be there in person, not forgetting about them, and not forgetting about 

their importance, I think, was the most important thing”. 

These resources were mostly mobilized in the opportunity window and in an adequate amount 

as SN1’s members mobilized them before or during a supply network disruption. As the above 

examples show, Pharma_Dist1 anticipated any financial difficulties last-mile delivery companies 

would have, providing them credit if needed. Similarly, Pharma_Mfg2 made resources available 

to its 3PL partners in case they needed them. And Pharma_Mfg1 deployed its own team to 

guarantee supplier would meet expectations. 

Supply network plasticity 

The members of SN1 have progressively adapted its supply network structure through 

individual positive points and closer collaborations in order to attend to new functional 
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demands. Pharma_Mfg1 has improved its supply network structure and as a result could lower 

the level it maintains of safety stocks, according to its manager, “we decrease it over time. So, the 

safety stock will set pretty high, to make sure that there is enough product for people calling in 

and as that declined over time today, the volume of the safety stock got changed. I would say there's 

no specific number or percentage that has to be taken care of safety stock. I think it depends on 

the company's trust in their own supply network, I think the company can get into trouble if there's 

a patient harmed because they did not get the product. So, you just have to make sure that the 

patient gets the product and depending on your confidence level you can basically set the safety 

stock”. Additionally, Pharma_Mfg1’s manager visualized a positive change not only in a supply 

network level of analysis, but also at the organizational level, as he said, “I talked about my current 

role as part of the transformation and HR ways of working so Pharma_Mfg1 in general is on a 

transformation. For not a restructuring or cost saving but transforming how work gets done. For 

development, quick collaboration, connecting different people, different organizations…that's 

exactly where we actually want to go with the HR ways of working. The idea behind it is, let's use 

that opportunity to further and embark on that journey and also practice. Also, as an organization, 

Pharma_Mfg1 has two big divisions: the pharmaceutical and diagnostics. I think a little bit 

between those divisions when it comes to the medical devices for and then the medicine, so 

historically, there are silos, where the divisions operate quite independently and it is hard for us 

to collaborate and now these examples of quickly developed solutions are also used to further 

enforce that one Pharma_Mfg1 thinking, breaking the silos, coming together also using the 

pandemic where everyone is impacted. So can we stand together as one company in order to get 

together in that. So, yes, I think the expectation, the hope is that there are many things around 

during the silos and better ways of working that can be brought forward from that experience”. 
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Furthermore, Pharma_Mfg1 saw the importance of collaboration and developed it further along its 

supply network to respond and recover from the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19. 

Pharma_Mfg1 strengthened its relationship with its partners, mostly to understand supply network 

operations in a deeper and long-term level, as its director explained, “so, you know, in terms of 

relationship…instead of being an annual exercise with them, it became nearly a weekly 

exercise…the understanding of that capacity planning and the depth of the accuracy and making 

sure that we've really walked through that went much higher…we will continue to be stronger and 

understanding and be a little bit more adept…we also are working towards, how do we in our 

agreements with them, have the right level of investment that they feel confident to carry a certain 

level of capacity, even as we start to see things potentially taper down. If they could come back 

really quickly or it's the next pandemic, then we need them to feel secure…to maintain some level 

of warm capacity there that they can quickly activate and that we're here as a partner to invest in 

that way and we're not going to just negotiate on a raw material level, down to the lowest level. 

We are looking at it more holistically around the quality of the product and pricing, but really how 

do we maintain a certain level of capacity needed on an ongoing basis…now…we need to think 

more longitudinally”. 

In a similar vein, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager mentioned supply network structure adaptations that 

positively influenced how the SN1 has dealt with a disruption. According to him, “we make these 

adjustments in terms of SLA with the clients. This is, this was the main action. What was the main 

impact here in Brazil is regarding the air shipment or the distribution by air that we use passengers 

flights. And we don't have passenger flights anymore. Remember that just to mention to you that 

in pharmaceutical, we have two kinds of chains, mainly. Okay. It's based on temperature, one 

range of products is based on two to eight degrees Celsius, another ranges from 15 to 30 this is 
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the basics in pharma industry, any country. We have a packaging configuration with no ice, with 

water…for maximum 96 hours it's possible to use this configuration. Then to deliver to the north 

of the country Northeast, we have to use the airplanes. Okay. Because you have to deliver there in 

two or three days. Remember that we have to go to the airport, put in the airplane in a specific 

timeline…in this situation, we had to implement some different things like to change this 

configuration by road. Then we send by road, okay, and we have to change this configuration to 

a new one in this transit period…we have place that we deliver in 10 days because it's too far from 

here, rain forest, for example, we have to deliver there, it's about 10 days by road. We have to 

change. I have to put a new package configuration in the middle. Okay, then you have to have the 

support from QA (quality assurance) area in order to create these during this period. Okay. It's 

not easy. It has to be validated. It's really tough. Okay, there is something that we have to 

implement and other things, we…and another pharma companies, we worked together…we rented 

an airplane. We took out the chairs and we changed this airplane from passengers to cargo 

shipment. And we created some routes with this airplane to be used by these partners. Okay, in 

terms of that we are not partners, but in this sense, we became partners with Pfizer, Sanofi and 

other ones”. Accordingly, Pharma_Dist1 proposed this partnership, which was only possible as a 

one-time plan to deal with the worse period during Covid-19, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager 

reported, “in pharmaceutical company, we cannot have some kind of connection with our 

competitors okay because it can be a kind of, how can I say like, antitrust or something…then this 

carrier, okay, this partner, this supplier was the connection between us. Okay. They came to us 

and told us: “guys, I have the opportunity to rent an airplane, would you like to be part of this? I 

already talked with your competitors and they are in. Okay. Would you like to be in with us? 

Because if I achieve 60% of the capacity, I can rent it for you and your competitors in order to 
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provide you the service.” Imagine if they told us, that charges would be the triple, we would accept 

it because March and April were tough”. In order to this operation work out, Pharma_Dist1 

brought together competitors in the pharmaceutical industry, as its manager explained, “we did 

complete air freight cargos to the Northeast where we asked the support of some partners almost 

competitors to build these cargo shipments, making them feasible. Thus, we looked it up in the 

market businesses that needed to deliver products to compose the mix of products to be delivered 

in a certain location. In this vein, instead of a customer paying US$100.000, it could pay a value 

based on weight, about US$100 per kilo, for example”.  Two types of businesses composed this 

cargo shipments. On the one hand, companies that did not use air freight started contracting the 

service because road transportation was more difficult during a period of Covid-19. On the other 

hand, some companies shifted from air freight to road transport due to new-short routes that 

Pharma_Dist1 created. The last movement was possible because expectations were revised during 

Covid-19, as Pharma_dist1’s manager said, “we created these short routes to attend companies 

that needed transportation by air, then I did not attend in 24 or 48 hours, the delivery started to 

be in 48 or 72 hours because one day more for the lead time in a pandemic scenario would make 

no difference”. These short routes were dedicated not shared, then it was a little more expensive 

than a normal road delivery transportation. These new routes brought new demand for 

Pharma_Dist1 as its manager said, “at the beginning of Covid-19, we had more demand for road 

transport because air transportation was difficult and expensive…then things were balancing or 

the opposite, we created air freight feasible alternatives, then air transport operations started to 

become more feasible and customers started to contract more this service since we maintained our 

operations despite the scenario…for example, we partnered with an airline company to retrofit a 

passenger airplane by taking out all the seats and making it a complete cargo 
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airplane…additionally, I proposed another airline company, Latam Airlines, to change airplane 

configuration in high-demand routes in order to make cargo shipments viable since airline 

companies had no passengers…then, for the main long routes, we could change with the airline 

companies the airplane configurations…we bought spaces in those airplanes. This movement 

helped the airline companies to deal with the operational costs for the flights”. 

Furthermore, the way the members of SN1 adapted their supply network structure strengthened 

their relationships as some managers have reported. Pharma_Dist1’s manager said that the 

connection it has between pharmaceutical and airline companies was vital for both sides to 

continue their operations during the supply network disruption. According to him, “I think it was 

fundamental because if we did not have connected these companies, the service provider and the 

industry that had the demand at that time, everybody in that supply network would face a 

disruption. Airline companies would suffer a greater disruption…of course this segment was very 

affected negatively, but it would suffer more if we did not have done this movement. Therefore, 

was this connection not only important to our customers, but also for other companies…for the 

airline companies, specifically, this movement diminished their losses because according to The 

National Aviation Association, airline companies are obliged by law to maintain some flights, even 

though they have no passengers”. Additionally, Pharma_Dist1’s manager said that its partnership 

with the airline companies improved a lot after this movement, as he said, “not only our customers, 

but also the airline companies thanked us…our alliance, our partnership improved a lot after 

Covid, because they saw that we were doing everything possible to help”. 

For Pharma_Dist1’s this type of collaboration and ability to solve problems together will help 

Pharma_Dist1 in the future as its manager said, “for delivering what we did during Covid-19, the 

service, they will highly regard us, they will prioritize us…these are partnerships that we have for 
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years. For example, Pharma_Mfg2, I have no words for them, I am with them for 15 years, then 

there is a great confidence, a great mutual willingness to help each other…for the airline 

companies, the relationship is colder, but during this period, we became closer to them. So, I think 

that they will think about us in the future for opportunities…these airline companies are the most 

important strategic partners we have”. 

In a similar vein, Pharma_Mfg1 developed new partnerships with different players that were 

successfully responding to the disruption caused by Covid-19. The idea was to understand what 

was working and bring that to Pharma_Mfg1’s operations. By the same token, Pharma_Mfg1 

would help partners in the same way, as its director said, “we brought in new carriers, we partnered 

with other businesses that fall within our Pharma_Mfg1 group umbrella that may have been 

experiencing better service on certain areas and lanes and where we're having poor service, we're 

cross pollinating that to say, hey, we have an opportunity here to maybe utilize your source 

carriers that are providing a higher degree of service and here's where maybe you're struggling 

and we can offer some help in getting our carrier based in supporting…so that collaboration 

certainly, from our direct response has been significant”. 

Additionally, members of SN1 are very flexible, changing some supply network elements to deal 

with the impacts of a supply network disruption, as Pharma_Mfg2’s exemplified when he 

explained the effects of Covid-19 to Pharma_Mfg2’s operational costs, “the impact was huge, 

mainly in terms of air freight. In terms of roads, nothing, nothing, no impact…it was better because 

we didn't have traffic…in terms of logistic by road, it was perfect, in terms of import, it was the 

best world because most of the industries they have huge impact, for us don't because we have to 

keep, it was one of the segments that they keep as a strategic segment. Okay. And the demand 

didn't decrease a lot. Then we keep importing and the other industries, they were not importing, 
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then in terms of custom processes to release the products at the border is ok, airport, seaport, now 

it's one day, two days. Okay, then in terms of logistics is becoming much more efficient here, 

including here in Brazil. In terms of costs, airfreight impacted a lot. Okay, I can tell you that here 

in Brazil, because we don't use air in all country, mainly here in Brazil…due to the distance double, 

three times the cost to distribute…then we changed to road, the remaining part that was impossible 

because it was far from São Paulo, or there is no option then this part increase it. At the end one 

thing not offset the other, but the impact was not so huge as it could be if we did not implement 

some of this kind of movement from air to road”. 

Pharma_Mfg1 faced an unexpected surge in demand due to Covid-19 that was dealt with 

collaboration with key suppliers and customers. Pharma_Mfg1’s director gave a specific example 

showing how Pharma_Mfg1 worked with a key supplier to rapidly increase output levels to 

respond to the surge in demand. According to him, “they produce highly engineered products for 

us that, you know, certainly it's not easy to just expand your supply base very quickly in that 

environment, a high degree of manufacturing complexity and certification involved. When Covid-

19 broke out and we saw that demand was quickly going to exceed their ability…we did put those 

plans in place on how we grow our capacity and do it as quickly as possible…it's really a two-step 

or two-phase approach. The one being new capacity that we're going to bring online, that we're 

still in process and that takes, you know, many years to get accomplished and done. The other is 

of your existing supply source. How can you increase that output, even if it just incrementally as 

much as you can…so what we did with that supplier was a couple of things…we have a lot of 

expertise and we do a lot of our own internal manufacturing, so we deployed our engineering and 

scientific teams to them to help with that. How do we quickly assess yield rates…how do we ensure 

that we have good quality product as we're increasing output…it's an 18- to 36-month process to 
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really significantly increase outputs and get new lines up and validated. It was achieved in six 

months, in nine months, respectively, on a couple of different occasions. So, it was it was done in 

in record shattering time and I know for some industries that doesn't sound like that quick, but in 

ours, that is absolutely quick given you know the medical device requirements that we have to 

ensuring that those are highly stable and qualified products”. At the customer side, 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director said, “certainly our partnership with our customers was strengthened 

significantly. So, again, it went from more of…an order signaling to order acknowledgement 

signaling and tracking, you know, kind of arrangement to truly testing consumption 

inventory…what I probably failed to mention is with, especially our largest customers we started 

to get together and have collaborative sessions between our supply networks…they were telling 

us what was happening on the ground, what were their needs, we were talking about, as we were 

seeing supply. And we actually started a collaborative decision on where to deploy to their various 

sites and how do we best do that. And it proved to be highly effective and really cutting down a lot 

of noise and uncertainty around what am I getting my product or, you know, what's happening 

over here and I was being surprised by maybe an emergency expedited order, we knew exactly 

what was happening”. 

Additionally, Pharma_Mfg1 had to respond to new functional demands, as its director explained, 

“soon after the pandemic broke out in particular here in the United States, we developed a new 

test in a high throughput, so it is a PCR test…it was a high throughput so meaning on that 

instrument, you can perform 4,000 tests, a day. So, these are large reference labs able to take a 

lot of samples and put it in that and that's what in the United States we've been missing. We had 

lab developed test, you know either via, you know, independent labs universities or from the CDC 

itself that they're able to do the testing, but only in very small quantities.  We were first to market 
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here in the US…what was new and so that was what had to go through development in it, and that 

was internally manufactured. Other elements like pipe at tips, waste bags, amplification points, 

etc., those come from multiple sources but those are needed to run those tests so as soon as our 

testing volume and aggregate went way up we needed all those other elements that laboratories 

need and that's where those vendors started to come into play that we needed to partner with in 

terms of development, we went on to develop antibody tests, point of care, PCR tests and then 

rapid test as well, done down the road. There was some rapid test deployment to Europe that was 

from a third-party manufacturer in and of itself. Altogether, but all of the testing in and of itself 

on her high throughput in point of care solutions was an internal Pharma_Mfg1 manufacturer 

item”. 

As it did in the supply network disruption caused by Hurricane Maria, in the supply network 

disruption caused by Covid-19, Pharma_Mfg1 used its global operations to develop better response 

plans. According to its director, “we do have Chinese operations and really it was more of an early 

insights that we were able to get in terms of manufacturing…that It more got us to the significance 

of what was happening. What was kind of the most beneficial of seeing that unfold in China…two 

to three weeks prior to it really accelerating in the US. The team there did a very nice job of putting 

together kind of lessons learned and what was happening and here's how you can effectively 

collaborate together. That really was useful”. 

Moreover, SN1 can easily adjust elements across its supply network in order to align any necessary 

change as Pharma_Mfg2 adjusted delivery reliability accordingly to suppliers’ capacity during 

Covid-19, as he reported his approach with customers, “give us two days more to deliver to that 

city. Give us three days more to deliver to that city. Give us one day more to deliver here in São 

Paulo. Okay. These because they were reducing the capacity. Okay. They didn't stop but they 
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reduced the capacity, they tried to consolidate more the shipments in order to, instead of going 

with two trucks half occupation, let's try to consolidate as much as possible, wait, one day more, 

then you can reduce one truck…we give them freedom in order to adjust the situation”. Similarly, 

Pharma_Dist1’s manager said, “our customers have a great reliance on our service level, of 

course, for some locations, delivery aspects had to be changed because there were no alternatives 

and to maintain some services was very expensive. Then, we reached out to our customers and 

asked them whether they would like to do something that would cost much more during this period 

and we proposed: would you not like to increase in one day your lead time and then I can reduce 

the operational costs?…in general, our lead time is very similar to the levels before Covid-19…we 

work with perishable items, we cannot increase too much the lead time, then we could manage to 

move from 1 day to 2 the lead time of some items, similarly, from 2 to 3 days the lead time of other 

items…we had to see each case separately”. 

Outcome: Hyper-Resilience 

In general, the members of SN1 have dealt with supply network disruption in a positive way, 

learning and developing practices that help them to absorb future negative impacts. Additionally, 

SN1 has captured positive elements by capitalizing on the opportunities a supply network 

disruption may bring. For instance, Pharma_Mfg1’s manager saw a better operational efficiency 

due to travelling restrictions, affecting employees’ vacations and an increased cross-area 

collaboration. As he mentioned, “I'm not taking vacation, which is basically a future expense for 

the company…so, there's a significant higher amount of cases not taking compared to previous 

years, probably just because people can't go anywhere and don't care about taking vacation but 

also it is positive because part of the organization works day and night. Different shifts. I think 

from what you said, it is pretty much all hands-on deck. It is actually also the sites like Mannheim, 
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which you have, Indianapolis that are big logistic hubs for the diagnostic tests. Actually, also look 

for volunteers as if you know work and sales and you can't go anywhere. Right now, we still pay 

you. You don't have to do anything. But if you have nothing to do, you can come in and help us 

unpack, you can be part in an eight-hour shift to come to a warehouse and help unpack the boxes”. 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director said that Pharma_Mfg1 emerged stronger after the disruption caused by 

Covid-19, mostly due to a sense of purpose, as he said, “unquestionably, yes…closer connection 

with patients, closer connections with lab and customers, our employee basis. This devastated the 

world, and everyone, but knowing your teams are working long hours, but they're making a direct 

impact on that ability to get needed testing and be able to help fight this, energized the team even 

in the face of, you know, pretty tough hours”. 

Similarly, Pharma_Mfg2’s manager reported that the disruption caused by Covid-19 strengthened 

Pharma_Mfg2’s global team. According to him, “regionally during this period we had conference 

calls every day with each logistics head in each country. Okay, then I'm telling much more in terms 

of logistics…we have daily conference calls in order to map the situation, in terms of our team, 

people, operational part, to be connected to each other. For sure, it created a kind of team 

building. Okay, this because it's unusual to have all the countries talking to each other every day. 

Okay. After this period…everybody knows each other. Now, if I have any kind of problem, I can 

call my partner, I can call from one country to another, then I think that changed the organization. 

We are much more connected because, we in the past, for example, I am a regional guy. Okay. I 

was not in the office every day, before I was working from home at least two or three days per 

week. Okay. Then I had from my mind that when I am in São Paulo next week, I will talk with that 

guy. Now it's not necessary anymore because I don't need to wait one, two days because he's in 

his computer right now, I can call him anytime and I'll talk with him, then, is much easier…we are 
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not together anymore but it is easier to talk to each other more now, we work more now, because 

if I had four or five meetings per day in the past, now I have 10, 12…we are working much more, 

producing more at home…I think that, again, the people are more connected. Okay. For example, 

Pharma_Mfg2 is really huge. Okay, we have different functions that I didn't imagine in the past. 

What changes from the past to now, we now know better our company, we know better our people. 

Now, if I have a problem here, I know who I have to call in order to solve an issue. In the past, I 

opened a ticket, I send an e-mail to a guy or shared e-mail that somebody would solve the issue. 

Now we are much more connected. I think that is the main change”. 

Although the members of SN1 can adapt its supply network, during a supply network disruption 

they focus on maintaining operations as smoothly as possible. As Pharma_Mfg2’s manager said, 

“the most important was at least from my side and I gave this message very clear. Okay. Let's keep 

our operation safe. Let's keep the people safe. Okay. And that keep it robust, okay, compliant. Let's 

keep our operation in the same standard, we cannot make any kind of pilot…you cannot be so 

innovated at this moment due to Covid we perform this kind of thing. We have to try to find option 

that cannot put our operation into risk, our people at risk. This was much more important than to 

give them masks. For example, okay, because they, they felt, okay, then I can implement the things 

that we think that are possible to be implemented and to keep Pharma_Mfg2 as the standard that 

you need”. 

This ability to deal with supply network disruptions and learn from them might be related to 

particular characteristics of the pharmaceutical supply network, as Pharma_Mfg2’s manager 

thoroughly explained, “to supply the pharmaceutical industry, you have to be in another level in 

terms of supply network. Okay. As a supplier it's not cheap. Okay. Probably pharma is the most 

expensive chain that we have. I don't know if it is the most but it is top five. Okay, in terms of 
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industry. The warehouse is clump, you have to control the temperature and you have to keep it 15 

to 30 degrees, as I mentioned and you have to have cold chambers. Okay. It's not a regular 

warehouse. The trucks here in Brazil, we have security issues. Okay, Brazil, Mexico, our region 

here, Latin America is not for beginners and we like to tell in this way, okay. We had security 

issues here, then you have to put some bulletproof cars …you have to use this kind of trucks, if you 

don't use this kind of truck, you have to have escorts. Okay. Depending on the amount that you 

were carrying, then, the whole configuration, it's expensive. Then when we perform a bidding, for 

example, for the warehouse, even here in Brazil that's a huge contract, every time that we try to 

change our supplier will find the other one that was working for us in the past because it's always 

the same guys okay, 3, 4, 5 because to enter in this industry, first you have to have money, have to 

be robust financially speaking and you have to be experienced because the legislation is 

tough…until this guy understands the industry and perform properly takes time. Then, they were 

kind of prepared for this kind of situation because they have more, how can I say, they are stronger 

than more regular ones”. Pharma_Dist1’s manager completes by saying that to be part of a 

pharmaceutical supply network and deal with a supply network disruption “the main point is to 

think out of the box, to reimagine your business…for the disruption caused by the truck drivers’ 

strike as well as for the one caused by Covid-19, it is crucial to think in another angle. So, from 

everything you do, you have to do it in another way in order to attend your demand”. 

Pharma_Mfg1’s director highlighted that the pharmaceutical industry will increasingly rely on 

public-private partnerships to better handle future supply network disruptions. According to him, 

“various corporate early bills have been passed, packages have been passed out, lots of funding 

out there in terms of the diagnostic space, I think there's been a broad recognition of the 

importance of that and having that diagnostics, but really, how do we prepare, you know, from a 
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strategic national stockpile perspective, and, you know, for the one you know something that can 

happen in the future. I think there's an important public private partnership evolution that is being 

discussed and worked on not there yet. And that really I think is going to be important in the 

future…where governments were in all these logistical and transportation delays, where was the 

government support…I think we could have used some of that or why are we not prioritizing 

pandemic relief supplies in terms of the inbound lanes or outbound with the transportation 

element, why are we not coordinating that. I think that could have played itself a lot why…when 

commercial flights get reduced significantly…did we think through the ramifications of that from 

a logistics perspective…not to mention the overall, you know, supply network in general…I think 

that's the important bit of what does the government, the Public Private Partnership looks like in 

the future for supply network disruption…if it's done the right way, it can be an absolute benefit 

to everyone”. 

Supply network 2 (SN2) 

SN2 context: Supply network 2 (SN2) is composed by two organizations. Consumer_Mfg2 is one 

of the most important suppliers of Consumer_Dist2, which is focused on selling 

Consumer_Mfg2’s products through its physical stores and online platform. However, 

Consumer_Mfg2 has launched its own online platform to sell directly to final consumers. In order 

to have a better overview of the network, we talked with the inbound manager at Consumer_Mfg2 

to understand its relationship with key suppliers and how they together have dealt with supply 

network disruptions. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruption 
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The members of supply network 2 (SN2) have faced a variety of high-intensity supply network 

disruptions mostly related to natural disasters and political issues. Supply network disruptions 

related to natural disasters include hurricanes and earthquakes. For instance, Consumer_Dist2’s 

manager talked about his experience with one of the most severe earthquake that hit Chile in 2010. 

According to him, “we had an earthquake, 8.8 degrees, it was one of the biggest earthquake in 

history and I was working as a supply network manager in the biggest supermarket company in 

Chile. Everything stopped”. 

Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager reported the disruption caused by hurricanes in 2017. 

According to her, the hurricanes caused a major disruption because of “the combination of the 

event, the months following the event, repositioning the equipment and then the constraint on all 

shippers…you would have smaller hurricane events and you would have equipment stuck on the 

West Coast that needed to be on the East Coast or whatever. And that would usually correct itself 

within two or three weeks. And what was different about that event was the scale of it and where 

all the goods removed. And then just so many companies responding that then caused this big 

influx of the equipment now going to put those Hurricane spots and it was a much longer recovery 

to come out of. And then in conjunction with that, the consumer demand and Amazon effect across 

all supply networks pushing that capacity envelope even prior to that. So, this is kind of a perfect 

storm, so to speak.” Her peer, Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager, reported disruptions related 

to political issues, such as a tax incentive and a truck drivers’ strike. According to him, “in 2009, 

I think, we had a tax incentive for home appliances here in Brazil…we had a very boosted demand 

in a very short time…at that time we had a disruption of transportation of the equipment, needed 

equipment and transportation trucks and specific equipment for home appliances which is very 

specific type of transportation that we use for appliances”. In 2018, he faced the truck drivers’ 
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strike, accordingly, “every year we knew that, okay, there were rumors it will happen so at that 

time, we heard a lot and it was really kind of clear risky that it's something would 

happen…suddenly, one day everything was blocked, I think it took five days, yeah, some highways 

were blocked, and then new ones, and then new ones”. 

These supply network disruptions caused several impacts to SN2 members. For instance, the truck 

drivers’ strike completely halted Consumer_Mfg2’s operations as its inbound manager reported, 

“we had to stop to produce and we had all the impact. We had impact also to fulfill the market”. 

The tax incentive, on the other hand, caused an unexpected surge in the demand as he 

aforementioned. Similarly, his peer, the Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager, reported 

capacity tightening as a result of the hurricanes of 2017. By the same token, the 2010-earthquake 

that Consumer_Dist2’s manager faced, completely stopped the supply network he was part of, as 

he said, “everything stopped with an earthquake 8.8, it was incredible, I mean the distribution 

center stopping, absolutely stopped.”. 

SN2 responded to these supply network disruptions by improving operations, mitigating 

some negative impacts and implementing audacious projects. Consumer_Mfg2 could 

successfully deal with the impacts of the tax incentive by increasing production levels across its 

supply network, as its inbound manager said, “we could improve our production level. It took some 

I don't know, three months, four months to recover…we could increase the demand level and the 

production and all the requirements and all the logistics needed equipment and resources and so 

on…all the retailers and all the transportation freight partners as well invested a lot to provide 

better service level and to provide better inventory level.” For the truck drivers’ strike, 

Consumer_Mfg2 responded by mitigating some of the impacts of the disruptions, since it could 

anticipate that something was about to happen, “we had done at that time was to increase our 
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inventory level of raw material three days before…every year we knew that, okay, there were 

rumors it will happen so at that time, we heard a lot and it was really kind of clear risky that it's 

something would happen…so we could with our transportation area and with our inbound, we 

could set all the equipment and all the teams focused on to find different ways and different roads 

and increase our raw material levels…we anticipated all the invoices and all the deliveries”. 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager explained that the most important mechanism to respond to the 

earthquake was to implement audacious projects pushed by a critical situation. According to him, 

“in that time we were thinking about daily frequency to supply the store…two or three times in a 

day to delivery products to the stores…so we started new mini-distribution centers very fast with 

no structure…So, we delivered with smaller trucks daily to the stores. We put suppliers delivering 

directly in stores to shorter the time to deliver, right and that project was so crazy, I mean, you 

didn't do that in a normal situation. And I think that again the crisis put you under pressure and 

you have to do something that you believe in a normal situation that is not possible, but in a crisis 

is possible and you have to do it”. 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 caused an unanticipated and high-impact supply network disruption, forcing SN2 

members to implement different mechanisms while they learnt how to address some unexpected 

effects. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager said that “everyone's reaction, 

just decide what you do. We immediately wrote our health chain if there was a confirmed case and 

how we'd respond and within that first week, you know, that's when everybody's learning, right? 

You didn't know what company to call to come to do a deeply clean, right? ...so that was the 

learning curve of what to do…so, there are protocols and I think they're all driven by a 

combination of the CDC mandates and the state level mandates…here's what you do. Cleaning, 
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how long, et cetera”. Additionally, she explained the scale of this supply network disruption, “with 

Covid, it's our entire supply network. You know, it's a global scale. We knew, I know that our 

teams, I mean, I casually had heard about something in December, I suppose, because of course 

we have manufacturing and distribution globally. And so, there is stuff coming for our products. 

We manufacture about 80, 85% of our finished goods that sold in North America are built in North 

America. But of course, the components are coming from a global supply network”. For 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager, Covid-19 impacted his whole supply network, as he said, “well, when 

the Covid started our suppliers have supply networks starting in China right, I mean our biggest 

supplier is Samsung, they bring component from China, so the impact was very, very strong”. 

Additionally, for Consumer_Dist2, this disruption was completely unanticipated and unexpected, 

mainly from the demand side. Accordingly, after the government mandate stores to be shut down 

in order to stop the spread of the virus, the demand behaved differently from what was expected, 

as he said, “we were expecting that the demand would decrease after closing the stores right, but 

it was the opposite, was an explosion of the demand and no one expected that”. 

Members of SN2 has a supply network disruption orientation based mostly on previous 

experiences and communication. One of the mechanisms SN2 members used to respond to this 

disruption was frequent communication through weekly meetings or war rooms mostly focused on 

anticipating processes, as Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager said, “so we have this weekly war 

room focusing on decisions based on the Covid situation with these data and supply just follows 

the demand and the decisions that were made…but now we don't wait until the next decision into 

S&OP process or to someone see or decide into the S&OP process because we try to anticipate 

something reading the market or reading the, we call this a sellout”. His peer said that the 

experience with previous disruptions was crucial to properly respond, according to her, “with 
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Covid, I feel like we had a better handle of how to immediately tie teams together…the key group 

that was reacting at the time to say, you know, daily, here's the very specific order. Here is the 

very specific trade partner. Here's where we'll have the recovery. Here's what's at risk…we've got 

technologies change too, your availability to create dashboards and Tableau views and all this 

other stuff continues to mature so very quickly within this Covid response we got real time visuals 

of where we have Covid cases that are confirmed in the network and at different levels, whether 

it's at the plant at a regional or local distribution and whether that shutting things down where it 

will to overlay that with government”. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg2 seems to learn quite fast, 

since its transportation manager said that it acquired more data and technology processing maturity 

after the onset of Covid-19, “that's been interesting to see. I think in some of the earlier cases, 

again, we didn't have the same data maturity, technology maturity. In some ways those are good 

test run”. Yet, Consumer_Dist2 accelerated projects as a response, as its manager said, “we bought 

some companies to delivery faster in the last mile”. 

Resource metabolism 

SN2 has mobilized production and disruption-response resources to respond to supply network 

disruptions. Production resources supported SN2 to have more visibility of the flow of goods, as 

Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager said, “we have, of course, our plan of when we're going 

to move those stocks. And if we can't get equipment now that plans delayed, so then once we do 

move, it becomes even more critical. So, we have a lot of work around visibility and knowing where 

it is in transit that I think played into a big piece of this. And in our service network part of the 

business”. Similarly, about Covid-19, she said, “I don't know if we did anything differently other 

than using the tools that we have of knowing where the equipment is, knowing who the carriers 
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are, knowing who to leverage, we did monitor and continue to monitor if there is an issue recently, 

if we had capacity issues related to Covid or shut down”. 

Money or cash flow was another crucial production resource that helped to maintain the network 

during the worse period of Covid-19, as Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager explained, “the 

service network leverages a lot of small mom and pop kind of services across the country, right. 

So, they've been trained to be a Consumer_Mfg2’s preferred service…I know that there is some 

monetary, say, something given to some of those suppliers if they met certain criteria…to 

necessarily make them through all the shutdowns…we pushed money out to the service network 

just to help keep those players out there…once we get through this recovery”. Consumer_Mfg2’s 

inbound manager mentioned the importance of raw materials, another production resource, to 

respond to the supply network disruption caused by the truck drivers’ strike, “set all the equipment 

and all the teams focused on to find different ways and different roads and increase our raw 

material levels, just to support some days”. 

For disruption-response resources, SN2 has relied on government subsidies and company 

acquisitions. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager explained the importance of 

government support during Covid-19, “everything was closed in Brazil, stores and manufacturing 

plants and everything, our suppliers, local suppliers were also closed, and then we had the very, 

very important and relevant impact was in our demand and our production, everything was closed 

for one week two weeks and we decided to close as a security, as a health security for our 

employees and our co-workers, but also was a planned action to reduce labor costs, to reduce 

fixed costs of the company and variable costs. So, we accepted that government incentive plan to 

support companies for the very three months. The first three months of Covid, it was April, May 
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and June or May, June and July, but we, the company accepted this program, government and 

public program to support companies”.  

For Consumer_Dist2, a crucial disruption-response resource was the acquisition of companies 

to quickly develop capabilities important during the supply network disruption, according to its 

manager, “we bought some companies to delivery faster in the last mile…we will put more 

resources to resolve the point of groceries, some technology. Well, how I say, now we are more 

online than offline in sales right, we are the biggest e-commerce in Brazil now. So, we bought 

some companies to improve our forecast algorithm. And now we are looking for the position, the 

location of the client and because we have an APP, a very strong APP to sell, right, and our 

strategy is in the APP, the application right, so we are using all the information that we have in 

that APP and we bought some companies to process that information to improve our sales, our 

marketing, our supply. In the start of the Covid crisis, we detected that grocery was very important 

for us to keep clients in our APP because the frequency of the sales in groceries is higher than 

home appliances”. 

Although in some cases members of SN2 mobilized an inadequate amount of critical resources, 

their awareness to mobilize resources in the opportunity window has helped them to circumvent 

a temporary lack of resources, as the Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager explained when he 

faced the disruption caused by the truck drivers’ strike, “all the teams focused on to find different 

ways and different roads and increase our raw material levels, just to support some days, but it 

wasn't enough and then we had to stop to produce and we had all the impact…what we had done 

was pay more for freight partners, of course, because it was kind of law here in Brazil. They sat 

in on minimum wage and minimal freight tax, then we followed restricted to the law, we also 

contract more and different transportation partners…we have just to close when there's no raw 
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material…we didn't close the entire manufacturing…some parts of the manufacturing had to be 

closed for just one or two days, because we did not have the raw material, the specific raw 

material”. In the case of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 could even mobilize critical resources before 

the pandemic started in Brazil, focusing on critical issues, as its inbound manager said, “in 

December, January, very beginning of January of 2020, at that time we had some finished good 

disruption and then we established kind of war room which is weekly followed by the board of 

directors and the focus was especially on finished goods not raw materials, raw materials was 

okay that time because we had dual sourcing strategy so, okay, if that Chinese suppliers have some 

problem we have the local supplier”.  

Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager gave another example of resource mobilization in the 

opportunity window, as she said, “from a manufacturing perspective, they were immediate to put 

best practices in place and put, you know, the temperature checks in place and protocol in place. 

It was immediately rolled out within days across the whole supply network to say, this is what 

we're operating to. So, I think we're very fast at that reaction”. By the same token, her peer 

explained how Consumer_Mfg2 could recover its operations very quickly during Covid-19 based 

on some learning points from previous experiences, as he said, “this was really impressive and we 

could do these only because we had the Covid situation and all the procedures and all the 

policies…to deal with Covid situation before any other industry, so I think that it was really, really 

different the way that Consumer_Mfg2 had and when you're comparing with the industry…all the 

operations from Consumer_Mfg2 and our suppliers went back again so fast…we have been 

discussing Covid since January and December, so we could also provide our suppliers some 

information and some dangers and some ways to deal with Covid situation before any other 

industry, so I think that it was really, really different way that Consumer_Mfg2 had and especially 
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suppliers and people from suppliers purchase team…we have a global war room, which discuss 

the suppliers and all the relationship with our suppliers. So, the purchasing team is already, since 

January last year, December, they are the kind of main responsible for these war room, global 

war room because it's a disruption related to provide raw material to the plants”. 

Similarly, Consumer_Dist2 mobilized an adequate amount of resources in the right moment 

to strength its supply network during Covid-19, as its manager said, “we will put more resources 

to resolve the point of groceries, some technology…we detected that grocery was very important 

for us to keep clients in our APP…So, we put the category on, we are one of the biggest e-commerce 

in grocery too...we did everything with our labs, we have a very strong area to develop a 

technology and it was very fast, we focused on and in one month we had everything…and the 

growth was very, very strong”. 

The mobilization of critical resources in the opportunity window was possible because top 

managers were directly responsible and involved in the process. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2’s 

inbound manager talked about top-level employees participation to respond to the supply network 

disruption caused by Covid-19, “we have an escalation with the main points and main problems…a 

lot of times our CEO called to some suppliers…I think that there are a lot of pressure, but also a 

lot of commitment too if you can deliver or not, or what are the risks…especially suppliers and 

people from purchase team. What else, borders of directors, so we had a personal commitment 

over the supply Vice President. So, she has been really committed, personal committed with these 

war room, so we have a global war room, which discuss the suppliers and all the relationship with 

our suppliers”. Consumer_Dist2 had a similar top-level employee participation, as its manager 

said, “with the beginning of the Covid, we knew that the supply network was impacted right, so 
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our CEO took the lead and he called all the CEOs of the top 25 suppliers and we put all our 

resources to work in that”. 

Supply network plasticity 

SN2 has strengthened its supply network structure through closer relationships, new 

partnerships, and new technologies, successfully responding to new functional demands. For 

instance, Consumer_Mfg2 started operating its e-commerce platform due to a surge in demand for 

home appliance products during Covid-19, according to its inbound manager, “we realized that 

online retail could find a way to achieve the market also, we had an important changing for our 

market, which is the consumer behavior, consumer habits were changed, because everyone was in 

its home…think to change my refrigerator or to spending money in dishwasher. So, in Brazil 

dishwasher, we have only 6% of the houses…so, it's a lot of opportunity to increase”. This change 

in consumers’ behaviors brought opportunities for Consumer_Mfg2, as its manager said, “product 

specific were doubled or three times you know the demand…the demand was really recovering 

and was really surprisingly different than we could imagine…if you compare when we had the 

disruption through the peak of the demand, we had a lot of different very different fluctuation, it's 

more than 60% of fluctuation”. To make this movement, Consumer_Mfg2 had to review its supply 

network structure, relying more on some partnerships, as its inbound manager said, “we reviewed 

our footprint, our logistics footprint, so we have new service providers and freight partners as 

well, but not only with the focus on reducing risks of disruption also be really, really close to the 

freight partners because it's really important. The situation, economy situation of Brazil is really 

different depending on the industry, home appliances, there are a lot of opportunities, there are a 

lot of way to increase the volume here in home appliances”. Furthermore, the closer and new 

partnerships allowed Consumer_Mfg2 develop alternative sources of raw materials, accordingly, 
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“we could find different freight partners to our suppliers, we could buy the raw material from our 

supplier to produce our raw material, so, we could find different plastic to do a different spare 

parts. So, we bought raw material from our supplier to produce a specific part, a specific part for 

our production, so we also changed the way that we used to work, because we always try to do 

find a way to go and to avoid production disruption”. 

Consumer_Mfg2’s transportation manager also realized this change in consumers’ behavior, as 

she explained, “now we're ramping up and most of our plants are pumping out well over a 100% 

of their capacity, some are at 120 or more right now…there's a huge swing and like who are our 

customer base, right? You've had your Home Depot's and your big repairs stores were considered 

essential…we had our small mom and pop stores and our builder channels, and those things all 

had a huge slowing. So, we have this huge shift in just our trade, our customer profile of who had 

the demand and who didn't. So, we got Home Depot, for example, is way, way up. And we've got 

these other guys way, way down”. For her, to deal with these impacts at the outbound side, 

Consumer_Mfg2 developed long-term relationship with its main partners in order to accrue 

positive results for all, according to her, “we've had a lot of strategy over the last five years and 

I'm sure even longer than that. But this whole super choice concept, the whole partnership concept, 

in the past two or three years, we tried to put, we have put in place long term agreements under 

and that move with our transportation carriers, that move with an index to adjust the rate instead 

of having an annual negotiation. Under the idea, we need to be the best partner to one another 

because we'll both be successful over the best partnership. This has been kind of where the rubber 

meets the road of who's going to show up and participate and continue to give us the capacity”. 

During the worse period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 had a new functional demand, that is, to 

produce a powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) to help stop the spread of the virus. According 
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to its transportation manager, “our engineering team created what's called a PAPR equipment. 

Basically, like a whole suit that filters its own air…we built those in our own design labs and, uh, 

and then send them out to the local, a couple of hospitals across the country, but where are our 

manufacturing is. So, they had an equipment that filters its own air and then you don't have to 

have all that distancing…it went through FDA approval, went through all the approval channels. 

We sent them to local hospitals.” 

Consumer_Dist2 took the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19 as an opportunity to fix 

daily operations problems, working closely with Consumer_Mfg2 and other important suppliers. 

According to Consumer_Dist2’s manager, “I think that was the most important thing, okay, and 

when, in a normal situation we have some operations problem, you know normal operation 

problems, no-shows in distribution centers. Here in Brazil is very common to have problems with 

the invoices because the taxes are very different in the different States, you know. So, it's very 

complex to work with that…we lose hours trying to fix the invoice to receive the products right, 

another problem such as booking, a lot of time to book a truck. So, the first thing that we did with 

Consumer_Mfg2 is to fix the problem, I mean, we cannot have problem with operational things in 

the normal situation right, we cannot lose time with that, so we create some committees with them 

to fix the problems and started to plan the demand together. And that improved our results…we 

are very good now and then we have committees to share information to plan a demand for the 

next week right, and the same things with Samsung, we are sharing our sales online. They can 

send a proposal to distribute products in the stores and we accept that, the proposals, you know 

and with distribution center we have a problem to allocate the right product in the right 

distribution center, more than 1,000 stores, so they are trying to help us to allocate the products 

in the right place, the right time”. 
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According to Consumer_Dist2’s manager this collaboration was crucial for SN2 respond to the 

supply network disruption it has faced, developing a closer relationship through the use of 

technology. According to him, “it is absolutely very, very important, I mean, when you are in a 

supply network, you are not alone you are part of the supply network. So, we have to help the team 

win, you know, I mean, my goal is to sell more and suppliers, the same, and we are trying to help 

everyone to achieve his goals and that will be the normal scenario, you know, I mean 

collaboration, sharing information to work together and in working Home Office too it's very easy 

to put everyone in our call, and you can plan, you can talk…that kind of technology is helpful to 

strengthen the relationship with the supplier, you know. We have daily video calls with our 

suppliers to talk about the day you know well, today we are receiving 100 trucks of Samsung in a 

different place, in that we have problem. It is like one company, you know. To solve the problem 

it's so easy, so fast. Absolutely very important and we are keeping that kind of relation now. We 

are in the crisis but we will continue, you know”. 

Like Consumer_Mfg2, Consumer_Dist2 faced a change in consumers’ behaviors that started to 

buy more through online platforms. According to its supply network manager, “in the middle of 

the crisis, last year we started to sell supermarket products, I mean, groceries, right, so Nestle, 

Unilever and PepsiCo, AMBEV, the biggest beer beverage supplier in Brazil and in the world 

right”. Consumer_Dist2 accelerated this project due to a change of consumer behavior that started 

to focus more on online purchases. To successfully implement this project, Consumer_Dist2 began 

sharing more information with its main suppliers, according to its manager, “we started that kind 

of project, you know, and I think sharing information was very, very important, it's now one of the 

biggest strategy to, I mean, to work with your supplier, to understand the new demand and the new 

client, you know, our sales. Before the Covid crisis, the sale participation of the stores, the physical 
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store was bigger than that of the online sales, now it's the opposite, and that was a thing that we 

are working now with them, it is another client, different, so that was very, very important to work 

with suppliers to reduce the impact of the stock out in the supply network”. 

To respond to this change, Consumer_Dist2 has focused on strengthening its supply structure, as 

its manager said, “for us, the impact was not very bad because before the pandemic we were 30%, 

40% of online sales participation, now it is more than 60%, and we have the infrastructure to 

manage, you know, now we change a little our distribution center. The store is a very important 

component in our suppliers to delivery and we change a little the area, the storage inside the store, 

right, we now will have more storage area, you know we are changing the store layout for that 

kind of operation, you know and we have a lot of click and collect. So, we had an important space 

in store with furniture now we reduced that area and we have more storage space…the logistic is 

working with the store closer than before, we are putting warehouse management system to control 

the stock in the store, this is not very common, but we have to do now, because the volume of the 

orders is very big and in the stores to delivery for the client, so we have to change some power of 

the logistics infrastructure, but we have that, now we accelerate and grow with that.” 

These improvements were crucial for Consumer_Dist2 not only be able to attend new customers’ 

behaviors, but also to accrue positive results. According to its manager, “in case of 

Consumer_Dist2 the delivery and the shipping from the store is one of the biggest strategy to grow 

up in e-commerce. Normally e-commerce with delivery from distribution centers is very expensive 

and when we ship from the store the delivery costs is very, very good, I mean so very important 

strategy. So, for our growth…we are trying to open more stores in regions that we need that kind 

of delivery, so normally you continue with that idea”. 

Outcome: Hyper-resilience 
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Although the members of SN2 faced some performance downturns, they could manage through a 

successful response to supply network disruptions, improving their overall performance. 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager talked about the overall performance of Consumer_Dist2 after 

responding to the disruption caused by Covid-19. According to him, “well, we are expecting this 

year, maybe, it will be a little harder than the last year, but I think we are stronger like I say, we 

created a big efficiency with that crisis period, and we are record, you know”. Consumer_Mfg2 

realized a similar improvement in its overall performance, as its inbound manager said, “we have 

been investing a lot, so we were completely prepared to do well, when the demand turned out, we 

could improve and increase with this, the sales channels, a lot since last year, okay, we gained 

market share…our competitors are suffering probably…they're having more of disruptions than 

we are because we could see from our retailers…some retailers tell us that…I bought a batch all 

from refrigerators and your competitor didn't deliver to me…we expect an increase of 5% up to 

7% of demand…the demand it's almost the same demand or almost the same level as before 

Covid”. His peer confirmed by saying that, “our production capacity, we are outperforming 

ourselves and our plan in terms of the total output of units”. 

In general, SN2 has seen costs worsening during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-

19. For instance, Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager reported that operational costs worsened 

tremendously during the supply network disruption, according to him, “it's really, really worse. I 

don't know exactly but I heard that some costs, some raw material costs increased 60% since Covid 

and international freight we used to pay $2,000 each container for international transportation 

and we were paying $9,000 each container in March, I think at the very beginning of March, I 

believe that now we have been paying $6,000. So, not only that impact because 60% of costs it's 

really impactful for any business, but also because, we discussed last week that we had 40% and 
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now it's 60%, who guarantees that next week will not be 80%. So, not only the amount of cost 

increased, but also how unpredictable were the increasing…also it's because the currency rate in 

Brazil and the component of all the raw materials”. By the same token, Consumer_Dist2’s 

manager mentioned that “well, I think the problems in supply are increasing the cost of shipping 

from China, the shipping in Brazil or other countries here in South America and the cost of product 

is increasing. The dollar for the economy in Brazil is very important and we bought a lot of things 

in dollar, so all the supply network is more expensive than before”. 

SN2 had to realign expectations among its members to adjust its delivery reliability. According to 

Consumer_Mfg2’s inbound manager who talked about inbound and outbound deliveries, “when 

we discuss about outbound…we used to delivery in two days or three days…I will deliver you in 

30 days, 25 days or when I can deliver to you, so I won't promise date, but I will deliver you, so 

just keep your order with us…it's a way that we could deal with the situation…this was the most 

impacted KPI, we had almost one month of back order. So, we had to negotiate with retailers, but 

all the industry, home appliance industry was in the same situation, so retailers did not have any 

other option, so they said, okay just leave the order with you and when you have the product, 

please fulfill it…we have the same relation. So, we had to reschedule…the main responsibility was 

to realign, to set new expectations and to, of course, to sell”. 

Consumer_Dist2’s manager explained how Consumer_Dist2 emerged stronger after responding to 

supply network disruptions. According to him, “we had problem with the delivery reliability, our 

KPI, we have a KPI of clients, NPS. And the client put a score for our delivery time. All the things 

that is important for clients. And that KPI reduced a lot and it was very bad for us, because that 

is one of the most important things that we see here. After that we put the things in order, and now 

we are stronger than before in all that aspect, I mean delivery, demand, forecast and I think the 
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crisis was very good because it was an exercise that you know you have a lot of effort to do 

something and now you're more prepared for the next thing you know, so now we are very 

secure…and again, we are the biggest e-commerce…and we have a big responsibility for that, and 

that is a very important thing…so, we are better now, we are doing very well”.  

After Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg2 has focused more on developing flexibility capabilities than 

relying more on forecasting. According to its inbound manager, “we have been discussing a lot 

about flexibility, so how important is to invest more in flexibility than in predictability, your 

forecasting, to have a good forecasting. So, I preferred to invest in a production line, same line 

produce item A and item B than trying to, you know, apply advanced analytics and forecasting…of 

course that it's important to have good guesses, who sees forecasting as a demand planning have 

been discussing a lot this but, of course, that our main part of our capex, our investment is so 

focused on our production flexibility to have more flexibility and to be less dependent on one or 

two raw material suppliers”. 

An important element that helped Consumer_Dist2’s response to the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19 was government subsidy paid to low-income or unemployed people that in 

Brazil was called “Corona Voucher”. According to him this subsidy was important to boost 

demand during a difficult and uncertain period, as he said, “it was very important for the economy, 

for the demand, to keep the country moving, you know, it was absolutely important, very important 

for us, for the economy…it was absolutely important for the Brazilian economy, for us, anything 

in the world, you know, the government put a lot of money in the economy in I think, that increase 

of demand it was. People bought TVs and iPhone, for example, in the middle of the Covid crisis, 

we had an out-of-stock of iPhone, we have zero iPhone, we sold everything in August, Apple in the 
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United States too, they had a big stock-out of products because demand increased insane, was 

insane, I mean”. 

Supply network 3 (SN3) 

SN3 context: Supply network 3 (SN3) is composed by six companies. Consumer_Supp3 and 

Consumer_Supp4 are two non-competitors packaging companies supplying Consumer_Mfg3 and 

Consumer_Mfg4. Consumer_Mfg3’s products are distributed by Consumer_Dist3, which operates 

in the pharmacy retail. For Consumer_Mfg4, its products are distributed by Consumer_Dist4, 

which is a sales representative selling to final customers. The sections below present further details 

of each member of SN3.  

In general, SN3 has faced many supply network disruptions, learning from each one, consequently 

developing strategies that mitigate negative impacts from future supply network disruptions. These 

strategies comprise an orientation towards supply network disruption, an assertive mobilization of 

resources, the use of positive elements of each SN3’s member and the relationship among these 

members. Thus, through these elements SN3 recovers from a supply network disruption better than 

it was before. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruption 

The members of supply network 3 (SN3) reported varying types of disruptions. Consumer_Mfg3’s 

managers commented that due to Consumer_Mfg3’s international operations and supply network 

complexity, it has faced more and more supply network disruptions. According to its SC manager, 

the high number of SKUs sold in Brazil that depends on suppliers from factories located in 

different countries has increased in the last few years. Among the supply network disruptions 
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mentioned are earthquakes, economic and political issues, and accidents. Other types of 

disruptions include cyber-attacks as mentioned by Consumer_Mfg4’s manager. 

Members of SN3 has faced mainly two kind of disruptions. One type is a localized disruption, that 

is, some incident affecting one specific member of the supply network as the example mentioned 

by Consumer_Supp3’s and Consumer_Mfg3’s managers who faced supply network disruptions 

after plant fires that interrupted the supply of some raw materials. The other type of supply network 

disruption affecting SN3 is a broader incident that affects the whole supply network. 

Consumer_Supp3’s, Consumer_Supp4’s, Consumer_Mfg3’s and Consumer_Mfg4’s managers 

cited the truck drivers’ strike in Brazil, in 2018, that paralyzed transportation of products for weeks. 

According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, this strike affected 80,000 sales points all around 

the country, affecting not only the upstream supply network, but also the downstream part. 

Consumer_Supp4 reported internal operations problems as well as issues with customers and 

services providers. According to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “suddenly we just didn't have food 

for our employees”. One of the most critical problem was with service providers. Accordingly, the 

company that provided food to Consumer_Supp4’s employees at the plant would stay without 

supplies after two days the strike began. Since Consumer_Supp4’s employee could only eat at the 

plant, they would stay without food, then operations would have to stop. At the customer side, 

Consumer_Supp4’s manager said, “we started receiving news from our customers outside São 

Paulo big customers like Nestle, like Mondelez…saying to us don't send more materials because 

the factory cannot go anymore, we cannot run anymore”. 

The members of SN3 have responded to supply network disruptions in varying ways. In the case 

of a localized supply network disruption, members of this supply network have developed 

alternative sourcing to maintain the continuous flow of materials, having back-up suppliers for all 
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crucial raw material. Another strategy used in this scenario is a co-response strategy. For instance, 

when Consumer_Supp3 faced a lack of resin due to a plant fire in one of its suppliers, it reached 

out its customer (Consumer_Mfg3) to co-develop a solution to a specific package. Both companies 

developed a solution using an available resin. According to the Consumer_Supp3’s manager, “this 

interesting situation because at the same time these, we have innovation with Consumer_Mfg3’s 

product. This is a big product in 2018 for innovation. And then if you don't have resin, you don’t 

produce, we need to create one situation with the client. We take some resin from other suppliers 

to a specific moment to production here in Brazil and then supply for him…we worked together 

first of all, for creating other resin.” Another example of alternative response to a supply network 

disruption, is how Consumer_Mfg4 responded to the truck drivers’ strike in 2018. Accordingly, to 

respond to this supply network disruption, Consumer_Mfg4 performed practices inside its 

operations and relied on the good relationships it has with its suppliers. According to 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “clear communication with all the areas and then we also have a 

problem to move people to the factories, you know, how we can increase or connect with the 

suppliers. One of the things that what's happening today. Today it's a company with a good 

relationship, you know”. Additionally, since truck drivers completely stopped or the ones who 

tried to run were stopped by others, Consumer_Mfg4 used buses as an alternative mode of 

transportation to delivery products to its consultants and sales representatives, as said by its 

manager in a public interview. This strategy was crucial so that Consumer_Dist4 did not face any 

disruption, according to her, “Consumer_Mfg4 has never delayed a delivery…it has its own carrier 

company…I have never ever had a problem with delays…Consumer_Mfg4 sets up a delivery time 

and I receive the products on time, it is very accurate…even during the truck drivers’ strike that 

happened”. 
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In some cases, SN3’s members have also responded by relying on their own capabilities. For 

example, Consumer_Supp3 has diversified businesses in the last decade so that it does not depend 

too much on only one customer. Then, Consumer_Supp3 can shift gears to less affected customers, 

offsetting negative impacts when a supply network disruption occurs. As Consumer_Supp3’s 

manager said, “maybe 15 years ago, when you have, when you look for clients, we had one specific 

client, like Unilever that had 70% of total sales for us. So, 70% of all sales for Consumer_Supp3 

was from Unilever. What's the problem? The problem is, when you have a problem with Unilever, 

I don't know what the problem. It's very huge problem for Consumer_Supp3 because we probably 

broke, if we lost the business with Unilever, for example. And then now from ten years, we have 

different segments and we prepare, for example, now Unilever represents just 30% for our sales, 

it is not because we lost Unilever, but because we increased our sales with other clients”. Another 

example of using its own capability to respond to a supply network disruption is depicted by how 

Consumer_Mfg3 responded to the truck drivers’ strike in 2018. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s 

customer manager, “every year, we have a process…to see which are the key SKUs that we can 

leverage when we have some disruption. So, for example, in that period when we had the 

disruption, we had prepared all the files for each region, which were the SKUs that we could sell 

at the first time. So, we do like a prioritization for each region and channel. So, this we had, we 

just had to, let's say, review it like in one day, we did it. So, it was very fast…we work at like I 

would say three, three weeks to four weeks, like day and night and we could succeed. And if you 

talk to some customers, we were one of the first companies that I've heard that recovered”. 

Differently from the previous examples, Consumer_Supp4 seems to take a more passive approach 

to respond to supply network disruptions. For instance, Consumer_Supp4 responded to the truck 

drivers’ strike by taking a wait-and-see approach, as Consumer_Supp4’s manager said, “there was 
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nothing we could do…I have nothing to do with it. Then we told everybody, all the employees, the 

managers and everybody, tomorrow we are on holiday. So, it lasted like seven or eight days, 

including weekend, we just were on holiday”. 

Covid-19 

Members of SN3 perceived Covid-19 in phases, starting first in China, then Europe, USA and 

Brazil. They considered Covid-19 as high-impact supply network disruption with 

unanticipated impacts because of its effects on its network (i.e., suppliers, their companies, 

consultants, sales representatives and customers). Firstly, the effects on the supply side are related 

to borders closed and suppliers’ preparedness to deal with changes in demand. For instance, 

Consumer_Mfg3’s customer manager said that “the lack of a contingency plan regarding suppliers 

to overcome the overdemand that we had in the period was the most difficult part. I will say that 

because we didn't expect it to have the spike in the demand for sure”. Similarly, Consumer_Dist3 

faced stock-out of some products due to a surge in demand, as its manager said, “countries in 

Europe have bought their stock. A lot of C vitamins, unfortunately. So, Redoxon, it's a world brand. 

Everybody knows Redoxon. So, it's a huge product in the world when you talk about C vitamin. 

Well, because of that Bayer produces a lot of vitamin, but Europe has bought everything of these 

kind of vitamins. In Brazil after that started the pandemic season too. And all production of this 

year…was used to replenish merchandising to Europe. So, Brazil didn't see the merchandise for 

70 days, 75 days to make it exactly”. 

Secondly, Covid-19 affected the internal operations of SN3’s members as they have to implement 

employee security measures. For instance, according to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, the first 

suspicion case of infection by Covid-19 was tough because forced Consumer_Mfg3 to think about 

the best way to communicate this suspicion case to more than 1,000 employees in a transparent 
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way, having Consumer_Mfg3 as a priority to keep operations flawless. Consumer_Dist3 

developed an organizational video to show employees all safety measures implemented during 

Covid-19, such as distribution center sanitization three times a day and employee guidelines to 

avoid the spread of the virus. Similarly, Consumer_Supp4 conducted an analysis to protect 

employee in the risk group as its manager said, “we just did an analysis, everybody who is over 60 

everybody's got any illness, everybody's in a risk group…please go home, stop working. Stop doing 

whatever you were doing stop machine stop everything just go home”. Consumer_Mfg4 put in 

practice measures, such as sending every people to work at home, sending home risk-group 

workers at distribution centers and factories, setting up a war room to take care about the people 

at the entire Consumer_Mfg4’s network (suppliers, workers, consultants and sales 

representatives). Since the situation was not clear at the onset of the virus in Brazil, 

Consumer_Mfg4 relied on daily communication and medical recommendations, as 

Consumer_Mfg4’s manager said, “at that time, it was very confused. People with more than 60 or 

65 we changed every, every day, the recommendation from the government. This is the way that 

we cover every time, this war room calls and also medical recommendation, maybe change every 

day. Some at the beginning, say not put a mask but put the people far away two meters, then we 

say use the mask in the factory because it's important that was crazy. And these goals every day is 

more about take care of the people you know. Also take care about the people in our network. 

What's been our network is the truck driver you know, consultants”. In this vein, Consumer_Mfg4 

took some measures to guarantee the safety of its network, such as guidance procedure on the top 

of the boxes and donation of hand sanitizers. 

Thirdly, Covid-19 has tremendously affected the demand of SN3. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3’s 

customer manager said that “I've never seen something like that before in terms of demand 
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planning. I worked in a Brewing Company and I saw some spikes, but not like that. We had like 

10 times in liquid hand soap. So, for example, in the demand 10 times more to the demand that we 

sold in that period. So, it was crazy.” His peer, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said that “It was a 

huge, big of sales in the retail and that the three things most bought in Brazil were rice, beans and 

bar soap, which we produce”. This increase in demand happened mainly because of a Brazilian 

government subsidy called “Corona Voucher”. This subsidy had a crucial role in the 

Consumer_Mgf3’s response to the disruption caused by Covid-19 because it boosted demand 

during a period in which millions of people lost their jobs. According to Consumer_Mgf3’s 

customer manager, “The money…is helping tremendously and something that I don't know how 

we could generate more demand as we are generating right now”. In the same vein, 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager thinks that this subsidy can have long lasting effects, as he said, “we 

don't know what happens next year when this pandemic is finished, but we imagine we have a 

reduction in demand but it is not like the demand before the pandemic. When we compare March 

this year before the pandemic, and, March, the next year, I think we have more products than we 

had before.”  

The supply network disruption orientation can be characterized by how SN3 responded to the 

impacts caused by Covid-19. Accordingly, it basically responded by performing three set of 

practices, namely (i) cushion, (ii) experience-based and (iii) context-based practices. Since the 

members of this supply network were following the effects of Covid-19 around the globe before 

it arrived in Brazil, they performed a set of cushion practices to anticipate and absorb the negative 

impacts of Covid-19. For instance, Consumser_Dist3 did a benchmarking with European 

drugstores to understand the pandemic effects on consumers’ buying behaviors and the pharma 

retail in general, as its manager said, “we did some benchmarking by internet by Teams with people 
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from pharmacy retailers from Italy to learn something about the pandemic season and everything 

they had explained for us happened. We got a lot of people running to the drugstores to buy 

everything storing in their houses after that…buying some increase a lot of e-commerce, because 

avoid to get outside of their houses”. Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager mentioned that he was scared 

when he did not know what to do in a certain situation during Covid-19 and his peers in China and 

Europe, who had already faced a similar situation, helped him by sharing their experiences and 

giving him advice so that he could anticipate and deal with some negative effects, responding 

accordingly. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “to give the right policy around 

empowerment and decision making…I was scary because was my first input around that, my friend 

from China has had that already. So, he was telling me this is going to be like this and that. So, 

the other one in Europe was telling me this is going to be like this and that. So, we have leveraged 

these as a competitive advantage against the situation”. Similarly, Consumer_Supp4’s manager 

raised inventory level of imported raw materials in order to absorb any risk international suppliers 

would face, according to him “for us to keep our production, for example, without ink, I cannot 

produce inks, it comes from outside Brazil. I didn't have this problem with paperboard because 

paperboard is manufactured in Brazil, but for items that come from outside, Brazil, the risk was 

higher”. 

SN3 also relied on its previous experiences dealing with supply network disruptions to respond 

to Covid-19 by performing experience-based practices. For instance, Consumer_Mfg3 used its 

customer and SKU prioritization and mapping skills developed during the truck drivers’ strike to 

respond to the rapid surge in demand during Covid-19. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s customer 

manager, “This is the products that we need to sell and now we need to figure out how we're going 

to match the demand that we need with these SKUs. That is how we worked. So, we have the list. 
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Their demand planning team worked it with this list sent to the customer services managers for all 

the regions”. Similarly, Consumer_Supp3 relied on its business diversification equilibrium to 

offset the negative impacts caused by Covid-19 as companies in the beauty segment completely 

stopped orders during the worse period of Covid-19. According to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, 

“these clients stopped 100% operations for us for three months. So, since April, May, and June, 

we stop 100%, we didn't supply nothing for this specific clients.” On the other hand, customer in 

the homecare sector increased the demand of packages, according to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, 

“we are improved business with Unilever, P&G and Consumer_Mfg3 because these are specific 

products in homecare. So, these businesses had a lot of increase”. This orders break happened 

because beauty companies were focused on producing essential items as Consumer_Mfg4 did. 

Accordingly, During the worse period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg4 changed its production lines 

to essential items only because it would make no sense to keep producing products such as 

perfumes while consumers needed hand sanitizers, for example. Accordingly, “in the beginning 

due to the restriction of the people we move on with our factory only to essential 

products…products we needed at the moment, it would make no sense in March and April to 

produce perfumes”. Once Consumer_Mfg4 changed to essential items only, it worried about its 

suppliers of raw materials for non-essential products. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, 

they aimed at maintaining its supply network alive: “what is that we were concerned if the supply 

of no essential stop, we will have a problem. For example, the people that made a glass, maybe 

stop the production and will have a very a mega stop, you know, because this is not for one day. 

So, okay, which is the minimum order that I can give you in order to maintain your production. 

And Consumer_Mfg4 put orders without a production…to maintain the supply network alive…this 

is the way to maintain also economic health of the supplier”. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg4 relied 
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on back-up suppliers to deal with any shortage of raw materials during the onset of Covid-19. 

According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “Every time you have one supplier and then you have 

a second supplier to help in some moment, we have seen every day. You have a backup or a say a 

security, you know, the security that is used in normal days is that we can use in this situation, 

pandemic or the truck drivers’ strike”. 

Context-based practices were crucial for SN3. For instance, for the customer and SKU mapping 

to work, Consumer_Mgf3 and its customers had daily updates in March and April of 2020. All 

this daily updates were based on direct communication through the use of new technologies 

(Google suits) because companies were avoiding personal contacts in order to stop the spread of 

Covid-19. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg3 relied on inside communication on daily basis, seven days 

a week, as its SC manager mentioned, communication was a key element, going “up and down in 

the same frequency every day”. He goes saying that “I have met the CEO of my organization every 

week in groups of 70 people, global groups”. According to him, this direct communication gave 

confidence to deal with the pandemic. Other context-based practices are related to the SN3’s 

routines to keep employees safety, such as providing PPE (Personal Protection Equipment), new 

guidelines for daily routines and so on. 

Resource metabolism 

SN3 used a variety of both, production and disruption-response resources to respond to the 

supply network disruption its members have faced. For instance, Consumer_Supp3 used a 

production resource to respond to the increased demand faced by Consumer_Mfg3. Accordingly, 

for every new business, Consumer_Supp3 starts it with a 20% more capacity, so when demand 

goes up, it can quickly ramp up production. As he said, “we have a kick-off for the project. We 

have a demand. And then when they had a demand, we prepare our production for these demand. 
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But we have 20% more capacity, then start the demand. This is when we start the business, we 

start with these 20% more capacity. What is this? So, we have a condition to supply you 20% more 

than you defined when you start a business”. Similarly, Consumer_Supp4 mobilized production 

resources by raising inventory levels of imported supplies at the onset of Covid-19 in Brazil. 

According to its manager, “for us to keep our production, for example, without ink, I cannot 

produce inks, it comes from outside Brazil. I didn't have this problem with paperboard because 

paperboard is manufactured in Brazil, but uh for items that comes from outside, Brazil, the risk 

was higher”. However, this shortage of imported raw material did not happen. According to him, 

“we were trying to make sure that we would have the highest level of inventory…but…until July 

was unnecessary because nobody ever stopping produced for production…we didn't have 

problems with delivery with shipment. We didn't have problems”. One important production 

resource for Consumer_Mfg4 during Covid-19 was cash flow. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s 

manager, “a big issue at the beginning was cash flow…how we can improve our cash flow because 

we need to help our consultants, give them more time to pay, we need to help suppliers”. One way 

for Consumer_Mfg4 maintains or improve its cash flow position was asking for employees 

voluntarily donate part of their wages, as its manager said, “the company has that moment, ask for 

all the people to donate part of the salary. I donated 20% of my salary for three months”. Other 

measures include, halting all wage increases and reducing travel expenses. In doing so, 

Consumer_Mfg4 could improve payment terms to its sales representatives and consultants, 

consequently increasing sales during this period. According to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “one 

of Consumer_Mfg4’s business lengthened payment terms from 15 to 30 days and the other 

Consumer_Mfg4’s business allowed invoices to be paid in two or three times…Consumer_Mfg4 

facilitated a lot, for instance, if I could not pay an invoice, it postponed this invoice so that I could 
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put new orders to guarantee future purchases…this was something that started after Covid-19 and 

will not stop even after Covid-19”. According to her, Consumer_Mfg4 did this movement because 

sales representative and consultants were afraid of what could happen, as she said, “I think that the 

sales representatives were afraid of selling products, because everything was new, no one knew 

what could happen…then, Consumer_Mfg4 came up with new payment terms to give sales 

representatives some security and confidence…I was not afraid because I kept selling”. 

Additionally, Consumer_Dist4’s manager said that she passed the discounts and longer payment 

terms to her customers, as she said, “I do not have to do this, but I passed all the discounts and 

new payment terms to my clients, because if I do this, they buy more from me. For example, there 

is a client who buy a specific parfum. Consumer_Mfg4 sold this parfum and complimentary items 

by a special price, thus, I sold this parfum cheaper and gave the complimentary items to this 

customer. This movement incentivized the client to buy from one to three or four kits, this was good 

for everybody”. She goes on, explaining how these mechanisms helped her to sell more, “Now, I 

can give my clients more possibilities, for example, my invoice is due by the 20th, then I allow my 

client to pay me until the 19th, and if this client buy something for US$30 and I give the possibility 

to split it in 3 times he or she can buy more things…so now, clients are buying in more quantities 

expensive items”. 

Consumer_Mfg3 mobilized disruption-response resources by defining early at the disruption a 

crisis management team. Consumer_Supp4 mobilized disruption-response resources by providing 

employees PPE (personal protective equipment), as its managers said, “we bought our masks to 

everybody. We bought alcohol gel to everybody. Also, we spread out over the company. We 

forbidden all visit to customers. We forbidden all visits from suppliers…meeting just online. So, 

you know we did it just at the beginning, everything we could”. Similarly, Consumer_Mfg4 used 
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its production lines and capabilities to produce millions of hand sanitizers for donation as well as 

for selling. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “all the drivers and consultants needed 

alcohol gel. We need to buy alcohol gel, and also alcohol gel in that moment was very difficult, 

you know, to prepare or whatever. And these alcohol gel is used to our network, you know. For 

example, in that moment in March or April every order coming from the consultant, we put free 

one alcohol gel”. Moreover, a crucial disruption-response resource during Covid-19 was the use 

of technology, as mentioned by all members of SN3. In this vein, Consumer_Mfg4 developed an 

app that allowed sales representatives and consultants to sell its products without personal contact 

with their clients, according to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “Consumer_Mfg4 has an app that 

allow my clients to buy from wherever they are and I am paid my commission, and 

Consumer_Mfg4 delivery the final clients the product…I just have to send my code to these 

clients”. In fact, Consumer_Mfg4 gives Consumer_Dist4 many mechanisms to realize the sales, 

according to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “Consumer_Mfg4 has a website for sales 

representatives and consultants, a website for final customers, physical and virtual marketing 

catalogs for both beauty and home products…in the website for final customers, I can sell without 

doing anything, I just give the client my code to receive a commission…this was specifically 

launched during Covid-19”. 

SN3 has also shown the importance of mobilizing resources in the opportunity window. For 

instance, according to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, in January of 2020, two months before the 

pandemic effects impacted the whole world forcing borders to be closed, the general manager in 

Brazil realized that inventory levels of some raw-materials should be raised. This movement was 

crucial for Consumer_Mfg3 be able to increase production responding to the unexpected surge in 

demand. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “in that situation we have decided two things: 
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bring as much as you can material and produce as much as you can because you don't know if you 

need to stop, if you are going to need to stop later so those were both decisions related to that in 

order to protect the business”. Consumer_Mfg3’s cash availability allowed the general manager 

to take such a decision, protecting Consumer_Mfg3 from supply shortage. Accordingly, the cash 

position of Consumer_Mfg3 gave employees the guts to bet on a demand surge in an uncertain 

scenario. As Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said, “cash is king because we invest to distribute 

products to produce without stoppage so we were not afraid to buy materials to produce even 

double of what was expected.” For Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, this decision along with a 

financial expertise developed during the disruption was a capability used to outcompete some 

competitors. The “cash is king” quote and Consumer_Mfg3’s financial position demonstrate the 

importance of networking capital for Consumer_Mfg3 to respond to the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. Indeed, for Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager cash availability was the most 

important element to recover from the pandemic. As he said, “financial disruption is the biggest 

disruption…I feel we have never talked to, we are now all financial experts, because this was so 

much important.”. 

The excess capacity of Consumer_Supp3 and the cash position of Consumer_Mfg3 to respond 

together to the unexpected surge in demand demonstrates the importance of mobilizing an 

adequate amount of critical resources during a supply network disruption. For this mobilization 

to happen, it was crucial the involvement of higher-level employees. These higher-level 

employees set early crisis management teams, used daily inter- and intra-organizational 

communication, and paved the way for the implementation of new technologies. According to 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, Consumer_Mfg3’s goal was to assure that communication went 

up and down, achieving the whole organization so that everyone would gain confidence. This daily 
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communication also occurred between companies. Here, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager 

mentioned that communications started to be more emotional. By emotional, Consumer_Mfg3’s 

SC manager meant that the inter-organizational communication happened from CEO to CEO in a 

global level. One important element mentioned here was the general lack of experience across 

companies to deal with Covid-19 that led them to be more opened to ask for help. Accordingly, 

“there were some willingness around that to be more open to ask for help because there was no 

code for the crisis, right, we were learning when it was ongoing.” Technology was vital for 

communication among supply network members as pointed by Consumer_Mgf3’s customer 

manager, “Google helps a lot on that because we had this communication really fast with them. 

And they are not the guys that really want to develop technology. And we know that, but they 

worked it together with us with Google communication and sheets.” 

Contrary to Consumer_Supp3’s excess capacity, Consumer_Supp4 faced a shortage of carton 

boards, negatively impacting its operations. It seems that Consumer_Supp4’s manager 

misanalysed the situation by focusing on the wrong raw materials at the onset of Covid-19. 

Accordingly, he said that he was worried about the shortage of other raw materials, as he said “the 

other thing that we did by our decision was we raised the level of inventory. So, even though this 

suppliers would tell me, we are going to be supplying you and if we don't have enough to 

everybody, your company is very important to us. We will deliver to you. I was happy to hear that 

but that would not make me sleep very calm and, you know, because you know how things are so 

what we did was, we raised it”. Consumer_Supp4 followed closely the situation for these suppliers, 

accordingly, “we would monitor daily the situation. Any gossip about they are saying that in Italy, 

they might have a problem with a pigment, they're saying that in India we might have a problem, 

then we just elevated the inventory at the moment that the news comes about…we were trying to 
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make sure that we would have the highest level of inventory necessary and possible”. Additionally, 

“we told our purchase team to be talking almost every day with them (international suppliers) to 

be listening to everything all day and I also myself was talking with the higher levels of those 

companies in order to check if we would have any disruption in fact”. This scenario was completely 

unexpected by Cosumer_Supp4. According to his manager, “we have 32 years old of this company. 

I never saw something like that…we just don't have raw material, we just don't have packaging, 

we just don't have anything…I never saw situation like that, it's increasingly getting worse, they 

are putting quotes to everybody, our suppliers that we have contracts, that we have agreements, 

that are our partners on the last 25 years they just saying every day, to us, we don't have enough”. 

He goes on saying “the thing is that we don't get supplies, because the Brazilian market is breaking 

records historical records on many products ever…we are not prepared. People are not prepared. 

We don't have paperboard, we don't have corrugated, we don't have IRA, we don't have plastic, 

we don't have flexible, we don't have…Oh, I need the dictionary to see the raw materials in order 

to tell you the whole list and then that it's, we're not talking about the imported goods. We're 

talking about the goods manufactured in Brazil”. This scenario was mainly a cause of the 

government subsidy called Corona Voucher. In his words, “the demand is so high in our scenario 

for most of the problems because of the money that the government is giving to everybody, 600 

reais and the 300 reais those billions of reais…it is making such a mess on the Brazilian economy 

that we have some price increases as of 90%, nine zero, we have suppliers saying that either we 

pay anticipated or they will prefer to sell to others because they just want maximize their 

opportunities”. 

Supply network plasticity 
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Members of SN3 have worked together to progressively adapt its supply network structure, 

demonstrating positive supply network individuality points and successfully responding to new 

functional demands. Progressive adaptations in SN3’s supply network structure is characterized 

by a close and customized collaboration among its members, the use of co-manufacturers, and fast 

and flexible processes. For instance, when Consumer_Supp3 faced a lack of resin from its main 

supplier back in 2019, it worked in a close collaboration with its customer, Consumer_Mfg3, to 

develop another type of resin, adapting the supply network structure at the time. According to 

Consumer_Supp3’s manager, “we worked together first of all, for creating other resin”. A more 

recent supply network adaption occurred during Covid-19 due to an increase in the price of raw 

materials. Consumer_Supp3, then, came up with an innovation to reduce the weight of one 

Consumer_Mfg3’s product package in order to reduce the resin costs (resin composes 40% of the 

costs of a package). At the end, the costs of resin per package (bottle) was reduced and 

Consumer_Supp3’s margin was increased. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “now, we need 

to, to create solutions to have a saving for our clients. For example, when we started the business 

with Consumer_Mfg3, there is one bottle, this bottle has 36 grams. So, when we have the situation, 

we try to reduce this grams. For example, yesterday we send the test for this product, we have 

gotten 32 grams. We have a loss. We have lost four grams; it is a huge impact on the cost for this 

product. Imagine, when you compose the costs 40% is for resin. If you reduce this weight, we have 

a direct impact on the cost. So, we take the cost maintaining our margin, but reduce the cost. This 

a better situation because we have a saving. We don't take our margin. And one other thing is our 

client is very happy because we can imagine we have a pandemic, we have a lot of problems and 

we are supplying. We had a problem with resin, a box. We have improved the cost. And then now 

you are a purchase manager of Cosumer_Mfg3, you present for your company, “hello, everybody! 
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I have a saving here with my supplier”. So, it's a wonderful situation”. In the same vein, 

Customer_Mfg3’s customer manager highlights the effects of a customized collaboration 

developed with its customers, “that's how we have it. So, I would say that is really customized or 

for a broader right so is the way that we are trying to leverage the insights from the customer, the 

customer, which is linked to the consumer, we are seeing right now and bring it to an agility way 

to our supply network.” He continues saying, “they are requesting it again. So now we are moving 

forward to, to try and to customize new things. So, we have projects that we are trying to leverage 

more for cash and carry, some projects for pharma channel, e-commerce.” To quickly respond to 

the unexpected surge in demand, Consumer_Mfg3 has relied on co-manufacturers not only to 

speed-up processes, but also to access some additional capabilities. According to 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, “you should use that power to react faster. So, then you have 

extra capacity…maybe they have available capabilities…it is engineering order right so you ask 

that today 19 months later, you have the line producing, but we are talking about, we did things 

in 45 days, we launched products in 45 days”. 

In the case of Consumer_Supp4, the shortage of raw material led members to its supply network 

to disagreements and weaker relationships, in some cases. According to Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager, “we are trying to be away from those companies and we are sticking with our partners 

and trying to give the stability to our customers”. At the customer side, Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager tried to absorb some of the impacts from its suppliers but even to its best customers, he 

has faced challenges to keep the continuous flow of materials, as he said, “the best customers and 

even though I do that, no one will be happy but because everybody wants 50% more. And that's 

true. Because most of our customers are demanding more and then what happens is I need more 

supply of raw material and I'm trying everywhere, but everyone, all the companies are in the same 
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situation”. He continues saying, “today, I am spending most of my time making pressure, pressure 

on the directors on the Vice President on those companies.  Remembering them that we have an 

agreement, that we have a contract. But the thing is, we realize it's not time to beat them, if we 

beat it will be worse. If your son does something wrong, you may punish him, but then he is going 

to be crying and desperate and then you're going to keep beating him. You know, you cannot do 

that. You just, you know, you need to talk. It is not easy”. Consumer_Mfg4 relies basically on the 

same suppliers for cardboards that Consumer_Supp4 relies on. Then, Consumer_Mfg4 also faced 

shortage of raw materials, such as card boards, plastic and pallets. However, it could circumvent 

this shortage due to its relationship with its suppliers and because suppliers prioritize 

Consumer_Mfg4’s needs. As its manager said, “our relationship helped a lot in this process, you 

know, I don't say we did not have any disruption, but I don't see any stoppage in the factory for 

more than one day…again, we have a very good relationship with our suppliers. During all these 

lack of raw materials, we have privilege or we have the prioritization”. At the distribution side, 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager had developed a good relationship with its customers that become 

even better during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, as she said, “the 

relationships became much closer…now they not only want you a visit, but they also send me 

messages asking for products”. 

Each member of SN3 has individual points that collaborate for the whole success of the supply 

network. Consumer_Supp3 has developed the capability to innovate using its available structure. 

As its manager said, “What happens is that for us, it's cheaper to use this machine for a new 

product than to use for the current product. Because we can create the price without depreciation 

when you looked your costs, or the P&L. When we take off the depreciation, for example, we are 

more competitive than the other competitors, right? So, we have an interesting situation because 
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sometimes for us innovation is cheaper than the current product. So, we have this period in the 

pandemic. We create solution with these specific machines. And then we had opportunities to use 

cash just for a new mode, just some new type of machines. We don't need to buy a new machine. 

And then this machine is totally depreciated in our system, right. So, when we have this situation, 

we learn about that because we hadn't, sometimes you'd have a situation resolved. The innovation 

is cheaper than maintaining some products.” Consumer_Mfg3 uses its business and brand 

reputation to leverage negotiations and the launching of new products. According to its SC 

manager, “we are the key customers to all of them. We are a key customer so they prioritize us as 

we prioritize them because we are key…there are many suppliers that we are 80% of their 

production, 50%, 40%, 30%”. Regarding Consumer_Mfg3’s brand reputation, its customer 

manager said that “something that changed a little bit, the way that we leverage the brand. So, a 

bar soap brand has a very huge brand for to work with this kind of situation Covid and so on.” He 

continues, “the bar soap brand is really strong, right, this is talking about prevention, let's say in 

general contamination and everything. But we didn't have the hand sanitizer. We didn't have the 

spray. So, we now can communicate the whole protection in terms of body and we couldn't 

communicate that anymore.” During the worse period of Covid-19, Consumer_Mfg4 changed its 

production lines to essential items only because it would make no sense to keep producing products 

such as perfumes while consumers needed hand sanitizers, for example. Accordingly, “in the 

beginning due to the restriction of the people we move on with our factory only to essential 

products…products we needed at the moment, it would make no sense in March and April to 

produce perfumes”. Once Consumer_Mfg4 changed to essential items only, it worried about its 

suppliers of raw materials for non-essential products. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, 

they aimed at maintaining its supply network alive: “what is that we were concerned if the supply 
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of no essential stop, we will have a problem. For example, the people that made a glass, maybe 

stop the production and will have a very a mega stop, you know, because this is not for one day. 

So, okay, which is the minimum order that I can give you in order to maintain your production. 

And Consumer_Mfg4 put orders without a production…to maintain the supply network alive…this 

is the way to maintain also economic health of the supplier”. At the distribution side, 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager improved its pool of customers mainly due to her commercial abilities 

and support from Consumer_Mfg4, as she said, “if you call Consumer_Mfg4 to buy its products, 

it will appoint a sales representative/consultant that is nearer to the client…for instance, I have 

around new 20 clients who were appointed to me in this way…Consumer_Mfg4 gives us a good 

support to sell its products, thus I increased my customer pool…since everything was locked down, 

people started to come to me, then, I gained more customers…some of these new customers were 

from the Consumer_Mfg4’s competitor”. 

The close and customized collaboration among SN3’s members and each member’s positive 

characteristics allowed SN3 to successfully respond to new functional demands. During Covid-

19, Consumer_Dist3 received direct customer needs for hand sanitizers, as its manager said, “some 

people asked, a lot of customer asked for us in the counter, inside of the stores asking about it. Do 

you have alcohol liquid or something like that, because the supermarkets, the groceries offered 

but in a bottle of 1 liter”. Then, Consumer_Dist3’s manager approached Consumser_Mfg3’s 

customer manager to see the possibility of launching a new product under Consumer_Mfg3’s 

brand. Consumer_Mfg3’s customer manager, then, answered “I would say that the demand came 

from more related to the pharma channel, the pharma channel asking a lot for us why we you don't 

have this this kind of product for the bar soap brand and it's a bar soap brand…we leveraged 

because it's additional revenue for sure we don't have this kind of product in our portfolio. We 
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won't take anything from any other categories. So why not?”. After Consumer_Mfg3 decided to 

develop the product, Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager reached out to Consumer_Supp3’s manager, 

who was responsible to develop the packaging strategy for this new product. For this specific new 

product launching, the close collaboration between Consumer_Mfg3 and Consumer_Supp3 and 

Consumer_Supp3’s innovative capabilities were critical. Due to the bureaucracy of 

Consumer_Mfg3, Consumer_Supp3’s manager proposed to use an existing bottle used for other 

Consumer_Mfg3’s products for the hand sanitizer packaging. In this way, the supply network as 

whole would gain speed to the market. As Consumer_Supp3’s manager said, “this product is a 

white bottle. So, what are our proposal for Consumer_Mfg3? Take the master bed. Master bed is 

like a paint, so take the master bed, so uses your package without the master bed. And then use 

this bottle for one new product. So, we had the same bottle with other products in your company. 

So, we proposed to Consumer_Mfg3, “…what do you think about if you use the same bottle? Just 

take off the master bed, and then use this bottle for alcohol. It’s nice, is good. Let's try it. We have 

a successful and then now we have two products for Consumer_Mfg3 with the same bottle”. 

Similarly, Consumer_Mfg4 had a new functional demand during Covid-19 that had a positive 

effect on the companies’ integration. Accordingly, Consumer_Mfg4 integration with the other 

beauty company was expected to take several months. When Covid-19 began, this merger was 

accelerated because demand for hand sanitizers skyrocketed and only one of the companies had 

the know-how and capability to produce hand sanitizers. Additionally, the production of this item 

needed an approval from the Brazilian sanitary agency, which was already awarded for one 

company. Then, Consumer_Mfg4 used that company’s facilities and approvals to produce and 

distribute hand sanitizers under one brand. According to Consumer_Mfg4’s manager, “we changed 

the name, we put a Consumer_Mfg4’s brand manufacturing at the to-be integrated factories…and 
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we created a new product, alcohol gel…two months later, we realized that the integration would 

help a lot and our plan to integrate with the other company was accelerated. So, okay, we can do 

more. Nobody thought about to make a product in the other factory in the next two months, our 

planning was at the end of the year, maybe we take enormous time, six, eight months. Now, one 

other thing that in two months, we can do some product in the other factory.  What happened, we 

accelerated the production of Consumer_Mfg4’s products in the factories of the other company in 

Argentina and Mexico”. In public interview, he said that “crisis helps for a faster integration…At 

the beginning (of Covid-19), I was afraid but now we have more courage to do things that we 

thought would take much more time…when the crisis began, we just told ourselves, let’s do it”. At 

the distribution side, Consumer_Mfg4 launched the app aforementioned that was crucial for sales 

representatives and consultants to boost their sales. According to Consumer_Dist4’s manager, “the 

app gave me the opportunity to participate in short-term promotions, but I have to go there and 

make the order through the app…now, I anticipate some orders before customers’ orders because 

I know the product will be sold and I pass the discount to my client…I pass these discounts because 

it is a matter of friendship, and to create loyal clients…these clients are friends, they are your 

siblings, neighbors…you know them”. 

Consumer_Supp4’s shortage of carton boards led to negative new functional demands. According 

to Consumer_Supp4’s manager, “we are those people from supply network that take care of raw 

material. They (Consumer_Supp4’s employees) come early here and they stay here until 7, 8, 9 

PM. They are stressed a lot, they are on their limit of patience. They have to deal with pressure 

because the raw material doesn't arrive. We're going to stop the customer; they will not have how 

to work and the pressure is very high and tough. What we are trying to do is to get from everywhere 

we can…we have more than 50 machines we stay with the machines stopped 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 hours 
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waiting the trucks.” In this scenario, imported raw material is not an option, as Consumer_Supp4’s 

manager said, “because although we have all this situation, we have an import tax very high. will 

have very high exchange rate at the moment like almost six by one and this makes it not reasonable 

to import”. Even with all these problems, Consumer_Supp4’s manager said that he will continue 

using the same suppliers. According to him, “well, every supplier is like that, we work with four 

or five with all possible in Brazil and all our competitors are on the same situation you have 

nowhere to move to, that's the true.” 

Consumer_Mfg4 has in its DNA an ability to be responsive to the demand that helped 

tremendously to deal with changes that happened during the pandemic time. According to its 

manager, “what happens is at Consumer_Mfg4 all the direct sell company has a very crazy 

demand, it is a fashion business. What happens if Rihanna comes with blue lips, then all the people 

like to have all the women, the girls like to have these blue. Two weeks ago, it's a real case and 

nobody have a blue, you know, you need to go in the case of Rihanna I need a planning position, 

the blue lips grow 400% in 21 days that's happened that all our supply is prepared for a big 

increase and also for a big decrease, you know, our S&OP process is reviewed every week…we 

have a capability, an S&OP every month, but we have also a mini S&OP every week, every 

Wednesday, we receive a new demand and we need to review all the process in order to attain an 

increase sales and reducing in any SKU. Also, we have a KPI that we're talking about, what 

indicates us how we can obtain an increase in sales, if you have an S&OP, the number 100 and 

you'll receive a sales to 200 you have the double if you are then 90% of the double, it is 90% these 

KPI, you know, when you have a KPI in the company you need to go through to improve this KPI, 

I will give more than 90% every increase sales 90% of the increase, we will attend”. 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager confirms by saying that, “Consumer_Mfg4 has never delayed a 
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delivery…it has its own carrier company…I have never ever had a problem with 

delays…Consumer_Mfg4 sets up a delivery time and I receive the products on time, it is very 

accurate…even during the truck drivers’ strike that happened”. 

Outcome: Hyper-Resilience 

Even though some members of SN3 faced negative impacts, it strengthened its operation as it 

responded to the disruption caused by Covid-19. Talking about the learnings from Covid-19 and 

how Consumer_Mgf3 has dealt with it, its customer manager said that the pandemic pushed 

Consumer_Mgf3 to move forward and faster in some areas it has focused on. For instance, 

Consumer_Mgf3 advanced faster to digitization and employee empowerment for collaboration. 

As he said, “we were really developing the pillars were like building and now I would say that 

they are built.” In general, the effects of Covid-19 fostered the cultural changes Consumer_Mgf3 

has aimed at. Consumer_Mfg3 could grow its business even depending on suppliers such as 

Consumer_Supp4. According to Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager, he could respond to the surge in 

demand despite the Consumer_Supp4’s shortage of carton board mainly due to four points: (i) the 

shortage led to production with different supplies that in turn led Consumer_Mfg3 to huge 

adaptations in its production lines, (ii) Consumer_Supp4 didn’t have the responsiveness as before 

so that purchasing orders were tight, (iii) Cosumer_Mfg3 faced a cost increase of 6% to 12%, (iv) 

Consumer_Mfg3 consumes around 50% of Consumer_Supp4 so that both companies collaborated 

in order to align quality and quantity concerns, and (v) Consumer_Mfg3’s growth led to a 

production level of 3 years ago since Consumer_Mfg3’s business reduced due to global economic 

crisis so that it did not over demanded from Consumer_Supp4. In the same vein, Consumer_Mfg4 

could advance faster and successfully in a major company integration during Covid-19, mainly by 

advancing into hand sanitizer production. Additionally, Consumer_Mfg4 saw a great increase in 
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its online sales, according to its manager, “our e-commerce in that moment grew more than 1,500% 

compared with the previous year. That is amazing, you know, but right now it's easy to explain, 

you know, because all the people right now, for example, in Brazil, the economic situation is 

working very well due to the Covid help (Corona voucher), that is R$600”. At the distribution side, 

Consumer_Dist4’s manager increased its customer pool using technology to sell products, 

according to her, “new clients came to me, for instance, this specific client has grandsons who 

before the pandemic bought beauty products from different sellers, then when it became more 

difficult to find these products, the specific client gave her grandsons Consumer_Dist4’s WhatsApp 

so that they reached me out…my sales, the majority of them were via WhatsApp and this was 

something new, I did not use to sell this way before Covid-19…these new clients are still with me 

even though stores are opened”. 

By the same token, in a public interview Consumer_Dist3’s general manager said that Covid-19 

forced companies to speed up the implementation of technology, as he said, “I think that the 

pandemic context brought a legacy, companies are doing things in 6 months that could take 3 or 

4 years to be done in terms of technology demand…telemedicine is an example”. In a similar vein, 

Consumer_Mfg3’s SC manager said “we move from the previous partner to Google suits in 

November of 2017. So, we took two years until February this year to embrace the whole new tools 

from Google and in just three months we were pushed to go far ahead with the Google and nobody 

want to go back”. Consumer_Dist3 also strengthened the relationship with some customers, 

according to its manager, “the communication was made easier in my opinion because we are 

doing this virtually. We are starting a meeting in a few minutes…In my opinion, it's changed for 

easier way, faster, and more efficient, more efficient than it used to be in the past. People are 

closer than in the past because we have the key accounts, as I explained to you a key account you 
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have company to make deals with Consumer_Mfg3 and other suppliers. This person is very 

efficient now to discuss the same day with 3, 4, 5 suppliers different suppliers in the same day. In 

the past was different because there are a lot of trafficking in the cities make some delays to start 

some meetings.” Regarding the specific relationship between Consumer_Dist3 and 

Consumer_Mfg3, Consumer_Dist3’s manager said “closer than before, after the pandemic effect. 

It's closer, more collaborative, more friendly. We are sharing more information, more 

expectations. The results are very good. Consumer_Mfg3 has less problems each day with us, 

sending the merchandise we asked, we purchase. The KPIs are very good. They are increased a 

lot of results with us.” 

Supply network 4 (SN4) 

SN4 context: Supply network 4 (SN4) is comprised by two organizations, Bev_Supp4 and 

Bev_Dist4. Both operates in the craft beverage industry. Bev_Supp4 became one of the main 

suppliers of Bev_Dist4 during the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19, when Bev_Dist4 

started focusing more on smaller and local suppliers of craft beverage raw materials and 

ingredients. Although SN4 is composed by only two organizations, there are two businesses under 

Bev_Dist4, one focused on manufacturing beverages and the other focused on distributing them 

to final consumers. Thus, by talking with the executives at these two organizations, we could 

understand how SN4 has dealt with supply network disruptions from raw material production to 

product distribution to final consumers. 

Supply network disruption 

Previous supply network disruptions 
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The members of SN4 have limited experience with previous supply network disruptions, since 

only Bev_Supp4 reported facing any experience. Additionally, this experience is related only with 

natural disaster, as Bev_Supp4’s manager said “we've had a few…we have had hurricane issues 

before. We melted some rice out of South Carolina before we got some rice and made malt out of 

it and we couldn't get it for a few weeks, because of the hurricane coming in”. According to 

Bev_Supp4’s manager, these were low-impact supply network disruptions because he could easily 

managed it, as he said, “we had to redo our production schedule, really. I mean, we were planning 

on doing some rice melting rice that week and we just had to reevaluate and kind of replan our 

schedule, our production schedule and more barley. At that point, which we had in stock. So, you 

know, it wasn't the end of the world”. 

Bev_Dist4’s manager mentioned supply network disruptions related to minor daily operational 

issues. According to him, “I can't say that would be to some the closest thing that I could think of 

a similarity is, you know, I mentioned that VHS type company sometimes we couldn't find a 

supplier for those or they may have a limited quantity of a certain kind, or something like that. 

But, you know, that was to be expected. You know how in 2011 like how many people are making 

those. So no, I mean this year we're experiencing one thing after another”.  

Covid-19 

For the members of SN4, Covid-19 caused a high-impact and unexpected supply network 

disruption, as reported by Bev_Supp4’s manager, “you know those first three months, three or four 

months were just awful for everybody because nobody really knew what was going to 

happen…Covid has made a huge difference in our supply network. We for like bags that we put 

malt, usually I can get those in a week or two, and it took almost five or six weeks to get bags. So, 

we were scrounging around trying to find bags…and then the other one is sending out samples 
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through the United States Postal Service, right now is just awful, we just sent out a sample to 

Oregon, five weeks ago, and just got there two days ago”.  

The supply network disruption orientation of SN3 is based on “on-the-fly” decisions due to the 

lack of previous experiences and type of business, as Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “we've been 

really, week to week so in service industry and especially in production and brewing a lot of it is 

repetitious, so every week we did the same things. We even had some of the same events every 

week. So, this year, a lot of the repetition has disappeared because we have to on the fly, depending 

on what the restrictions look like or depending on what our funding looks like or, indeed, like the 

weather this year was a big problem because of everything being outside, you know, we would just 

have to make decisions on the fly, really quick about how we were going to, you know, function 

that week”. 

Similarly, Bev_Supp4 seemed to rely much more on “on-the-fly” decisions than on its previous 

experiences with supply network disruptions to respond to the one caused by Covid-19. According 

to its manager, “with the bags, you know, we had to kind of scrounge around and try to find any 

bags that we could put grain to send out for orders until we got our new bags. So, we were really 

kind of hurting there for a little bit…we're just planning way far ahead…if we know we need a 

certain product coming…we're ordering it four or five weeks ahead of time. Just because we know 

it might not come on time. The shipping, we're still trying to deal with that as far as the United 

States Postal Service right now because we do a lot of shipping through there for sending out 

samples to breweries…and it's been a nightmare…so, we might be switching to UPS to see if that's 

any better. And so, the postal service because we just had people that need, you know, grain to do 

test batch with and they need it that week and we send it out overnight and it doesn't get there for 
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three or four weeks later, I mean it's just crazy. It just kind of, I guess, a lot more planning ahead 

as far as that goes”. 

Resource metabolism 

SN4 has relied on production and disruption-response resources to respond to the supply 

network disruptions it has faced. Bev_Supp4 donated part of its available products to its clients in 

order to maintain its supply network alive. According to its manager, “when Covid first broke 

out…I wanted to help out my consumers, my customers as much as possible. So, I actually joined 

in our program that we were actually donating malt to breweries so they could then make beer at 

a much lower cost…so, you know, I figured if we're going out, if this is the world that we're living 

in, and the malt houses and breweries…are not going to survive, because we survive on breweries, 

I want to help as many people as I could during that process. So, we ended up donating like 10,000 

pounds of malt and then about another 15,000 pounds of corn for distilleries to make hand 

sanitizer with. I just wanted to help out as much as I could, at that point. And, you know, trying to 

help people get through that period that they were struggling”. Additionally, Bev_Supp4 has 

extended payment terms to help its customers, as its manager said, “we didn't push people on 

payments quite as much as we typically do. We're letting people kind of take longer to get things 

paid off…I still have breweries that are paying off, increments, you know, instead of paying the 

full invoice. They're paying it off in sections because they just don't have the money to do it right 

now”. 

While Bev_Supp4 had an adequate amount of critical resources to pass along its supply 

network, Bev_Dist4 had to deal with an inadequate amount of production and disruption-

response resources, frequently relying on its top-level management team, as its manager said, 

“we meet every Tuesday…like, what this week going to look like, what can we plan for next month. 
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And I guess it's just me, keeping everything on the rails and trying to come up with some creative 

solutions for what's going on”. 

Mostly, these resources were mobilized in the opportunity window, when they were available. 

For instance, according to its manager, Bev_Dist4 had a difficult time finding disruption-

response resources, as he said, “for us when we couldn't have guests come inside, we pivoted to 

canning and packaging. Well, there's an aluminum shortage. And now, no one can get cans and 

they're more expensive when you can get them. I have a few others. I could say, we had to move 

everything outdoors. So, everyone had to do that at the same time. So, patio furniture, umbrellas. 

Now it's patio heaters. You know, any kind of coverings. Things like that are just very difficult to 

find, there's a big lag on those. So, that's been an issue. And then the last big one was treated 

lumber and lumber. Generally, when we went outside, we had to build a new patio and a new fence 

to appease the alcohol Commission to keep people's strengths inside of a certain designated area. 

And I have people driving all over the state looking for enough lumber to be able to finish that. 

So, yeah, I mean, we can come up with some creative solutions, but it was just, you know, as far 

as supply network and those things”. 

For production resources, Bev_Dist4 faced shortage of yeast, as he said, “so, not so much lately, 

but right at the beginning, you may remember all your friends were making bread at home. So, 

that was a big deal and something that like everyone is posting their new bread that they made 

online. Well baker's yeast was in short supply, because of that. So, people started using brewer’s 

yeast. So, then we had a really difficult time getting brewer’s yeast too”. 

Supply network plasticity 

SN4 has adapted its supply network structure, responding to new functional demands and 

expecting stronger relationships. For instance, Bev_Supp4 started online sales to attend a new 
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market, as its manager said, “we had never sold directly to homers we work through a homebrewer 

supply store…we had time on our hands and we had malt on our hands. So, we decided, well, let's 

just open up an online market, or online store…we started selling to homers in June of last year 

(2020). And you know that's been, you know, not a major part of our business, but it's definitely 

helped over the last few months to kind of fill that gap of the slowdown that we were seeing in the 

industry…we're making a good profit on that grain that we sell and that has definitely helped us 

get through this year, for sure…it's definitely opened up a lot of doors for us as far as you know 

homebrewers eventually become brewers and, you know, to get that relationship with some of 

these homebrewers before they even open the brewhouse it's been beneficial for sure”. 

Similarly, Bev_Dist4 started its online operations because its business had to shut down during 

lockdown. However, it has not developed a clear strategy to operate in the online realm. According 

to its manager, “I had just purchased a delivery truck last year because we expanded to do the new 

production facility. So, we had two locations and I wanted people to be able to use, you know, the 

company van to go back and forth, instead of their own car. So here we have this delivery van and 

so we just set up online orders and advertised it. We used some of the talent that we have for live 

entertainment. For example, we have a comedy show every Sunday…the Comedian would deliver 

the beer and have a job…we just didn't expect it to be so long. I think we thought it would be done 

sometime in the summer or something like that. At the time, I think we're thinking maybe three or 

four months, but you know it's persisted and we've had to come up with things along the way. But 

we're back into deliveries again now that the weather is cold. We don't have any indoor seating at 

the Bev_Dist4’s location. And that's why I've implemented that drive thru thing if people want to 

come over there. They can drive up and get it”. 
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Furthermore, Bev_Dist4 had to respond to other functional demands, that is, to build an outside 

area, a drive thru, and a to-go delivery operations to keep attending its customers. According to its 

manager, “we're trying to do like through the winter come up with an idea because people can't 

come inside as much. So, I built like a little shed outside in the parking lot, so people can do like 

a drive through, a scenario is what it is. So, I had to find lumber for that, again, too. So, it seems 

like every turn, there is some disruption, even though it's now available, there's a steep cost 

associated with it”. For Bev_Dist4’s manager, the outside operations will be maintained even when 

Covid-19 is gone, as he said, “this sort of forced us to be outside and push all this stuff 

infrastructure in place. And yeah, it's going to be as much outside as possible next year and then 

we'll basically just use the inside. If it rains, you know, or if there's bad weather but it made 

everything easier. We don't have to clean as much, you know, people were outside. So, it was safer 

that we could fit, we can fit quite a few more people out there. It was just an overall fun 

environment. So yeah, we will definitely use the outside more. And in fact, that we needed to plan 

anyway because just adjacent to the brewery is an old railway and they've pulled that out to make 

sort of a bike and walk that once completed, it's going to completely change the outside”. 

Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 expect to strengthen their relationship after dealing with Covid-19. 

According to Bev_Supp4’s manager, “I hope you know they looked back in and see when we tried 

to do you know the limited funds and little bit of, you know, we were obviously struggling too. So, 

we tried it, we had grain that we could get you know that we can donate and we had leeway as far 

as getting invoices and you know I don't know how they're going to look back and see that. But, 

you know, we tried to do the best that we could to help them out during the time that they needed 

it. So, I don't know how it's going to be in the long run after Covid. But you know, I would hope 

that they would remember that”. Correspondingly, Bev_DIst4’s manager talked about his 
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relationship with Bev_Supp4 and their collaboration to respond to the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19, “I don't know if it'll make them particularly loyal to us, necessarily, but they're 

just a loyal company, generally, and I think you can think of that. You may be able to apply that to 

most local companies, you know, or family-run businesses. So that's something that is maybe just 

being uncovered by all of this that you know, I hope that sticks and more local companies can, you 

know, gain ground from this, but I'm not sure, I'm not sure how that's going to go”. 

SN4 members rely heavily on communication to deal with the negative impacts of a supply 

network disruption. For instance, Bev_Supp4’s manager explained how to help his customers, 

“open communication really is the big thing, is talking to others, trying to figure that out…you 

know, again, communication, open communication with them, working with them, making sure 

they're taken care of and that you know and that we're not putting them in a position that they, you 

know, don't feel comfortable with”. Bev_Supp4’s manager also talked with carriers to understand 

how to better respond to delivery delays, as he said, “I've talked to them to see, you know, where 

what's causing their lag, you know, why is it taking them so long. And then how I need to 

just…planning alright, if I need this at a certain time, when do I need to be ordering it…because 

I knew what the typical response rate and the typical delivery time was before. And just trying to 

get an idea of what they're going through. And what, in the end, the lead time that I need for that 

from them”. 

By the same token, Bev_Dist4’s manager had frequent conversations with his partners in order to 

better respond to raw material shortage and other issues, as Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “in the 

spring, there was a full shut down right so we couldn't even have carry out. And at that time, there 

were sort of a panel of local service industry owners and we would get together and just kind of 

talk about what was going on…I was talking with the lumber and the outdoor patio seating stuff”. 
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In some cases, Bev_Dist4 even partnered with competitors, as its manager reported, “I think one 

of the best things about the brewery community is that we all do collaborate regularly so that it's 

a lot of people talk about competition. I suppose it's competition in the sense that maybe a 

consumer may choose one place over the other for a particular night or maybe only go to one or 

two but we really don't think of each other as competitors, we sort of, you know, help each other 

out. We'll have collaboration brew days and you know go over at some of these other brewery and 

brew with them. In normal times we've never collaborated on aluminum cans before, but I have in 

the past purchase like large amounts of like a fruit puree or something like that, or maybe a 

specialty type of hops. In the fall when they do like harvest tops, we may, you know, throw in on a 

bale of something for somebody else has…we have groups on social media, where we'll just go in 

and be like, hey, I have 50 extra pounds of central hops. Does anybody want one for 12 bucks a 

pound or something like that. So, we help each other out…we get to go drive over and deliver to 

people and taste their beers and see what's going on. And then that may push us to do something 

else. And interestingly, with Triton, we were asking him about those cans, they were having a hard 

time getting them at first, but they're like, yeah, we can spare some for you. What we ended up 

doing was buying some glass bottles from them, too. So, we did some of their releases more 

specialty releases were in a glass bottle to try to mitigate the use of all the aluminum cans that we 

had so”. 

Differently from Bev_Supp4’s availability of critical resources, Bev_Dist4 faced some difficulties 

accessing some raw materials even when supply came to a more normal situation, as its manager 

said, “we just experienced this. We're trying to do like through the winter come up with an idea 

because people can't come inside as much. So, I built like a little shed outside in the parking lot, 

so people can do like a drive through, a scenario is what it is. So, I had to find lumber for that, 
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again, too. So, it seems like every turn, there is some disruption, even though it's now available, 

there's a steep cost associated with it”. In that sense, Bev_Dist4’s network had frequently 

conversations in order to better respond to raw material shortage and other issues, as Bev_Dist4’s 

manager said, “in the spring, there was a full shut down right so we couldn't even have carry out. 

And at that time, there were sort of a panel of local service industry owners and we would get 

together and just kind of talk about what was going on…so, everybody needed all the same supplies 

at once so that is what started the aluminum can shortage and all this shortages. I was talking 

with the lumber and the outdoor patio seating stuff. But we were able, we're, again, we're very 

small”. 

Members of SN4 have also relied on individual points to deal with the negative impacts of a 

supply network disruption. Bev_Supp4 used the supply network disruption caused by Covid-19 as 

an opportunity to further develop its business, as its manager said, “then we also have had time to 

really even expand our different styles of malts that we have. So, we did a lot of experimentation 

and R&D work during those periods of time to kind of come up with some new malts”. Bev_Dist4 

started reusing yeast to deal with a shortage but without any major impact in his operations in the 

long run, as its manager explained, “now, what we do is we wash that yeast and reuse that yeast 

and another batch, so it's not really a cost savings so much for us because we're so small, I imagine 

it would be for a larger brewery, but you know, I guess it would add up over time, but for the most 

part it's really just out of necessity to even be able to get yeast. Now the supply is back for the most 

part, we can get it and yeast is usually sold in packages and you can like refrigerator. It's not that 

dissimilar from what you would find at the store for bakers, but some of those things”. 

Additional individual points of Bev_Dist4 play a major role in a supply network disruption 

response. Firstly, Bev_Dist4’s manager pointed out the importance of technology to respond to a 
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supply network disruption. According to him, “definitely now relying on that. We're relying on 

technology more because of the delivery. So, you know, I'll blast something out on all the social 

media about maybe delivery. So, this week we have certain deliveries, but we also have gift cards 

are on sale so that people can maybe pick up gifts for the holiday season or something like that. 

We also reopened our mug club. For the year so people can purchase mug club memberships. So, 

those are some things I'm using our existing sort of base on social media to kind of blast those 

things out. So, this week, I'll be this week we're doing a paid ad for it. Just to see if we can reach 

a few more people.” And secondly, Bev_Dist4’s manager has a negative attitude even when talking 

about an important measure, that is, public grants, as he said, “there's just a lag on grants. There's 

a lag on any kind of support and there was just no flexibility whatsoever on the permitting and 

things like that. So, I don't know if you can tie that necessarily to supply network. But, I mean, 

there's definitely a breakdown in the process there”. 

Outcome: Hypo-Resilience 

Members of SN4 have faced different impacts on their general performance. On the one hand, 

although Bev_Supp4 saw its performance deteriorated, it could recover its levels after responding 

to the supply network disruption, as its manager said, “we started with gradually as summer went 

on and then in the fall, you know, things got back to pretty much normal. I mean, it wasn't great. 

But it was, you know, normalish…we lost obviously a lot of money during those three months, but 

it was important for us to help the industry that supports us, you know, and that's kind of what my 

goal is”. On the other hand, Bev_Dist4 could not recover its performance level, according to its 

manager, “we were on about a 35% growth trajectory for revenue perspective. For the last three 

years. This last week was our four-year anniversary. So, I should have some extrapolation of what 

I would have expected to have made in revenue this year. But even just year-over-year numbers if 
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we're just looking at hundred percent compared to last year, we are like 50 to 60%, it is where 

we're going to land. So, we, you know, arguably will be down like 40% or more, plus the potential 

for that growth, maybe 35% rate”. 

Even Bev_Supp4 has donated some raw materials to its customers, Bev_Dist4 did not offset the 

shortage of other raw material, directing impacting its general performance. According to its 

manager, “it's the aluminum can shortage and the labels and the packaging, like all those little 

pieces that come together, plus the labor to do it. It's just, plus we have to sell them…margins are 

just very little, and maybe making two or $3 on a four pack where we would have been making 

probably $20 on those same four beers, if we sold them in house. I think a beer on draft for us. We 

sell for six and a quarter, it costs us maybe 50 cents to make. If I sell it in a four pack, I'm selling 

those for $13 and plus the cost of the packaging. So, you can do the math, it's difficult. We have to 

do a lot more volume which is also an issue with a shortage of aluminum cans”. It is noteworthy 

that August of 2020 was the best Bev_Dist4’s revenue, as Bev_Dist4’s manager said, “actually 

August this year of 2020 was our best revenue month since we've ever opened it was the best ever. 

So, we can see that it's going to the trajectory is there if we have the ability to do what we do”. 

Bev_Supp4 and Bev_Dist4 saw different results in their operational efficiency. Bev_Supp4’s 

operational efficiency worsened mainly because of the online sales to homebrewers, who although 

might buy higher-value products, buy smaller quantities, which impose more work per order for 

Bev-Supp4. Accordingly, “it's probably worse because we're working with more clients and 

they're getting smaller quantities. So, it's a lot more work for us…we're not doing as much larger 

orders as we would have last year…but as far as you know efficiency versus income, you know, it 

kind of balances out because they're doing smaller orders. They're getting more unique grains that 

are more expensive…they need us to mill it, you know, which is another additional cost on top of 
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the malt. So, we're probably making a little more income per pound that we make that we sell, but 

it's definitely more work too. So, it's definitely, yeah, we're definitely have lost efficiency this year, 

for sure, just because we're doing so many smaller clients and newer clients”. 

Bev_Dist4’s operational efficiency improved mostly because of more automated operations. 

According to its manager, “I suppose it's probably more efficient because we're packaging 

everything as opposed to when it's on draft...well with canning, the canning machine fills up pretty 

precisely and minimizes the things like that. So, from a volume perspective, we're probably getting 

quite a bit more beer out of it. I don't have exact numbers on that but that would be my intuition 

on that. Other processes, I mean, you know, a lot of what we did before was hosts guests, and so, 

there was a lot of waiver and manual like service involved and now it's more selling things online, 

maybe doing some deliveries, but it's more social media based and maybe order ring and just 

working, working on the beer itself as opposed to serving it in person”. 

Operational costs have worsened for the members of SN4. Bev_Supp4 faced higher operational 

costs as some processes became more difficult after the supply network disruption, such as sending 

malt sample to customers. For Bev_Dist4, several issues led to higher operational costs, as its 

manager pointed, “that's been an issue of course, packaging. There's the added cost of it to even if 

you can get cans. There's a label. There's more labor going on at that but that was one big thing 

that we saw was the aluminum cans shortage and we're still fighting that now. I think lumber is 

probably up like 300% in price right now to even now that is back on the shelf a two by four is $6 

and 50 cents at Lowes right now. That's pretty crazy…that's not a treated one”. 

For Bev_Supp4’s manager, delivery reliability worsened during the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. According to him, “those have been big problems for yet for deliveries that's 

freights like if I'm shipping a pallet. Those seem to not have been affected too much but smaller 
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like UPS or USPS like those smaller deliveries definitely seem to be affected”. For Bev_Dist4’s 

manager, delivery reliability is as expected for the online orders and deliveries. According to him, 

“it's all very controlled. So, it's basically you know I'm operating the website where all the orders 

come through. And then we right now are just delivering on Fridays. So, Friday morning we had 

to cut off at noon Friday morning I'll go in, I print out all the orders and my main manager and I 

put them all together and we double check each other loading them up in the van and then they 

had out, so it's all pretty controlled and that's fun, because we can take that we can kind of check 

some boxes and feel like we accomplished something and see that money coming into, I think that's 

pretty well controlled”. 

Emergent topics 

Members of SN4 have relied on government support to deal with the supply network disruption 

caused by Covid-19. Bev_Supp4 had to use government support to be able to navigate the worse 

period of the supply network disruption. According to Bev-Supp4’s manager, this support was 

crucial, as he said, “we got two different grants. Actually, we got the payroll loan or whatever, just 

the payroll loan for your employees that lasted three months so that definitely helps, you know, we 

got payroll for our three full-time employees for three months. And then we also got one of the 

SBA (The Small Business Association) loans, we ended up getting it…it was a three and a half 

percent interest loan with a 30-year payoff. And we thought, you know, it'll get us through this 

time it's 30-year payoff. So, you know, the payments aren't huge they're spread out quite a bit. So, 

we ended up going ahead and getting one of those also you know, it's more debt, but at least we're 

getting through this year that we can figure out, you know how to kind of recoup from that in the 

long run”. 
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For Bev_Dist4, government support was even more critical. It received around $100,000 in grants 

from different public organizations and for different uses. For Bev_Dist4’s manager though these 

grants were important, they were in a reimbursement basis, causing some management issues as 

he said, “I think another problem that compounds that is a lot of these grants that they're giving 

us or grant opportunities are on a reimbursement basis. So, you have to have already purchased 

those things and then you can get reimbursed for them. But you know, I could put the money out 

now, but not be able to get them for three or four months and then do we even need them anymore 

so there were a number of grants for PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) as well, like masks 

and gloves and hand sanitizer and things like that. Those were much smaller, I did take advantage 

of one of those early on, but for the most part those supplies are more available. Now, that was 

another thing, like right at the beginning, everyone had to have a mask on and you couldn't get 

masks anywhere. And then when you could they were like $50 a box or something”. 

Bev_Dist4’s manager goes on detailing how these grants worked for him, “we got the PPP money. 

We're very small, so I got $30,000 on that based on the average of the payroll for like, I think the 

10 or 12 weeks prior to this. And then I also got the $10,000 ideal advance. I got $40,000 for 

forgiveness, the application. If you're under 50,000. It was literally just like type in your tax ID 

number and say you want it forgiven and then they'll forgive it so I gave them my payroll 

information, I suppose. But for the most part it was very simple. It took five minutes. As far as 

other grants, we got the help grant through Indiana that would pay up to $25,000 of rent. So that 

was rent on a reimbursement basis that you've already paid and then they would also pay, October, 

November and December. You know, before you had paid it. So that was just kind of a secondary 

perk of that so the problem with that was my landlord had been letting us pay half rent because of 

the revenue shortage. Basically, a mirror image of what you know we were getting reimbursed. 
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So, he's caught up for the year. So, landlords are both at 100% for the year right now of revenue. 

So, I'm looking at us. I'm thinking okay so landlords are 100%”. 

Besides the reimbursement issue, Bev_Dist4’s manager complained about the lack of flexibility in 

getting some permits necessary to his business, as he said, “the other thing is that there's no 

flexibility whatsoever on like tax payments or permits through the state, you know, we have three 

different permits alcohol permits manufacturing permits, things like that. There is zero, flexibility, 

there's no waiver of permit fees. You get everything done on time, just like it was normal. So, I 

think everyone is going to have to have 100% revenue for 2020 except for us. We're going to be 

like 60% you know...I don't want to sound ungrateful, but…especially for my employees, if we're 

looking at like a $50,000 loss of revenue year over year. The last one it was for winter 

preparedness…you had to just show that you had purchased outdoor patio furniture or heaters, 

something like that. So, I went ahead. I just received the last month that I got was for a music 

venue grants. I got $13,500 from musical family tree, which is just like a local organization 

nonprofit organization…but again, most of them are reimbursement basis even the musical family 

tree was reimbursement basis. I had to show that was for utility payments and also rent. So, if I 

showed that I paid it, they would give me that up to $15,000 so it was a lot of paperwork and some 

things like that, but I think musical family tree has done that twice this year. And I've gotten 

aggregate total of $21,000 from them. And it's just astonishing to me that there's just been no 

support whatsoever for our staff. And then we also have to jump through all these hoops to be able 

to get these things. So, you know they got 1,200 dollars once, that's crazy”. 
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Appendix D: Cross-case analysis table 

  Hyper-Resilient Network Supporting Quote Hypo-Resilient Network Supporting Quote 

Supply 
network 
Disruption 

Frequency of 
disruption 

- Frequently deals with 
supply network 
disruptions related to 
political issues, natural 
disasters, production 
failures and terrorism, 
such as truck drivers’ 
strike, cyber-attack, 
product recalls and 
earthquakes. 

- “we had an earthquake, 8.8 degrees, it was one of 
the biggest earthquake in history and I was working 
as a supply network manager in the biggest 
supermarket company in Chile. Everything stopped” 
(SN2: Consumer_Dist2) 

- Rarely deals with high-
impact supply network 
disruptions 

- "we were planning on doing some rice melting rice 
that week and we just had to reevaluate and kind of 
replan our schedule, our production schedule and 
more barley. At that point, which we had in stock. 
So, you know, it wasn't the end of the world" (SN4: 
Bev_Supp4) 

Seriousness 
with which 
supply 
network 
disruptions are 
perceived 

- Sees a supply network 
disruption as a critical 
event 
- Takes the opportunity 
to learn from every 
supply network 
disruption 
- Increases awareness of 
the importance of supply 
network management 
- Communicates 
frequently inside the 
organization and with 
partners in the network 

- "It was medicines and there are people that 
probably will die or something bad will happen" 
(SN1: Pharma_Mfg2) 
- “we think about what kind of actions, after the 
experience, we can implement in order to avoid the 
situation again. There is a consensus here that 
another situation like this will be almost possible" 
(SN1: Pharma_Mfg2) 
- "after that we put the things in order, and now we 
are stronger than before in all that aspect, I mean 
delivery, demand, forecast and I think the crisis was 
very good because it was an exercise that you know 
you have a lot of effort to do something and now 
you're more prepared for the next thing you know, 
so now we are very secure…and again, we are the 
biggest e-commerce" (SN2: Consumer_Dist2) 

- Takes a "wait-and-see" 
approach 
- Communicates 
frequently, but decisions 
are taken isolatedly 
- Takes "on-the-fly" 
decisions due to a lack of 
preparedness 

- "there was nothing we could do…I have nothing to 
do with it. Then we told everybody, all the 
employees, the managers and everybody, 
tomorrow we are on holiday. So, it lasted like seven 
or eight days, including weekend, we just were on 
holiday” (SN3: Consumer_Supp4) 
- “the other thing that we did by our decision was 
we raised the level of inventory. So, even though 
this suppliers would tell me, we are going to be 
supplying you...I was happy to hear that but that 
would not make me sleep very calm...so what we 
did was, we raised it” (SN3: Consumer_Supp4) 
- "we would just have to make decisions on the fly, 
really quick about how we were going to, you know, 
function that week" (SN4: Bev_Dist4)  

Distinction 
between high-
impact and 
low-impact 
disruptions 

- Correctly spots a high-
impact disruption and 
acts accordingly 
- Assesses the impacts 
for its own and partners' 
operations in a high-
impact disruption 

- "for us to be successful at the end of the day, we 
really had to reach out with our customer base in a 
more detailed level, understand where their current 
stocking position was, understand what kind of risk 
they would have" (SN1: Pharma_Mfg1) 

- Misanalyzes critical 
effects of high-impact 
disruptions 
- Distinguishes a high-
impact disruption mostly 
from a lack-of-experience 
perspective 

- "we don't have paperboard, we don't have 
corrugated, we don't have IRA, we don't have 
plastic, we don't have flexible, we don't have…Oh, I 
need the dictionary to see the raw materials in 
order to tell you the whole list and then that it's, 
we're not talking about the imported goods. We're 
talking about the goods manufactured in Brazil" 
(SN3: Consumer_Supp4) 
- "I can't say that would be to some the closest 
thing that I could think of...this year we're 
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  Hyper-Resilient Network Supporting Quote Hypo-Resilient Network Supporting Quote 
experiencing one thing after another" (SN4: 
Bev_Dist4) 

Resource 
Metabolism 

Availability of 
production and 
disruption-
response 
resources 

- Anticipates some 
disruption impacts, 
making critical resources 
available 

- “we had done at that time was to increase our 
inventory level of raw material three days before...it 
was really kind of clear risky that it's something 
would happen...we could set all the equipment and 
all the teams focused on to find different ways and 
different roads and increase our raw material 
levels" (SN2: Consumer_Mfg2) 

- Anticipates some 
disruption impacts but 
does not make critical 
resources available 

- "the best customers and even though I do that, no 
one will be happy but because everybody wants 
50% more. And that's true. Because most of our 
customers are demanding more and then what 
happens is I need more supply of raw material and 
I'm trying everywhere, but everyone, all the 
companies are in the same situation" (SN3: 
Consumer_Supp4) 

Amount of 
critical 
resource 
mobilization, 
in response to 
a disruption 

- Guarantees an ideal 
amount of critical 
resources along the 
supply network 

- "that was really us offering those additional 
resources...our procurement team can help it 
engage in either open up additional supply or even 
directly had those conversations you know with 
their downstream vendors as well, to ensure that 
they were properly supplied from raw materials 
perspective” (SN1: Pharma_Mfg1) 
- “we could improve our production level. It took 
some I don't know, three months, four months to 
recover...all the retailers and all the transportation 
freight partners as well invested a lot to provide 
better service level and to provide better inventory 
level" (SN2: Consumer_Mfg2) 
- "one of Consumer_Mfg4’s business lengthened 
payment terms from 15 to 30 days and the other 
Consumer_Mfg4’s business allowed invoices to be 
paid in two or three times…Consumer_Mfg4 
facilitated a lot, for instance, if I could not pay an 
invoice, it postponed this invoice so that I could put 
new orders to guarantee future purchases" (SN3: 
Consumer_Dist4) 

- Guarantees a minimum 
amount of some critical 
resources (limited to 
some members) 

- "we didn't push people on payments quite as 
much as we typically do. We're letting people kind 
of take longer to get things paid off…I still have 
breweries that are paying off, increments, you 
know, instead of paying the full invoice. They're 
paying it off in sections because they just don't 
have the money to do it right now"(SN4: 
Bev_Supp4) 
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  Hyper-Resilient Network Supporting Quote Hypo-Resilient Network Supporting Quote 

Quality of 
critical 
resources 

- Active participation of 
C-level teams- 
Deployment of high-level 
teams to the network 

- "we have something kind the name is 
Pharma_Mfg2 emergency management…the top 
management, they have a group. Then we have the 
S&OP, the protocols in order to what we have to 
perform during this kind of situation that we have 
different levels of conference calls or in terms of 
meetings" (SN1: Pharma_Mfg2) 

- Active participation of 
top-level employees 

- "when Covid first broke out…I wanted to help out 
my consumers, my customers as much as possible. 
So, I actually joined in our program that we were 
actually donating malt to breweries so they could 
then make beer at a much lower cost" (SN4: 
Bev_Supp4) 

Timing of 
critical 
resource 
deployment 

- Mobilizes resources in 
an opportunity window, 
sometimes in 
anticipation of negative 
effects 

-“in that situation we have decided two things: 
bring as much as you can material and produce as 
much as you can because you don't know if you 
need to stop, if you are going to need to stop later 
so those were both decisions related to that in 
order to protect the business” (SN3: 
Consumer_Mfg3) 

- Mobilizes resources 
when they are available 

- "there's an aluminum shortage. And now, no one 
can get cans and they're more expensive when you 
can get them" (SN4: Bev_Dist4) 
- "when we went outside, we had to build a new 
patio and a new fence to appease the alcohol 
Commission to keep people's strengths inside of a 
certain designated area. And I have people driving 
all over the state looking for enough lumber to be 
able to finish that" (SN4: Bev_Dist4) 

Resource 
Metabolization 

- Mobilizes critical 
resources to perform 
cushion, experience-
based and contextual-
based practices 
- Prioritizes to mobilize 
resources more 
assertively 
- Mobilizes critical 
resources on the basis of 
a Business Continuity 
Plan 
- Cross-pollinates good 
practices among 
partners 
- Speeds-up processes 
and projects 
- Acquires capabilities in 
the market 

- "we have a thing that you should know, BCP 
(business continuity plan), that we have to add this 
kind of chapter in terms of cyber-attack. Okay. The 
main deliverable of this project is to update the 
BCP, the business continuity plan.” (SN1: 
Pharma_Mfg2) 
- "many customers were stocking up medical 
supplies, stocking up on everything…and it was 
basically two, three months of demand packed into 
a few weeks…I also had to see how to prioritize the 
shipments between customers" (SN1: 
Pharma_Mfg2) 
- "we partnered with other businesses...that may 
have been experiencing better service...where 
we're having poor service, we're cross pollinating 
that to...providing a higher degree of service and 
here's where maybe you're struggling, we can offer 
some help in getting our carrier based in 
supporting”. 
- "we bought some companies to delivery faster in 
the last mile” (SN2: Consumer_dist2) 

- Has difficulties 
mobilizing critical 
resources even when they 
are available 

- "I had to find lumber for that, again, too. So, it 
seems like every turn, there is some disruption, 
even though it's now available, there's a steep cost 
associated with it" (SN4: Bev_Dist4) 

Supply 
network 
Plasticity 

Supply 
network 
structure 

- Develops creative 
collaboration 
mechanisms 
- Strengths relationships 

- “not only our customers, but also the airline 
companies thanked us…our alliance, our 
partnership improved a lot after Covid, because 
they saw that we were doing everything possible to 

- Does not capitalize on 
benefits provided to the 
network 
- Brings contractual terms 

"the demand is so high...because of the money that 
the government is giving to everybody, 600 reais 
and the 300 reais…it is making such a mess on the 
Brazilian economy that we have some price 
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  Hyper-Resilient Network Supporting Quote Hypo-Resilient Network Supporting Quote 
through commitment to 
help 
- Uses global 
reachness/operations to 
assess crisis from 
different angles 
- Reviews supply 
network structure to 
improve operations 

help” (SN1: Pharma_Dist1) 
- "we do have Chinese operations and really it was 
more of an early insights that we were able to get in 
terms of manufacturing…that it more got us to the 
significance of what was happening" (SN1: 
Pharma_mfg1) 
- "I was scary because was my first input around 
that, my friend from China has had that already. So, 
he was telling me this is going to be like this and 
that. So, the other one in Europe was telling me this 
is going to be like this and that. So, we have 
leveraged these as a competitive advantage against 
the situation” (SN3: Consumer_Mfg3) 
- "the relationships became much closer…now they 
not only want you a visit, but they also send me 
messages asking for products" (SN3: 
Consumer_Dist4) 

to the table, possibly 
weakening relationships 
- Depends on few partners 
for critical processes 
- Collaboration does not 
necessarily strength 
relationships 

increases" (SN3: Consumer_Supp4) 
- “today, I am spending most of my time making 
pressure, pressure on the directors on the Vice 
President on those companies. Remembering them 
that we have an agreement, that we have a 
contract. But the thing is, we realize it's not time to 
beat them, if we beat it will be worse" (SN3: 
Consumer_Supp4) 
- "with the bags, you know, we had to kind of 
scrounge around and try to find any bags that we 
could put grain to send out for orders until we got 
our new bags. So, we were really kind of hurting 
there for a little bit" (SN4: Bev_Supp4) 
- "we tried to do the best that we could to help 
them out during the time that they needed it. So, I 
don't know how it's going to be in the long run...I 
would hope that they would remember that" (SN4: 
Bev_Supp4) 

New functional 
demands 

- Develops a new 
functional demand that 
brings positive result to 
the network 
- Develops a new 
functional demand that 
leads to long-lasting 
positive effects 

- "some people asked, a lot of customer asked for 
us in the counter" (SN3: Consumer_Dist3)...“I would 
say that the demand came from more related to the 
pharma channel, the pharma channel asking a lot 
for us why we you don't have this this kind of 
product for the bar soap brand and it's a bar soap 
brand…we leveraged because it's additional 
revenue for sure" (SN3: Consumer_Mfg3)..."what 
do you think about if you use the same bottle? Just 
take off the master bed, and then use this bottle for 
alcohol. It’s nice, is good. Let's try it. We have a 
successful and then now we have two products for 
Consumer_Mfg3 with the same bottle" (SN3: 
Consumer_Supp3) 

- Develops a new 
functional demand but 
benefits are not thought 
of in a network 
perspective 
- Develops a new 
functional demand in a 
short-term perspective 

- "we started selling to homers in June of last year 
(2020). And you know that's been, you know, not a 
major part of our business, but it's definitely helped 
over the last few months to kind of fill that gap of 
the slowdown that we were seeing in the 
industry…we're making a good profit on that grain 
that we sell and that has definitely helped us get 
through this year" (SN4: Bev_Supp4) 
- "I had just purchased a delivery truck last year...so 
here we have this delivery van and so we just set up 
online orders and advertised it" (SN4: 
Consumer_Dist4) 
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  Hyper-Resilient Network Supporting Quote Hypo-Resilient Network Supporting Quote 

Supply 
network 
individuality 

- Improves working 
conditions- Has a 
positive attitude towards 
crisis- Develops a sense 
of purpose among 
employees- Performs 
out-of-the-box ideas and 
practices- Diversifies 
customers to not depend 
too much on only one 
company 

- “our traditional ways of working had to completely 
evolve as well very early in the pandemic, you 
know…we had to really come up with creative ways 
to find additional transportation capacity” (SN1: 
Pharma_Mfg1)- "the main point is to think out of 
the box, to reimagine your business…it is crucial to 
think in another angle" (SN1: Pharma_Dist1)- "we 
put suppliers delivering directly in stores to shorter 
the time to deliver...that project was so crazy...I 
think that the crisis put you under pressure and you 
have to do something that you believe in a normal 
situation that is not possible, but in a crisis is 
possible and you have to do it” (SN2: 
Consumer_dist2)- "at the beginning (of Covid-19), I 
was afraid but now we have more courage to do 
things that we thought would take much more 
time…when the crisis began, we just told ourselves, 
let’s do it" (SN3: Consumer_Mfg4) 

- Centralizes decision-
making on few people- 
Has a negative attitude 
towards crisis- Focuses on 
innovation 

- "we meet every Tuesday…like, what this week 
going to look like, what can we plan for next month. 
And I guess it's just me, keeping everything on the 
rails and trying to come up with some creative 
solutions for what's going on" (SN4: Bev_Dist4)- 
"there's just a lag on grants. There's a lag on any 
kind of support and there was just no flexibility 
whatsoever on the permitting and things like that. 
So, I don't know if you can tie that necessarily to 
supply network. But, I mean, there's definitely a 
breakdown in the process there" (SN4: Bev_Dist4)- 
"we did a lot of experimentation and R&D work 
during those periods of time to kind of come up 
with some new malts" (SN4: Bev_Supp4) 

 


